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RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
RATIONALE

Throughout our ever-changing world, there is a basic longing for human beings to connect with the spiritual side of their existence. Even very young
children express a natural curiosity about their existence and purpose. This curiosity leads to a search to find answers to fundamental questions such as:
Why am I here? Why do people suffer? What happens after death? Religion serves the purpose of connecting human beings with their creator, enabling
them to explore answers to some of life’s mysteries.
Religious Studies affords learners opportunities to explore religious beliefs and practices and their influence on individuals and society. It enables them
to consider and respond to fundamental questions about the meaning and purpose of life. It promotes the development of values and morals, enabling
students to make informed decisions on moral and ethical issues. Moreover, Religious Studies provides opportunities for students to demonstrate respect
for other people, their opinions and beliefs.
The aim of Religious Studies, therefore, is to help students develop skills for life-long learning, enabling them to become productive citizens and
stewards of the earth. The Christian beliefs and values that are esteemed in this society will be transmitted to our students, providing them with a
foundation on which they can develop good character, strengthen social relationships and build strong communities.
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OVERARCHING GOAL
Understanding the major beliefs, practices and teachings of the Christian faith; demonstrating respect for themselves and others and exhibiting values and
attitudes that promote peace and harmony in society.

SUBSUB-GOALS
Students will be able to:
1. Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
2. Discover a sense of identity and purpose
3. Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
4. Develop an appreciation for living in a community
5. Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
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FORMAT OF THE CURRICULUM
The Primary Religious Studies Curriculum is presented in five strands as indicated below. These are consistent throughout the primary school and provide a basis for the Religious
Studies curriculum at post-primary level.
The strands of the curriculum are:


Basic beliefs and teachings



Purpose



Values



Community Living



Celebrations/Ceremonies

The following relates to the strands and their implementation:
Basis beliefs and teachings:
This strand focuses on developing students’ basic understanding of the divine nature of God and the revelation of Jesus Christ. Students learn that the Bible is a special book
which reveals who God is and outlines guidelines for daily living.
Purpose:
This strand enables students to explore life’s ultimate questions with regards to who they are and their purpose for living. By exploring scripture, students will come to understand
that they are unique individuals who were created to honour God, serve others and fulfill their purpose.
Values:
Through exploration of a variety of biblical and contemporary stories, students will be exposed to core ethical values such as sharing, honesty, patience, self-control and integrity.
Students will be encouraged to reflect on such stories and to take responsibility for their attitudes and behaviour.
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Community Living:
This strand enables students to explore relationships and responsibilities within the community. They are exposed to biblical and social laws which govern the way we live and
allow us to live in harmony with one another.
Celebrations/Ceremonies:
In this strand students are exposed to the major celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith. They are encouraged to participate in these celebrations/ceremonies through
worship, drama, artistic expression, song and prayer. They are also motivated to share their personal experiences with regards to these festivals.

STRANDS, SUBSUB-GOALS & THEMES

BASIC BELIEFS AND
TEACHINGS

PURPOSE

VALUES

COMMUNITY LIVING

CELEBRATIONS /
CEREMONIES

Examine the basic beliefs and
teachings of Christianity

Discover a sense of identity and
purpose

Apply biblical values and
principles to everyday living

Develop an appreciation for
living in a community

Explore celebrations and
ceremonies of the Christian faith

The Nature of God

Honouring God

Choices

Caring for God’s Creation

Celebrating Thanksgiving

Discovering my Identify

Growing with Values

Rights / Responsibilities

Celebrating Christmas

Serving Others

Love and/or Forgiveness

Celebrating Easter

Overcoming Obstacles

Respect

Celebrating Pentecost / Whitsun

Friendship
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APPROACH TO TEACHING AND LEARNING
The Religious Studies Curriculum focuses on the teaching of the relevant concepts and skills and developing of attitudes that students will need to understand and apply the basic
teachings and practices of Christianity.
Key concepts to be developed include the following: beliefs about God, worship, purpose, service, love and values.
Skills incorporated in the curriculum include: communicating information, investigation, interpretation, application and problem solving.
Attitudes to be developed include: caring, respect, gratitude, responsibility and forgiveness.
The curriculum takes into consideration theories related to the cognitive, physical, moral and faith developmental levels of the learner. As teachers deliver instruction, they must
be cognizant of what is developmentally appropriate for the learner. In particular, James Fowler’s research on the Stages of Faith (See Appendix) should be examined and applied
by all teachers.
Research shows that learners acquire concepts, skills and attitudes best when they are actively engaged in the learning process. The classroom environment should foster a high
degree of participation and productivity. Teachers are therefore, encouraged to utilize a variety of strategies in order to engage students in learning and to cater to their various
needs. The following strategies are incorporated into the curriculum: brainstorming, cooperative learning, discussion, role-play, games, written and artistic expression, critical
thinking and problem solving.
A wide range of resources is integrated into the curriculum in order to encourage creative, active and student-centred learning. Further, the integration of technology is a key
component of the Religious Studies Curriculum.
The curriculum was developed using the thematic approach to learning. The themes, therefore, can be integrated across the curriculum. There are obvious connections to Health
and Family Life Education, Social Studies, and Language Arts. As teachers deliver instruction they should always find opportunities to make cross-curricular connections.
Assessment is an essential part of the teaching and learning process. Assessment is designed to evaluate not only what students know and can do but their attitudes as well. A
variety of assessment tools should be utilized by teachers – journals, discussion, role play, projects, checklists, anecdotal records, essays, interviews and structured and open-ended
questions.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS

Overarching Goal

This indicates the ultimate outcome of the Religious Studies Curriculum document.

Scope and Sequence

This is a map outlining objectives for each grade level showing the progression and overview of the work to be accomplished.

Scope of Work

This is the main section of the curriculum which develops curriculum objectives with suggested content, activities, assessment and
resources to facilitate and enhance the teaching / learning process.

Strands

These are the sections within a particular content area that may be clustered by topic or process, e.g. Basic Beliefs and Teachings.

Objectives

They are derived from goals. They specify in measurable and observable terms the content, skills and attitudes to
be learned by each student. Objectives are written in terms of what the student is expected to achieve.

Assessment

This refers to ongoing processes which measure student understanding of specific learning targets or objectives.
instruments used to collect data and evaluate student performance.
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

GRADE ONE
 Identify God as
Creator of all things







Conclude that God
created man as a
special being




Describe the beauty
of God’s creation

GRADE TWO
Identify God as a caring 
and loving Father
Explain why Christians
refer to God as Father
Illustrate ways in which
God demonstrates His
love for mankind





GRADE THREE
Describe God as
being holy and
worthy of adoration



GRADE FOUR
Describe God as being
omnipotent



Discover how God
used/uses His power to
help mankind



Discover how God’s
power could be accessed
through faith and
obedience to the
scriptures

Research scriptures
that describe the holy
nature of God
Discover ways in
which Christians
show reverence to
God

X






GRADE FIVE
Describe the supreme
nature of God
Verify through
evidence in the
scriptures that God is
supreme
Discover how God’s
supremacy should be
reverenced



GRADE SIX
Describe the spiritual nature
of God



Research scriptures that
describe God as a Spirit



Explain how human beings
communicate with God

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God



GRADE ONE
Identify Jesus as the
Son of God who came
to earth as a baby







Explain why Jesus
came to earth
Discover ways to show
gratitude to God for
sending His Son



GRADE TWO
Investigate Jesus’ way
of life as a child



Identify lessons that can 
be learnt from the early
life of Jesus

Compare and contrast
their way of life to
Jesus’ childhood


GRADE THREE
Identify Jesus as the
Son of God



Explain why Jesus
came to earth


GRADE FOUR
Explain how Jesus’
divine nature was
revealed through
miracles

Discover Old
Testament scriptures
that predicted the
coming of Jesus

Produce evidence from
the Bible to show how
miracles impacted the
lives of the disciples
and others

Explore ways to walk in 
obedience as Jesus did

Identify miracles that
occur every day
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GRADE FIVE
Depict the main events
in the life of Jesus
Discover patterns in the
life of Jesus





Examine how Jesus’
human and divine
natures were revealed to 
mankind
Decide on a plan that
could help them
become more like Jesus



GRADE SIX
Examine Jesus’ teachings
in relation to God and
people
Evaluate the impact of
Jesus’ teachings on the
world
Investigate the lives of
leaders who have been
influenced by the
teachings of Jesus
Explain how a Christian’s
everyday life should
reflect the teachings of
Jesus

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART

Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God







GRADE ONE
State reasons why the
Bible is a special book
Relate how Bible
stories tell about God’s
love for us
Demonstrate respect for
the Bible







GRADE TWO
Identify the Bible as
the holy Word of God
Explain how God
displayed His love for
children in the
scriptures
Compare God’s love
for children to that of
a parent / guardian



GRADE THREE
Describe the Old
Testament as writings
about God’s relationship
with the Jews



GRADE FOUR
Describe the New
Testament as a record
of Jesus’ life and
teachings



Explain how God
demonstrated His love
for the Jews



State what a gospel is
and identify the four
gospels



Discover God’s laws for
living in the book of
Exodus



Discover teachings that
are common to all four
gospels



Explain how obeying the
Ten Commandments
helps us show love for
God and people



Explore ways to share
the good news about
Jesus
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GRADE FIVE
Identify the books of
the prophets in the
Bible



GRADE SIX
Identify the Bible as a
collection of various
types of writing



Explain how God
revealed Himself
through the prophets



Distinguish between
proverbs, psalms and
parables in the Bible



Explore ways in which
they could serve as
prophets in today’s
world



Discover information
about the nature of God
in selected psalms,
proverbs and parables

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Honouring God

GRADE ONE
 State the definition
of the word
“worship”

GRADE TWO
 Explain the concept
of worship






Discover that
human beings were
created to praise
and worship God
Demonstrate ways
to worship God



Explore scriptural
passages about
worshiping God

GRADE THREE
 Explain how
obedience to God’s
Word is a way to
honour Him

GRADE FOUR
 Explore Jesus’
teachings about
prayer




Describe the heart of
a sincere worshiper




Explore scriptural
passages about
obeying God’s
Word



Infer how God’s
Word is like a lamp
or a light
Demonstrate
obedience to God’s
Word

XIII

Explain how God is
honoured when we
pray

GRADE FIVE
 Identify places and
things that are
considered holy /
sacred


Analyze the Lord’s
Prayer




Use the Lord’s
Prayer as a model
for personal prayers

Explain how respect
for holy places and
things is a way to
honour God
Recommend ways
to honour God in
places of worship



GRADE SIX
Explain the term
“sacrificial giving”



Discover ways to use
their time, talents and
money to honour God



Examine the
importance of having
the right attitude when
giving to God and
others

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Discovering my Identity



GRADE ONE
Discover
individual
differences








Conclude that
each individual
is a unique being
Identify their
special gifts and
talents





GRADE TWO
Explain what a gift or
talent is

GRADE THREE
 Identify their
personal qualities

Discover their special
gifts and talents



Explain how their gifts
and talents can be used
to help others
Explore biblical
examples of persons
who utilized their
talents well







Explain the
importance of
knowing yourself



Compare and
contrast the
personalities of
selected biblical
characters
Examine their
personal strengths
and weaknesses
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GRADE FOUR
Identify their
personal interests
and abilities
Examine the
connection between
a person’s abilities
and his/her future
career



Explore biblical
examples of persons
who doubted their
abilities



Interpret scriptural
verses that
encourage positive
thinking



GRADE FIVE
Examine their roles
and responsibilities
in the family



Compare and
contrast their roles
to those of other
family members



Explain what
happens when
individuals do not
fulfill their roles in
the family



Explore scriptural
passages related to
the role of children
in families



GRADE SIX
Explain what it means
to be created in the
image of God



Compare man’s
abilities to that of
other animals



Discover ways in
which they can reflect
the image of God

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Serving Others

GRADE ONE
 State the
definition of the
word “service”

GRADE TWO
 State the definition
of the word
“service”





GRADE THREE
 Explain what it means
to serve others




Use biblical
examples of
children who
served well
Explore ways to
serve others



Discover that
serving others
demonstrates our
love



Explore ways to
serve others


GRADE FOUR
 Explain what it
means to serve
others

Use biblical examples
of persons who served
well



Examine people’s
attitude towards
serving others as it
relates to their jobs



Conclude that
individuals should
serve others willingly

XV

Study Jesus’
example of service
to others

GRADE FIVE
 Investigate the lives
of persons who
serve others without
compensation / pay


Examine the
attitude of persons
who serve without
compensation



Deduce that serving
others gives
individuals a sense
of purpose

Explore ways to
serve others



GRADE SIX
Examine the
characteristics of a
servant leader



Investigate the lives of
Old Testament leaders
who served with
excellence



Explore ways in which
they could serve as
good leaders

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Overcoming Obstacles

GRADE ONE
 State what an
obstacle is

GRADE TWO
 State what an
obstacle is







Use biblical
examples of persons
who overcame
obstacles
Explore ways to
overcome obstacles
they may encounter
in life





Identify physical
and mental
challenges
individuals may
have
Explore scriptural
passages related to
positive thinking

GRADE THREE
 Identify some of the
challenges
individuals might
face in life

GRADE FOUR
 Identify reasons why
persons do not fulfill
their purpose in life




Use biblical
examples of persons
who overcame
challenges



Propose positive
ways to handle
life’s challenges



Investigate the
lives of persons
who succeeded
despite many
obstacles
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Investigate the lives
of biblical characters
who were influenced
negatively
Explore scriptural
passages related to
following the advice
of others
Choose to avoid
negative influences in
life

GRADE FIVE
 Explain how
failure could be an
obstacle in a
person’s life


Use biblical
examples of
persons who failed
yet achieved
success



Interpret scripture
verses about
achieving success



Suggest lessons
that can be learnt
from life’s failures



GRADE SIX
Examine the purpose
of suffering in a
person’s life



Use biblical
examples of persons
who endured
suffering



Explore ways to
cope through
difficult times in life

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Thanksgiving







GRADE ONE
State reasons why
individuals should
give thanks to God
Use biblical
examples of persons
who were thankful
Explore ways to
express thanks to
God



GRADE TWO
State the importance
of showing
gratitude to God and
others

GRADE THREE
 State reasons why
individuals should
give thanks to
God










Use biblical
examples of persons
who were thankful
Explain why
Thanksgiving is
celebrated today
Explore ways to
express thanks to
God and others



Explore scriptural
verses related to
giving thanks to
God

GRADE FOUR
Communicate the
story of the first
Thanksgiving
Compare and contrast
Thanksgiving
celebrations in the
Bahamas and the
United States








Explain how
expressions of
thanksgiving are
utilized in worship

XVII



Explain what various
Thanksgiving
symbols represent

GRADE FIVE
Examine the
benefits of being
thankful




Examine signs of
ingratitude among
persons in our
community



Document reasons
why Bahamians
should be thankful



Propose a plan of
action to encourage
Bahamians to be more
thankful

Justify being
grateful even in
difficult
circumstances
Conclude that
individuals should
be thankful for
everyday blessings

GRADE SIX
Examine the purpose
of Thanksgiving

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas



GRADE ONE
Explain the
importance of
Christmas



Give details of the
events surrounding
the birth of Jesus



Discover ways to
share the joy of
Christmas with
others







GRADE TWO
Explain the
importance of
Christmas

GRADE THREE
 Explain the
significance of
Jesus’ birth

Describe the roles
of various
characters in the
story of Jesus’ birth



Explore ways to
spread the good
news about Jesus





Explain how Jesus
was honoured as a
king in the
Christmas story
Explore ways in
which they could
honour Jesus
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GRADE FOUR
Describe the main
events surrounding
the birth of Jesus



Infer why Jesus was
born in a stable



Conclude that
humble beginnings
can lead to
greatness



GRADE FIVE
Investigate the
origin of the
Christmas holiday



GRADE SIX
Explore Christmas
celebrations around
the world



Examine the
attitudes of persons
during the
Christmas season



Compare and
contrast Christmas
celebrations around
the world



Examine the true
meaning of
Christmas



Explore the
message of
Christmas



Suggest ways to
make the Christmas
holiday more
meaningful

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas







GRADE ONE
Explore the theme
of love in the
Christmas story
Explain why God
gave Jesus as a
special gift to the
world
Suggest ways to
express love for
God and others at
Christmas



GRADE TWO
Explore the
significance of
lights in the
Christmas story

GRADE THREE
 Explain the
importance of
giving to others



Explain why Jesus
is referred to as the
light of the world
Explore ways in
which they could
shine as lights in the
world

GRADE FOUR
Summarize the
story of the birth of
Jesus













Analyze the value
of a gift
Examine the
significance of the
gifts given to baby
Jesus
Explore ways in
which they could
make a difference
by giving

XIX





Study paintings or
pictures of the
manger scene
Demonstrate the
message of
Christmas



GRADE FIVE
Explore Bahamian
Christmas traditions



Compare and
contrast Christmas
celebrations today
to those of
yesteryear



Compare and
contrast Christmas
and Hanukkah



Explore ways to
create a spirit of
unity at Christmas

Propose new
Christmas traditions
that could be
established in their
families and
communities

GRADE SIX
Describe the
festivals of
Christmas and
Hanukkah

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND
AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Choices

GRADE ONE
 Distinguish
between good and
bad choices

GRADE TWO
 Identify various
feelings or emotions
people experience





GRADE THREE
 Examine reasons
why conflicts arise




Use a biblical
example to learn
about making good
choices
Discover positive
activities they can
participate in
everyday



Use a biblical
example to illustrate
how to control
emotions
Explore ways to
express and control
their feelings and
emotions





Identify steps to
follow when
resolving conflicts
Use a biblical
example of how
conflicts could be
solved
Propose solutions to
everyday problems
and conflicts

XX

GRADE FOUR
 Explain the
importance of
setting goals

GRADE FIVE
 Identify and use the
steps in the decision
making process





Use a biblical
example to illustrate
decision making



Critique their
decisions and the
decisions of various
leaders

Use biblical
examples of persons
who achieved their
goals



Formulate personal
goals



Outline steps to
achieve personal
goals



GRADE SIX
Explain the concept
of peer pressure



Differentiate between
positive and negative
influences



Explore Bible stories
which relate to
following the advice
of others



Decide to handle peer
pressure positively

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values



GRADE ONE
State the
importance of
sharing



Use a biblical
example of sharing



Explore ways to
share with others









GRADE TWO
Explain what it
means to be
courteous
Use good manners
when communicating
with others
Explore scriptures
related to being
courteous

GRADE THREE
 Explain the
importance of being
united


Explore scriptures
related to unity



Examine the effects
of unity in
relationships





XX1

Study biblical and
contemporary
characters who were
courageous









Interpret the meaning
of famous quotes
about courtesy

GRADE FOUR
Explain what
courage is in their
own words

Explore ways to
overcome fear
Interpret the
meaning of famous
quotes about
courage



GRADE FIVE
State the definition
of the word
“compassion”




Study biblical
characters who
demonstrated loyalty



Explore the benefits of
loyalty



Suggest ways to show
loyalty to God and
others

Explain how Jesus
showed compassion
for others
Justify the necessity
of being
compassionate
Discover ways to
show compassion
for others

GRADE SIX
Explain why loyalty is
an important value

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

GRADE ONE
 Explain what it
means to be
obedient

GRADE TWO
 Explain what it
means to be
responsible





GRADE THREE
 Define the term
“self-control”


Use a biblical
example of
obedience and
disobedience

Use a biblical
example of
someone who was
responsible




Examine the
benefits of being
obedient



Demonstrate
obedience in
everyday situations



Examine the
benefits of being
responsible


Study biblical
characters who
demonstrated selfcontrol
Examine the
consequences of not
having self-control
Utilize various
strategies to develop
self-control

XXII

GRADE FOUR
 Explain why peace
is an important
value

GRADE FIVE
 Explain what it
means to be fair /
just



Apply scriptures
about peacefulness
to everyday life





Predict what a
peaceful world
would be like

Suggest reasons
why people are
sometimes treated
unfairly



Explore ways to
treat people fairly



Apply the Golden
Rule to everyday
situations



GRADE SIX
Explain the
significance of being
humble



Describe the
characteristics of a
humble person



Explain how Jesus
demonstrated
humility



Discover ways in
which persons can
display humility

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values







GRADE ONE
State the importance
of helping others
Identify persons in
the Bible that Jesus
helped
Identify some of
Jesus’ helpers



GRADE TWO
Explain the
importance of
cooperating

GRADE THREE
 Explore the concept
of self-esteem




Use a biblical
example of
cooperation




Explore ways to be
helpful at school
and at home

Examine the
challenges and
benefits of
cooperating with
others



List factors that
influence a person’s
self-esteem





Compare personal
experiences
involving issues of
trust



Use biblical
examples of persons
who trusted God

Discover ways to
build self-esteem
Explore scriptural
verses that help to
build self-esteem

Explore ways to
foster cooperative
behaviour

XXIII



Conclude that
individuals can trust
the promises of God

GRADE FIVE
Explain why
honesty is an
important virtue



Evaluate the actions
of various Bible
characters



Evaluate the
consequences of
dishonest behaviour






GRADE FOUR
Give simple
definitions of the
word “trust”

Demonstrate honest
behaviour in various
situations



GRADE SIX
State the definition
of the word
“integrity”



Use biblical
examples of persons
who displayed
integrity



Demonstrate
integrity in various
situations

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values





GRADE ONE
Explain why
individuals should
show kindness
Explore scriptural
passages that teach
about being kind





GRADE TWO
Explain why
patience is an
important virtue

GRADE THREE
 Define the term
“faithful”







Study biblical
characters who
exhibited patience

Use biblical
examples of
persons who were
faithful




Explore ways to
show kindness



Demonstrate
patience in everyday
situations



Discover practical
ways to show
faithfulness
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GRADE FOUR
Define the word
“endurance”



Interpret scriptures
related to enduring
hardships



Use contemporary
stories of persons
who endured great
difficulties



Explore ways to
cope during difficult
times

GRADE FIVE
Explain what it
means to be reliable



GRADE SIX
Explain why
excellence is an
important value

Use biblical
examples of persons
who were reliable



Study biblical
characters who
exhibited excellence

Examine the
implications of
being reliable



Explore ways to
demonstrate
excellence in their
daily lives

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Caring for God’s Creation





GRADE ONE
State the importance
of caring for the
earth God created
Use a biblical
example to illustrate
caring for the
environment



GRADE TWO
Explain the
importance of
caring for family
members

GRADE THREE
 Explain the
importance of
caring for strangers




Use a biblical
example of caring
for family members



Predict what would
happen if family
members did not
neglect each other




Suggest ways to
improve their
school environment



Explore scriptural
passages related to
caring for strangers
Investigate issues
related to the
treatment of
strangers in The
Bahamas
Recommend ways
to care for strangers
in the community

XXV



GRADE FOUR
Explain the
importance of
caring for persons in
the community



Use biblical
examples of persons
who cared for others



Investigate the lives
of local and
international
persons who care /
cared for others



Propose a plan of
action to assist
persons who are
neglected in the
community







GRADE FIVE
Study the Leviticus
laws related to the
care of people and
animals
Evaluate the
appropriateness of
the Leviticus laws
for today’s society



GRADE SIX
Explain the
importance of
caring for the
environment



Examine the effects
of pollution on the
environment



Explore scriptural
verses about
protecting the earth



Explore ways to
preserve our natural
resources

Promote the need to
care for animals and
people

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Rights / Responsibilities



GRADE ONE
Explain why it is
important to follow
laws and rules







Identify the first
five commandments
Discover rules that
should be followed
at home and school





GRADE TWO
Identify the basic
rights of children

GRADE THREE
 Identify the
Beatitudes

Explain why it is
important to have
laws that protect the
rights of children



Explore scriptural
passages related to
the protection of
children



Suggest ways to
promote the rights
of children



Explain why the
Beatitudes are
important guidelines
to follow
Examine the effects
of their behaviour in
family and group
settings
Apply the
Beatitudes to
everyday situations
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GRADE FOUR
Explain the
importance of
following the Ten
Commandments
Suggest reasons
why persons break
rules or commit
crimes in society
Identify penalties
for various crimes
in society
Examine the
consequences of sin
and crime on the
wider community








GRADE FIVE
Identify the basic
human rights



Explore scriptural
passages related to
these rights



Explore scriptural
passages related to
work, leisure and
wealth



Explain why work
is important to
individuals and the
wider society



Identify values
people who work
should possess

Examine the
connection between
rights and
responsibility
Express gratitude for
the rights individuals
enjoy

GRADE SIX
Define the terms
work, leisure and
wealth

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Love and/or Forgiveness

GRADE ONE
 Use everyday
symbols to explain
the concept of love

GRADE TWO
 Explain what it
means to love others




Explain the Great
Commandments:
love of God and
love of neighbour




Discover ways to
show love for God
and neighbours



Explore the
relationship
between loving and
giving
Discover ways to
show love for others

GRADE THREE
 Examine the
characteristics of
love




Use contemporary
stories to illustrate
the power of love

Identify signs of
impatience, anger
and jealousy among
individuals
Examine the impact
of love on
individuals and
groups in society

GRADE FOUR
 Examine the
importance of
receiving and
offering forgiveness







Suggest ways they
can put their love
for others into
action
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GRADE FIVE
 Examine the
importance of
demonstrating love
and forgiveness
within the family



Examine the
loving and
forgiving nature of
God

Use a biblical
example to illustrate
forgiveness within
the family structure



Apply Jesus’
teachings on love
and forgiveness to
their lives

Solve family
problems in a loving
and forgiving manner



Use prayer as a
means of seeking
God’s forgiveness

Explore scriptural
passages related to
forgiving others



Analyze the effects
of unforgiveness on
family relationships

Examine situations
when forgiveness is
difficult





Express a
willingness to
forgive others

GRADE SIX
 Explore parables
of love and
forgiveness told by
Jesus

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith.
Theme: Celebrating Easter







GRADE ONE
Relate the story of
the Triumphant
Entry of Jesus into
Jerusalem
Describe how
Jesus was
honoured as a king
Explain how Jesus
can be honoured as
King of their lives







GRADE TWO
Relate the story of
the Triumphant
Entry of Jesus into
Jerusalem
Explain the
significance of the
use of palm
branches and the
donkey






GRADE THREE
Relate the story of
Jesus’ arrest and trial
Describe the various
emotions Jesus may
have felt during His
arrest and trial
Suggest lessons that
could be learnt from
Jesus’ arrest and trial

Describe how Palm
Sunday is
celebrated by
churches today








Examine Jesus’
response to trial and
persecution



Explore scriptural
passages related to
dealing with everyday
trials
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GRADE FOUR
Identify various trials /
hardships individuals
may face in life

Discover ways to
show compassion for
those who are
experiencing trials and
difficulties

GRADE FIVE
Explain the term
“sacrifice”
Compare and
contrast Jesus’
sacrifice to the
sacrifices made in
the Old Testament



Examine the
significance of
Jesus’ sacrifice



Give examples of
everyday sacrifices
people make



GRADE SIX
Examine the
significance of the
Lord’s Supper



Explain what the
symbols used during
the Lord’s Supper
represent



Discover ways in
which the Lord’s
Supper is observed in
various Christian
churches



Examine the
importance of
observing the Lord’s
Supper with the right
attitude

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

GRADE ONE
 Relate the story of
Jesus’ crucifixion




Explain why Jesus
was willing to die
on the cross
Portray the events
of Jesus’ arrest and
crucifixion

GRADE TWO
 Explore the theme
of obedience in the
Easter story

GRADE THREE
 Relate the main
events in the
crucifixion of Jesus

GRADE FOUR
 Relate the main
events in the
crucifixion of Jesus







Conclude that
Jesus’ death is a
wonderful example
of obedience




Explore ways to
demonstrate
obedience in their
daily lives


Compare and
contrast the two
thieves on the cross
Infer why Jesus
forgave the thief on
the cross and those
who crucified Him
Use prayer as a
means of asking for
and receiving
forgiveness
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Examine the
reaction of various
witnesses to the
death of Jesus
Examine the impact
that Jesus’ death
had on mankind

GRADE FIVE
 Explain how Jesus’
death demonstrated
God’s love for
humanity



GRADE SIX
Examine the path of
suffering Jesus took
from Gethsemane to
the cross



Examine the cruelty
of Jesus’ sufferings
and death



Explain why Jesus was
willing to suffer for
mankind



Examine the impact
of God’s love for
mankind



Justify suffering for
one’s faith



Demonstrate the
message of God’s
love

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter






GRADE ONE
Relate the story of
Jesus’ resurrection
Explain how Jesus’
resurrection brings
joy to individuals
Portray the joy
Jesus’ resurrection
brings






GRADE TWO
Relate the story of
Jesus’ resurrection
Explain how Jesus’
resurrection
demonstrated His
power
Explore ways to
celebrate Jesus’
resurrection

GRADE THREE
 Explain the
importance of
Jesus’ resurrection




Discover how
Jesus’ resurrection
brings new life
Participate in the
celebration of Jesus’
resurrection





Document evidence
of Jesus’
resurrection from
the scriptures
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GRADE FOUR
Summarize the
story of Jesus’
resurrection

Examine the
reaction of key
persons to Jesus’
resurrection
Participate in the
celebration of Jesus’
resurrection



GRADE FIVE
Summarize the
story of Jesus’
resurrection



GRADE SIX
Explain why Easter
is an important
festival for
Christians

Explain how Jesus’
resurrection brings
hope to individuals



Highlight the main
events of the Easter
story

Examine scriptures
which deal with
hope



Document ways in
which Easter is
celebrated in
various Christian
denominations in
The Bahamas



Examine the
significance of the
symbols associated
with Easter

Suggest ways to
share the hope that
Jesus’ resurrection
brings

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Respect





GRADE ONE
State the meaning of
the word ‘respect”
Examine the Golden
Rule





Demonstrate respect
for themselves and
others


GRADE TWO
Explain in their own
words what it means
to respect others
Suggest reasons
why people
disrespect each
other
Explore scriptural
verses related to
respecting others







GRADE THREE
Explain the terms
“opinions” and
“beliefs”
Use biblical examples
to examine the
consequences or
effects of considering
the opinions of others
Demonstrate respect
for people’s opinions
and beliefs
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GRADE FOUR
 State the
importance of
respecting
property








Explain the
significance of
keeping the eighth
and tenth
Commandments
Formulate
guidelines for
displaying respect
for property





GRADE FIVE
Explain the terms
“prejudice” and
“discrimination”
Examine factors
that may cause
discrimination
Examine Jesus’
response to Jewish
customs that
promoted
discrimination
Explore ways to
foster good
relationships
between people of
different races or
religions



GRADE SIX
Explain what it
means to have
respect for authority
or leadership



Study biblical
characters who
demonstrated
respect for
leadership /authority
figures



Demonstrate respect
for persons in
authority

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART

Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Friendship






GRADE ONE
Identify the
qualities of a friend



Use a biblical
example of
friendship



Discover ways to
show appreciation
for their friends



GRADE TWO
Identify the
qualities of a friend
Explore ways to
build good
friendships
Use biblical and
contemporary
stories of friendship






GRADE THREE
Explore the benefits
of true friendship
Use a biblical
example to illustrate
the benefits of
friendship
Express appreciation
for their friends

GRADE FOUR
 Explore the
benefits of true
friendship




Explain how Jesus
demonstrated
friendship





Explore the benefits
of having a friend



Explore scriptural
passages related to
friendship

Discover ways to
make and keep
friends




XXXII

Interpret
scriptures and
famous quotes
about friendship

GRADE FIVE
Identify values that
are important when
choosing a friend

Discover ways to
form friendships
with persons of
different races or
cultures



GRADE SIX
Examine the positive
and negative aspects
of friendship



Use biblical examples
to illustrate the
positive and negative
aspects of friendship



Form judgments about
potential dangers
friends should avoid



Recommend ways to
build healthy
friendships

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART

Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Pentecost / Whitsun







GRADE ONE
Relate the story of the
coming of the Holy
Spirit

GRADE TWO
 Relate the story
of the coming of
the Holy Spirit

GRADE THREE
 Relate the story of
the coming of the
Holy Spirit

GRADE FOUR
 Communicate the
story of the coming
of the Holy Spirit

GRADE FIVE
 State the origin of
the Festival of
Pentecost/Whitsun

GRADE SIX
 Communicate the
story of the coming
of the Holy Spirit

Explain why Jesus
promised to send the
Holy Spirit to His
disciples









Relate the story of
the coming of the
Holy Spirit





Identify
characteristics that
the Holy Spirit
produces in
individuals

Investigate ways in
which Pentecost is
celebrated by
churches in The
Bahamas



Describe the role of
the Holy Spirit in
people’s lives



Use various
symbols to describe
the Holy Spirit

Describe the changes
that the disciples
experienced after the
Holy Spirit came



Explain why
Pentecost is
celebrated by
churches today
Explain how the
Holy Spirit helps
individuals





Explain why the
Jewish festival of
Pentecost was
celebrated
Explain why
Pentecost is
celebrated by
churches today
Discover ways in
which the Holy
Spirit helps
individuals
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Describe how the
early church was
impacted by the
coming of the Holy
Spirit



Study biblical
characters whose
lives were changed
by the Holy Spirit



Conclude that the
Holy Spirit gives
individuals courage
and power



Demonstrate ways
in which the fruit of
the Spirit is revealed
in mankind

PRIMARY RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
GRADE ONE

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify God as Creator
of all things

Conclude that God
created man as a special
being

Describe the beauty of
God’s creation

CONTENT
God is the Creator of the universe.
He created the world in six days and
rested on the seventh day. God
created the sun, moon, stars, fish,
birds, land, animals and man.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
View creation felts and discuss scenes
depicted. Sequence the events of creation
using felts.

Man is a special creation of God.
God created man from the dust of the
earth and breathed into his nostrils
the breath of life. Man is a special
being because he was made with the
ability to think, speak and solve
problems.

Using a comparison chart, list differences
between man and animals.

The beauty of God’s creation can be
seen all around us. Words like
awesome, magnificent and splendid
can be used to describe the flowers,
trees, animals and mankind.
Everything God created is absolutely
beautiful.

As a class, write a poem describing the
beauty of God’s creation. Use a variety
of adjectives. Publish the poem on chart
paper.

ASSESSMENT
Pictures or collages using
artwork rubric. Sentence
must identify God as
Creator.

Draw a picture or make a collage of
things that God created. Write a sentence
about God, the Creator.

RESOURCES
The Beginner’s Bible:
“The Beginning” (pp. 7-13)
“Adam and Eve” (pp. 14-17)
Creation felts & felt board
Paper for drawing & crayons
Magazines with pictures of
animals, plants etc.

Oral responses

Comparison chart

Class poem

Chart paper, markers

Students orally complete the sentence, “I
am special because I can _____________.

Sing the song, “All things Bright and
Beautiful.” Teacher circles the
descriptive words in the song.
1

Transparency with words of
the song, “All things Bright
and Beautiful.”
Overhead projector

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify Jesus as the Son
of God who came to
earth as a baby

CONTENT
Jesus is the Son of God who came to
earth as a baby. He was born of the
Virgin Mary. (Luke 1:31-37)
Jesus was in heaven before He came to
earth as a baby.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Students view pictures of Jesus as a
baby from the Beginner’s Bible.
Discuss how Jesus was like other
babies but yet God’s Son.

ASSESSMENT
Pictures and sentences –
sentence must identify
Jesus as God’s Son.

Good News Bible for Children:
St. Luke 1:31-37

Draw a picture of Jesus as a baby and
write a sentence about Him.

•

•

Explain why Jesus came
to earth

Discover ways to show
gratitude to God for
sending his Son

The scripture states, “For God so loved
the world that He gave His only Son,
that whosoever believeth in Him should
not perish but have everlasting life.” St.
John 3:16 (KJV). Jesus came to save
mankind from sin. He came to die so
that people everywhere may have
everlasting life. He also came to show
mankind how to live in peace and love.

Read and discuss John 3:16. (Scripture
displayed on chart / transparency).

Individuals can show gratitude to God
through praise, worship and
thanksgiving. They can also show
gratitude to God by accepting Jesus as
Saviour into their hearts.

In groups, students will discuss ways
in which they could show gratitude to
God for sending His Son. Teacher
records responses.

File paper for drawing and
sentence
Oral responses

Listen to the poem, “Jesus Loves
You.” Share reasons indicated in the
poem, why Jesus came to earth.
Teacher records ideas.

Sing the song, “We Love You Jesus,
Son of God.”
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RESOURCES
Beginner’s Bible, “Baby Jesus is
Born,” (pp. 275-276) - pictures

Scripture on chart or
transparency
Overhead projector
www.truthsaves.org/poetry/jesusloves-you.shtml
poem: “Jesus Loves You”

Group responses –
showing gratitude to God,
using discussion rubric

Follow the Bible, “Mary Believes
God’s Message.” (p. 113) -words
for song, “We Love You Jesus,
Son of God.”

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

OBJECTIVES
State reasons why the
Bible is a special book

CONTENT
The Bible is a special book that tells
about God’s love and plan for
mankind. It comforts, encourages and
inspires individuals in their daily lives.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Students will listen to the story,
“God’s Word.” Use word cards to
read words from the story (lamp,
light, grow, life, faith). Share
reasons why the Bible is a special
book.

ASSESSMENT
Oral Presentations – “The
Bible is a special book.”
Students must say why the
Bible is a special book.

•

Relate how Bible stories
tell about God’s love for
us

Demonstrate respect for
the Bible

The Bible relates may stories about
God’s love for mankind. Two such
stories are “The Lost Son.” and “The
Lost Sheep.” In both stories the
message of God’s love and
forgiveness is clearly illustrated.

Listen to and discuss two Bible
stories about God’s love: “The Lost
Sheep” & “The Lost Son.”

Heart cut-outs with
information

We can demonstrate respect for the
Bible by the way we handle it and by
being obedient to God’s Holy Word.

Look at, and handle with reverence
various kinds of Bibles. Turn pages
slowly.

Observe the way students
handle Bibles.

Students share ways to respect God’s
laws. I can respect God’s laws by
being ___________. (Kind, obedient
etc.)

Oral responses

On heart cut-outs write two ways in
which God shows His love for us.
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Teacher-made book markers
Good News Bible for Children:
Psalm 119:105

Colour book-markers with Psalm
119:105 written on them.
•

RESOURCES
Foundations of Faith, “God’s
Word” (p. 4)

The Beginner’s Bible:
“The Lost Sheep” (pp. 391-396)
“The Lost Son” (pp. 397-404)
Heart cut-outs

Various kinds of Bibles –
Beginner’s Bible, Good News
Bible for Children etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Honouring God

•

OBJECTIVES
State the definition of the
word “worship”

CONTENT
The word “worship” means to
respect, honour and revere a
divine being. It is also a special
service or ceremony.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Students view DVD of a worship
service – “To Worship You I live.”
Observe expressions of worship.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

http://www.youtube.com
Song, “To Worship You I live,”
Israel Houghton.

Brainstorm meaning of the word
“worship” using a web.
•

•

Discover that human
beings were created to
praise and worship God

Demonstrate ways to
worship God

Human beings were made to
worship and praise their Creator /
God. (Rev. 4: 9-11). This is their
purpose or reason for being alive.
Psalm 95:6 states that we should
worship, bow down and kneel
before the Lord our Maker.

Read and discuss Rev. 4: 9-11 &
Psalm 95:6. Teacher writes
important ideas from the scriptures.

We can worship God through
song, dance, praise and the
playing of musical instruments.
Worship can also be done in quiet
reverence and in prayer.

Discuss the various elements of
worship and why they are important
– singing, dancing, bowing, playing
music etc. Students share what
happens in their various churches.

Oral responses

Make worship bells.
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Tools – hammer, saw, shovel etc.
Rev. 4: 9-11 & Ps.95:6 displayed
on transparency or computer
slides

Display various tools and talk about
the purpose/job of each. Discuss
reasons why human beings were
created.

In groups, role-play a worship
service.

RESOURCES
http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/worship

Overhead or LCD projector

Group presentation of a worship
service. Must include singing,
praising, bowing, use of
instruments etc. Use rubric for
dramatic skits.

Bible Message Make-n-Takes,
“Worship Bells” (pp. 38-39)
Craft items – cups, bells etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Discovering my Identity

•

OBJECTIVES
Discover individual
differences

CONTENT
There are many things that make
each person different. For example,
the colour of his/her hair, eyes and
skin. Individuals also have different
likes and dislikes.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Parade of faces from different races,
culture etc. Sing the song, “Jesus
loves the little children.” Discuss
how the faces are different and
unique.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Faces on paper plates with sticks
attached to hold
mirrors

Have students use mirrors to see the
differences in themselves. Discuss.
•

Conclude that each
individual is a unique
being

Each person is a unique and special
being. Psalm 139:14 states, “I will
praise you for I am fearfully and
wonderfully made; marvelous are
thy works and that my soul knoweth
right well.” (KJV). God did not
make any mistakes in His design.

Read and discuss Psalm 139:14.
(Display on chart or use a projector)

Picture booklets with
sentences. Use artwork rubric.

Have students use paint to create
and display different hands and
fingerprints.

Overhead projector / computer
with LCD projector
Pictures of students for booklet
construction paper, crayons

Students make picture booklets with
sentences about themselves.
•

Identify their special gifts
and talents

Each individual has special abilities
or gifts. For example singing,
dancing, reading or writing. These
are also called talents. Individuals
can display their talents at church, at
home and at school.

Students talk about things that they
like to do such as singing, dancing
etc.
Have students put on a talent show
displaying individual talents.
Play the game, “Ball Roll.”
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The King James Bible, Psalm
139:14

Assess each student’s talent
presentation.

Foundations of Faith Handbook,
Everyone is special to God, “Ball
Roll” (p. 50)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Serving Others

OBJECTIVES
• State the definition of
the word “service”

CONTENT
The word service is defined as a
helpful act; the work performed by
one that serves; contribution to the
welfare of others.
Serving others gives individuals a
sense of value or purpose.

•

Use biblical examples
of children who served
well

Two excellent examples of children
in the Bible who served well are
Samuel and the Servant Girl.
Samuel worked in the temple under
the supervision of Eli, the Priest.
The Servant Girl worked for
Naaman’s wife.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Students view pictures of persons
serving others. Observe expressions
and actions of individuals.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses. Picture
descriptions.

RESOURCES
http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/service
(definition of service)

Pictures and sentences, using
rubric for drawing. Evaluate
sentences.

www.wholesomewords.org/childr
en/chbible/ch4.html
Children of the Bible – Samuel

Use a web to brainstorm the meaning
of the word “service.”
Read and discuss stories,” A Voice in
the Night” & “Naaman is Healed.”
Discuss information about Samuel’s
tasks / jobs in the temple. Use internet
site.

The Beginner’s Bible:
“A Voice in the Night” (pp. 160163)
“Naaman is Healed” (pp.230-234)

Draw pictures of Samuel and the
Servant Girl doing special tasks.
Write a sentence about what each
character did.
•

Explore ways to serve
others

There are many ways in which
children can render service. They
include assisting with chores at
school and home, reading to the
sick / elderly, sharing food / toys
and assisting classmates who are
having difficulties with
assignments.

Discussion – How can we serve each
other every day?
Students select a classmate and think
about how they can serve that person.
Carry out an act of service within a
given week. Orally share feelings
about serving after completing task.
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Teacher evaluates acts of
service and feelings shared
by students.

File paper for teachers’ notes

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Overcoming Obstacles

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
State what an obstacle is

Use biblical examples of
persons who overcame
obstacles

Explore ways to
overcome obstacles they
may encounter in life

CONTENT
An obstacle is something or
someone that is stopping a person
from moving forward. For
example, traffic jams, road blocks
or even rain. Other kinds of
obstacles may include fear, hate
or physical handicaps.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Create an obstacle course game
using old cartons, boxes, bottles,
tires. Have students complete the
course as quickly as possible.

Two biblical characters who
overcame obstacles are David and
Samson. David killed a giant
using a slingshot and a stone.
Even thou Samson was blind (at
the end of his life) he was able to
defeat the Philistines.

Read and discuss the stories of
David and Samson. Share how they
overcame their obstacles.

Individuals can overcome any
obstacle in life. For example, you
can overcome fear by repeating
scriptures, singing songs or
praying.

Discuss examples of every day
“giants” or obstacles and ways to
deal with such giants.

ASSESSMENT
Teacher observes students’
reactions to various obstacles

RESOURCES
Foundations of Faith Handbook,
“Obstacle Course” (p. 10)
Items for obstacle course: boxes,
chairs, tires etc.

Oral responses to discussion
questions

The Beginner’s Bible:
“ David and Goliath” (pp.173180)
“Samson” (pp. 146-151)

Discuss examples of everyday
obstacles or things that stop us from
moving ahead in life.

Complete Bible puzzle, “God helps
David.”

Sing the song, “Through Christ I
Can Do All things.”
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Bible Puzzles for Kids Ages 6-8,
“God helps David” (p. 39)
Students orally identify a giant or
obstacle they may face and how
they would deal with it.
E.g. When I am afraid I will...
Teacher assesses each child
individually.

Song, “Through Christ I Can Do
All Things.”

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Thanksgiving

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
State reasons why
individuals should give
thanks to God

Use biblical examples
of persons who were
thankful

Explore ways to
express thanks to God

CONTENT
1st Thessalonians 5:18 states, “Be
joyful always, pray at all times, be
thankful in all circumstances…”
We should give thanks to God for
waking us up each morning. We
should give thanks for our food,
clothes, families and friends.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Jog for Joy – on the outside students jog
around and shout out things they are
thankful for: grass, trees, birds, flowers,
etc.

Three biblical characters who were
thankful are the leper Jesus healed,
Hannah and her husband. Jesus
healed ten lepers but only one
returned to say thanks. Hannah and
her husband were thankful to God
for their son, Samuel.

Read and discuss the story, “Ten Lepers.”
In small groups, dramatize the story of the
Ten Lepers.

Every day individuals should give
thanks to God. They can express
thanks to God through art, music
and worship.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for
Children: 1st Thessalonians
5:18
Foundations of Faith
Handbook, “Jog for Joy”
(p.104)

Using a web, brainstorm reasons why
individuals should give thanks.

Group dramatization of the
story of the Ten Lepers using
dramatic skits rubric.

The Beginner’s Bible:
“Hannah’s Prayer,” (pp.156159)
“Ten Lepers,” (pp. 405408)

Sing the song, “Give thanks with a grateful
heart.” Say a prayer of thanksgiving.

Oral responses

Foundations of Faith
Handbook, “Thankfulness
Charade” (p. 104)

Play the game, “Thankfulness Charade.”

Students’ drawings, using
artwork rubric

Students discuss reasons why they think
Hannah and her husband were so grateful
for their son, Samuel. Draw a picture of
Hannah & her husband with the baby.

Students will draw five things they are
thankful for.
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paper, pencils and crayons

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
Christmas
is
a very important
Explain the importance of
festival. It is the season when we
Christmas
celebrate the birth of Jesus.
Christmas is not merely about
presents, the Christmas tree and the
lights; it is about Jesus.

Give details of the events
surrounding the birth of
Jesus

Discover ways to share
the joy of Christmas with
others

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Brainstorm the word Christmas
using a web.

ASSESSMENT
Banners, using the artwork
rubric

RESOURCES
paper, crayons and pencils

Group drama, using dramatic
skits rubric

DVD – The Nativity
Television & DVD player

Make a banner with a special
message about the importance of
Christmas – e.g. At Christmas, we
celebrate Jesus.

The main events surrounding the
birth of Jesus include:
• The angel’s visits to Mary
& Joseph
• Journey to Bethlehem
• Jesus is born
• Visit of the shepherds

View DVD – The Nativity and
discuss the Christmas story. Use
felt cut-outs to sequence events.

We can share the joy of Christmas
by spending time with family and
friends, giving gifts, as well as by
rendering service to others.

Sing the song, “Joy to the
World.” Discuss ways to share
the joy of Christmas with others.

Birth of Jesus felts &
felt board

In groups, dramatize the angels’
visits to Mary, Joseph and the
shepherds.

Make Christmas cards with
scripture, Luke 2:11written on
them.
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Props for drama: angel costumes,
robes, shepherd’s staff etc.
Presentation of Christmas
cards with scripture. Use
artwork rubric.

Song, “Joy to the World”
Paper, markers etc. for cards
Good News Bible for Children:
Luke 2:11

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore the theme of
love in the Christmas
story

Explain why God gave
Jesus as a special gift to
the world

Suggest ways to express
love for God and others at
Christmas

CONTENT
The theme of love is evident throughout
the Christmas story. God lovingly
picked the best earthly parents for His
Son, Jesus. Love is also seen in Joseph
who accepted Mary as his bride and took
her safely to Bethlehem. The wise men
expressed their love for Jesus by
bringing Him special gifts.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Teacher reads the poem, “A
Time for Loving.” Class
discusses poem.

God sent His Son, Jesus into the world
to die because He loved mankind (John
3:16). He knew that Jesus’ death would
bring new life to mankind. This was His
special gift to us at Christmas.

Read and discuss the meaning of
John 3:16 (using chart).

As individuals, we should always
remember to express our love to God for
sending His Son to die for us. At
Christmas and throughout the year, we
should offer praise and worship to God.

Group discussion – sharing
In small groups, students will
discuss ways to share God’s love God’s love. Teacher records
at Christmas.
answers from students. Use
discussion rubric.
Students write messages of love
on heart-shaped cards.
Messages of love on heartSing the song, “Christmas
shaped cards
Praises.”

We should also express our love for
others by spending time with them and
by sharing special gifts at Christmas.

ASSESSMENT
Class discussion

Review the Christmas story
using Birth of Jesus felts.
Discuss the theme of love.

RESOURCES
Foundations of Faith, Christmas
(Student’s book), “A Time for
Loving,” (p. 13)
Birth of Jesus felts &
felt board

Pictures and messages about
God’s love

Memory verse on chart – John
3:16
paper, pencil and crayons

Draw a picture of Jesus in the
manger. Write a message about
God’s love.
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Heart-shaped cards from
construction paper, crayons etc.
Foundations of Faith Handbook,
“Christmas Praises” (p. 25)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to every day living
Theme: Choices

•

OBJECTIVES
Distinguish between good
and bad choices

CONTENT
In life, individuals have to make
choices every day. Choices can
be good or bad and should be
thought about before decisions
are made. The choices that we
make not only affect us but also
people around us.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
Role-play scenes showing
Teacher takes children outside for a
game of tug-of-war. Talk about every good and bad choices.
day battles – good against evil.
Students must emphasize the
importance of making good
choices.
In groups, role-play scenes where
good and bad choices were made.

RESOURCES
Rope for tug-of-war game

Students talk about good and bad
characters from TV shows.
•

•

Use a biblical example to
learn about making good
choices

Discover positive
activities they can
participate in everyday

In the biblical story, Eve was
disobedient to God when she
listened to the Serpent (the
Devil), ate the fruit and gave a
bite to Adam. They were both
punished because of the choices
they made.

Read and discuss the story, “The
Sneaky Snake.”

Individuals should always seek to
engage in positive activities.
Such activities include reading a
book, spending time with a friend
or loved one, joining a school
club and learning to play a
musical instrument.

Teacher shares a power point
presentation of students involved in
positive activities. Students discuss
slides.

Pictures and messages about
making good choices.

Draw a picture of Adam and Eve.
Write a message about making good
choices.

In groups, make a booklet showing
positive activities to engage in daily,
using pictures from magazines.
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The Beginner’s Bible, “The
Sneaky Snake” (pp. 18-24)
paper, pencil and crayons

Booklets made by groups
entitled, “Making Good
Choices.” Pictures should be
labeled.

Teacher-made power point
presentation – Making Good
Choices
Items for booklet: magazines
paper, glue, yarn etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
State the importance of
sharing

CONTENT
It is very important to share because
it is one of the ways that people are
able to see God’s love in us. When
individuals share, resources are
spread around.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Place a plate with food snacks in each
group. Tell students to share among
the group. Observe students’
responses and attitudes. Discuss the
importance of sharing.

ASSESSMENT
Observation of student
behaviour & discussion

RESOURCES
Food snacks: grapes, crackers,
cheese, carrot sticks etc.
The Value-Able Child, “Sharing”
(p. 144) - song

Sing the song about sharing to the
tune of “Row, Row, Row, Your
Boat.”
•

•

Use a biblical example
of sharing

Explore ways to share
with others

In the story, The Feeding of the
Five Thousand, a little boy
willingly shared his lunch. Jesus
used his lunch and performed a
miracle which resulted in more that
5,000 people being fed. This little
boy was truly unselfish.

Individuals can share their time,
money, food, clothing and talents
with others. They can donate food
and clothes to churches and to
charitable organizations.

Read and discuss the story, “Jesus
Feeds Thousands.” Use questions
from Follow the Bible – “The
Fantastic Feast.”

Oral responses

Follow the Bible, “The Fantastic
Feast” (p. 143) Discussion
questions.

Listen to the poem, “The Loaves and
the Fish.” Share the message of the
poem.

As a class, brainstorm ways to share
with others. Use a web.
In groups, students will decorate a
gift box and bring canned goods to
share with someone in need.
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The Beginner’s Bible, “Jesus
Feeds Thousands” (pp. 357-363)

Bible Story Puppets and Poems,
“The Loaves and the Fish” (p.
101)
Presentation of gift boxes

Boxes, crayons
Canned goods

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain what it means
to be obedient

Use a biblical example
of obedience and
disobedience

Examine the benefits of
being obedient

CONTENT
The word “obedient” means being
submissive to the restraint or
command of authority; willing to
obey.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Students brainstorm the meaning of
the word obedient using a web.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Teacher gives examples of obedient &
disobedient actions performed by
various characters. Tells students to
raise hands if character is obedient.

Observation of students’ hands

In the biblical story, Noah showed
obedience to God by building the ark
God instructed him to make. Those
who did not listen to Noah’s preaching
were destroyed in the flood.

Read and discuss the story, “Noah’s
Ark.”

Oral responses

The Beginner’s Bible,
“Noah’s Ark” (pp. 26-33)

Students complete Bible puzzle,
“Obeying God.”

Puzzles

Bible Puzzles for Kids Ages
6-8, “Obeying God” (p. 11)

There are many benefits of being
obedient. Obedience enables us to
live safely and peacefully. When we
obey God’s laws He blesses us (James
1:25).

Discuss the benefits of being obedient.
Students will complete sentence,
“When I am obedient, I feel
______________.

Group work – Obedience
brings blessings (List 1-5)

File paper

In groups, make a list of five blessings
obedience to God brings.
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RESOURCES
www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/obe
dient

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

OBJECTIVES
• Demonstrate
obedience in
everyday situations

CONTENT
Obedience should be demonstrated in
our daily lives. Individuals should
follow rules at home, school and in
the wider community. They should
obey God’s Word every day.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
In groups, students will role-play given
scenarios involving obedient and
disobedient characters.
Sing the song, “O-B-E-D-I-E-N-C-E”
(“Obedience is the very best way...”)
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ASSESSMENT
Role-play, using dramatic
skits rubric

RESOURCES
Song, “O-B-E-D-I-E-N-C-E”
(“Obedience is the very best
way...”)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
State the importance of
helping others

CONTENT
It is important to help others
because this is what God’s Word
instructs us to do (Ps. 41:1 & 1 John
3:17-18). Being helpful is a good
way to show we care for others.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Teacher shares scenario - A student falls
down and cannot get up. What should
we do and why? Students share
responses.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
Psalm 41:1; 1 John 3:17-18

Read and discuss Psalm 41:1 & 1 John
3:17-18.
•

Identify persons in the
Bible that Jesus helped

Jesus is the perfect example of
someone who helped. He helped
the following persons: the paralyzed
man, the woman who was sick for
twelve years, Jairus’ daughter, the
blind beggar and Lazarus.

Assign a Bible character to each group.
Instruct children to read about their
character and to share how Jesus helped
him/her. In groups, students dramatize
the story of their assigned character.

Group drama - Bible
character Jesus helped, using
dramatic skits rubric.

The Beginner’s Bible:
“A Hole in the Roof” (pp. 328333)
“Two Miracles” (pp. 340-350)
“Jesus Heals a Blind Beggar”
(pp. 371-374)
“Lazarus Lives Again” (pp.
418-422)

•

Identify some of Jesus’
helpers

While on earth, Jesus chose twelve
men to be his disciples/helpers.
Some of Jesus’ helpers were
Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, Peter
and Andrew.

Students view pictures of Jesus’ twelve
disciples. Call names of disciples from
word cards. Sing the song, “There were
Twelve Disciples.”

Students can say the names
of at least three disciples

Pictures of the twelve disciples
- The Beginner’s Bible, (pp.
312-313)

Oral responses

http://www.youtube.com
Song: “There were Twelve
Disciples”

Talk about how the disciples helped
Jesus.
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore ways to be
helpful at school and at
home

CONTENT
Children can be helpful at home
and at school by completing tasks
assigned to them. They can help
by taking care of family
members.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Sing the song, “Jesus wants me
for a sunbeam.” At intervals,
each student shares how he/she
can be helpful at home or at
school.
On hand cut-outs students write
two ways to be helpful at home or
school.
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ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Hand cut-outs with two ways to
be helpful.

RESOURCES
http://www.youtube.com
Song: “Jesus wants me for a
sunbeam”

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain why
individuals
should show kindness

Explore scriptural
passages that teach
about being kind

Explore ways to show
kindness

CONTENT
Kindness is the act or quality of
being kind; being thoughtful to
others; showing sensitivity to their
feelings. When we are kind to
others we show obedience to
God’s Word. We also make
people happy when we are kind.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Teacher reads a poem about
kindness – “Little Deeds of
Kindness.” Briefly discuss poem.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
The Value-Able Child, “Kindness” (p.
75)

Teacher distributes red flags. Reads
examples of kind and unkind
actions. Asks students to wave flag
if the action was kind.

Flag raising

Ephesians 4:32 states that we
should “be kind to each other,
tenderhearted, forgiving one
another, even as God for Jesus’
sake forgives us.” Galatians 5:2223 tells us that kindness is a part of
the Fruit of the Spirit.

Recite and memorize Ephesians
4:32a (KJV)

Memorization of scripture

Use the Fruit of the Spirit chart.
Identify kindness as a part of the
fruit. Repeat Galatians 5:22-23.

Fruit of the Spirit chart

Some acts of kindness we could
perform are opening the door for
someone, sharing our lunch, using
nice words etc.

In groups, students make a
Group work – Kindness
collection of kindness cards. Write a cards. Assess presentation of
kind act on each card. Decorate box. cards and ideas given. Box
should be nicely decorated.
Students perform acts of kindness
within the class setting, throughout
Students orally share with
the week. Teacher records kind
teacher kind acts performed.
deeds performed by students.
Teacher records.

What Do You Stand For? For Kids,
“Make Kindness Cards” (p. 24)

Red flags
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http://www.storyit.com/Classics/JustPo
ems/littlethings.htm
Poem, “Little Things” by Julia Carney
Memory verse on sentence strips –
Ephesians 4:32a

Items for Kindness Cards – shoe boxes,
index cards, markers, construction
paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Caring for God’s creation

OBJECTIVES
• State the importance
of caring for the earth
God created

•

•

CONTENT
Acting on feelings of concern or
interest in someone or something
can be described as caring. It is
important to care for the earth God
created so that it would be clean and
safe for humans and animals to
enjoy. When we care for the earth,
it yields food for animals and
people.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Students and teacher take a nature walk
around the school or neighbourhood.
Observe how these areas are kept.
Discuss findings in class.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Use a biblical
example to illustrate
caring for the
environment

In the Bible, Adam and Eve cared
for God’s creation by protecting the
animals and keeping the Garden of
Eden clean.

Read and discuss story, “Adam and Eve.”

Suggest ways to
improve their school
environment

Students can show that they care for
their environment by keeping it
clean and beautiful. Picking up
trash, raking leaves and starting
class gardens are a few ways to
improve the environment.

In groups, write a message or slogan
about caring for the environment.

Slogans written by the various
groups.

Students discuss ways in which they
could improve the school environment.
Decide on a project for the class to carry
out e.g. a class garden, planting flowers
etc. Carry out project.

Assess the success of project,
students’ attitudes and
behaviour.

RESOURCES
http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/caring
Creation mural bulletin board
set

View creation mural and observe the
beauty of the world God created. Discuss
– Why should we take care of the world
God created?
Students’ drawings, using
artwork rubric

Draw a picture of Adam and Eve caring
for the plants and animals. Write a
sentence about the picture.
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The Beginner’s Bible, “Adam
and Eve,” (pp. 14-17)
Paper, pencils and crayons

Sentence strips for slogan or
message

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Rights / Responsibilities

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain why it is
important to follow
laws and rules

CONTENT
It is important to follow laws and rules
because they make life simple and help to
keep our communities safe. As responsible
citizens, individuals must obey rules and
laws. Children must learn to follow rules
at home, school and in the community.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Display traffic signs and ask why it
important to obey these signs e.g.
traffic light, stop sign, slow down,
give way etc. Take class on a “car
ride” outside.
Complete a variety of sentences, e.g.
If I do not pick up my toys
____________.
If I play with matches _______.

•

•

Identify the first five
commandments

Discover rules that
should be followed at
home and school

In the Bible, God gave the Israelites or the
Jews, Ten Commandments to follow.
These laws are found in Exodus Chapter
20. The first commandment states, “I am
the Lord thy God and thou shall have no
other gods before me.”
When we obey the commandments we
show our love for God.

Display the first five commandments
on chart or transparency. Discuss the
meaning of each one.

There are many rules that should be
followed at home and at school. At home
children should go to bed on time, do
chores and play safely. At school they
should be on time, complete assignments
on time and play safely.

In groups students write rules (2
each) that should be followed at
home and at school.

ASSESSMENT
Observe students’
willingness to follow
instruction

Oral responses

Students are able to state at
least two commandments

Sing the song, “The Ten
Commandments.”

Listen to & discuss the story, “A
Very Smart Choice.”
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RESOURCES
Teacher made street signs:
stop, traffic light, give way
etc.

Chart/transparency/slide
with Ten Commandments
Overhead / LCD projector
20 Bible Stories Every Child
Should Know, “The Ten
Commandments” (p. 20) song

Rules recorded by group

Oral responses

20 Bible Stories Every Child
Should Know, “A Very
Smart Choice” (pp. 30-31)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Love and/or Forgiveness

•

OBJECTIVES
Use everyday symbols
to explain the concept
of love

CONTENT
Love is defined as strong
affection for another person.
Some everyday symbols that can
be used to explain the concept of
love are a heart, ring and circle.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Students view large pictures of
people showing affection – bride and
groom, parents and children, friends
etc. Share feelings about what they
see in pictures.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

large pictures – clip art
love symbols – heart, ring & circle
Paper for drawing

Talk about and draw various symbols
associated with love.
•

Explain the Great
Commandments: love
for God and love of
neighbour

The Great Commandments state:
“Thou shall love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, with all thy soul
and with all thy mind.”
The second most important
commandment is, “Thou shall
love thy neighbour as thyself.”
(Matt. 22:37-39)

Teacher displays the Great
Commandments using a chart or
projector. Discuss the meaning of
commandments.

RESOURCES
http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/love

Heart-shaped cards with
love note

Chart/transparency & overhead
projector
Good News Bible for Children:
Matthew 22: 37-39

Teacher reads poem, ‘Someone
Needs You.” In response, students
write a love note to someone on
heart-shaped cards.

Foundations of Faith, Love (Student
Book): “Someone Needs You”
heart-shaped cards (construction
paper)

•

Discover ways to
show love for God and
their neighbours

Individuals can show love for
God and neighbors by feeding the
hungry, clothing the poor and
caring for the sick. Simply giving
a hug and saying, “I love you” are
also ways to express love.

Teacher reads poem, “Hugs,” and
directs activity, “Hugs that Count.”
Complete worksheet, “I Can Show
Love.”
Sing the song, “Love Is Something If
You Give It Away.”
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Worksheets

Foundations of Faith Handbook,
“Hugs that Count” (p. 96)
Foundations of Faith, Love (Student
Book): “Hugs” (p.13)
“I Can Show Love” (p. 15)
Song, “Love Is Something If You
Give It Away”

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Relate the story of
the Triumphant Entry of
Jesus into Jerusalem

Describe how Jesus was
honoured as a king

Explain how Jesus could
be honoured as King of
their lives

CONTENT
The story of The Triumphant Entry
relates how Jesus rode into
Jerusalem on a donkey. A huge
crowd was in Jerusalem to celebrate
the feast of the Passover. The
people welcomed Jesus as he rode
into Jerusalem. Every year, the
Christian Church celebrates this
event as Palm Sunday.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss a procession that they saw or
took part in.

Jesus was honoured as a king in the
following ways: The people
shouted, “Hosanna! Blessed is the
King of Israel.” They waved palm
branches and threw their clothes on
the ground to make a royal road for
Jesus.

In groups, dramatize how Jesus was
honoured as a king.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Read and discuss story, “The True
King.” Use questions from “Hail to
the King!”

Draw a picture of Jesus on the donkey
with a message about Him being a
king. E.g. Jesus is a special King.

RESOURCES
The Beginner’s Bible “The
True King” (pp. 427-432)

Follow the Bible, “Hail to the
King!” (pp. 205-207)

Drama presentation (in
groups). Use dramatic skits
rubric.
Pictures & messages. Use
artwork rubric.

Props for drama: palm
branches & clothes
paper, pencils and crayons
for drawing
The Beginner’s Bible, “The
True King” (pp.427-432)

Just as the crowd hailed Jesus as
Distribute palm branch cut-outs to
King, individuals should allow Jesus students. Tell students to write a
to be King of their lives. They
praise message to Jesus on branches.
should worship and serve Him daily.
Complete puzzle, “We Praise Jesus!”
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Praise messages to Jesus on
palm cut outs

Bible Puzzles for Kids Ages
6-8, “We Praise Jesus” (p.
95)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Relate the story of Jesus’
arrest and crucifixion

Explain why Jesus was
willing to die on the cross

CONTENT
The religious leaders did not like
Jesus and wanted to destroy him.
When Jesus was in the Garden of
Gethsemane they had Him arrested.
Jesus was later tried and sentenced
to death. They took him to a place
called Golgotha where he was
crucified on a cross.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Watch the DVD of the Easter Story
Discuss the events of Jesus’ arrest
and crucifixion

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Use the Crucifixion felt pieces to
sequence the story events.

Correct sequence of events

Jesus was willing to die on the cross
because He loved mankind. He
knew that His death would bring
new life to all who believed in Him.

Read and discuss the story, “Jesus is
Arrested and Crucified.” Discuss
Jesus’ prayer in the garden.

Oral responses

The Crucifixion felts & felt
board

Draw a cross and write the scripture,
John 3:16 on it.
•

Portray the events of
Jesus’ arrest and
crucifixion

The events of Jesus’ arrest and
crucifixion could be portrayed in
many ways, especially through
drama, music and art. The message
of God’s love for mankind should
be the main theme.

RESOURCES
DVD of the Easter Story

The Beginner’s Bible, “Jesus
is Arrested and Crucified” (pp.
446-452)
Construction paper for crosses

Dramatize the story of Jesus’ arrest
and crucifixion using a variety of
songs.

Drama presentation. Use
dramatic skits rubric.

Props for drama: a wooden
cross, a robe, crown of thorns
etc.

Draw the scene of Jesus on the cross
and write a message about God’s
love.

Pictures & messages. Use
artwork rubric.

Songs: “O How He loves You
and Me”, “The Old Rugged
Cross” & “Jesus loves me this
I know.”
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Relate the story of
Jesus’ resurrection

Explain how Jesus’
resurrection brings joy
to individuals

Portray the joy Jesus’
resurrection brings

CONTENT
Jesus died on “Good Friday” and was
resurrected three days later. Early
Sunday morning, Mary Magdalene and
the other women discovered that Jesus’
body was not in the tomb. Later, Jesus
showed Himself to the women and told
them to tell the news to His disciples.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Watch and discuss the DVD of
the Easter Story

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Today, Easter is still the most joyous
festival on the Christian calendar.
Jesus’ resurrection brings joy to
individuals who receive Him into their
hearts. His joy causes individuals to
live with hope and contentment.

Class discussion – Why is
Easter a joyous celebration?

Ideas shared

As a class, write a poem about
the joy Easter brings.

Class poem

The joy Jesus’ resurrection brings
could be portrayed in many ways.
Individuals should live joyfully every
day. This joy could also be depicted in
drama, poetry and music.

Dramatize the story of Jesus’
resurrection, with singing and
poetry reading.

Drama presentation

http://www.dltkbible.com/jesus_alphabet_song.html
Songs, poems and Easter crafts

In groups, make a large Easter
banner, with the message,
“Jesus is Alive!”

Group banners, using artwork
rubric.

Foundations of Faith Handbook,
“He Lives” (p. 45)
Song on CD

The Beginner’s Bible, “Jesus Is
Risen” (pp. 453-458)

Read and discuss the story,
‘Jesus is Risen.’
Complete Bible puzzle, “Jesus
is Alive”

RESOURCES
DVD of the Easter Story &
television

Puzzles

Bible Puzzles for Kids Ages 6-8,
“Jesus is Alive (p. 97)
Chart paper for class poem

paper for banner
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Respect

OBJECTIVES
• State the meaning of
the word “respect”

•

•

Explain the Golden
Rule

Demonstrate respect
for themselves and
others

CONTENT
The word “respect” means having
special regard and esteem for another;
to treat with courtesy. Respect should
be shown for oneself and others.
When individuals learn to respect
each other, there will be greater
harmony in our communities.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read sections of the passage, “Someone
Who Respects Herself and Others.” Write
key words from story in a respect web on
the chalkboard. Discuss.

The Golden Rule states: “Do unto
others as you would have them do
unto you.” (Matthew 7:12a; Luke
6:31) Individuals should treat others
the way they want to be treated.

Read Golden Rule on chart or
transparency. Discuss meaning.

There are many ways to show respect.
You can show respect by speaking
positive things about yourself and by
taking care of your body and mind.
You can respect people whose race,
culture or religion is different from
yours. Using good manners is
another way to demonstrate respect.

Students draw a picture of someone they
respect. Complete sentence: I respect ___.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/respect
What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “Respect” (pp.107-108)

As a class, students create an acrostic for
the word respect. Teacher displays on
chart.
Oral responses

Teacher shares various scenarios e.g. Jane
has no lunch. What should we do?

Listen to, and sing a song about good
manners e.g. “Mr. Manners Matters.”
Practice using good manners in groups.
Teacher shows pictures of people of
different races and religions. Talk about
how they should be treated.
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Chart paper and markers for
acrostic
Good News Bible for Children:
Matthew 7:12a & Luke 6:31

Pictures with sentences
completed. Use artwork
rubric.

http://www.youtube.com
Manners song, “Mr. Manners
Matters”
Pictures of people of different
races and religions

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Friendship

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
Identify the qualities of Friendship is a special relationship
with a close companion. A good
a friend
friend is loving, trustworthy and
loyal.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Brainstorm the qualities of a good
friend, using a web.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Seven students stand in front of the
class holding letters to spell the word –
friends. Teacher shares an acrostic
about friends as each letter is held up.
•

•

The biblical characters Jonathan and
David were best friends. Jonathan
was the son of King Saul. Jonathan
helped David to hide when his
father, Saul was trying to kill David.
He also gave David his bow, arrow
and shield as a sign of their
friendship. Long after Jonathan’s
death, David still remembered their
friendship and took care of
Jonathan’s son.

Read and discuss the story, “Best
Friends.” Share ways in which
Jonathan & David showed friendship.

Discover ways to show There are many ways to show
appreciation for one’s friends. This
appreciation for their
can be done through the sharing of
friends
gifts and by words of appreciation.

Students share stories about their best
friends.

Use a biblical example
of friendship

RESOURCES
What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “7 Building Blocks for
Strong Friendship” (p.101)
(Acrostic)
Cards for acrostic

Pictures & messages. Use
artwork rubric.

The Beginner’s Bible, “Best
Friends” (pp. 181-185)
Bible Puzzle for Kids Ages 68, “Friends Forever” (p. 40)

Complete Bible puzzle, “Friends
Forever.”
Students draw a picture of David and
Jonathan. Write a sentence about
friendship.

Make friendship bracelets. Share with
a friend.
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Oral responses

Materials for bracelet: string
& beads

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE ONE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian Faith
Theme: Celebrate Pentecost / Whitsun

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Relate the story of the
coming of the Holy
Spirit

Explain why Jesus
promised to send the
Holy Spirit to His
disciples

CONTENT
The disciples were gathered in the Upper
Room in Jerusalem, when the Holy
Spirit came. There was a sound from
heaven like a mighty wind. The Holy
Spirit appeared as tongues of fire on
each of the disciples.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the story,” The
Holy Spirit Comes.” Students put
on tongues of fire head pieces at the
appropriate time.

Jesus promised to send the Holy Spirit to
His disciples to be with them and to
comfort them after He went back to
heaven. This promise was fulfilled on
the Day of Pentecost.

Read and discuss the story, “Jesus
Goes to Heaven.” Share reasons
why Jesus promised to send the
Holy Spirit to the disciples.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
The Beginner’s Bible, “The Holy
Spirit Comes (pp. 473-479
Song, “There’s a Sweet, Sweet
Spirit in this place.”
Tongues of fire head pieces
(teacher-made)

Sing the song, “There’s a Sweet,
Sweet Spirit in this place.”

Ideas presented in class letter. The Beginner’s Bible, “Jesus
Goes to Heaven’ (pp. 466-472)
File paper for letters

As a class, write a goodbye letter
from Jesus to His disciples.
•

Describe the changes
that the disciples
experienced after the
Holy Spirit came

The coming of the Holy Spirit
significantly changed the lives of the
disciples. The Holy Spirit gave them
courage and boldness. They were able
to spread the Gospel of Jesus Christ
without fear. They were also able to
perform miracles and speak in different
languages.

Use a before and after comparison
Comparison chart
table to list the changes the disciples
experienced e.g. afraid / brave; sad /
joyful
Oral responses
Students pretend to be Jesus’
disciples and share how they felt
after the Holy Spirit came. (I am
Peter...etc.)
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Comparison chart

PRIMARY RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
GRADE TWO

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

OBJECTIVES
• Identify God as a
caring and loving
Father

•

•

Explain why
Christians refer to
God as Father

Illustrate ways in
which God
demonstrates His
love for mankind

CONTENT
God is referred to as “Father”
throughout the Bible. The Bible
describes God as a caring and loving
Father in the following scriptures:
Hosea 14:3; Mt. 6:6-13; 1 John 3:1 & 1
Peter 5:7. (KJV)

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Brainstorm the word father, using a web.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

In the prayer commonly called the
Lord’s Prayer, Jesus taught us to address
God as “Our Father.” (Mt. 6:9). The
Bible tells us that through faith in Jesus
individuals can become children of God
and can refer to Him as “Abba” or
Father. (Romans 8:15). God is called
Father because He cares and provides
for His children.

Read and discuss the following scriptures:
Letters to God. Use essay
Mt. 6:9 & Romans 8:15. Share reasons why rubric.
Christians called God their Father.

God demonstrates His love for mankind
in many ways. He provides the things
they need such as food, clothing, shelter,
family and friends. He protects and
forgives His children.

Discuss ways in which God demonstrates
His love for His children. List ideas (5) on
basket cut-outs.

Read and discuss the following scriptures:
Hosea 14:3; Mt. 6:6-13; 1 Peter 5:7 & 1
John 3:1). Display scriptures using the
overhead projector.

RESOURCES
Scriptures on transparency
Overhead projector
The Holy Bible (KJV)

Lord’s Prayer Chart
File paper for letter

Write a short letter to God, addressing Him
as “Father” and thanking Him for his love
and protection.

Listen to and sing a song about God’s
provision, love and protection e.g.
“Somebody Bigger Than You and I.”
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Basket cut-outs with ideas
listed

Basket cut-outs
www.youtube.com
Song, “Somebody Bigger
Than You and I.” Song by
Marc Charro.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO

Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

OBJECTIVES
• Investigate Jesus’
way of life as a child

•

Identify lessons that
can be learnt from
the early life of Jesus

CONTENT
Jesus is the Son of God who came to earth
as a baby. He grew up as a child in
Nazareth. His earthly parents were Mary
and Joseph. As a child, Jesus had to study
the laws of Moses and was trained in the
synagogue. He may have worked in the
carpenter’s shop with Joseph.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Teacher displays pictures of Jesus’ early
life from birth to His visit to Jerusalem.
Students view and discuss.

The following lessons can be learnt from
Jesus’ early life:

Class discussion – What lessons can we
learn from the early life of Jesus?

Oral responses

As a class, write a poem entitled,
“Lessons Jesus Taught Us.”

Class poem

Students will compare Jesus’ childhood to
theirs using a comparison chart.

Drawings and sentences to
show comparison of Jesus’
life with theirs.




•

Compare and
contrast their way of
life to Jesus’
childhood

Individuals must be obedient to God and
their parents
Individuals must study God’s laws so
they can please Him and grow in wisdom

As a Jewish child, Jesus would have spent
most of His childhood studying the Holy
Scriptures and learning a trade. He would
have had little time to play. Children
today are educated in schools and usually
enjoy many years of fun before they are
trained to work.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Read and discuss the story, ‘The Boy in
the Temple.’ (The Children’s Bible)
(Discussion questions – “Follow the
Bible”)

On a bi-fold sheet of paper, students will
draw a picture of Jesus’ early life and a
picture showing an activity they would do
today. Write a sentence to describe each
picture.
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RESOURCES
http://www.studyjesus.com
Life of Jesus
pictures
Follow the Bible, “Jesus
talks to Teachers in the
Temple” (pp. 123-125) –
discussion questions
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “The Boy in the
Temple” (p. 285)

Paper for drawing

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

OBJECTIVES
• Identify the Bible
as the holy Word
of God

•

Explain how God
displayed His love
for children in the
scriptures

CONTENT
Christians believe that the Bible is the
holy Word of God. The term holy
means that the Bible is sacred and
should be handled with respect. It is
also holy because the Holy Spirit guided
the authors as they wrote.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Display samples of various kinds of
Bibles for students to look at. Discuss
the term “holy.”

ASSESSMENT
Observation of students

RESOURCES
Samples of Bibles – King James
Bible & Good News Bible for
Children

In the Bible, God displayed His love for
children in many ways. He protected
them and even chose them as leaders.
The stories of Moses, Samuel and Josiah
are special examples.

Share and discuss the stories of
Moses, Samuel and Josiah.

Oral responses

Complete the puzzles – “Water Baby”
& “Hannah’s Promise.”

Puzzles

The Beginner’s Bible:
“A Baby in a Basket” (pp. 92-97)
“A Voice in the night” (pp. 160163); “Boy King Josiah” (pp.
235-239)

Read and discuss the scripture, II
Timothy 3:16.

Bible Puzzles for Kids, Ages 6-8:
“Water Baby” (p. 21) and
“Hannah’s Promise” (p. 33)
•

Compare God’s
love for children to
that of a parent /
guardian

God’s love for children can be
compared to a parent’s love for his/her
child. A good parent provides for and
protects his/her children. God is the
main provider and protector of His
children.

Compare God’s love to a parent’s love
using a comparison chart.
Students will display photographs of
themselves on paper plates and write a
message about God’s love.
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Photo displays with
messages. Evaluate
message.

Comparison chart
Photos
Paper plates

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identify and purpose
Theme: Honouring God

OBJECTIVES
• Explain the concept of
worship

•

•

Explore scriptural
passages about
worshiping God

Describe the heart of a
sincere worshipper

CONTENT
To worship is to reverence, adore or
honour. While worship can be
expressed audibly, it is important to
be still and silent in the presence of
God. (Habakkuk 2:20)

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
View a video of a worship service and Observation of student as
discuss what they observe. Allow
they worship
students to participate in worship.

Psalm 150:6 states, “Let every thing
that hath breath, praise the Lord.”
Other scriptures about worship
include Psalm 100, Psalm 103 and 1
Thessalonians 5:18.

Using a power point presentation or
transparencies, display scriptures
related to worship and discuss.

The Bible states that the heart of a
sincere worshiper should be clean
and pure (Psalm 24:1-4). ). A true
worshiper obeys God’s Word and
serves Him daily.

Read and discuss Psalm 24:1-4.

RESOURCES
Video of a worship service on
You Tube.
Dictionaries

Read and discuss definition of the
word “worship” using dictionaries.
Booklets with worship
scriptures entitled,” My
worship scriptures.” Use
artwork rubric.

Make and decorate a booklet with
worship scriptures.

On heart-shaped cut-outs write words
that describe a sincere worshipper.
Listen to and sing the song, “Give Me
a Clean Heart.”
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Overhead projector or laptop with
LCD projector
Transparencies or slides
Paper for booklet with yarn to
fasten pages.

Oral responses

Construction paper
Song, “Give Me a Clean Heart”

Heart cut-outs with
descriptive words

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identify and purpose
Theme: Discovering my Identity

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain what a gift or
talent is

Discover their special
gifts and talents

Explain how their gifts
and talents can be used to
help others

CONTENT
A talent/gift is a special ability.
Every person has a gift or talent that
needs to be discovered and
developed. Some of these gifts or
talents include singing, writing and
creating things.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use a web to explore the term
“gift/talent.” Read definition in
dictionaries.

ASSESSMENT
Examples of talents and gifts
given

RESOURCES
Dictionaries

An individual’s talents or gifts could
be identified early in life. Some
individuals have one talent while
others have many talents. The
things that an individual enjoys
doing and that he/she does easily can
be considered talents or gifts.

Identify and talk about their gifts
and talents.

Observe display of students’
talents.

Each student takes a multiple
intelligence test.

Analyze results from test

Ned Productions Intelligence test
http://www.nedprod.com/Niall_stu
ff/intelligence_test.html
(Adapt and use)

Individuals should use their talents
in service to God and others.
Peoples’ gifts and talents can be
used to help individuals who are sad,
sick and less fortunate.

Use the newspaper to find
examples of people using their
talents to help others.

Record examples of talents/gifts.

Have a class talent show.

Write a paragraph entitled, “I Can
Use My Talents to Help Others.”
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Paragraphs, using essay rubric
(2-3 sentences)

Newspaper
File paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identify and purpose
Theme: Discovering my Identity

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore biblical
examples of persons
who utilized their
talents well

CONTENT
Two biblical examples of persons
who used their talents well are
David and Dorcas. David played
the harp well. Dorcas was a
dressmaker. They both helped
others.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the stories of
David and Dorcas/Tabitha.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
The Beginner’s Bible, “Best
Friends” (pp. 181- 185)

Complete puzzle, “David’s Job.”

Puzzles

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Tears for Tabitha” (pp.
392-393)
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identify and purpose
Theme: Serving Others

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
State the definition
of the word
“service”

Discover that
serving others
demonstrates our love

Explore ways to
serve others

CONTENT
The word service means, contribution to
the welfare of others; the work
performed by one who serves. Serving
others gives individuals a sense of
purpose.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Display pictures of individuals serving
others. Observe and discuss their
facial expressions and body language.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Galatians 5:13 admonishes Christians to
serve each other in love. To serve
others in love means performing one’s
tasks with a willing spirit and with the
right attitude.

Role-play ways to serve others in a
loving way.

Role-play using rubric for
dramatic skits

Good News Bible for Children:
Galatians 5:13

In groups, create a banner with the
scripture: Galatians 5:13.

Banners. Use artwork
rubric.

Paper for banner

There are many ways in which
individuals can render service to others.
These include feeding the hungry,
visiting the sick, helping fellow class
mates with difficult assignments etc.

Create cartoon strips displaying acts of Cartoon strips. Use artwork
service.
rubric.

Brainstorm the meaning of the word
“service,” using a web.

RESOURCES
http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/service
definition
Brochures/ magazines from the
Ministry of Tourism - pictures

Paper for cartoon strips
Heart cut-outs

Decorate a cut-out of a heart. Write a
classmate’s name and one way you
can serve this person in love. Perform
act of service.
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Decorated hearts with ways
to serve

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identify and purpose
Theme: Overcoming Obstacles

OBJECTIVES
• State what an
obstacle is

•

•

Identify physical
and mental
challenges
individuals may
have

Explore scriptural
passages related to
positive thinking

CONTENT
An obstacle is anything that stops
or hinders progress; one who
stands in the way of progress.
Examples of obstacles include
road blocks, people & traffic jams.

Physical challenges may include
blindness, a missing limb and lack
of money. Mental challenges
include mental illnesses, fears and
doubts. These challenges could
hinder a person from fulfilling
their purpose in life.

The Bible encourages us to think
positively about life’s challenges.
Scriptures include Philippians 4:8;
4:13.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Display and use an obstacle course
in the classroom. Discuss the
meaning of the word “obstacle.”

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
http://www.yourdictionary.com/o
bstacle - Definition of obstacle

Assign tasks to students, giving
them various limitations e.g. tie
your laces using one hand; walk to
the garbage blind-folded etc.
Students demonstrate and share
feelings.
Orally share examples of physical
and mental challenges people may
have. Discuss ways to deal with the
various challenges.

Observation of students’ attitudes

Items for obstacle course
Blindfold – a scarf or piece of
material

Table showing a list of challenges
they may have and how they can
overcome them.
My challenges

Complete a table of personal
challenges.

Using the overhead, students read
and chant scriptures to encourage
positive thinking.
Examples: Philippians 4:8 & 4:13.
Perform drills while chanting
scriptures.
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Sheet with table - challenges and
ways to overcome them

Ways to
overcome
them

Observation of students’ attitudes

Scriptures on transparencies &
overhead projector

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identify and purpose
Theme: Overcoming Obstacles

•

OBJECTIVES
Investigate the lives
of persons who
succeeded despite
many obstacles

CONTENT
Zacchaeus, a biblical character had
a physical challenge because he
was short. He had other challenges
because he did not get along well
with others. However, when he
came in contact with Jesus he was
changed.
Helen Keller is a modern day
example of someone who achieved
greatness despite her physical
challenges.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the story of
Zacchaeus –“A Short Man.”

ASSESSMENT
Character sketch of Helen
Keller or Zacchaeus.

RESOURCES
The Beginner’s Bible, “A Short
Man” (pp. 413-417)

Read the story of Helen Keller on the
internet. Discuss the challenges she
faced and how she overcame them.

http://www.gardenofpraise.com/le
aders.htm
Story of Helen Keller

Complete a short character sketch of
Helen Keller or Zacchaeus using an
outline.

Character sketch outline
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Thanksgiving

•

•

OBJECTIVES
State the importance
of showing gratitude
to God and others

Use biblical
examples of persons
who were thankful

CONTENT
God commands His people to give
Him thanks in all things as stated in 1
Thessalonians 5:18. Showing
gratitude is a way to express
appreciation for what was done for us.
When we are grateful we open the
door for even greater blessings.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss poem,
“Thanksgiving Delights,” by
Joanna Fuchs.

In the story, Elisha’s Room,” Elisha
expressed his gratitude to the couple
who had built him a special room by
asking God to bless them with a son.

Read and discuss the following
stories: “Elijah’s Room” and
“Ten Lepers.”

In the story of the Ten Lepers, only
one leper returned to say thanks after
he was healed by Jesus.
•

Explain why
Thanksgiving is
celebrated today

Thanksgiving is celebrated today as a
reminder for us to express our thanks
to God for His blessings throughout
the year. During this time, many
families get together for a special
dinner.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
http://www.poemsource.com/thanksg
iving-poems
Poem – Thanksgiving Delights

Drawings, using artwork
rubric

The Beginner's Bible:
“Elisha’s Room” (pp. 226-229)
“Ten Lepers” (pp. 405-408)

Discuss the importance of
showing gratitude to God and
others.

Draw a picture of Elijah or the
leper giving thanks.

Class discussion – Why is
Thanksgiving celebrated today?

Oral responses

As a class, write a poem about
why Thanksgiving is celebrated.

Ideas presented in poem
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http://answers.yourdictionary.com/hi
story/holidays/why-do-we-celebratethanksgiving.html
Information about Thanksgiving

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO

Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Thanksgiving

OBJECTIVES
• Explore ways to
express thanks to
God and others

CONTENT
Individuals could express their thanks
to God through prayers and songs.
Simple saying, “Thank you,” to others
is a way to show gratitude. They
could also give gifts to express their
gratitude.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Sing song, “Give thanks with a
grateful heart.”
Create a Thanksgiving flower craft.
On each petal of the thanksgiving
flower students will write something
they are thankful to God for.
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ASSESSMENT
Thanksgiving flowers with
things they are thankful for

RESOURCES
http://www.kidssundayschool.com/
Gradeschool/Crafts/1craft09.php
Thanksgiving flower craft
Journals

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO

Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain the
importance of
Christmas

Describe the roles of
various characters in
the story of Jesus’
birth

Explore ways to
spread the good news
about Jesus

CONTENT
Christmas is important because it is a
celebration of Jesus' birth.
Jesus came into the world so that He
could die for the sins of mankind.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
View and discuss the DVD of the
Christmas story.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

In the Christmas story, the following
characters played important roles:
Joseph, Mary, the shepherds and the
angels. The angels were sent to Mary,
Joseph and the shepherds to tell about
Jesus’ birth. Mary was chosen to be
the mother of Jesus. Both Joseph and
Mary traveled to Bethlehem where
Jesus was born. The shepherds were
the first to spread the good news of
Jesus' birth.

Complete the following Bible Puzzle
activity worksheets: “Mary’s Song,”
“To Bethlehem,” “Shepherds Listen”
& “Go Tell It.”

Puzzle sheets

Dramatize the Christmas story using
the key characters. (Quick skits)

Drama

Individuals can use a variety of ways
to spread the good news about Jesus.
They can tell their friends and family
about Jesus in daily conversations,
send a card or an e-mail.

Use a template of a shepherd or an
angel and let children write ways
they can spread the good news.

RESOURCES
DVD - The Nativity
Television

Discuss reasons why Christmas is
celebrated today.
Good News Bible for Children,
Luke 2:1-20
Bible Puzzles for Kids Ages 6-8:
“Mary’s Song,” “To Bethlehem,”
“Shepherds Listen” & “Go Tell
It” (pp. 64-65)
Steven James 30 New Testament
Quick Skits for Kids, “The Birth
of King Jesus” (p. 11 -12)

Use the internet to send an e-mail to
a friend about Jesus’ birth.
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Ways to share the good news
on shepherd / angel
templates.

Shepherd or angel templates
The World Wide Web
Computers in classroom or lab

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore the
significance of lights
in the Christmas
story

Explain why Jesus is
referred to as the
light of the world

Explore ways in
which they could
shine as lights in
the world

CONTENT
The lights in the Christmas story
signified good news, God's glory and
the birth of a King. The presence of
light brought hope and joy to those
who saw it. The shepherds saw the
glory of God and heard the message of
Jesus’ birth. The Wise Men gladly
followed the star to the place where
Jesus was born.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Display examples of lights and discuss
their uses in every day life.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Read the Christmas story and discuss
how light impacted the characters.

RESOURCES
Various light sources: candles,
flashlight, pictures of the sun etc.
The Beginner's Bible:
“Shepherd's Visit” (pp. 277-281)
“The Bright Star” and “Three
Visitors” (pp. 286-290)

Make paper candle lights or stars.

Good News Bible for Children:
Luke 2:8-9, Matthew 2:1-2

Jesus is the Light of the world because
He showed people a better way to live
in an evil world. In St. John 9:5, Jesus
stated that while He was in the world,
He was the Light of the world.

In small groups, compose a poem to
express why Jesus is the light of the
world.

Individuals can shine as lights in the
world by sharing their gifts with
others and by doing good deeds.

In small groups, students list ways they
can shine as lights.

Listen to the song, “Jesus, the Light of
the World.”

Share and discuss poem, “Salt and
Light.”
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Poems about Jesus, the
Light of the world – words
of poem and group
presentation. Use rubric for
poems and songs.

List of ways students can
shine as lights
Oral responses

construction paper
File paper
Song, “Jesus, the Light of the
World”

File paper
Bible Story Puppets and Poems,
“Salt and Light” (p. 92)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Choices

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify various
feelings or emotions
people experience

Use a biblical
example to illustrate
how to control
emotions

CONTENT
In life, people experience different
feelings and emotions. Some of these
feelings and emotions include
happiness, peace, sadness, grief and
anger.
In the story, "Best Friends," King
Saul was grumpy, angry, cheerful
and jealous. Saul listened to music in
order to control these feelings.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Display faces on paper plates and
have students identify the various
emotions shown.
Students talk about how they are
currently feeling.
Read and discuss the story of
King Saul. Talk about Saul’s
behaviour.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Faces on paper plates showing the
various emotions

Oral responses

The Beginner's Bible, “Best
Friends” (pp. 181-185)
Bible Story Puppets and Poems,
“David and Saul” (p.65)

Choral reading of poem, “David
and Saul.”
•

Explore ways to
express and control
their feelings and
emotions

Individuals express their feelings by
displaying certain behaviours such as
fighting, crying, sharing and
embracing others. Individuals must
discover positive ways to deal with
negative feelings. For example,
when someone is feeling angry
he/she can find a quiet place to calm
down, pray or even talk to someone.

Make Temper Tornadoes.
List emotions and ways to deal
with them in table form.

Table
When I feel
Sad

Bible Message Make-n-Takes,
“Temper Tornadoes” (pp. 14-15)
I could
Sing a song

Make a memory verse booklet
with scriptures to encourage
Memory verse booklets with
positive behaviour. Examples:
scriptures, using artwork rubric
Proverbs 15:1; Colossians 3:8 etc.
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Good News Bible for Children:
Proverbs 15:1, Colossians 3:8,
Ephesians 4:31-32
Sheet with table
Papers for booklet

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

OBJECTIVES
• Explain what it
means to be
courteous

•

•

Use good manners
when communicating
with others

Explore scriptures
related to being
courteous

CONTENT
To be courteous means to be polite or
respectful in one's speech and actions as
well as being considerate. Individuals
can demonstrate courtesy by using good
manners and by being helpful.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss the meaning of the word
“courteous,” using a web.

It is important to use words like “Thank
You,” “May I?” “Please,” “Excuse Me,”
“You’re Welcome,” “I’m Sorry” and
“Pardon,” when communicating with
others. This is a sign of respect and
courtesy.

Play the game, “Please and Thank You.”

Scriptures about courtesy include: 1
Peter 3:8; Colossians 4:6; Ephesians
4:32. These scriptures encourage
individuals to be pleasant in manner and
speech.

Locate, read and discuss meanings of
scriptures about courtesy.

ASSESSMENT
Lists of 5 ways to display
courtesy

File paper

In groups, write a list of 5 ways to display
courtesy.

Participate in jumping rope activity &
rhyme. (Follow the Bible)

Complete an activity sheet filling in the
missing words to complete scriptures
about courtesy.
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RESOURCES
http://www.answers.com/topic/
courtesy - definition

Observe students’ attitudes The Value-Able Child, “Please
and use of good manners
and thank you game” (p. 113
& p.115)

Oral responses

Activity sheets with
scriptures

Follow the Bible, “Thank You
Jesus” (p. 189) – jumping
rope activity and rhyme
Teacher made activity sheet

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO

Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

OBJECTIVES
• Interpret the
meaning of famous
quotes about
courtesy

CONTENT
Many quotes have been recorded
about courtesy. St. Basil wrote,
“He who sows courtesy reaps
friendship.” This quote suggests
that individuals can win friends
by being courteous.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss quotes about courtesy e.g. To
speak kindly does not hurt the tongue –
Proverb.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Written quotes
Rewrite courtesy quotes expressing the
meaning interpreted.
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RESOURCES
http://www.answers.com/topic/court
esy
Courtesy quotes

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 3: Apply Biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain what it
means to be
responsible

Use a biblical example
of someone who was
responsible

Examine the benefits
of being responsible

CONTENT
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
The word, responsible means able to
Discuss the meaning of the word
answer for one’s conduct; able to
“responsible.”
choose right from wrong. Responsible
people live up to their promises and do Create a responsibility log.
what is expected of them. They also
own up to their actions.

In the Bible, a little girl named Miriam Read and discuss the story, “A
demonstrated responsibility. She
Baby in a Basket.” (Discussion
watched her brother Moses while he
questions – Follow the Bible)
was resting in a basket on the Nile
River. Like Miriam, we too should live In groups, role-play the story of
up to our responsibilities.
Moses and the Nile using poem.

Responsible persons are well respected
and admired. They are usually given
specials tasks or jobs to perform. They
are typically selected as leaders in
school and in the community.

ASSESSMENT
Responsibility log showing
daily chores

Responsibility Log template (teacher
made)

Oral responses

Role-play, using dramatic
skits rubric – group
assessment

Students share how they and other
persons were rewarded for being
responsible.

Oral responses

As a class, write a Want Ad in
search of a baby sitter or paper
boy. Include the characteristics of
a responsible person.

Want Ads
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RESOURCES
http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/responsible
definition

Follow the Bible, “God Protects Baby
Moses” (pp. 40-42) – discussion
questions
Bible Story Puppets and Poems,
“Moses in the Nile” (pp. 32-34)
The Beginner's Bible, “A Baby in a
Basket” (pp. 92-97)
File paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO

Sub-Goal 3: Apply Biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain the
importance of
cooperating

Use a biblical
example of
cooperation

Examine the
challenges and
benefits of
cooperating with
others

CONTENT
Cooperating means working or
playing together. Cooperation
enables individuals to build good
relationships, become more tolerant
and be more willing to offer
solutions to problems.

Jesus had a great amount of work to
do in the community. He needed
people to help Him so He chose
twelve disciples to assist Him in
ministry. These men were Jesus’
constant companions.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
Teacher describes various tasks and asks Oral responses
students to suggest if they can be
completed by one person or by a group of
persons. E.g. Building a house - group
Use finger play to sing the song,
“Cooperation” to the tune of “Ring
Around the Roses.”
Read the story, “Jesus Chooses His
Written responses; teacherDisciples.” Discuss how Jesus and others made quiz about Jesus and
benefited from the disciples’ willingness His disciples
to cooperate.

RESOURCES
The Value-Able Child,
“Cooperation” (p.13) - song

The Beginner’s Bible,
“Jesus Chooses His
Disciples” (pp. 308-312)
Paper for drawing

Draw a picture of Jesus and His disciples.
Write a sentence about cooperating with
others under the picture.
Sometimes it is difficult to get people Discuss the challenges and benefits of
to work together. When individuals
working together, using a comparison
learn how to love and respect each
chart.
other, they can work together to
accomplish tasks and solve
Role-play examples of uncooperative and
problems. The job gets done faster
cooperative behavior in the school and
when people cooperate.
home settings. Discuss how the
behaviour impacts the group.
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Pictures & sentences, using
artwork rubric
Oral responses

Role-play, using rubric for
dramatic skits

Worksheet –teacher made
quiz
Comparison chart

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO

Sub-Goal 3: Apply Biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore ways to
foster cooperative
behavior

CONTENT
There are many ways to foster
cooperative behaviour. They
include:
 Respect each other and accept
differences
 Get to know each other’s
likes and dislikes
 Discuss problems quietly and
calmly
 Make sure each person
understands their tasks
 Praise each other’s
accomplishments

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss ways to foster
cooperation at school and home.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Work in groups to assemble
Peaceful Puppets.

Observe behaviour of students
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RESOURCES
The Value-Able Child, Peaceful
Puppet pattern, (pp.16-18)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 3: Apply Biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain why
patience is an
important virtue

CONTENT
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
Brainstorm the word “patience.”
Oral responses
Virtue is the ability to choose to do
what is right. Having to wait long and
with the right attitude is known as
As a class write an acrostic poem using
Acrostic
the letters from the word patience.
patience. Patience is a virtue because
Display on cards.
it helps to build good character.
Patience produces hope and obedience.

RESOURCES
Construction paper for
acrostic

Study biblical
characters who
exhibited patience

Bible characters Abraham and Job
Read and discuss the stories of
were both patient. Abraham was a
Abraham and Job. In a 2-column
patient man because he waited long for chart, write ways in which both
God's promise of his son Isaac. Job
characters showed patience.
was patient because he endured great
suffering.
Fill in the missing words to complete a
passage about Abraham and Job.

Information in table

2-column chart

Written responses - passage

The Beginner’s Bible:
“A New Home”&
“The Visitors” (pp. 39-51)

Demonstrate
patience in
everyday situations

Every day, individuals need to exercise
patience. They need to be patient
when dealing with people, standing in
lines, driving on the streets and
waiting for things that were promised
to them.

The Good News Bible for
Children: Job Chapter 1

In groups, dramatize situations where
patience is necessary at home, at
school, in a restaurant or at the mall.

Dramatization – content and
presentation of drama. Use
rubric for dramatic skits.

Students write in journals about a time
they were patient and the lesson they
learnt.

Journal writing, using journal
response rubric.
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Teacher –made passage
Journals

SCOPE OF WORK
WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Caring for God’s Creation

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain the
importance of
caring for family
members

Use a biblical
example of caring for
family members

Predict what would
happen if family
members did not
neglect each other

CONTENT
Caring is the act of showing concern
or interest for something or someone.
God created families as special units.
Family members should protect,
support and care for each other. This
is important for the growth of the
society.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Share pictures of their families and
talk about times when they cared for
family members.

ASSESSMENT
Family albums with
descriptive sentences.

The story of Ruth and Naomi is a great
example of how we should care for our
families. In the face of death and
poverty both women supported each
other.

Read and discuss the story of Ruth
and Naomi. Share how they cared
for each other.

Oral responses

Use puppetry and poetry to perform
the story of Ruth and Naomi.

Presentation of poem

In the world today, many family
members neglect each other. If family
members truly cared for each other,
the home would be a more pleasant
place to live in. Parents would be
happy and loving. Children would be
safe from harm and abuse. The
elderly will be well taken care of.

As a class, write a list of behaviours
that are portrayed in families. Write
C for caring actions and U for
uncaring actions.

List of behaviours
portrayed in families with
actions evaluated (C or U)

RESOURCES
Family pictures
Construction paper & yarn for
album

Create a family album – pictures
with sentences expressing how care
is shown in the family.

Draw a picture showing a caring and
loving family.
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Pictures, using the artwork
rubric.

The Beginner’s Bible, “Ruth
and Naomi,” (pp. 152-155)
Bible Story Puppets and Poems
Book, “Naomi and Ruth” (pp.
56-58)
Paper and coloured pencils for
artwork.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Rights/Responsibilities

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify the basic
rights of children

CONTENT
According to the United Nations
children have the following rights:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Explain why it is
important to have laws
that protect the rights
of children

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss United Nations laws
that protect the rights of children.

Basic needs (food etc.)
Freedom of expression
Discuss information outlined by the
Freedom of thought, conscience Government of The Bahamas about the
and religion
rights of a child.
Education
Freedom from physical or mental Repeat the rights of a child in a chant.
violence, injury or abuse…

These rights are also recognized by
the Government of The Bahamas.
It is important to have laws that
protect the rights of children because
children are innocent and are often
mistreated. Having laws makes it
easier to punish people for crimes
committed against children. Persons
who harm children are usually
sentenced to a period of time in
prison.

Discuss reasons why children are
sometimes mistreated.
Discuss information from the Child
Protection Act of The Bahamas.
Read a news story about someone who
was punished for harming a child.

The Child Protection Act of The
Bahamas (2007) outlines laws for the
protection of children.
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ASSESSMENT
Oral responses - Students
can state at least two rights
of children

RESOURCES
Children’s rights
http://www.unicef.org/crc

http://www.bahamas.gov.bs
The Rights of a Child

Oral responses

Newspaper article
http://www.bahamas.gov.bs
Information about the Child
Protection Act

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Rights/Responsibilities

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore scriptural
passages related to
the protection of
children

Suggest ways to
promote the rights
of children

CONTENT
Scriptures related to the
protection of children include:
Matthew 18: 5-6 & Ephesians
6:2. According to the Bible
children should be protected and
respected.

The rights of children can be
promoted in many ways. Songs,
slogans, posters and television
ads are excellent ways to make
people aware of the importance
of protecting children.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Research and discuss the following
scriptures: Matthew 18: 5-6 &
Ephesians 6:2.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Fill in the missing words to complete
the scripture verses indicated above.

Design a poster highlighting one
Posters using poster rubric
law protecting the rights of children.

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
Matthew 18: 5-6 & Ephesians 6:2

Worksheets or cards with
scripture verses – Fill in the
blanks
Art supplies
Poster paper

Group work - Compose and perform Words of songs and
a song outlining the rights of
presentation of songs. Use
children. Perform using instruments. rubric for poems and songs.
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Musical instruments – triangles,
blocks, sticks, drums etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Love and/or Forgiveness

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain what it
means to love others

Explore the
relationship between
loving and giving

Discover ways to
show love for others

CONTENT
In John Chapter 13 verse 34, Jesus
commands us to love one another. To
obey Jesus’ commandment we are to
love all people, even those who we
think are hateful, mean, or look, think
or act differently than we do.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Teacher displays symbols of love –
heart, circle & cross. Discuss how
each symbol represents love.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

St. John 3: 16 illustrates the
relationship between loving and
giving. God gave His only Son, to die
for the sins of mankind because He
loved us. Individuals should
demonstrate their love for others by
giving.

Display chart –John 3:16. Read and
discuss the connection between
loving and giving.

Oral responses

In groups of twos, write a slogan
about loving and giving.

Slogans

We can express our love to others by
sharing tangible objects or by showing
respect, kindness and concern for each
other.

Make love blocks and write ways to
show love for others on boxes.
Identify gifts they can share with
others.

Love blocks with ways to
show love for others

Cut out and match love puzzles.
Read scriptures on puzzles.

RESOURCES
symbols – heart, cross &
circle
construction paper
Foundations of Faith,
Student’s book, - Love,
Love puzzles (p. 16)
Teacher-made chart – John
3:16
paper for slogan

In small groups, write a rap/poem
about showing love.
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Words of raps or poems
indicating ways to show love.
Use rubric for poems and
songs.

Foundations of Faith,
Student’s book - A Love
block template, (p. 17)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Love and/or Forgiveness

•

OBJECTIVES
Use contemporary
stories to illustrate the
power of love

CONTENT
The contemporary story, “You Can't
Stop Love” relates how the power of
love changed the main character,
John's life. The contemporary story,
“He Expected It of Me” is another
powerful illustration.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss story, “You Can’t
Stop Love.”

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Foundations of Faith, Student’s
book-Love, Story - “You Can’t
Stop Love” (p.10)

Read and discuss the story, “He
Expected It of Me.”
Sing the song, “Love is something if
you give it away.”
Share experiences of occasions
when they saw love being
demonstrated in their community.
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Foundation of Faith, Student’s
book – Love, Story – “He
Expected it of Me” (p. 6)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO

Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Relate the story of
the Triumphant
Entry of Jesus into
Jerusalem

CONTENT
The story of the Triumphant Entry relates
how Jesus rode into Jerusalem on a donkey.
Crowds of people waved palm branches and
greeted Him as King of Israel.

Explain the
significance of the
use of palm
branches and the
donkey

Both the palm branches and the donkey
were significant. The palm branches
signified triumph and victory. The donkey
signified peace and humility.

Describe how Palm
Sunday is
celebrated by
churches today

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the story, “The True
King.”
Dramatize the story of the Triumphant
Entry of Jesus.
View pictures of the Triumphant
Entry. Discuss reasons why Jesus
rode on a donkey and why palm
branches were used.

ASSESSMENT
Dramatization (in groups).
Use rubric for dramatic
skits.

RESOURCES
The Beginner’s Bible, “the
True King” (pp.427-432)

Oral responses

The Beginner’s Bible, “the
True King” (pp.427-432)
Palm branch cut-outs

Praise messages on palm
branch cut-outs

Today, special services are held on Palm
Sunday in Christian churches around the
world. Many churches will have a
procession in or around the church while
people sing songs of praises and wave palm
branches.

Write a praise message to Jesus on
palm branch cut-outs. Wave branches.
Share a video tape of a Palm Sunday
Oral responses
Service. Discuss ideas form the video.

Palm Sunday video tape
www.youtube.com

Students share stories about Palm
Sunday experiences.

www.request.org.uk/main/
festival/lent
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO

Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore the theme
of obedience in the
Easter story

CONTENT
The theme of obedience is evident in
the Easter Story. The disciples obeyed
Jesus and found the colt for Him.
They also prepared the room for the
Passover Meal as Jesus instructed.
Jesus was obedient to His Father
through His death on the cross.

Conclude that Jesus’
death is a wonderful
example of
obedience

Jesus was willing to give His life so
that all who trust in Him might be
saved. When Jesus was in the Garden
of Gethsemane, He prayed, “Father, if
it is possible, take this cup of suffering
from me! Yet not what I want, but
what you want.” (Matt. 26:39b)

Explore ways to
demonstrate
obedience in their
daily lives

Individuals should seek to walk in
obedience as Jesus did. Following the
teachings of Jesus is an excellent way
to show obedience. Individuals
should also follow rules at home,
school and in the community.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
View the Easter Story on DVD.
Focus on the theme - obedience.
(Q. Which characters in the story
demonstrated obedience?)
Read and discuss key events
(focusing on the theme obedience) from the Easter story.
Discuss – How did Jesus show
obedience to God?

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Preparing the Passover
Meal” (p. 367)
Oral responses

Students draw a picture of Jesus
praying in the Garden and write
two sentences about Jesus’
obedience to God.

Pictures of Jesus with
sentences.
E.g. Jesus obeyed God. He
died on the cross.

Group work – On stepping stone
cut-outs students write five ways
to show obedience to God. Stick
cut-outs onto the floor and step on
them while singing, “Obedience is
the Very Best Way.”

Ways to show obedience to
God on cut-outs
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RESOURCES
DVD of the Easter Story,
television & DVD player

Construction paper, crayons &
pencils

Stone shaped cut-outs from
construction paper
Song, “Obedience is the Very
Best Way”

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

OBJECTIVES
• Relate the story of
Jesus’ resurrection

•

•

Explain how Jesus’
resurrection
demonstrated His
power

Explore ways to
celebrate Jesus’
resurrection

CONTENT
Jesus arose on Easter Sunday. Mary
Magdalene was the first to discover
that He had risen. When she found the
empty tomb she was concerned but an
angel reassured her that Jesus had
risen. Mary shared the good news with
the disciples.
Three days after Jesus death He came
back to life. Jesus resurrection
demonstrated that He hath power over
death and the grave. He was able to
lay down His life and take it up again.
In Matt. 28:18, Jesus said that He had
been given all power, in heaven and
on earth.
Today, Easter is still the most joyous
festival on the Christian calendar.
During the Easter season many
churches celebrate by hosting
concerts, dramas and special services.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
Read and discuss the Easter Story, Oral responses
“Jesus Is Risen.”

RESOURCES
The Beginner's Bible, “Jesus is
Alive” (pp. 453-458)

Complete Bible puzzles – “Jesus
is Alive” & “What the Angel
Said.”

Puzzles

Bible Puzzles for Kids Ages 6-8,
“Jesus is Alive” & “What the Angel
Said” (pp. 97-98)

As a class, write a poem about
Jesus’ resurrection and how He
demonstrated His power.

Oral responses

Good News Bible for Children:
Matt. 28:18

Make a cartoon strip showing
Jesus’ resurrection.

Cartoon strips

Paper, pencils and crayons

Have a mini Easter production
with drama, singing and poetry.

Students’ participation and
performance – Easter
production.

http://www.dltkholidays.com/easter/mecandle.html
Easter egg candle –

Teacher-made quiz on the
Easter story

http://www.dltkbible.com/jesus_alphabet_song.html
Songs, poems and Easter crafts

Create an Easter egg candle.

Teacher-made quiz
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO

Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Respect

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain in their own
words what it means
to respect others

Suggest reasons
why people
disrespect each other

Explore scriptural
verses related to
respecting others

CONTENT
The word “respect” is defined as
esteem, admiration or proper courtesy.
When we show respect, we treat others
in the right way, even if they don’t agree
with us or are different from us.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Students define the word “respect” in
their own words.
In groups, students will write an
acrostic poem to show their
understanding of the word “respect.”
Write on cards.

Brainstorm reasons why people
People are sometimes disrespectful
because of their selfishness and
disrespect each other.
prejudices. Sometimes when people are
intolerant of other people they refuse to Read the story, “Rude Robert” and
display good manners.
allow children to act out parts of the
story.
Scriptures that encourage individuals to Use Bibles to locate scriptures.
respect each other include: Col. 3:20Discuss meanings.
21; Matt. 5:43-48; Luke 6:31-36.
These verses promote respect for
Memorize scripture verses.
parents, children, friends and even one’s
enemies.
Write a slogan about respect based on
scriptures read.
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ASSESSMENT
Oral definitions

RESOURCES
Webster’s Dictionary –
definition of the word,
respect

Acrostic poems
Cards for acrostic poem

Oral responses

The Value-Able Child, “Rude
Robert” (pp.110-111)

Drama

Memorization of scriptures

Good News Bible for
Children: Col. 3:20-21;
Matt. 5:43-48; Luke 6:31-36

Slogans
File paper

SCOPE
SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO

Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Friendship

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify the qualities
of a friend

Explore ways to
build good
friendships

CONTENT
Friendship is a relationship between
individuals who love and trust each
other. A good friend is loyal and
dependable.

To build good friendships use the
following guidelines:
o
o
o
o
o

•

Use biblical and
contemporary
stories of friendship

Be accepting
Be a good listener
Develop interest in others instead of talking
about yourself
Be honest
Reach out to get to know new people.

In the Bible, Elisha the prophet was
befriended by a couple who lived in
Shunem. This couple built a special
place for Elisha to stay.
Contemporary stories about friendship
help children to explore important
issues.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use a web to brainstorm the qualities
of a friend.
Do finger play and sing the song,
“Friends” (to the tune of Mary Had a
Little Lamb).

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
The Value-Able Child, The
perfect friend activity, (pp.5051)

Artwork

The Value-Able Child,
Friendship song, (p. 44)

Create a paper model of perfect friend.
Teacher displays building blocks.
Oral responses
Compare building an object to building
a friendship.
Discuss information - 6 Tips for
making and keeping friends. Display
on chart.

Discussion

Listen to an audio tape version of the
story, “Elisha’s Room.” Discuss.

Discussion

Read and discuss the story, “A New
Friend.” (contemporary story)
Students write short stories about their
friends.
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Short stories written by
students. Use essay rubric.

building blocks
What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “6 Tips for Making and
Keeping Friends” (p. 99)
Chart – Six tips for making and
keeping friends
The Beginner's Bible, “Elisha’s
Room” (p. 226-229)
Tape player
20 Bible Stories Every Child
Should Know, “A New Friend”
(pp. 82-83)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE TWO
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Pentecost / Whitsun

OBJECTIVES
• Relate the story of
the coming of the
Holy Spirit

•

•

Explain why
Pentecost is
celebrated by
churches today

Explain how the
Holy Spirit helps
individuals

CONTENT
Jesus’ disciples were in Jerusalem
for the Feast of Pentecost when the
Holy Spirit came. The disciples
heard a sound from heaven like a
strong wind. The Holy Spirit
appeared as tongues of fire on each
of the disciples. They all spoke in
tongues/languages they did not
know.
Christians view Pentecost as the
birthday of the Church. They
celebrate this feast today in
remembrance of the coming of the
Holy Spirit at Pentecost. It is also
called Whitsun.

The Holy Spirit is a guide, teacher,
helper and comforter. The Holy
Spirit gives individuals courage and
boldness to do God’s work.
Individuals can ask the Holy Spirit
for help when they pray.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Define key terms – Pentecost, Holy
Spirit, comforter, promise etc.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

View pictures from the Bible stories,
“Jesus Goes to Heaven” & “The Holy
Spirit Comes.” Read and discuss
stories.

Teacher –made quiz on the
story – “The Holy Spirit
Comes”

Discuss reasons why Pentecost is
celebrated by the Christian Church
today.

Oral responses

Information about Pentecost
www.gotquestions.org/PentecostSunday.html

Complete Bible puzzle, “The Birthday
of the Church.”

Puzzles

Bible Puzzles for Kids 6-8, “The
Birthday of the Church” (p. 99)

Read scriptures about the Holy Spirit:
e.g. Luke 24:49. Write key words
about the Holy Spirit e.g. comfort

Oral responses

Good News Bible for Children:
Luke 24:49; John 14:16-17;
John 14:26; John 15:26

Class discussion – How does the Holy
Spirit help us today? On fire cut-outs,
students write ways in which the Holy
Spirit helps individuals.

Information on fire cutouts

Fire cut-outs from construction
paper
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RESOURCES
The Beginner’s Bible, “Jesus Goes
to Heaven” & “The Holy Spirit
Comes” (pp. 466-479)

Teacher-made quiz with a variety of
questions (See Appendix)

PRIMARY RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
GRADE
GRADE THREE

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

OBJECTIVES
• Describe God as being
holy and worthy of
adoration

CONTENT
One of the attributes of God is holiness.
To be holy means to be separated from
sin or evil; pure; righteous. Because
God is holy, He cannot sin nor do evil.
God is worthy of adoration; high
esteem; worship; reverence.

•

Research scriptures
that describe the holy
nature of God

Many scriptures in the Bible describe
God’s holy nature and outline the fact
that He is separate from evil. I Samuel
2:2 states, “There is none holy as the
Lord.” Psalm 145:17 says, “The Lord is
righteous in all His ways,” and I John
1:5 reminds us that “God is light and in
Him there is no darkness at all.”

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss the concept of holiness and
why God is considered to be
holy/righteous using a web.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
http://www.eduplace.com/graphico
rganizer/
“Word Web Graphic Organizer”

In groups, write a list of synonyms
for the words, “holy,” and
“adoration” on index cards.

Lists of synonyms

Index cards

Read and discuss scriptures that
describe God’s holy nature during a
PowerPoint presentation.

Interpretation of scripture

Play the game, Draw Swords” and
find scriptures pertaining to the
holiness of God.
In groups, decorate a poster with a
scripture describing God’s holy
nature.

Dictionaries

Group presentation of
scripture posters, using
poster rubric

Good News Bible for Children:
I Samuel 2:2
Psalm 145:17
I John 1:5
I Peter 1:16
LCD Projector
laptop
projector screen/white board
Items for poster: chart paper, glue,
glitter, markers etc.
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

OBJECTIVES
• Discover ways in
which Christians
show reverence to
God

CONTENT
Because God is holy, it is only fitting
that He should be reverenced.
Christians show reverence to God by
bowing down and worshiping Him,
singing songs of praise to Him and by
avoiding distractions during prayer.
Reverence is also shown in the way
the Bible and other sacred objects are
handled.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
Discuss and role-play ways to
Role-play, using the rubric for
reverence God in various
dramatic skits
scenarios (During worship, prayer
etc.)
Poems, raps or songs using rubric
In groups, create a poem, rap or
for poems and songs
song about ways to reverence
God.
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RESOURCES
Robes, Bibles and other props
File paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

OBJECTIVES
• Identify Jesus as the
Son of God

CONTENT
Jesus is the Son of God who became
human and lived on earth. The
Bible records the story of the birth
of Jesus in the books of Matthew,
Mark and Luke.
Scriptures that refer to Jesus as the
Son of God include Luke 1:35,
Matthew 3:17, John 3:16 &
Matthew 16:15-17.

•

Explain why Jesus
came to earth

Jesus came to fulfil the scriptures
and to help mankind. In Hebrews
10:7, Jesus said that He came to do
the will of God. Jesus came to
sacrifice His life so that all
individuals who believe in Him
should have everlasting life (John
3:16). Jesus also came to “do good
and to heal those who were under
the power of the Devil” (Acts
10:38).

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use felt cut-outs and the chart,
“All about Jesus for Kids,” to
learn about Jesus.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Birth of Jesus felts
“All about Jesus for Kids” chart

View slide show and sing the
song, “Everybody Ought to
Know.”

Good News Bible for Children: Luke
1:35, Matthew 3:17, John 3:16 &
Matthew 16:15-17.

Play scripture detectives and
locate scriptures that identify
Jesus as God’s Son. Verses: Luke
1:35, Matthew 3:17, John 3:16 &
Matthew 16:15-17.

LCD projector & laptop

Read and discuss the following
scriptures about the reasons Jesus
came to earth: Hebrews 10:7,
John 3:16 & Acts 10:38.

Oral responses

View and discuss clips showing
miracles that Jesus performed.

Discussion

Using a web, discuss how Jesus
helped people while He was on
earth.

Ideas presented in web
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9h
JOv4_O5c
“Everybody Ought To Know”
slideshow and song
Good News Bible for Children:
Hebrews 10:7, John 3:16 & Acts 1038
Greatest Heroes and Legends in the
Bible, Miracles of Jesus DVD
Television and DVD Player
http://www.eduplace.com/graphicorgan
izer/
“Word Web Graphic Organizer”

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 1 : Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Discover Old Testament
scriptures that predicted
the coming of Jesus

Explore ways to walk in
obedience as Jesus did

CONTENT
Although Jesus’ name is not mentioned
until the New Testament, many
scriptures in the Old Testament predicted
His coming. Isaiah 7:14 predicted that
“Immanuel” would be born of a virgin;
Micah 5:2 states that He would be born
in Bethlehem; Zechariah 9:9 describes
how He would be lowly and riding on
the colt of a donkey and Isaiah 53:5
outlines how Jesus would make a blood
atonement for our sins. These scriptures
were fulfilled by Jesus Christ.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss scriptures about Jesus’
coming using a transparency.

ASSESSMENT
Teacher made cloze
passage using a rubric

Complete a cloze passage activity
based on various Old Testament
scriptures predicting Jesus’ coming.

Good News Bible for Children:
Isaiah 7:14
Isaiah 53:5
Micah 5:2
Zechariah 9:9

Jesus willingly came to earth to die for
the sins of mankind. In doing so, He
showed us how to walk in obedience to
God and the Holy scriptures. Individuals
should follow Jesus’ example and obey
God’s Word every day.

Discuss ways in which they could
walk in obedience to God.

Discussion

Teacher-made worksheet with
cloze passage
Song, “Trust and Obey”
Transparency with song

On footprint cut-outs, write ways to
walk in obedience as Jesus did.
Walk on foot prints as they sing the
song, “Trust and Obey.”
(Song on transparency)

Ideas listed on footprint
cut-outs

Play the game, “Draw Swords” using
scriptures that predicted Jesus’
coming.

Create a pledge of obedience.
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RESOURCES
Transparencies with scriptures
predicting Jesus’ coming
Overhead Projector

Pledge, using a rubric

Overhead projector

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
THREE

Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Describe the Old
Testament as writings
about God’s
relationship with the
Jews

Explain how God
demonstrated His love
for the Jews

CONTENT
The Bible is divided into two
divisions, the Old and New
Testament. The Old Testament is a
collection of writings about God and
His relationship with His chosen
people, the Jews. The history of the
Jews/Israelites began with the story
of Abraham.

God displayed His love for the Jews
in many ways. He led them out of
slavery, provided food and water for
them in the desert and He also
remembered His promise to lead
them into the Promised Land. These
acts of love can be found in Exodus
Chapters 12 and 16, Numbers
Chapter 13 & Deuteronomy Chapter
1.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Using Good News Bibles, read
the list of Old Testament and
New Testament books.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

http://www.kids.ochristian.com/Childr
ens-Bible/The-Old-Testament.shtml
The Old Testament for Kids

Sing the song, “ The B-I-B-L-E”
Read the internet article, “The
Old Testament for Kids. Record
important details from the site.
Read the introductions from the
books of Genesis and Exodus.
(Good News Bible)
Watch and discuss scenes from
the Story of Moses DVD that
depict God’s love for the Jews.
Draw pictures and write
sentences to show how God
showed His love for the Jews.

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children

Information recorded
File paper

Oral responses

The Story of Moses DVD
DVD Player and Television

Drawings, using the rubric
for drawing

The Children’s Bible in 365 Stories,
“God leads the way,” “Crossing the
Red Sea,” “Food in the desert,”
“Water in the desert” (pp.67-85)
Blank paper, markers, crayons
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Discover God’s laws for
living, in the book of
Exodus

Explain how obeying the
Ten Commandments
helps us show love for
God and people

CONTENT
God provided the Jews with many
laws which include the Ten
Commandments and other rules
for living. These rules can be
found in the book of Exodus.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss information
about God’s laws from The
Children’s Bible.

ASSESSMENT
Journal entries, using the
journal response rubric

The Ten Commandments were
given as guidelines to help
individuals to live holy and
peaceful lives. The first five
commandments are about loving
and obeying God. The last five
are about loving others. When
Christians obey these rules, they
show their love for God and
people.

Sing the Ten commandments song, Stone tablet
and then discuss each
commandments, using the
commandment.
artwork rubric

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365 Stories,
“God’s Laws” (pp. 76-80)
Journals

Write a journal entry on the
importance of rules, the
consequences of not having
laws/rules and why it is important
for us to obey God’s laws.

Cut out ten stone tablets from
paper. Then write each
commandment in their own words
and decorate.
Make Commandments Pops.
Discuss the ten commandments
and then eat the pops.

The Ten Commandments chart
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rM
gLH316HJ8
“The Ten Commandments Song For
Kids”
LCD Projector and Laptop
Stone tablet template, markers,
construction paper, crayons
Edible Object Talks That Teach About
Values, “Commandments Pops.”
(pp.26-27)
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Honouring God

OBJECTIVES
• Explain how
obedience to God’s
Word is a way to
honour Him

•

Explore scriptural
passages about
obeying God’s Word

CONTENT
Christians believe that their main
purpose in life is to honour God. To
honour someone means to show
admiration or great respect for them.
Christians can honour God by obeying
His Word. Jesus stated, “Those who
love me will obey my teaching” (John
14:23). When we obey God’s
commands, He is exalted in our lives.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Locate the word “honour” in their
dictionaries and share the various
meanings.

In the Bible, King Josiah realized that
his forefathers did not obey God’s laws.
He knew that in order to honour God, he
had to be obedient to Him. After the
lost copy of God’s laws was discovered,
Josiah and the people of Judah renewed
their promise to keep all of God’s
commands.

Read the story of King Josiah and
discuss how King Josiah honoured
God.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Dictionaries
http://www.eduplace.com/graphic
organizer/
“Word Web Graphic Organizer”

Discussion – How is God honoured
when we obey His Word? (Use a web
to record ideas)

Song, “O-B-E-D-I-E-N-C-E”

Sing the song, “O-B-E-D-I-E-N-C-E.”

Discuss the following scriptures about
obeying God’s Word: John14:15, John
15:10 & Luke 11:28.

Oral responses

Bible Story Colouring Pages,
“Josiah hears God’s Word” (pp.
117 & 118)
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “The Great Find” (pp. 220
& 221)
Good News Bible for Children:
John14:15
John 15:10
Luke 11:28

Some scriptures that talk about obeying
God’s word include John14:15, John
15:10 and Luke 11: 28.
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Honouring God

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
• Infer how God’s Word Psalm 119:105 states, “Your Word is a
is like a lamp or a light lamp to guide me and a light to my
path.”

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Watch the story, “Sparky’s Lights” and
discuss how God’s Word guides us.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Cherub Wings DVD, Shine Your
Light, “Sparky’s Spark”

Listen to and discuss the song, “Thy
God’s Word helps to guide His people Word is a lamp unto my feet and a light
when they are lost, just as a light guides unto my path.”
individuals when it is dark. Psalm 25:9
states, “He guides the humble in what
is right and teaches them His way.”
•

Demonstrate
obedience to God’s
Word

Christians should demonstrate
obedience to God’s Word daily. They
should:
• Pray to God (Matthew 6:9-13)
• Love one another (I John 4:7)
• Help the needy (Matthew 6:3)
• Worship God (Psalm 100:2)

Make a list of practical ways to show
obedience to God’s Word.
Make a Scripture Salad to remind them
to honour and obey God and His Word.
Write and recite a pledge to be obedient
to God’s Word.
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RESOURCES
DVD player and television

Httt://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=2SLHWFpSlq4
“Thy Word” slideshow and lyrics

List of ways to
demonstrate obedience to
God’s Word

Edible Object Talks that Teach
About Values, “Scripture Salad”
(pp.40 & 41)

Pledges, using a rubric

File paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
THREE
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Discovering my Identity

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify their personal
qualities

Explain the importance of
knowing yourself

CONTENT
In order to discover one’s purpose, an
individual must first get to know
him/herself. Each individual possesses
qualities or characteristics that are
unique to him or her. A person may be
described as being loving, caring or
cooperative. These are examples of
personal qualities.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss their personal qualities and
the importance of knowing oneself
using a web.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Complete sentences that tell about
their personal qualities.
E.g. I am ________ (caring, kind,
thoughtful etc.)

Sentences

Write words that describe their
qualities on flashcards and display
some of the words on the
chalkboard.
It is important to know yourself because Discuss why it is important to know
it helps to define your identity. When
yourself.
you know yourself, then you are able to
make better decisions about life, set and Role-play examples of bad
achieve goals and become successful in decisions people made because they
were misguided by others.
friendships and relationships.
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RESOURCES
Sentence strips
Markers
Flashcards
Masking tape

Words on flashcards

Oral responses

Role-play, using the dramatic
skits rubric

Clothing and other props

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Discovering my Identity

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
Two
biblical
characters
with distinct
Compare and contrast the
personalities of selected personalities are Mary and Martha.
Mary and Martha were sisters and
biblical characters
friends of Jesus. When Jesus came to
visit, Martha got hot, flustered and
angry as she prepared the meal. Mary
on the other hand, remained calm and
peaceful as she sat at Jesus’ feet and
listened to Him. Because Mary
remained calm, she made the best
decision.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read the stories of the two Bible
characters they are comparing and
contrasting.

ASSESSMENT
Journal entries, using the
journal response rubric

Bible Story Coloring Pages, “Mary
Listens to Jesus” (pp. 181-182)

Use a Venn diagram to make a
comparison and list qualities of the
two Bible characters.

Good News Bible for Children:
Matthew 14:28-29; Mark 14:29; John
13:23 & John 19:26.
Scriptures about Peter and John

Write a journal entry telling about
which Bible character they are
most like and why.

http://www.eduplace.com/graphicorga
nizer/pdf/venn.pdf
Venn diagram outline

The disciples, Peter and John could also
be compared.

•

Each individual is special with various
Examine their personal
strengths and weaknesses strengths and weaknesses. Some one
might have excellent mathematical
skills but weak language skills.
Another person might have good social
skills but weak athletic skills. We
should examine our strengths and
weaknesses so that we could make
good choices.

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365 Stories,
“What Matters Most” (p.357)

Write interview questions and pair
up to conduct an interview that
will tell about their personal
strengths and weaknesses
Find and cut out pictures of things
they are good at and make a
collage.

Interview questions, using
a rubric

Journals
Folder sheets
magazines and newspapers

Collages, using the
artwork rubric

construction paper
glue and scissors

Checklists
crayons, markers, coloured pencils

Complete a checklist to create their
personal profile.
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
THREE

Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Serving Others

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain what it means to
serve others

CONTENT
A part of our purpose in life is to serve
others. To serve means to assist
someone in any way possible. I Peter
4:10 states, “As every man hath
received the gift, even so minister the
same one to another, as good stewards
of the manifold grace of God.”

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use an object lesson involving a
skateboard and other objects to discuss
the idea of service.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Show a slideshow of pictures where
people are serving other people and
discuss what it means to serve others.

RESOURCES
Object Talks from Sports Kids
Love, “Serving With A Whole
Heart,” (pp.40-41)
Pictures
Laptop
LCD Projector and Whiteboard

•

Use biblical examples of
persons who served well

In the Bible, there are many examples
of persons who rendered service to
others. Elisha served Elijah by helping
him to do God’s work. He also
rendered service to others by helping a
widow to pay her bills and bringing a
Shunammite woman’s son back to life.
(2nd Kings 4:1-7 & 4:18-37)

Read and discuss how Elisha rendered
his service to others.

Oral responses

View a video of Joshua. Talk about his
service to Moses and others.
Draw a picture of Elisha or Joshua and
write a paragraph about how well the
character served.

Joshua served Moses and the Children
of Israel during their journey to the
Promised Land.
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Good News Bible for Children:
2 Kings 4:1-7
2 Kings 4 :18-37
http://www.youtube.com
video – Joshua the Conqueror

Pictures and paragraphs,
using rubrics

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “The New Leader” (p.91)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Serving Others

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine people’s attitude
towards serving others as
it relates to their jobs

Conclude that individuals
should serve others
willingly

CONTENT
Individuals are often required to serve
others on their jobs. There are some
people who serve others with patience
and kindness while others are rude and
uncaring. Nonetheless, we should
serve others willingly in obedience to
God’s word. (Colossians 3:23).

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
Get into groups and role-play ways to Role-play, using a rubric
render service to others and how
Journal entries using the
people render service.
rubric for journal response
Write a journal entry about the
consequences of poor service in the
workplace.

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
Colossians 3:23

If individuals did not serve others,
then many people would suffer and
Christians would not be obedient to
God’s word. I Peter 4:10 admonishes
us to serve others, because serving
others is a part of honouring God.
Ephesians 6:7-8 says, “Serve
wholeheartedly, as if you were serving
the Lord, not men, because you know
that the Lord will reward everyone for
whatever good he does, whether he is
a slave or free.”

Research scriptures that deal with
serving others and make a scripture
poster.

Scripture posters, using the
generic poster rubric

Good News Bible for Children: I
Peter 4:10 & Ephesians 6: 7-8

Speeches, using the rubric
for speeches

Poster paper, markers, crayons,
coloured pencils, glitter, glue, etc.

Write a short speech convincing their
classmates to render service to others
with a willing heart.
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Clothing and other props
Journals

File paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Overcoming Obstacles

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify some of the
challenges individuals
might face in life

Use biblical examples of
persons who overcame
challenges

CONTENT
As individuals, we are often faced with
many challenges throughout life. Such
challenges could include poverty,
nationality, discrimination and
physical handicaps. These challenges
or obstacles should never stop or
hinder an individual from fulfilling
their purpose in life. Instead, these
challenges should be embraced as a
part of life’s experiences.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
View pictures of people and discuss
the challenges they might have. E.g.
In a wheelchair, poor, blind etc.

In the Bible, Joseph is seen as a prime
example of one who was able to
overcome challenges in order to fulfil
his purpose. Joseph’s purpose was to
save Egypt from destruction during the
time of famine and to consequently
help his own family. He was able to
fulfil his purpose because He
persevered through the difficult times.

View and discuss scenes from the
story of Joseph DVD

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Pictures

Role-play, using the rubric
for dramatic skits

http://www.eduplace.com/graphi
corgani zer/pdf/flow.pdf
“Flow Chart Graphic Organizer”

Oral responses

The story of Joseph DVD

Brainstorm other challenges that
people might face using a flow chart
graphic organizer.
Role-play challenges students may
face given various scenarios.

Television and DVD Player
Color pictures from the story of
Joseph.
Read and discuss the story of Ruth.
Talk about the challenges she faced.

Bible Story Coloring Pages,
“Joseph’s Brothers Sell Him,”
“Joseph Helps Pharaoh,”
“Joseph Forgives His Brothers.”
The Children’s Bible in 356
Stories, “The Story of Ruth” (pp.
122-124)

The biblical character Ruth, overcame
the loss of a spouse and poverty on her
way to success.
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Overcoming Obstacles

•

OBJECTIVES
Propose positive ways to
handle life’s challenges

CONTENT
Like the biblical characters Joseph and
Ruth, Christians must face and
overcome various challenges. Here
are some positive ways to handle life’s
challenges:
• Pray to God
• Read Scriptures that encourage
you
• Focus on the positive things
• Seek advice when faced with
difficult problems
• Rely on friends and family

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Write a list of things they can do to
help them to deal with challenges or
obstacles.
Write a prayer asking God to help
them overcome a difficult situation.
Sing the songs “Through Christ I Can
Do All Things” and “Persevere.”

It is important to remember that when
you have faith in God, He will give
you the strength needed in order to
overcome any and all challenges /
obstacles. Romans 8:28 states “And
we know that all things work together
for good to those that love God, to
those who are the called according to
His purpose.”
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ASSESSMENT
Lists, using a rubric
Prayers, using the essay
rubric

RESOURCES
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y
uX9iBNLLsA
“Persevere Song”
File paper
Good News Bible for Children:
Romans 8:28

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Thanksgiving

•

OBJECTIVES
State reasons why
individuals should give
thanks to God

CONTENT
It is important as a Christian to show
gratitude to God. A part of having a
relationship with God is expressing
thanks to Him. We should express
thanks to God because He is our
Creator, He protects us, He provides
for us and He gives us health and
strength.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss reasons why they should be
thankful to God.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Beach ball
Television and DVD Player

Use a beach ball. Allow students to
catch the ball and state one reason why
they are thankful to God.

Gratitude Attitude DVD, “Royal
Trouble” (Scene 4)

Watch and discuss the DVD Gratitude
Attitude.
Sing the song, “Thanks, I Give You
Thanks.”

•

Explore scriptural verses
related to giving thanks to
God

There are many scriptures in the Bible
that urge individuals to express thanks
to God. Such scriptures include Psalm
100:4, Psalm106:1-2, Psalm107:8-9,
and I Thessalonians 5:16-18.
Individuals can use these scriptures
when they worship and pray.

Play “Draw Swords” to see who would Ability to locate scriptures Good News Bible for Children:
Psalm 100:4
be the first to find and read scripture
verses related to giving thanks to God.
Psalm 106:1-2
Psalm 107: 8-9
I Thessalonians 5 :16-18
Fill in the blanks to complete scripture Completed scripture
verses about giving thanks to God.
verses
Poster paper, markers, crayons,
Make a scripture poster using a
Scripture posters, using
coloured pencils, glitter glue, etc.
favourite scripture about giving thanks the generic poster rubric
to God.
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Thanksgiving

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain how expressions
of thanksgiving are
utilized in worship

CONTENT
Expressions of thanksgiving play an
important part in worshipping God.
When we worship, we express our
gratitude to God openly and in
various ways. Some of these ways
could include praying, bowing down
to Him, singing songs of praise and
giving an offering to him. When we
do these things in worship, we show
God how much we love and
appreciate Him.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
View pictures of people thanking
God and discuss how their actions
depict a spirit of worship.

ASSESSMENT
Role-play, using the rubric for
live puppet shows or dramatic
skits

RESOURCES
www.googleimages.com,
“pictures of people worshipping
God”

Role-play ways to express thanks
to God and ways to express
thanks to people.

Poems, songs or raps, using the
poems and songs rubric

File paper

Get into groups and write a poem,
song or rap about how and why
people express thanks to God.
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Clothing and other props

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain the significance
of Jesus’ birth

CONTENT
Jesus’ birth brought hope and
salvation to all mankind. For this
reason, every time we celebrate Jesus’
birth, we should be reminded that He
was the greatest gift to mankind. Jesus
was born so that He could eventually
die for the sins of mankind.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
View and discuss a DVD of the
nativity story.
Unscramble words pertaining to
Jesus’ birth.
E.g. sart = star merang=manger

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
The Nativity DVD

Lists of unscrambled
words

Television and DVD player

Manger scene, using the
artwork rubric

Fold-n-Hold Object Talks For
Kids, “Born For You” (pp. 50,
51, 63)

Make a manger scene to remind
them that God’s gift to them was
Jesus.
•

Explain how Jesus was
honoured as a king in the
Christmas story

When the angel told the shepherds of
Jesus’ birth, they wanted to honour
Him. They left their flock and went to
see baby Jesus. As soon as they saw
Him, they honoured Him as king by
falling to their knees and bowing down
to Him. They also told everyone about
Jesus’ birth.

Discuss what it means to honour
someone.

Oral responses

Read scriptures that show how the
wise men and shepherds honoured
baby Jesus.

View pictures of the birth and early
years of Jesus and discuss how He
Later, the wise men followed a shining was honoured as illustrated in the
star to Bethlehem and found Him.
pictures.
They honoured baby Jesus as a king
by bowing down in His presence and
presenting Him with gifts.
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Birth and Early Years of Jesus
Bulletin Board Set
Good News Bible for Children:
Luke 2:8-20
Matthew 2:1-12

Picture discussion

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore ways in which
they could honour Jesus

CONTENT
Just as the shepherds and wise men
honoured baby Jesus, we should
honour Jesus as well. Honoring Jesus
requires us to give Him our best. We
can honour Jesus by:
1.Obeying God’s word
2.Praying to Him
3. Telling others about Him,
4.Worshipping Him
5.Loving each other
6. Going to church
7. Reading the Bible

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Cut out star shapes on paper and
write 4 ways they could honour
Jesus.
Form small groups and role-play
ways they could honour Jesus.

When we honour Jesus, we please
God and show obedience to His word.
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ASSESSMENT
RESOURCES
Star shapes with ways to Construction paper
honour Jesus
Scissors
Role-play, using the
rubric for live puppet
Markers, colored pencils
shows or dramatic skits.

SCOPE OF WORK

RELIGIOUS
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
Explain the importance of Giving to others is one of the best
ways to help people in today’s
giving to others
society. When you give to others, you
are reminded to be thankful for what
you have. Giving to others also makes
room for you to receive blessings
from God and from other people. The
Bible says in Acts 20:35, “It is more
blessed to give than to receive.” The
Bible also states that the Lord loves a
cheerful giver.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use a word web to brainstorm ideas
on giving to others.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Read the following scripture verses
related to giving to others:
Proverbs 22:9
Matthew 6 :3-4
Luke 6:38
Acts 20:35
Roman 12:13
Hebrews 13:16
Discuss the meaning of each verse.

Interpretation of
scripture

Christmas is usually a time of gift
giving and receiving. When we give
gifts to people, it shows that we love
them and appreciate them. Most
individuals rate the value of a gift
based on how much was spent.
However, simple, inexpensive gifts
may be more valuable than expensive
gifts. Gifts are also valued based on
sentimental and personal reasons.

Discuss gifts that they have received
and how they felt about the gifts.

Oral responses

Make a list of simple, inexpensive
gifts and say why they may be very
valuable.

Ideas listed

Analyze the value of a
gift

Make a list of “valuable gifts”
costing less than ten dollars.
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RESOURCES
http://www.eduplace.com/graphico
rganizer
/pdf/clusterweb2.pdf
Word Web Graphic Organizer
Laptop, LCD projector and White
board
Good News Bible for Children:
Proverbs 22:9; Matthew 6 :3-4;
Luke 6:38; Acts 20:35; Roman
12:13; Hebrews 13:16

File paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the
significance of the
gifts given to baby
Jesus

Explore ways in which
they could make a
difference by giving

CONTENT
When the wise men visited baby
Jesus, they presented Him with gifts
of gold, frankincense and myrrh. The
gold signified kingship, the
frankincense represented incense
used in worship and the myrrh was a
spice used in burying the dead. These
gifts were rare, precious and very
expensive. The fact that these gifts
were given to baby Jesus showed
how much the wise men respected
and appreciated Him.

There are many ways that individuals
can make a difference by giving. This
could include giving food, money,
clothes or time to others who are in
need. When individuals give
willingly, it makes a difference to
persons in need and the person
giving. The Bible states in 2
Corinthians 9:7, “The Lord loves a
cheerful giver.”

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Crack the code to find out the
names of the gifts given to baby
Jesus by the wise men.

ASSESSMENT
Crack the code puzzles

Read the story of the wise men
giving gifts to Jesus and discuss
why such gifts were given.

Oral responses

Oral responses

Design and decorate a shoebox as a Shoebox designs, using the
gift and place cards inside sharing artwork rubric
ways they could make a difference
by giving.
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Bible Story Colouring Pages,
“Wise men Come To Worship”
(pp.139 & 140)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=1VITO2TN8dc
Birthday Presents for Jesus
slideshow

Watch the story of the wise men
giving gifts to baby Jesus.

View pictures of people giving to
others and discuss how they are
making a difference.

RESOURCES
Bible Puzzles for Kids Ages 6-9,
“Gifts for a King;” (p.69)

Laptop and LCD projector
Television
Pictures of people giving to
others
Shoeboxes, construction paper,
glitter, glue, Junkanoo tricks,
markers, crayons, colored
pencils

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Choices

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine reasons why
conflicts arise

Identify steps to follow
when resolving conflicts

CONTENT
A conflict is a disagreement or
argument between two groups or two
individuals. Conflicts usually arise
because individuals do not respect
peoples’ opinions, cultures and
beliefs. Conflicts also arise because
one or both parties are not willing to
compromise during an altercation or
an encounter.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Put on a puppet show involving a
conflict and discuss what a conflict
is and reasons why conflicts arise.

There are several steps that one can
follow in order to resolve a conflict.
They include:
1. Identify the conflict/problem
2. Talk calmly about the conflict
3. Solve the conflict peacefully
4. Seek the help of an adult

Read and discuss the steps to
resolve a conflict. (Chart)

Oral responses

Chart – Steps to Resolve a
Conflict

Read and discuss the acronym
TALKS to resolve a conflict.

Role-play

What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “Use TALKS to solve a
Problem” (pp. 45 & 46)

Sometimes individuals have to
accommodate each other and
compromise in order to resolve a
conflict.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Share stories of conflicts they have
had in the past.

Read an example of two kids using
TALKS. Tell how they followed
each step.
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RESOURCES
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/conf
licts
Definition of conflict
Puppets and puppet theatre

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Choices

•

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
Use a biblical example of In Genesis Chapter 13, the story is
told of a conflict between Abraham’s
how conflicts could be
servants and Lot’s servants. To solve
solved
the conflict, Abraham accommodated
Lot by allowing him to choose which
pasture of land he preferred. Because
Abraham compromised with Lot, the
conflict was resolved.

Propose solutions to
everyday problems and
conflicts

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Watch a video presentation of The
story of Lot and Abraham’s conflict.
Complete a maze activity to help
Abraham and Lot find their
destination.

ASSESSMENT
Maze activity
Journal entry, using the
journal response rubric

RESOURCES
http://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=4i7mOtvQpr8
“Lot Chooses First” video
presentation
Laptop and LCD projector

Write a journal entry about the steps
Abraham and Lot took to resolve their
conflict.

Bible Puzzles for Kids Ages 68, “Lot Chooses” (p.14)

Problems arise every day, at home, in
school, on the playground and even
in churches. Solutions can be found
if individuals are prepared to talk,
listen, cooperate and even walk
away. If for example, someone calls
you a mean name, you could chose to
fight, respond by calling them a name
or ignore them.

Read short scenarios involving conflict Solutions recommended
and write solutions to resolve the
conflict.
Poems, raps or songs,
using the poems and songs
Read scriptures about resolving
rubric
conflicts.
Banners, using the poster
Write a poem, rap or song about being rubric
a peacemaker.

What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “What If?” (p. 48)

The Bible provides many solutions to
every day problems. Matthew 5:9
says, “Blessed are the peacemakers,
for they will be called the sons of
God.”

Make banners with slogans about
being a peacemaker or promoting
peace.
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Good News Bible For
Children:
Matthew 18:15-17
Matthew 5:9
Proverbs 15:1
Ephesians 4:31-32
Colossians 3:13
Construction paper, scissors,
glue, markers, crayons,
colored pencils

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain the importance
of being united

Explore scriptures
related to unity

CONTENT
To be unified means to be in harmony
or on one accord. It is important to be
united when working on tasks or
assignments. When groups/people are
united, they can accomplish goals
successfully and complete tasks
quickly.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Display symbols of unity and
discuss the meaning of unity.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Write a paragraph describing a
game or activity where unity is
important in order to win or do
well.

Paragraphs, using the essay
rubric

The Bible contains many scriptures
that relate to unity. Some scriptures
include Psalm 133:1, Acts 4:32,
Romans 12:16, Romans 15:5, 1
Corinthians 1:10 and Philippians 2:2.

Play Bible balloon relay in groups Oral responses
and allow students to work
together to pop balloons to reveal
scripture verses about unity.
Skit, using the rubric for live
puppet shows or dramatic skits
Participate in a scripted skit of the
Tower of Babel.

Good News Bible for Children:
Psalm 133:1; Acts 4:32; Romans
12:16; Romans 15:5;
1 Corinthians 1:10; Philippians
2:2

Recite a poem that tells the story
of the Tower of Babel.

30 Old Testament Quick Skits for
Kids, “Babbling at Babel” (pp.1719)

The story of the Tower of Babel is a
good example of unity being
displayed. The people came together
and decided to build a city with a
tower reaching to heaven. If God had
not intervened, then they might have
succeeded in their goal.

RESOURCES
Pictures/symbols of unity
(Google images)

Balloons

Bible Story Puppets and Poems,
“The Tower of Babel” (pp.15-17)
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the effects of
unity in relationships

CONTENT
Unity is a powerful ingredient in
relationships. It fosters trust, order
and peaceful communication.
Friends who live in harmony
develop a strong bond that lasts a
lifetime. Families that are united
experience much love and success.
Unity causes relationships to
remain strong and stable.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Using a web, discuss how friends
and family members benefit from
being united.

ASSESSMENT
Slogans

Discuss the saying, “Together we
stand, divided we fall.” Write
slogans promoting unity using this
saying as an example. Form small
groups and share slogans.

Oral responses

Read and discuss the scripture, Mark
3:23-26. (A country, family or
kingdom divided into groups will
fall apart.)
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RESOURCES
Web
Paper for slogans
Good News Bible for Children:
Mark 3:23-26.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
Define the term “selfcontrol”

CONTENT
To have self-control means that you
are able to manage your emotions,
desires and behaviors. Self-control
enables a person to behave in a
respectable manner and to respond
appropriately to conflicts.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Share a newspaper article about a
fight or altercation at school and
discuss the meaning of self control.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Newspaper clippings
Dictionaries

Watch a video presentation on what
self-control is and how to
demonstrate self-control. Discuss
issues addressed.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=nlPSaE_HCb8&feature=related
Self-control (Part 1)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=suAqNEYIrNc&feature=related
Self-control (Part 2)

•

Study biblical
characters who
demonstrated selfcontrol

The story of Daniel and his friends is
a good example of self-control.
Daniel and his three friends refused
to eat the king's food and drink his
wine. By their actions, they
demonstrated self-control.

Read the story of Daniel and his
friends and discuss how they
exhibited self-control.

Oral responses

Bible Story Coloring Pages,
“Daniel and His Friends Choose to
Obey God” (pp.121 & 122)

Crack the code activity
Crack the code to find out the final
outcome of Daniel and his friends.

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Special Training at the
Palace” (p.232)
Bible Puzzles for Kids Ages 6-8,
“Eat Your Veggies” (p56)
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the
consequences of not
having self-control

Utilize various
strategies to develop
self-control

CONTENT
Self-control is an important part of
fruit of the Spirit (Galatians 5:22).
It is necessary to have self-control
at all times. Lack of self-control can
lead to arguments, fights and bad
decisions-making. God expects His
people to have self-control, which
prevents them from sinning.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Role-play situations where there
is a lack of self-control and
discuss the effects.

ASSESSMENT
Role-play, using the rubric for
live puppet shows or dramatic
skits

Read the story of how Nagging
Nellie developed self-control and
answer discussion questions.

Oral responses

There are several strategies that an
individual can use to develop selfcontrol. Here are some ways to
develop self-control:
a) Count to ten when angry
b) Think before you act in any
situation
c) Walk away from a stressful
situation
d) Pray

Read scenarios and choose the
answers that indicate self-control.

Answers to the scenarios, using a
rubric

Make a list of ways in which they
could develop self-control.

Lists of ways to develop selfcontrol

Write about a time they had to
exhibit self-control and the
outcome of the situation.

Essay writing, using the essay
rubric
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RESOURCES
The Value-Able Child, “Nagging
Nellie” (pp. 127-129)

The Value-Able Child, “Count To
Ten” (pp.1350136)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore the concept of
self-esteem

CONTENT
Self-esteem is the collection of
beliefs or feelings we have about
ourselves. It allows us to take pride
in ourselves and to respect ourselves
for who we are.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Share the poems “I Love Being Me”
and “Be Yourself” and discuss the
concept of self-esteem.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Read and discuss a story about selfesteem called “The Little Kid.”

http://www.ellenbailey.com/poems/
ellen_365.htm
“I Love Being Me” poem

Individuals who have poor selfesteem are often critical of
themselves and tend to make poor
decisions.

•

List factors that
influence a person’s
self-esteem

There are several factors that could
influence self-esteem. These factors
include our environment, financial
status and physical characteristics.
These factors can affect our selfesteem in a positive or negative
way.

RESOURCES
http://kidshealth.org/kid/feeling/em
otion/self_esteem.html
Definition of self-esteem

http://www.ellenbailey.com/poems/
ellen_077.htm
“Be Yourself” poem

Make a list of things that could
influence one’s self esteem.
Using every day scenarios, discuss
how various factors affect the
characters’ self-esteem.
E.g. Paul comes from a poor family
so he cannot afford the hottest
games and clothes. He is always
afraid of what his friends might say.
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List of factors affecting
ones’ self-esteem-using a
rubric

Discussion

Great Stories for Kids, Book 1, “The
Little Kid” (pp.37-41)
File paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Discover ways to build
self-esteem

Explore scriptural
verses that help to build
self-esteem

CONTENT
There are many things you can do to
build your self-esteem. Some ideas
include making a list of things you are
good at, thinking positively about
yourself and loving yourself in spite
of how you may look. An individual
should always encourage him/herself
(positive self talk).

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Create a collage by pasting words and
pictures that describe themselves.

ASSESSMENT
Collages, using the artwork
rubric

RESOURCES
Pictures of themselves, chart
paper, glue, file paper

Say positive things in a mirror about
themselves to boost their self-esteem.

Poems, using the poems
and songs rubric

Mirrors

The Bible contains many scriptures
that could help individuals build selfesteem.

Read and discuss the following
scriptures: Philippians 4:19; Matthew
22:39 and I John 3:1.

Discussion

Psalm 139:14 (KJV)

Psalms 139:14 tells us that we are
“fearfully and wonderfully made.”

Design a poster with the scripture verse
Psalm 139:14. Repeat verse and
meditate on the words.

Scripture poster, using the
generic poster rubric

Write a short poem about themselves
and their self image.

Matthew 22:39 encourages
individuals to “Love your neighbour
as you love yourself.”
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Good News Bibles for Children:
Philippians 4:19; Matthew 22:39
and I John 3:1.
Chart paper, markers, crayons,
coloured pencils

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Define the term “faithful”

Use biblical examples of
persons who were faithful

CONTENT
The word faithful means full of faith;
steadfast in affection or allegiance;
firm in adherence to promises or in
observance of duty; true to the facts,
to standard or to an original.
(Merriam Webster)
Individuals who are faithful are often
described as being dedicated, loyal,
steadfast or devoted.

Biblical characters Abraham and
Daniel were both faithful to God.
Abraham was known as the Father of
the Faithful. He remained faithful to
God even when he was asked to
sacrifice his only son Isaac. Daniel
remained faithful to God even when
his life was endangered. Daniel knew
that if he remained faithful to God, He
would protect him.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Listen to the song, “No Matter
What The Cost,” and discuss the
term faithfulness.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Read a story about being faithful
called “Amelia’s Prayer.”

20 Bible Stories Every Child
Should Know, “No Matter What
The Cost” Track 9

Record synonyms for the word
faithful.

Read about the story of Abraham
in Hebrews 11:8-12; 17-19. Find
evidence of Abraham’s
faithfulness.
Participate in a scripted skit about
Daniel in the lions’ den.
Locate words in a word search
puzzle pertaining to the stories.

RESOURCES
http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/faithful
(Definition of faithful)

CD Player

Oral responses

Role-play, using the
rubric for live puppet
shows or dramatic skits

Word search

20 Bible Stories Every Child
Should Know, “Amelia’s Prayer”
(pp. 45-47)
30 Old Testament Quick Skits for
Kids, “Lyin’ in the Den” (pp.7477)
Bible Story Puzzles for Kids Ages
6-8, “Safe” (p.58)
Good News Bible for Children:
Daniel 6:1-28
Hebrews 11:8-12; 17-19.
Teacher-made word search
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
Discover practical ways to In today’s society, it is very
important to remain faithful to
show faithfulness
God, family members and our
friends. There are many practical
ways that faithfulness can be
shown. These include;
1. being obedient
2. avoiding negative
influences
3. keeping commitments or
promises
4. reading and obeying
God’s word
5. attending church regularly
6. daily prayers
7. giving regularly

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Interview classmates about
practical ways that they can show
faithfulness and get into groups
and compile a list.

ASSESSMENT
List of ways to show faithfulness,
using a rubric

Students will start a journal and
record activities that they do
daily such as reading their Bibles,
praying, exercising etc.

Journal entries, using the journal
response rubric

RESOURCES
Chart paper
File paper
Journals
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Caring for God’s Creation

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain the importance
of caring for strangers

Explore scriptural
passages related to
caring for strangers

CONTENT
Caring is about how we treat one
another either by showing concern, or
helping one another. It is important to
care for strangers because the Bible
admonishes us to be kind and to love
everyone. When we care for strangers,
we show obedience to God’s word.
We also demonstrate that we are
tolerant.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Get into three groups and each
group make a list of ways they
could care for strangers in words,
actions and thoughts.

The Bible contains many scriptures
that tell us how we should care for
strangers and other persons in need.
Such scriptures include Exodus 22:21,
Leviticus 19:33, Leviticus 22:22,
Deuteronomy 15:11, Deuteronomy
24:17 and Romans 12:13.

Read and discuss the story of
Abraham caring for strangers.

ASSESSMENT
List of ways to care for
strangers

RESOURCES
File paper
Pictures

View pictures of people caring for
others.

Oral responses

Play the game, “Draw Swords.”
Locate and read scriptures related
to caring for strangers.

List with scriptures
Write a list of ways to care for
In the book of Genesis Chapter 18, the strangers based on scriptures read.
story is told of how Abraham cared for Record the relevant scripture
three strangers. He washed their feet,
references.
welcomed them into his home and
provided food for them.
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The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “The Special Visitors”
(pp.26-27)
Good News Bible For Children:
Exodus 22:21
Leviticus 19:33
Leviticus 22:22
Deuteronomy 15:11
Deuteronomy 24:17
Romans 12:13
Notebooks

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Caring for God’s creation

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Investigate issues related
to the treatment of
strangers in The Bahamas

Recommend ways to care
for strangers in the
community

CONTENT
There are many persons who come to
The Bahamas in search of a better way
of life. Often times these persons are
poor or needy and people make fun of
them for this reason. They also make
fun of the way some strangers speak,
dress and act. This is mainly because
they are not familiar with the culture of
strangers.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss how people treat strangers
(Haitians, Jamaicans etc.) in The
Bahamas using newspaper articles.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Even though someone may be a
stranger in our country, it doesn’t mean
they should be treated differently. We
could care for and help strangers by
donating items such as food and
clothing and even spending time with
them. The Bible admonishes us to love
our neighbors as ourselves, because we
are all God’s children.

Write a journal entry about how they
can care for strangers in their
community.

Journal entries, using the
journal response

Draw pictures showing ways they
can care for strangers in the
community.

Pictures, using the artwork
rubric

In groups, write a poem, song or rap
about how they could care for
strangers.

Poems, songs or raps, using
the poems and songs rubric

RESOURCES
Newspaper articles
Guest speaker

Invite a foreign guest speaker to
address the students and answer
questions about how they are treated
or have been treated and why.
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Journals
File paper, construction
paper, markers, crayons and
colored pencils

SCOPE
SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Rights / Responsibilities

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify the Beatitudes

CONTENT
The Beatitudes or “blessings” are eight
statements taught by Jesus that
promise eternity in the kingdom of
heaven. The Beatitudes are found in
Matthew chapter 5 and each one
speaks about a blessing bestowed upon
someone because of their attitude.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Display pictures of bees with key
words from the Beatitudes and
discuss the eight Beatitudes.
Read and discuss the Beatitudes
using the Beatitudes Chart.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Pictures of bees
Beatitudes Chart

Busy bees, using the
artwork rubric

http://gardenofpraise.com/bibl42s
.htm
Story of Beatitudes

Make “busy bees” to help them
learn about the Beatitudes.

Good News Bible for Children:
Matthew 5:1-12
Bible Message Make-n-Takes,
“Bee-Attitudes” (pp.42-43)

•

Explain why the
Beatitudes are important
guidelines to follow

Jesus gave us these beatitudes to guide
us on our journey to God and to help
us to live in harmony with others.
When we follow these Beatitudes, we
build better relationships with people
and we are able to strengthen our faith
in God.

Discuss what life would be like if
individuals did not follow the
Beatitudes.

Oral responses

Play the game, “A Better World.”
Students pass the ball around the
room until the music stops. The
person who has the ball when the
music stops must select one of the
Beatitudes and say why he/she
should follow it.

Oral responses and
behaviour during game
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Ball
Gospel CD & CD player

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Rights / Responsibilities

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the effects of
their behavior in family
and group settings

Apply the Beatitudes to
everyday situations

CONTENT
Good behaviour should be practiced at
home and then displayed wherever
individuals go. When we exhibit good
behavior, family and friends enjoy
being with and around us. When we
exhibit negative behaviour, we can
cause confusion and disharmony at
home, school or church.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Role-play examples of negative
behaviour and how they affect
the family and other groups.
Identify a Beatitude that can be
applied to the situation.

There are many practical ways to
apply the Beatitudes or blessings in
our everyday lives. These include
comforting people when they are sad,
feeding the hungry, giving clothes to
people in need and being kind to
others.

View and discuss pictures of
people putting the Beatitudes
into practice.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Drawing paper

Cartoon strips, using
artwork rubric

Draw a cartoon strip showing
how someone’s positive
behaviour affected his or her
family or class mates.

Write a journal entry about ways
that they can apply the
Beatitudes.

Oral responses

Journal entries, using the
journal response

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=3i16QQ2uno
Visual representation of the
Beatitudes
LCD Projector & laptop
Journals
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Love and/or Forgiveness

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the
characteristics of love

Identify signs of
impatience, anger and
jealousy among
individuals

CONTENT
1 Corinthians Chapter 13 refers to a
type of practical love that is unselfish
and unconditional. Some of the
characteristics of love outlined in this
chapter are: love is patient, kind, does
not envy and does not behave itself
rudely. Consequently, this chapter
alludes to the fact that love is the cure
for any problem that you encounter in
any type of relationship.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Display key words related to the
concept of love on hearts.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Interview a classmate to find out
what they think love is. Record
notes from interview.

Notes from interviews

In a community, signs of impatience,
anger and jealousy are always present.
These signs materialize when
individuals disobey traffic laws, steal
and exhibit violence in their families
and in the community.

Role-play actions or situations
that portray signs of impatience,
anger and jealousy.

Role-play, using the rubric
for live puppet shows or
dramatic skits

Read 1 Corinthians 13 and
discuss the characteristics of
love.

Heart shapes
File paper

Use the newspaper to find stories Oral responses
of persons who acted in anger,
hatred etc. Discuss the
consequences of their actions.
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RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
1 Corinthians Chapter 13

Local newspapers

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Love and/or Forgiveness

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the impact of
love on individuals and
groups in society

CONTENT
Love is a very powerful force that
can transform the world. Love often
compels individuals to give of their
time and resources to others.
When individuals feel loved, they
respond to life’s challenges
positively, knowing that they are
being supported. Consequently, the
society becomes a more peaceful
place.

•

Suggest ways they can
put their love for others
into action

There are many ways in which
people can display love for others.
Some of these ways include sharing
with others, being kind and by
helping people. We must show love
to others in words and in deeds.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discussion – How can love
transform / change the world?
Record ideas using a web.

ASSESSMENT
Ideas recorded

RESOURCES
Web

File paper for essay
Write a paragraph about how love
affects people and changes the
world.

Paragraphs, using the essay
rubric
Song, “It’s Love that Makes the
World go ‘Round”

Sing the song, “It’s Love that
Makes the World go ‘Round.”

Use a tennis racket and other
objects to show kids how to love
unconditionally. Discuss ideas
presented.
Make a love message card for
someone and write reasons why
they love this person.
Sing the songs, “Fill My Cup and
Let It Overflow,” and “Love Is
Something If You Give It Away.”
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Love message card, using the
artwork rubric

Object Talks from Sports Kids
Love, “Love Means Always” (pp.
45-46)

Discussion

Construction paper, scissors,
crayons, markers, coloured
pencils
Bible Message Make-n-Takes, “I
Love You Because” (pp.96-97)
Words for the songs

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Relate the story of Jesus’
arrest and trial

Describe the various
emotions Jesus may have
felt during His arrest and
trial

CONTENT
Just before Jesus death, He ate the Last
Supper / Passover Meal with his
disciples. Following the Supper he took
Peter, James and John with Him to the
Garden of Gethsemane to pray. After
Jesus was finished praying, an army of
soldiers, led by Judas Iscariot came and
arrested Him. The soldiers then took
Jesus to Caiaphas the High priest where
He was tried. Jesus was also tried before
Pilate, the Roman Governor.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use the Easter Timeline to trace
the events from the Triumphant
Entry into Jerusalem to Jesus’
Trial.

ASSESSMENT
Correct sequencing of
events

Read and discuss the story of
Jesus’ arrest and trial.

Oral responses

Jesus may have experienced many
different emotions during His arrest and
trial. While in the garden praying, He
was burdened because of all the
suffering He would have to endure.
Nonetheless, Jesus was obedient and
cooperated willingly with the arrest. He
was also filled with compassion, because
He healed the servant’s ear. During His
trial, Jesus displayed bravery and
confidence as He watched the priests and
rulers sentence Him to death. He knew
that in the end, He was walking in
obedience to God’s word and fulfilling
His purpose on earth.

Role-play various scenes of Jesus’
arrest and trial and discuss how He
may have felt during the ordeal.
Use paper plate masks to display
the various emotions.

Role-play and discussion

Paper plate masks displaying
various emotions e.g. sadness,
courage etc.

Journal entries, using the
journal response rubric

Journals

Write a journal entry describing
the emotions Jesus may have felt
during His arrest and trial.
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RESOURCES
Easter Timeline bulletin board

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Jesus’ Arrest and
Trial” (pp. 371-375)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

OBJECTIVES
Suggest lessons that could
be learnt from Jesus’
arrest and trial

CONTENT
Individuals could learn important
lessons from Jesus’ arrest and trial.
One such lesson is to be obedient.
Even though Jesus knew He would
suffer, He willingly gave His life and
walked in obedience to God’s word.
We could also learn to display
humility as Jesus did during His trial.
Even though He was sentenced to
death, Jesus did not complain. He
remained humble.
Another important lesson we could
learn is to be careful how we treat
others. Jesus, an innocent man was
unfairly tried and sentenced to death.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Briefly review the main events in
the arrest and trial of Jesus. Talk
about how Jesus behaved and was
treated. Discussion question –
What lessons could be learnt from
the arrest and trial of Jesus?

ASSESSMENT
Discussion

Write a short poem entitled, “Jesus Poems, using rubric for
Showed Us the Way.” Write about poems and songs
the lessons we could learn from
Jesus’ arrest and trial.
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RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Jesus’ Arrest and
Trial” (pp. 371-375)
File paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Relate the main events in
the crucifixion of Jesus

Compare and contrast the
two thieves on the cross

CONTENT
After Jesus was tried by Pilate, He was
beaten and taken to a place called
Golgotha. He was nailed to a wooden
cross with large nails. By nine o’clock
Jesus’ cross was lifted into position
between two thieves. While Jesus was
on the cross, He asked God to forgive
those who crucified Him. At noon
darkness covered the whole area. Then,
at three o’clock, Jesus gave up His life
and died. The curtain hanging in the
Temple was torn in two.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Watch and discuss a DVD of
Jesus’ Crucifixion.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
The Easter Story DVD, Jesus’
Crucifixion

Make a timeline showing the
events that took place during
Jesus’ crucifixion.

Timelines

Television

Jesus was crucified between two
thieves. Even though both men were
sinners and were about to die, their
attitudes were very different. One of
the thieves had no respect for Jesus and
insulted Him. The other thief respected
Jesus and was very repentant.

Draw a Venn diagram and use it
to compare and contrast the two
thieves.

Oral responses

Write a forgiveness note to Jesus
on behalf of the penitent thief.

Forgiveness notes, using the
essay rubric

DVD player
File paper
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Jesus’ Crucifixion (pp.
376-377)
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File paper
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Jesus on the Cross”
(p.377)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Infer why Jesus forgave
the thief on the cross and
those who crucified Him

Use prayer as a means of
asking for and receiving
forgiveness

CONTENT
Jesus forgave the thief on the cross
because he was genuinely remorseful.
II Corinthians 7 verse 10 states that
“godly sorry leads to repentance.”
Jesus forgave those who crucified
Him because they did not understand
what they were doing (Luke 23:34).
They truly did not know that He was
the Son of God.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use the Good News Bibles to
locate and discuss the following
scriptures on forgiveness: II
Corinthians 7:10 & I John 1:9.

Prayer is a medium by which
individuals could ask for and accept
God’s forgiveness. Asking for
forgiveness signifies that we are
repentant for what we have done.
When we accept God’s forgiveness,
He purifies us from all our
wrongdoing. (I John 1:9)

Write a prayer asking God to
forgive them for sins they have
committed.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Follow the Bible, “Jesus Dies” (p.
212)

Cross puzzle with scripture –
Students work together in groups
to form a cross with the Bible
verse Luke 23:34, written on it.
Students read the verse together,
“Forgive them Father! They don’t
know what they are doing.”

Prayers, using a rubric

Use construction paper to cut out a Messages and presentation
red or white heart. Write a
of artwork
message about prayer and
forgiveness on the heart. Decorate
the heart.
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RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children: II
Corinthians 7:10, I John 1:9 &
Luke 23:34

Good News Bible for Children:
I John 1:9
Construction paper, markers,
glue, crayons, coloured pencils

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain the importance
of Jesus’ resurrection

Discover how Jesus’
resurrection brings new
life

Participate in the
celebration of Jesus’
resurrection

CONTENT
Jesus’ resurrection is important because
it is the foundation of Christianity. I
Corinthians 15 verse 17 states “And if
Christ had not been raised, your faith is
delusion and you are still lost in your
sins.”

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Watch a slideshow about Jesus’
resurrection.

Jesus’ resurrection brings new life to
individuals who experience salvation or
the new birth (John 3:16). Jesus’
resurrection also guarantees that
Christians who die physically shall live
again (John 11:25).

Read and discuss the following
scriptures: John 3:16 & John
11:25.

Every year, the Christian Church
participates in the celebration of Jesus’
resurrection. On Easter Sunday
churches celebrate Jesus’ resurrection by
holding special services. All Christians
can participate in the celebration of
Jesus’ resurrection through singing,
praise and worship. Moreover, Jesus’
resurrection should be celebrated every
day.

ASSESSMENT
Paragraphs, using the essay
rubric

Write a paragraph explaining the
importance of Jesus’ resurrection.

Make a resurrection windsock to
remind them of Jesus’ resurrection.
Draw a picture expressing the new
life Jesus’ resurrection brings.
Dramatize the story of Jesus’
resurrection
Complete a crossword puzzle on
Jesus’ resurrection.
Sing the songs, “Alive! Alive!
Alive for Evermore” and “Alive”
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RESOURCES
http://www.biblelessonsite.org/fla
sh/images99/images99.html
Slideshow of Jesus’ Resurrection
Good News Bible for Children: I
Corinthians 15:17

Discussion
Resurrection windsocks, using
the artwork rubric
Drawings, using the
assessment rubric for drawing

Good News Bible for Children:
John 3:16 & John 11:25
Easter Fun - Grades 1-3,
“Resurrection windsock” (pp.2931)

Drama, using the rubric for
dramatic skits

Construction paper, scissors,
paper puncher, crayons etc.
Foundations of Faith Handbook,
“Easter Play” (pp. 47-48)

Crossword puzzles

Bible Puzzles for Kids Ages 6-8,
“Jesus is Alive” (pp. 97 & 98)
20 Bible Stories Every Child
Should Know, “Alive” (Track 19)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Respect

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain the terms
“opinions” and
“beliefs”

Use biblical examples
to examine the
consequences or
effects of considering
the opinions of others

CONTENT
An opinion is defined as “a view,
judgment or appraisal formed in the
mind on a particular matter; a generally
held view.” People formed opinions
based on their culture and experiences.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use the internet or dictionaries to
locate and discuss the meanings of
the terms “opinions” and “beliefs.”

A belief is “something believed;
especially a tenet (principle) held by a
group; conviction of the truth of some
statement…” Beliefs are generally
connected to one’s faith and values.

Worksheet - Read statements and
identify them as opinions or
beliefs.
E.g. Jesus is the Son of God.
(Belief)
E.g. All children should go to bed
by 8:30 p.m. (Opinion)

In the story of the Twelve Spies, the
Children of Israel did not enter Canaan
because they listened to the opinions of
the ten spies instead of considering the
opinions of Joshua and Caleb.

Read the stories, “We Can Do It”
and “Jesus Stands Trial.” Talk
about the opinions that were
expressed by Caleb, Joshua and
Pilate.

Jesus, an innocent man was sentenced
to death because the Jewish leaders
failed to listen to Pilate’s opinion.
Pilate said that Jesus was innocent and
did not deserve to die. Ultimately Jesus
died so that those who believe in Him
may have eternal life.

Students share experiences when
their opinions were not respected
and the consequences.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Worksheets

RESOURCES
http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/opinion
(Definition – opinion)
http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/belief
(Definition – belief)
Teacher-made worksheet

Oral responses

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories:
“We Can Do It” (p.86)
“Jesus Stands Trial” (pp. 374375)

Personal experiences shared
Follow the Bible Ages 6-8,
“Joshua and Caleb Obey God”
(pp.63-65)
Crack the code activity
Crack the code in the puzzle to
find out the names of the two men
who obeyed God.
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Bible Puzzles for Kids Ages 6-8,
“Believe God” (p.26)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 3: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Respect

•

OBJECTIVES
Demonstrate respect for
people’s opinions and
beliefs

CONTENT
Demonstrating respect for people’s
opinions and beliefs takes time and
effort. It is impolite to interrupt people
when they are speaking. Instead, we
should listen to others before
expressing our opinions and beliefs, so
that we can comprehend and
communicate with others effectively.
When people in a community respect
each other, then the community would
be able to develop peacefully.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Give specific topics and allow
students to voice their opinions and
reasons for them.
E.g. Should students be given
homework?
Listen to a story called “Hammer
Time” and discuss ways to respect
others.
Journal their thoughts on how they
could respect other people’s
opinions and beliefs and why it is
important to be respectful.
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ASSESSMENT
Oral responses and attitude
of the students

RESOURCES
Great Stories for Kids, Book 1
“Hammer Time!” (pp.30-35)

Journal writing, using the
journal response rubric

Journals

SCOPE OF WORK
WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Friendship

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore the benefits of
true friendship

Use a biblical example to
illustrate the benefits of
friendship

CONTENT
A friend is a person that someone knows,
likes and trusts. There are many benefits
of having a true friend. A true friend is
caring, patient, honest, respectful and
kind. They are also present in the time of
need and willing to help in any way
possible.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Brainstorm the benefits of having
a friend using a web.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Great Stories for Kids-Book 1,
“Basketball Heads” (pp.148-154)

Write an acrostic using the letters
in the word, friend.

Acrostics

File paper

In Matthew Chapter 9, an interesting
story about friendship is record. In this
story, four men took their paralyzed
friend to see Jesus. Even though they
were faced with obstacles such as a
crowded house and a roof that needed to
be uncovered, they were still able to help
their friend.

View and discuss the story of
Jesus and the paralyzed man on
DVD.

Discussion

Miracles of Jesus DVD

Pretend to be the paralyzed man.
Write a letter of appreciation to
the four friends who carried you
to see Jesus.

Letters of appreciation,
using the essay rubric

Read and discuss a story about
friendship called “Basketball
Heads.”

Television and DVD Player
Good News Bible for Children:
Matthew 9
John 15:13
Bible Story Colouring Pages,
“Jesus Heals a Paralyzed Man”
(pp.161 & 162)
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE

Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Friendship

•

OBJECTIVES
Express appreciation for
their friends

CONTENT
We should be grateful for friends
who care for us and love us. We
could show our appreciation by
saying kind words, by giving
them small tokens or by simply
being there in the time of need.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Make a friendship flower with
five traits of friendship on each
flower. Share flower with a
friend.
Draw and describe their perfect
friend. Share drawing with a
friend.
Create a group poem, song or
jingle about friendship. Share
with a friend.
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ASSESSMENT
Friendship flowers, using a rubric

RESOURCES
The Value-Able Child, “Planting
Seeds of Friendship” (p.49)

Drawings, using artwork rubric.

Paper, crayons, markers, colored
pencils

Group poems, songs or jingles,
using the poems and songs rubric

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Pentecost / Whitsun

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Relate the story of
coming of the Holy
Spirit

Explain why the Jewish
festival of Pentecost
was celebrated

CONTENT
On the day of Pentecost, Jesus’
disciples were all together when
something special happened. The
Holy Spirit descended from heaven
as a great rushing wind and filled the
house with noise. The disciples were
filled with the Holy Sprit and were
able to speak in other languages.
They were also filled with great joy.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
View a slideshow presentation of
the coming of the Holy Spirit.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
http://biblelessonsite.org/slidesho
w85.html
Coming of the Holy Spirit
Slideshow

Participate in a scripted skit about
the coming of the Holy Spirit

Drama

Pentecost was originally a festival to
honour the Lord for the blessing of
the harvest (Deuteronomy 16:9-12).
This celebration is also linked to the
giving of the Ten Commandments.
Jews believe that it was exactly at
this time that God gave the Ten
Commandments to the people
through Moses on Mount Sinai.

Use the internet to find out
information about the Jewish
festival of Pentecost (site
indicated)

Oral responses

http://christianity.about.com/od/bi
blefeastsandholidays/p/pentecostf
east.htm
(Information about Pentecost)

Read and discuss Deuteronomy
16:9-12. Talk about reasons
outlined in the passage for the
Harvest Festival / Pentecost.

Ideas shared orally

Laptop

30 New Testament Quick Skits
For Kids, “Goodness, Gracious,
Great Tongues of Fire” (pp.7476)
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Internet access

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE THREE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Pentecost / Whitsun

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain why Pentecost
is celebrated by
churches today

Discover ways in which
the Holy Spirit helps
individuals

CONTENT
Every year, Pentecost, also known
as Whitsun, is celebrated by
Christian churches. This festival is
celebrated in commemoration of
outpouring of the Holy Spirit and
the beginning of the Christian
church. It is celebrated fifty days
after Easter.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Write a paragraph explaining the
importance of Pentecost to the
Christian church.

The Holy Spirit is an important
part of a Christian’s life. It is the
Holy Spirit that serves as a
comforter, and gives Christians
courage, guidance, confidence and
faith. We should pray daily and
invite the Holy Spirit to be a part of
our lives so that we could live holy
lives and be obedient to God’s
word.

ASSESSMENT
RESOURCES
Paragraphs, using the essay rubric File paper

Posters, using the artwork rubric

Materials for poster: paper,
pencils, crayons etc.

Make origami doves to help them
learn about the Holy Spirit.

Origami doves, using the artwork
rubric

Bible Message Make-n-Takes,
“Who is the Holy Spirit” (pp.6061)

Write a prayer inviting the Holy
Spirit to be a part of their lives.

Written and oral presentation of
prayers, using a rubric

Make a poster showing the
Christian church today and the
celebration of Pentecost.
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APPENDIX

Listening and Sharing Rubric
Group Discussion

Category
Respects Others

Participates Willingly

Positive Attitude

2

1

Student listens quietly, does not
interrupt, and stays in assigned
place without distracting
/fidgeting.

4

Student listens quietly and does
not interrupt. Moves a couple of
times, but does not distract
others.

3

Student interrupts once or twice,
but comments are relevant. Stays
in assigned place without
distracting movements.

Student interrupts often by
whispering, making comments or
noises that distracts others OR
moves around in ways that
distract others

Student routinely volunteers
answers to questions and
willingly tries to answer
questions s/he is asked.

Student volunteers once or twice
and willingly tries to answer
questions s/he is asked.

Student does not volunteer
answers, but willingly tries to
answer questions s/he is asked.

Student does not willingly
participate.

Student does not provide help for
those who do not understand and
may/may not maintain positive
attitude.

Student does not provide help for
those who do not understand and
has a negative attitude during the
discussion.

Student is helpful to those who do Student is helpful to those who do
not understand and tries to
not understand and keeps a
maintain a positive attitude
positive attitude most of the time.
throughout the discussion.

http://www.studyzone.org
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Essay Rubric
6 + 1 Trait Writing Model
Student Name:

Category
Focus on topic
(content)
Accuracy of facts
(content)
Introduction
(Organization)
Sequencing
(Organization)
Flow & Rhythm
(sentence fluency)
Word choice

_______________________________________

4

3

2

1

There is one clear, well-focused
topic. Main idea stands out and is
supported by detailed information.

Main idea is clear, but the
supporting information is general.

Main idea is somewhat clear, but there
is a need for more supporting
information.

The main idea is not clear. There is a
seemingly random collection of
information.

All supportive facts are reported
accurately.

Almost all supportive facts are
reported accurately.

Most supportive facts are reported
accurately.

No facts are reported or most are
inaccurately reported.

The introduction is inviting, states
the main topic, and previews the
structure of the paper.

The introduction clearly states the
main topic and previews the
structure of the paper, but it is not
particularly inviting to the reader.
Details are placed in a logical order,
but the way they are presented
sometimes makes the writing less
interesting.
Almost all sentences sound natural
and are easy-on-the-ear when read
aloud, but 1 or 2 are awkward or
difficult to understand.
Writer uses vivid words and phrases
that linger or draw pictures in the
reader’s mind, but occasionally the
words are used inaccurately or seem
overdone.

The introduction states the main topic,
but does not adequately preview the
structure of the paper nor is it
particularly inviting to the reader.
Some details are not in a logical or
expected order, and this distracts the
reader.

There is no clear introduction of the main
topic or structure of the paper.

Most sentences sound natural and are
easy-on-the-ear when read aloud, but
several are awkward or difficult to
understand.
Writer uses words that communicate
clearly, but the writing lacks variety,
punch, or flair.

The sentences are difficult to read along
because they sound awkward, are
distractingly repetitive, or difficult to
understand.
Writer uses a limited vocabulary, which
does not communicate strongly or capture
the reader’s interest. Jargon or clichés
may be present and detract from the
meaning.

Details are placed in a logical order
and the way they are presented
effectively keeps the interest of the
reader.
All sentences sound natural and are
easy-on-the-ear when read aloud.
Each sentence is clear and has an
obvious emphasis.
Writer uses vivid words and phrases
that linger or draw pictures in the
reader’s mind, and the choice and
placement of the words seems
accurate, natural, and not forced.

Copyright 2004 IRA/NCTE. All rights reserved.
Read Write Think materials may be reproduced for educational purposes.
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Many details are not in a logical or
expected order. There is little sense that
the writing is organized.

Report Rubric

Beginning
1

Developing
2

Accomplished
3

Exemplary
4

Score

Topic
Totally unrelated

Organization

Not organized, events make no sense

Quality of Information

Unable to find specific details

Grammar & Spelling

Very frequent grammar and/or
spelling errors

Interest Level

Needs descriptive words

Neatness

Illegible writing, loose pages

Timeliness

Report handed in more than one
week late

Remotely related

Somewhat relevant

Some organization, events
jump around, start and end
are unclear
Details are somewhat
sketchy

Good organization, events are
Organized, events are somewhat
logically ordered, sharp sense of
jumpy
beginning and end
Some details are non-supporting
Supporting details specific to subject
to the subject

More than two errors

Only one or two errors

All grammar and spelling are correct

Vocabulary is constant,
details lack "color"
Legible writing, some illformed letters, print too
small or too large, papers
stapled together

Vocabulary is varied,
supporting details need work
Legible writing, well-formed
characters, clean and neatly
bound in a report cover,
illustrations provided
Up to two days late

Vocabulary varied, supporting details
vivid

Up to one week late

Directly relevant

Word processed or typed, clean and
neatly bound in a report cover,
illustrations provided
Report handed in on time
TOTAL

http://www.sdcoe.k12.ca.us/score/actbank/reportrub.html
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Journal Response and Comprehension Rubric
Use this rubric to assess students’ abilities to complete the journal activities assigned for this lesson. Share this assignment with students prior to completing the journalwriting lesson so they will understand how they will be assessed. You can also use the rubric as a basis for discussion and feedback with each student.

Student name: __________________________________________

Date: ____________________________

1. The student writes journal responses in complete sentences.

________________

2. The student writes three or more sentences to answer questions.

________________

3. The student responds to questions by self-questioning, retelling, predicting, or assuming the role of a character.

________________

4. The student’s experiences and opinions are clear.

________________

5. The student works with a peer to share journal responses and to develop a combined response when requested.

________________

Scale:

Excellent
4

Very Good
3

Fair
2

Poor
1

The student completes the task with no
major errors.

The student completes the task with only a
few major errors and some minor errors.

The student completes the task with some
major errors and many minor errors.

The student fails to complete the task.

The student demonstrates a full
understanding of the concepts

The student demonstrates a strong
understanding of the concepts

The student has difficulty understanding
the concepts

Include anecdotal notes in the space below:
Copyright 2004 IRA/NCTE. All rights reserved.
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The student does not understand the
concepts.

Poems and Songs
Rubric 26
DIRECTIONS: This form is designed to help you evaluate student-created poems and songs. Read the statements below. Then indicate the number from the following scale that reflects your assessment of the
student’s work.
1 = Weak 2 = Moderately Weak

3 = Average 4 = Moderately Strong 5 = Strong

1.

The content of the poem or song fulfills all the requirements of the assignment.
1 2 3 4 5

2

The organization of the poem or song is clear and easy to follow.
1 2 3 4 5

3

The poem or song is descriptive, expressive, and creative.
1 2 3 4 5

4

The contents of the poem or song demonstrate an understanding of the appropriate events, concepts, or topics.
1 2 3 4 5

5

The poem or song is well written.
1 2 3 4 5

6

For songs: the lyrics and tune go together well.
1 2 3 4 5

7

The spelling, punctuation, and grammar in the poem or song are accurate.
1 2 3 4 5

8

The poem or song is neatly typed or handwritten.
1 2 3 4 5

9

The student did a good job in presenting the poem or song to the class.
1 2 3 4 5

10.

Overall, the work represents the student’s full potential.
1 2 3 4 5

Additional Comments:
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Total Points/Grade: __________
Copyright © by Holt, Rinehart and Winston. All rights reserved.
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Rubric for Speeches
Student Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Speech Topic: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Audience
Posture and Eye Contact
Word Choice
Content
Use of Time
Confidence
Sources

4

3

2

1

You knew your audience and
how to address them.
Excellent posture and you kept
eye contact with your audience.
Your word choice was excellent
and appropriate for the audience.
You avoided “ums, “ers” and
“likes.”
Your content was always
accurate.

There were a few people to which
your speech did not apply.
You maintained good eye contact
most of the time.

You knew little about your
audience.
Little eye contact and your
posture needs improvement.

You did not know your audience
at all.

Some of the words you chose
could be replaced, but for the
most part, you speech was good.

Your audience seemed confused
at times.

Poor word choice.

Your content was essentially
accurate.

Your content was mostly unclear.

Not enough information was
presented or was not relevant.

Maintained time frame

You mostly stayed within the
time frame.

You exceeded the time frame, but
that’s okay.

Your message was too sort or too
long.

Your confidence was contagious!

Your confidence was good, no
wonder everyone likes you.

Your confidence was okay.

You lacked confidence.

You disclosed 3 sources.

You disclosed 2 sources.

You disclosed 1 source.

You did not disclose any sources.

http://www.scholastic.com
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No eye contact and poor posture.

Generic Poster Rubric

Category

4

3

2

1

Use of Class Time

Used time well during each class
period. Focused on getting the
project done. Never distracted
others.

Used time well during each class
period. Usually focused on
getting the project done and never
distracted others.

Used some of the time well
during each class period. There
was some focus on getting the
project done but occasionally
distracted others.

Did not use class time to focus on
the project OR often distracted
others.

One or two of the graphics used
on the poster reflect student
creativity in their creation and/or
display.

The graphics are made by the
student, but are based on the
designs or ideas of others.

No graphics made by the student
are included.

All required elements are
included on the poster.

All but 1 of the required elements
is included on the poster.

Several required elements were
missing.

Content – Accuracy

Several of the graphics used on
the poster reflect an exceptional
degree of student creativity in
their creation and/or display.
The poster includes all required
elements as well as additional
information.
At least 7 accurate facts are
displayed on the poster.

5-6 accurate facts are displayed
on the poster.

3-4 accurate facts are displayed
on the poster.

Grammar

There are no grammatical
mistakes on the poster.

There is 1 grammatical mistake
on the poster.

There are 2 grammatical mistakes
on the poster.

Less than 3 accurate facts are
displayed on the poster.
There are more than 2
grammatical mistakes on the
poster.

All items of importance on the
poster are clearly labeled with
labels that can be read from at
least 3 ft. away.

Almost all items of importance
on the poster are clearly labeled
with labels that can be read from
at least 3 ft away.

Several items of importance on
the poster are clearly labeled with
labels that can be read from at
least 3 ft. away.

Graphics – Originality

Required Elements

Labels
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Labels are too small to view OR
no important items were labeled.

Assessment Rubric for Drawing

Performance
Indicator

1

2

3

4

Creativity and
Originality

Piece is finished but provides no
evidence of creativity or
originality

Piece includes an idea, but lacks
originality and may have imitated
someone else’s plan

Piece includes some unique ideas
and several materials were used

Piece includes many unique ideas
and creative use of materials

Piece is incomplete

Piece is completed with minimal
effort, work is somewhat careless

Piece is completed with good
effort, meeting all requirements

Piece is completed with
substantial evidence of effort,
beyond what was required

Piece was created but does not
show understanding of the main
concept at all

Piece was created but with
limited understanding of the main
concept

Piece was created to display
understanding of the main
concept

Piece was obviously planned and
created to display understanding
of the main concept

Effort and
Perseverance

Concept
Understanding
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Rubric for “Live Puppet Shows” or Dramatic Skits
Name: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Title: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
1 = Very Poor; 2 = Poor; 3 = Good; 4 = Above Average; 5 = Outstanding

1

2

3

4

5

Stage and/or Props
(effectively designed to
enhance performance
Costumes
(appropriately developed the
characters)
Script
(clear plot; effective
characters; action held
audience’s attention)
Performance
(effective pace, volume,
expression, gestures, action)
Age-Appropriateness
(diction; plot; topic; theme)
Theme
(positive message delivered;
informative; inspirational;
motivational)
Comments: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Class Debate Rubric
Category
Information
Rebuttal
Organization
Understanding of
Topic
Respect for other
Team

Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Needs Improvement

All information was accurate and
clear

Most information was accurate and
clear

Most information was accurate and
clear, but not usually thorough

All counter-arguments were
accurate, relevant, and strong

Most counter-arguments were
accurate, relevant, and strong

Most counter-arguments were accurate
and relevant, but several were weak

Information had several
inaccuracies or was usually
unclear.
Counter-arguments were not
accurate or relevant

All arguments were logical and
clearly followed a premise

Most arguments were logical and
clearly followed a premise

Arguments were logical, but did not
always follow a premise

Arguments were illogical and did
not follow a premise

The team clearly understand the
topic fully and presented
convincingly
Showed high respect for other team
in language, responses, and body
language

The team clearly understood the topic
and presented with ease

The team understood the main points of
the topic and presented those well

Showed good respect for other team in
language, responses, and body
language

Showed moderate respect for other team
in language, responses, and body
language

The team did not exhibit an
adequate understanding of the
topic
Language, responses, and body
language were consistently
disrespectful

File:////andromeda/Desktop%20Folder/favourites/Education/...tro_project/content/html/information/debate_rubic.html
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Artwork Rubric
Directions: This form is designed to help you evaluate student-created artwork. Read the statements below. Then indicate the number from the following scale that reflects your assessment of the student’s or
group’s artwork.
1 = Weak 2 = Moderately Weak 3 = Average 4 = Moderately Strong 5=Strong
1. The artwork contains all the required items or information.
1 2 3 4 5
2. The artwork is clean and neat.
1 2 3 4 5
3. The artwork is colourful and creative.
1 2 3 4 5
4. The information in the artwork is well organized.
1 2 3 4 5
5. The spelling, punctuation, and grammar of text that accompanies the artwork are accurate.
1 2 3 4 5
6. The artwork shows an understanding of the concepts or topics being depicted.
1 2 3 4 5
7. The information in the artwork is appropriate to the topic.
1 2 3 4 5
8. If a group project, every member of the group appears to have participated in developing the artwork.
1 2 3 4 5
9. The student or group did a good job presenting the artwork to the class.
1 2 3 4 5
10. Overall, the final result represents the student’s or group’s full potential.
1 2 3 4 5
Additional Comments:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Total Points/Grade: ____________________
Copyright by Holt, Rinehart and Winston. All rights reserved.
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CONCEPTS, SKILLS AND ATTITUDES IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Religious Education should focus on the teaching of the relevant concepts, skills and attitudes that students will need to understand, acquire and develop in order to gain a rounded
and fuller experience of what will be learnt about and from religions.
1.

CONCEPTS IN RELIGION AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
The following concepts are integral to a study of religion:
God
Forgiveness
Sacrifice
Responsibility
Religion
Belief
Symbol

2.

Ultimate Questions
Deity
Values
Worship
Faith
Awe and Wonder
Lifestyle

SKILLS IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
a)

Investigation – this includes:
• asking relevant questions;
• knowing how to use different types of sources as a way of gathering information;
• knowing what may constitute evidence for understanding religion (s).

b)

Interpretation – this includes
• the ability to draw meaning from artifacts, works of art, poetry and symbolism;
• the ability to interpret religious language
• the ability to suggest meaning of religious texts.

c)

Reflection – this includes:
• the ability to reflect on feelings, relationships, experiences, ultimate questions, beliefs and practices.

d)

Empathy – this includes:
• the ability to consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs and values of others;
• developing the power of imagination to identify feelings such as love, wonder, forgiveness and sorrow;
• the ability to see the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues from their point of view.
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3.

e)

Evaluation – this includes:
• the ability to debate issues of Religious significance with reference to evidence and argument;
• weighing the respective claims of self-interest, consideration for others, religious teaching and individual conscience.

f)

Analysis – this includes:
• distinguishing between opinion, belief and fact;
• distinguishing between the features of different religions.

g)

Synthesis – this includes:
• linking significant features of religion together in a coherent pattern;
• connecting different aspects of life into a meaningful whole.

h)

Application – this includes:
• making the association between religions, and individual, community, national and international life;
• identifying key religious values and their interplay with secular ones.

i)

Expression – this includes:
• the ability to explain concepts, rituals and practices;
• the ability to identify and articulate matters of deep conviction and concern, and to respond to religious issues through a variety of media.

ATTITUDES IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Attitudes such as respect, care and concern should be promoted through all areas of school life. There are some attitudes that are fundamental to Religious Education in that they
are prerequisites for entering fully into the study of Religions, and learning from that experience. The following should be included:
a) Commitment – this includes:
• understanding the importance of commitment to a set of values by which to live one’s life;
• willingness to develop a positive approach to life;
• ability to learn, while living with certainty.
b) Fairness – this includes:
• careful consideration of other views;
• willingness to consider evidence and argument;
• readiness to look beyond surface impressions.
c) Respect – this includes;
• respecting those who have different beliefs and customs to one’s own;
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• recognizing the rights of others to hold their own views;
• avoidance of ridicule;
• discerning between what is worthy of respect and what is not;
• appreciating that people’s religious convictions are often deeply felt;
• recognizing the needs and concerns of others.
d) Self-understanding – this includes:
• developing a mature sense of self-worth and value;
• developing a capacity to discern the personal relevance of religious questions.
e) Enquiry – this includes:
• curiosity and a desire to seek after the truth;
• developing a personal interest in metaphysical questions;
• an ability to live with ambiguities and paradox;
• the desire to search for the meaning of life;
• being prepared to reconsider existing views;
• being prepared to acknowledge bias and prejudice to oneself;
• willingness to value insight and imagination as ways of perceiving reality.

Taken from the Agreed Syllabus for Religious Education, Sutton, UK.
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James Fowler’s “Stages of Faith”
Stage 1
Intuitive / Projective Faith
Children aged approximately 4 - 8 years

Stage 2
Mythic / Literal Faith
Children aged approximately 8 – 12 years

Stage 3
Synthetic / Conventional Faith
People from approximately 12 years to early adulthood – if not forever.

Stage 4
Individuating /Reflexive Faith
Usually people from 17 – 18 onward.

Stage 5
Conjunctive Faith
Adults
Stage 6
Universalizing Faith
Think Mother Teresa and Mahatma Gandhi!
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James Fowler’s “Stages of Faith”
Please note that these “Stages of Faith are not prescriptive. They are useful descriptors of the usual stages in which people’s faith develops. Each has it’s own structural whole, but they are related to each
other sequentially and hierarchically.

Stage 1: Intuitive/Projective Faith (The “warm fuzzy stage”)











This is the foundation of all the other stages
It involves children of 4 to 8 years.
If it is not well established by about the age of 8, the person may spend the rest of his or her life searching for it.
It is imitative faith – where meaning is made and trust is established intuitively, and by imitation and projection of the visible faith of parents and significant
others.
Affectively dominates: knowing and feelings are fused.
The child discovers a reality beyond everyday life.
The child begins to discover the limitations of life.
As it is a time of unrestrained fantasy and imagination, lasting images and feelings (both positive and negative) are formed.
Symbols are taken literally, and God is thought of in anthropomorphic forms (as a policeman in the sky, or a king on a throne, for example).
Beginnings of memory, self consciousness, and empathy.

Implications for teaching Religious Education:









Children must see the visible faith of their teachers (as significant others) and be able to participate in class prayers and class/school liturgies.
Vital for teachers (and parents) to convey that they can be trusted and relied upon – to allow formation of a positive image of God.
God must be presented as loving, good, sustaining, and protecting. Children should be encouraged to talk to God in their own words as dialogue to any
relationship.
Bible stories should be used sparingly and carefully – stories that stress God’s love, faithfulness and care for us.
Encourage children to think of Jesus as their brother; as a child of their own age; and as God made visible in a baby-in a child
At the end of this stage (6-8 years) encourage the children to think in terms of “why” something is right or wrong.
Begin to lay the basis of a threefold relationship (self/others/God) in which their relationship with God and others are two sides of the one coin. They love
God by loving others. When they hurt others, they need to tell both God and others that they’re sorry.
Encourage them to think beyond the confines of their own family, by presenting the church as the broader family of God’s people to which they belong. The
first Eucharist is therefore an excellent transition to Stage 2.
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James Fowler’s “Stages of Faith” continued

Stage 2: Mythic/Literal








This is a joining faith involving children from approximately 8 – 12 years. Joining the group is more self-conscious, more international.
The child begins to take on and own the stories, beliefs and practices that symbolize belonging to the faith community.
The stories and myths are taken literally.
Reasoning and thought now possible, beyond intuition, but only in concrete sensory terms. Abstraction is impossible.
The child begins to differentiate between natural and supernatural, but God is still thought of in anthropomorphic terms.
The authority of significant others still dominates over that of peers.
Ability to empathize increases, but only for “those like us”.

Implications for teaching Religious Education
This is an excellent time to learn the stories, practices and legends of the faith community, but be careful how they are told. Tell them in a way that won’t
have to be denied later - explain that there are deeper meanings to the stories that they will learn as they grow older. Both the heroes and the scoundrels
should be presented!
 Make the children feel like real members of the church - members of an old and great people, with a great sense of tradition.
 Encourage the children to love and care for people who do not belong to “our” group. God loves all people.
 Excellent time to begin reflecting on their own practice of the faith, as long as the object of reflection is concrete to their own experience.
 Regarding the developing of their conscience, they are now more able to enter into the place of others. So, encourage them to consider “How would I feel
If…”, and “why” something is right or wrong.
 Provide opportunities for service for others.
 It is important for the teachers to witness to his or her faith.
 Build in the awareness that “knowing” our faith is a lifelong process.
 Emphasize that God is the source of all truth, and thus there is no contradiction between the truths of science and religion.


Stage 3: Synthetic/Conventional





This faith is one that interprets, relates to, and makes meaning out of life according to what “they say”. It is a conventional faith, determined by others with
whom the person is in a close face to face relationship. It involves people of approximately 12 years to early adulthood…if not forever.
Because there are numerous “theys”, these groups come into conflict. Equilibrium is found either by subordinating the “authorities” under what the person
perceives to be the highest authority, or by compartmentalizing them, thereby making meaning according to the group they are with at the time.
On religious questions there is a strong reliance on institutional authority.
Increased awareness of the faith perspectives of others, leading either to prejudice or over-assimilation (“They are like us really.”)
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James Fowler’s “Stages of Faith” continued

Implications for teaching Religious Education










Now capable of thinking theologically, so this is an ideal time for more informed and in depth presentation of the faith tradition.
Encourage reflection on their own decision making process.
Encourage them to confront their own “conformism”, and to begin thinking, and making decisions for themselves.
Make them aware of the incongruence of their different behavior with different groups.
Challenge their prejudices by providing direct contact with groups who make meaning in different ways “from us”.
This is perhaps the most idealistic stage of life, so appeal to their idealism - encourage it. Give them models from the faith tradition.
Service projects should be an integral part of the course.
Capable of making a major step forward in the development of their own spirituality, namely a personal relationship with God. So provide in-depth Christian
experiences, liturgies, retreats.
The Christian environment of the school is of vital importance.

Stage 4: Individual/Reflexive Faith







This is a more self chosen and independent faith that comes from within. It usually involves people from 17 – 18 onward, However, many people never
make the crucial transition from Stage 3 to Stage 4.
It develops when they recognize, and can no longer tolerate, themselves being different people with different groups.
Also when they realize they cannot hand over their meaning making to even the highest authority.
A more self chosen faith emerges - so do values, life style and meaning.
New awareness of the paradoxes and polarities of life (e.g. individual vs. community). To attain equilibrium, the person tends to take an “either/or”
approach.
Not unusual for a person at this stage to join an ideologically grounded community that offers ready-made answers to the paradoxes and ambiguities of life.

Implications for teaching Religious Education





Affirm

the students in their attempts to think for themselves, but confront them with the fact that they can’t do this in isolation, so they need to remain in
dialogue with a faith community.
Make them aware that ‘either” solutions are too simplistic. Raise up “shades of grey”.
If they are rejecting their tradition out-of-hand, pose for them the possibility of reclaiming it but without being blind to or uncritical of its limitations – i.e. a
“critical” faith.
Encourage them to discover truth in other traditions as well.
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James Fowler’s “Stages of Faith” continued

Stage 5: Conjunctive Faith






Life is no longer seen in terms of “either/or”. The paradoxes and polarities are embraced and held in creative tension with each other.
Ambiguity in meaning making is accepted, allowing autonomous commitment to their own tradition while respecting and being genuinely open to the truth
in other positions.
There is often a reappropriation of past patterns of commitment and ways of making meaning, drawing strength from the truth of the tradition and
community even while recognizing their limitations.
While Stage 3 is dependent and Stage 4 is independent, Stage 5 is interdependent – capable of depending on others without losing one’s own independence.
Now there is empathy and active concern for all peoples.
Implications for teaching:




Offer a process of in depth critical reflection of their own and other traditions, dialogue and decision making.
The teacher becomes more of a facilitator and fellow learner.

Stage 6: Universalizing Faith






Think Mother Theresa or Mahatma Ghandi! Very few people get to this stage.
A sense of immediacy of participation in the Ultimate; self is no longer the centering point of reference, the Ultimate is.
They make the encounter with the Ultimate available to others, and dwell in the world as transforming presence.
They see the human family as universally inclusive.
Teach them? No! Observe and learn from them!

∆ Fowler, J Stages of Faith: The Psychology of Human Development and the Quest for Meaning (NY: Harper & Row, 1981)
(Adapted from notes, from a lecture by T.H. Groome, Boston College, USA)
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How to write test items using Bloom’s Taxonomy
Teachers can follow these guidelines for creating items or tasks that require the type of thinking which defines each level of Bloom’s Taxonomy.

Cognitive Level
REMEMBERING

UNDERSTANDING

APPLYING

ANALYZING

EVALUATING

CREATING

Test Item Example

Description & Questions

Describe the crowd’s reaction when Jesus rode
into Jerusalem on a donkey.

Exhibit memory of previously learned material by recalling facts, terms, basic concepts, and answers.
Questions
What is …?
Where is …?

State in your own words the meaning of the
Golden Rule.

Demonstrate understanding of facts and ideas by organizing, comparing, translating, interpreting, giving
descriptions, and stating main ideas.
Questions
Can you explain what is happening…?
How would you summarize…?

Write two questions you would ask in an
interview with someone whose family member
has just died.

Solve problems to new situations by applying acquired knowledge, facts, techniques and rules in a different
way.
Questions
What examples can you find to …?
What questions would you ask in an interview with…?

What is the function of the Holy Spirit in the life
of a Christian?

Examine and break information into parts by identifying motives or causes. Make inferences and find evidence
to support generalizations.
Questions
What conclusions can you draw…?
What ideas justify…?

What judgment would you make about the way
Joseph treated his brothers when they came to
Egypt?

Present and defend opinions by making judgments about information, validity of ideas, or quality of work
based on a set of criteria.
Questions
Do you agree with the actions…?
What data was used to make the conclusion…?

Write a new ending to the story of Judas, the
disciple who betrayed Jesus.

Compile information together in a different way by combining elements in a new pattern or proposing
alternative solutions.
Questions
Can you propose an alternative…?
What changes would you make to solve…?
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
RATIONALE
Throughout our ever-changing world, there is a basic longing for human beings to connect with the spiritual side of their existence. Even very young children express a natural curiosity about
their existence and purpose. This curiosity leads to a search to find answers to fundamental questions such as: Why am I here? Why do people suffer? What happens after death? Religion
serves the purpose of connecting human beings with their creator, enabling them to explore answers to some of life’s mysteries.
Religious Studies affords learners opportunities to explore religious beliefs and practices and their influence on individuals and society. It enables them to consider and respond to fundamental
questions about the meaning and purpose of life. It promotes the development of values and morals, enabling students to make informed decisions on moral and ethical issues. Moreover,
Religious Studies provides opportunities for students to demonstrate respect for other people, their opinions and beliefs.
The aim of Religious Studies, therefore, is to help students develop skills for life-long learning, enabling them to become productive citizens and stewards of the earth. The Christian beliefs and
values that are esteemed in this society will be transmitted to our students, providing them with a foundation on which they can develop good character, strengthen social relationships and build
strong communities.

IV

OVERARCHING GOAL
Understanding the major beliefs, practices and teachings of the Christian faith; demonstrating respect for themselves and others and exhibiting values and attitudes that promote peace and
harmony in society.

SUB-GOALS
Students will be able to:
1. Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
2. Discover a sense of identity and purpose
3. Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
4. Develop an appreciation for living in a community
5. Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith

V

FORMAT OF THE CURRICULUM
The Primary Religious Studies Curriculum is presented in five strands as indicated below. These are consistent throughout the primary school and provide a basis for the Religious Studies
curriculum at post-primary level.
The strands of the curriculum are:


Basic beliefs and teachings



Purpose



Values



Community Living



Celebrations/Ceremonies

The following relates to the strands and their implementation:
Basis beliefs and teachings:
This strand focuses on developing students’ basic understanding of the divine nature of God and the revelation of Jesus Christ. Students learn that the Bible is a special book which reveals who
God is and outlines guidelines for daily living.
Purpose:
This strand enables students to explore life’s ultimate questions with regards to who they are and their purpose for living. By exploring scripture, students will come to understand that they are
unique individuals who were created to honour God, serve others and fulfill their purpose.
Values:
Through exploration of a variety of biblical and contemporary stories, students will be exposed to core ethical values such as sharing, honesty, patience, self-control and integrity. Students will
be encouraged to reflect on such stories and to take responsibility for their attitudes and behaviour.

VI

Community Living:
This strand enables students to explore relationships and responsibilities within the community. They are exposed to biblical and social laws which govern the way we live and allow us to live
in harmony with one another.
Celebrations/Ceremonies:
In this strand students are exposed to the major celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith. They are encouraged to participate in these celebrations/ceremonies through worship, drama,
artistic expression, song and prayer. They are also motivated to share their personal experiences with regards to these festivals.

STRANDS, SUB-GOALS & THEMES

Basic Beliefs and Teachings
Examine the basic beliefs and
teachings of Christianity

Purpose
Discover a sense of identity and
purpose

Values
Apply biblical values and
principles to everyday living

Community Living
Develop an appreciation for
living in a community

Celebrations/Ceremonies
Explore celebrations and
ceremonies of the Christian faith

The Nature of God

Honouring God

Choices

Caring for God’s Creation

Celebrating Thanksgiving

Discovering my Identify

Growing with Values

Rights / Responsibilities

Celebrating Christmas

Serving Others

Love and/or Forgiveness

Celebrating Easter

Overcoming Obstacles

Respect

Celebrating Pentecost / Whitsun

Friendship

VII

APPROACH TO TEACHING AND LEARNING
The Religious Studies Curriculum focuses on the teaching of the relevant concepts and skills and developing of attitudes that students will need to understand and apply the basic teachings and
practices of Christianity.
Key concepts to be developed include the following: beliefs about God, worship, purpose, service, love and values.
Skills incorporated in the curriculum include: communicating information, investigation, interpretation, application and problem solving.
Attitudes to be developed include: caring, respect, gratitude, responsibility and forgiveness.

The curriculum takes into consideration theories related to the cognitive, physical, moral and faith developmental levels of the learner. As teachers deliver instruction, they must be cognizant
of what is developmentally appropriate for the learner. In particular, James Fowler’s research on the Stages of Faith (See Appendix) should be examined and applied by all teachers.
Research shows that learners acquire concepts, skills and attitudes best when they are actively engaged in the learning process. The classroom environment should foster a high degree of
participation and productivity. Teachers are therefore, encouraged to utilize a variety of strategies in order to engage students in learning and to cater to their various needs. The following
strategies are incorporated into the curriculum: brainstorming, cooperative learning, discussion, role-play, games, written and artistic expression, critical thinking and problem solving.
A wide range of resources is integrated into the curriculum in order to encourage creative, active and student-centred learning. Further, the integration of technology is a key component of the
Religious Studies Curriculum.
The curriculum was developed using the thematic approach to learning. The themes, therefore, can be integrated across the curriculum. There are obvious connections to Health and Family
Life Education, Social Studies, and Language Arts. As teachers deliver instruction they should always find opportunities to make cross-curricular connections.
Assessment is an essential part of the teaching and learning process. Assessment is designed to evaluate not only what students know and can do but their attitudes as well. A variety of
assessment tools should be utilized by teachers – journals, discussion, role play, projects, checklists, anecdotal records, essays, interviews and structured and open-ended questions.

VIII

DEFINITION OF TERMS
Overarching Goal

This indicates the ultimate outcome of the Religious Studies Curriculum document.

Scope and Sequence

This is a map outlining objectives for each grade level showing the progression and overview of the work to be accomplished.

Scope of Work

This is the main section of the curriculum which develops curriculum objectives with suggested content, activities, assessment and
resources to facilitate and enhance the teaching / learning process.

Strands

These are the sections within a particular content area that may be clustered by topic or process, e.g. Basic Beliefs and Teachings.

Objectives

They are derived from goals. They specify in measurable and observable terms the content, skills and attitudes to
be learned by each student. Objectives are written in terms of what the student is expected to achieve.

Assessment

This refers to ongoing processes which measure student understanding of specific learning targets or objectives. It indicates instruments
used to collect data and evaluate student performance.
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

GRADE ONE
 Identify God as
Creator of all things







Conclude that God
created man as a
special being




Describe the beauty
of God’s creation

GRADE TWO
Identify God as a caring 
and loving Father
Explain why Christians
refer to God as Father
Illustrate ways in which
God demonstrates His
love for mankind

GRADE THREE
Describe God as
being holy and
worthy of adoration






Research scriptures
that describe the holy
nature of God




Discover ways in
which Christians
show reverence to
God

GRADE FOUR
Describe God as being
omnipotent
Discover how God
used/uses His power to
help mankind
Discover how God’s
power could be accessed
through faith and
obedience to the
scriptures

X






GRADE FIVE
Describe the supreme
nature of God
Verify through
evidence in the
scriptures that God is
supreme
Discover how God’s
supremacy should be
reverenced



GRADE SIX
Describe the spiritual nature
of God



Research scriptures that
describe God as a Spirit



Explain how human beings
communicate with God

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God



GRADE ONE
Identify Jesus as the
Son of God who came
to earth as a baby







Explain why Jesus
came to earth
Discover ways to show
gratitude to God for
sending His Son



GRADE TWO
Investigate Jesus’ way
of life as a child



Identify lessons that can 
be learnt from the early
life of Jesus

Compare and contrast
their way of life to
Jesus’ childhood


GRADE THREE
Identify Jesus as the
Son of God



Explain why Jesus
came to earth


GRADE FOUR
Explain how Jesus’
divine nature was
revealed through
miracles

Discover Old
Testament scriptures
that predicted the
coming of Jesus

Produce evidence from
the Bible to show how
miracles impacted the
lives of the disciples
and others

Explore ways to walk in 
obedience as Jesus did

Identify miracles that
occur every day

XI







GRADE FIVE
Depict the main events
in the life of Jesus
Discover patterns in the
life of Jesus





Examine how Jesus’
human and divine
natures were revealed to 
mankind
Decide on a plan that
could help them
become more like Jesus



GRADE SIX
Examine Jesus’ teachings
in relation to God and
people
Evaluate the impact of
Jesus’ teachings on the
world
Investigate the lives of
leaders who have been
influenced by the
teachings of Jesus
Explain how a Christian’s
everyday life should
reflect the teachings of
Jesus

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God







GRADE ONE
State reasons why the
Bible is a special book
Relate how Bible
stories tell about God’s
love for us
Demonstrate respect for
the Bible







GRADE TWO
Identify the Bible as
the holy Word of God
Explain how God
displayed His love for
children in the
scriptures
Compare God’s love
for children to that of
a parent / guardian





GRADE THREE
Describe the Old
Testament as writings
about God’s relationship
with the Jews
Explain how God
demonstrated His love
for the Jews





GRADE FOUR
Describe the New
Testament as a record
of Jesus’ life and
teachings



Discover God’s laws for
living in the book of
Exodus



Discover teachings that
are common to all four
gospels



Explain how obeying the
Ten Commandments
helps us show love for
God and people



Explore ways to share
the good news about
Jesus

XII



GRADE SIX
Identify the Bible as a
collection of various
types of writing



Explain how God
revealed Himself
through the prophets



Distinguish between
proverbs, psalms and
parables in the Bible



Explore ways in which
they could serve as
prophets in today’s
world



Discover information
about the nature of God
in selected psalms,
proverbs and parables

State what a gospel is
and identify the four
gospels



GRADE FIVE
Identify the books of
the prophets in the
Bible

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Honouring God

GRADE ONE
 State the definition
of the word
“worship”

GRADE TWO
 Explain the concept
of worship






Discover that
human beings were
created to praise
and worship God
Demonstrate ways
to worship God



Explore scriptural
passages about
worshiping God

GRADE THREE
 Explain how
obedience to God’s
Word is a way to
honour Him

GRADE FOUR
 Explore Jesus’
teachings about
prayer




Describe the heart of
a sincere worshiper




Explore scriptural
passages about
obeying God’s
Word
Infer how God’s
Word is like a lamp
or a light

Explain how God is
honoured when we
pray



Analyze the Lord’s
Prayer



Use the Lord’s
Prayer as a model
for personal prayers

GRADE FIVE
 Identify places and
things that are
considered holy /
sacred




Demonstrate
obedience to God’s
Word

XIII

Explain how respect
for holy places and
things is a way to
honour God
Recommend ways
to honour God in
places of worship



GRADE SIX
Explain the term
“sacrificial giving”



Discover ways to use
their time, talents and
money to honour God



Examine the
importance of having
the right attitude when
giving to God and
others

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Discovering my Identity

GRADE ONE
 Discover
individual
differences








Conclude that
each individual
is a unique being
Identify their
special gifts and
talents





GRADE TWO
Explain what a gift or
talent is

GRADE THREE
 Identify their
personal qualities

Discover their special
gifts and talents



Explain how their gifts
and talents can be used
to help others
Explore biblical
examples of persons
who utilized their
talents well





Explain the
importance of
knowing yourself
Compare and
contrast the
personalities of
selected biblical
characters
Examine their
personal strengths
and weaknesses

GRADE FOUR
 Identify their
personal interests
and abilities

GRADE FIVE
 Examine their roles
and responsibilities
in the family





Compare and
contrast their roles
to those of other
family members



Explain what
happens when
individuals do not
fulfill their roles in
the family



Explore scriptural
passages related to
the role of children
in families

Examine the
connection between
a person’s abilities
and his/her future
career



Explore biblical
examples of persons
who doubted their
abilities



Interpret scriptural
verses that
encourage positive
thinking

XIV



GRADE SIX
Explain what it means
to be created in the
image of God



Compare man’s
abilities to that of
other animals



Discover ways in
which they can reflect
the image of God

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Serving Others



GRADE ONE
State the
definition of the
word “service”



GRADE TWO
State the definition
of the word
“service”








Use biblical
examples of
children who
served well



Explore ways to
serve others



Discover that
serving others
demonstrates our
love



Explore ways to
serve others


GRADE THREE
Explain what it means
to serve others



Use biblical examples
of persons who served
well



Examine people’s
attitude towards
serving others as it
relates to their jobs

GRADE FOUR
Explain what it
means to serve
others



Study Jesus’
example of service
to others





Explore ways to
serve others


Conclude that
individuals should
serve others willingly

XV

GRADE FIVE
Investigate the lives
of persons who
serve others without
compensation / pay





Investigate the lives of
Old Testament leaders
who served with
excellence



Explore ways in which
they could serve as
good leaders

Examine the
attitude of persons
who serve without
compensation
Deduce that serving
others gives
individuals a sense
of purpose

GRADE SIX
Examine the
characteristics of a
servant leader

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Overcoming Obstacles

GRADE ONE
 State what an
obstacle is

GRADE TWO
 State what an
obstacle is







Use biblical
examples of persons
who overcame
obstacles
Explore ways to
overcome obstacles
they may encounter
in life





Identify physical
and mental
challenges
individuals may
have
Explore scriptural
passages related to
positive thinking
Investigate the
lives of persons
who succeeded
despite many
obstacles

GRADE THREE
 Identify some of the
challenges
individuals might
face in life

GRADE FOUR
 Identify reasons why
persons do not fulfill
their purpose in life




Use biblical
examples of persons
who overcame
challenges



Propose positive
ways to handle
life’s challenges





Investigate the lives
of biblical characters
who were influenced
negatively
Explore scriptural
passages related to
following the advice
of others
Choose to avoid
negative influences in
life

XVI

GRADE FIVE
 Explain how
failure could be an
obstacle in a
person’s life


Use biblical
examples of
persons who failed
yet achieved
success



Interpret scripture
verses about
achieving success



Suggest lessons
that can be learnt
from life’s failures



GRADE SIX
Examine the purpose
of suffering in a
person’s life



Use biblical
examples of persons
who endured
suffering



Explore ways to
cope through
difficult times in life

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Thanksgiving

GRADE ONE
 State reasons why
individuals should
give thanks to God




GRADE TWO
 State the importance
of showing
gratitude to God and
others

GRADE THREE
 State reasons why
individuals should
give thanks to
God

Use biblical
examples of persons
who were thankful



Use biblical
examples of persons
who were thankful



Explore ways to
express thanks to
God



Explain why
Thanksgiving is
celebrated today

GRADE FOUR
 Communicate the
story of the first
Thanksgiving




Explore ways to
express thanks to
God and others



Explore scriptural
verses related to
giving thanks to
God
Explain how
expressions of
thanksgiving are
utilized in worship



Compare and contrast
Thanksgiving
celebrations in the
Bahamas and the
United States
Explain what various
Thanksgiving
symbols represent

XVII

GRADE FIVE
 Examine the
benefits of being
thankful


Justify being
grateful even in
difficult
circumstances



Conclude that
individuals should
be thankful for
everyday blessings



GRADE SIX
Examine the purpose
of Thanksgiving



Examine signs of
ingratitude among
persons in our
community



Document reasons
why Bahamians
should be thankful



Propose a plan of
action to encourage
Bahamians to be more
thankful

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

GRADE ONE
 Explain the
importance of
Christmas

GRADE TWO
 Explain the
importance of
Christmas

GRADE THREE
 Explain the
significance of
Jesus’ birth

GRADE FOUR
 Describe the main
events surrounding
the birth of Jesus

GRADE FIVE
 Investigate the
origin of the
Christmas holiday

GRADE SIX
 Explore Christmas
celebrations around
the world



Give details of the
events surrounding
the birth of Jesus



Describe the roles
of various
characters in the
story of Jesus’ birth





Infer why Jesus was
born in a stable







Compare and
contrast Christmas
celebrations around
the world



Discover ways to
share the joy of
Christmas with
others

Explore ways to
spread the good
news about Jesus



Conclude that
humble beginnings
can lead to
greatness

Examine the
attitudes of persons
during the
Christmas season



Examine the true
meaning of
Christmas



Explore the
message of
Christmas



Suggest ways to
make the Christmas
holiday more
meaningful



Explain how Jesus
was honoured as a
king in the
Christmas story
Explore ways in
which they could
honour Jesus

XVIII

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas







GRADE ONE
Explore the theme
of love in the
Christmas story
Explain why God
gave Jesus as a
special gift to the
world
Suggest ways to
express love for
God and others at
Christmas



GRADE TWO
Explore the
significance of
lights in the
Christmas story

GRADE THREE
 Explain the
importance of
giving to others



Explain why Jesus
is referred to as the
light of the world
Explore ways in
which they could
shine as lights in the
world

GRADE FOUR
Summarize the
story of the birth of
Jesus













Analyze the value
of a gift
Examine the
significance of the
gifts given to baby
Jesus





Study paintings or
pictures of the
manger scene
Demonstrate the
message of
Christmas

Explore ways in
which they could
make a difference
by giving

XIX



GRADE FIVE
Explore Bahamian
Christmas traditions



Compare and
contrast Christmas
celebrations today
to those of
yesteryear



Compare and
contrast Christmas
and Hanukkah



Explore ways to
create a spirit of
unity at Christmas

Propose new
Christmas traditions
that could be
established in their
families and
communities

GRADE SIX
Describe the
festivals of
Christmas and
Hanukkah

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Choices

GRADE ONE
 Distinguish
between good and
bad choices

GRADE TWO
 Identify various
feelings or emotions
people experience





GRADE THREE
 Examine reasons
why conflicts arise




Use a biblical
example to learn
about making good
choices
Discover positive
activities they can
participate in
everyday



Use a biblical
example to illustrate
how to control
emotions
Explore ways to
express and control
their feelings and
emotions





Identify steps to
follow when
resolving conflicts
Use a biblical
example of how
conflicts could be
solved
Propose solutions to
everyday problems
and conflicts

GRADE FOUR
 Explain the
importance of
setting goals

GRADE FIVE
 Identify and use the
steps in the decision
making process





Use a biblical
example to illustrate
decision making



Critique their
decisions and the
decisions of various
leaders

Use biblical
examples of persons
who achieved their
goals



Formulate personal
goals



Outline steps to
achieve personal
goals

XX



GRADE SIX
Explain the concept
of peer pressure



Differentiate between
positive and negative
influences



Explore Bible stories
which relate to
following the advice
of others



Decide to handle peer
pressure positively

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values



GRADE ONE
State the
importance of
sharing



Use a biblical
example of sharing



Explore ways to
share with others









GRADE TWO
Explain what it
means to be
courteous
Use good manners
when communicating
with others
Explore scriptures
related to being
courteous
Interpret the meaning
of famous quotes
about courtesy

GRADE THREE
 Explain the
importance of being
united


Explore scriptures
related to unity



Examine the effects
of unity in
relationships





GRADE FOUR
Explain what
courage is in their
own words
Study biblical and
contemporary
characters who were
courageous









Explore ways to
overcome fear
Interpret the
meaning of famous
quotes about
courage

XXI



GRADE FIVE
State the definition
of the word
“compassion”




Study biblical
characters who
demonstrated loyalty



Explore the benefits of
loyalty



Suggest ways to show
loyalty to God and
others

Explain how Jesus
showed compassion
for others
Justify the necessity
of being
compassionate
Discover ways to
show compassion
for others

GRADE SIX
Explain why loyalty is
an important value

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

GRADE ONE
 Explain what it
means to be
obedient

GRADE TWO
 Explain what it
means to be
responsible





GRADE THREE
 Define the term
“self-control”


Use a biblical
example of
obedience and
disobedience

Use a biblical
example of
someone who was
responsible




Examine the
benefits of being
obedient



Demonstrate
obedience in
everyday situations



Examine the
benefits of being
responsible


Study biblical
characters who
demonstrated selfcontrol
Examine the
consequences of not
having self-control

GRADE FOUR
 Explain why peace
is an important
value

GRADE FIVE
 Explain what it
means to be fair /
just



Apply scriptures
about peacefulness
to everyday life





Predict what a
peaceful world
would be like

Utilize various
strategies to develop
self-control

XXII

Suggest reasons
why people are
sometimes treated
unfairly



Explore ways to
treat people fairly



Apply the Golden
Rule to everyday
situations



GRADE SIX
Explain the
significance of being
humble



Describe the
characteristics of a
humble person



Explain how Jesus
demonstrated
humility



Discover ways in
which persons can
display humility

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

GRADE ONE
 State the importance
of helping others





Identify persons in
the Bible that Jesus
helped
Identify some of
Jesus’ helpers

GRADE TWO
 Explain the
importance of
cooperating

GRADE THREE
 Explore the concept
of self-esteem




Use a biblical
example of
cooperation



Examine the
challenges and
benefits of
cooperating with
others



Explore ways to be
helpful at school
and at home


Explore ways to
foster cooperative
behaviour



List factors that
influence a person’s
self-esteem

GRADE FOUR
 Give simple
definitions of the
word “trust”

GRADE FIVE
 Explain why
honesty is an
important virtue

GRADE SIX
 State the definition
of the word
“integrity”





Evaluate the actions
of various Bible
characters



Use biblical
examples of persons
who displayed
integrity



Evaluate the
consequences of
dishonest behaviour



Demonstrate
integrity in various
situations

Discover ways to
build self-esteem

Compare personal
experiences
involving issues of
trust



Use biblical
examples of persons
who trusted God



Conclude that
individuals can trust
the promises of God

Explore scriptural
verses that help to
build self-esteem



XXIII

Demonstrate honest
behaviour in various
situations

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values





GRADE ONE
Explain why
individuals should
show kindness
Explore scriptural
passages that teach
about being kind





GRADE TWO
Explain why
patience is an
important virtue

GRADE THREE
 Define the term
“faithful”







Study biblical
characters who
exhibited patience

Use biblical
examples of
persons who were
faithful




Explore ways to
show kindness



Demonstrate
patience in everyday
situations



Discover practical
ways to show
faithfulness


GRADE FOUR
Define the word
“endurance”



Interpret scriptures
related to enduring
hardships



Use contemporary
stories of persons
who endured great
difficulties



Explore ways to
cope during difficult
times

XXIV

GRADE FIVE
Explain what it
means to be reliable



GRADE SIX
Explain why
excellence is an
important value

Use biblical
examples of persons
who were reliable



Study biblical
characters who
exhibited excellence

Examine the
implications of
being reliable



Explore ways to
demonstrate
excellence in their
daily lives

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Caring for God’s Creation





GRADE ONE
State the importance
of caring for the
earth God created
Use a biblical
example to illustrate
caring for the
environment



GRADE TWO
Explain the
importance of
caring for family
members

GRADE THREE
 Explain the
importance of
caring for strangers




Use a biblical
example of caring
for family members



Predict what would
happen if family
members did not
neglect each other




Suggest ways to
improve their
school environment



Explore scriptural
passages related to
caring for strangers
Investigate issues
related to the
treatment of
strangers in The
Bahamas
Recommend ways
to care for strangers
in the community



GRADE FOUR
Explain the
importance of
caring for persons in
the community



Use biblical
examples of persons
who cared for others



Investigate the lives
of local and
international
persons who care /
cared for others



Propose a plan of
action to assist
persons who are
neglected in the
community

XXV







GRADE FIVE
Study the Leviticus
laws related to the
care of people and
animals
Evaluate the
appropriateness of
the Leviticus laws
for today’s society



GRADE SIX
Explain the
importance of
caring for the
environment



Examine the effects
of pollution on the
environment



Explore scriptural
verses about
protecting the earth



Explore ways to
preserve our natural
resources

Promote the need to
care for animals and
people

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Rights / Responsibilities



GRADE ONE
Explain why it is
important to follow
laws and rules







Identify the first
five commandments
Discover rules that
should be followed
at home and school





GRADE TWO
Identify the basic
rights of children
Explain why it is
important to have
laws that protect the
rights of children
Explore scriptural
passages related to
the protection of
children
Suggest ways to
promote the rights
of children

GRADE THREE
 Identify the
Beatitudes






Explain why the
Beatitudes are
important guidelines
to follow
Examine the effects
of their behaviour in
family and group
settings
Apply the
Beatitudes to
everyday situations









GRADE FOUR
Explain the
importance of
following the Ten
Commandments
Suggest reasons
why persons break
rules or commit
crimes in society
Identify penalties
for various crimes
in society
Examine the
consequences of sin
and crime on the
wider community
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GRADE FIVE
Identify the basic
human rights



Explore scriptural
passages related to
these rights



Explore scriptural
passages related to
work, leisure and
wealth



Explain why work
is important to
individuals and the
wider society



Identify values
people who work
should possess

Examine the
connection between
rights and
responsibility
Express gratitude for
the rights individuals
enjoy

GRADE SIX
Define the terms
work, leisure and
wealth

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Love and/or Forgiveness



GRADE ONE
Use everyday
symbols to explain
the concept of love






Explain the Great
Commandments:
love of God and
love of neighbour




Discover ways to
show love for God
and neighbours



GRADE TWO
Explain what it
means to love others
Explore the
relationship
between loving and
giving
Discover ways to
show love for others

GRADE THREE
 Examine the
characteristics of
love




Use contemporary
stories to illustrate
the power of love

Identify signs of
impatience, anger
and jealousy among
individuals
Examine the impact
of love on
individuals and
groups in society










Suggest ways they
can put their love
for others into
action

GRADE FOUR
Examine the
importance of
receiving and
offering forgiveness



GRADE FIVE
Examine the
importance of
demonstrating love
and forgiveness
within the family

Examine the
loving and
forgiving nature of
God

Use a biblical
example to illustrate
forgiveness within
the family structure



Apply Jesus’
teachings on love
and forgiveness to
their lives

Solve family
problems in a loving
and forgiving manner



Use prayer as a
means of seeking
God’s forgiveness



Analyze the effects
of unforgiveness on
family relationships

Examine situations
when forgiveness is
difficult





XXVII

GRADE SIX
Explore parables
of love and
forgiveness told by
Jesus



Explore scriptural
passages related to
forgiving others

Express a
willingness to
forgive others



RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
CHART
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith.
Theme: Celebrating Easter



GRADE ONE
Relate the story of
the Triumphant
Entry of Jesus into
Jerusalem



Describe how
Jesus was
honoured as a king



Explain how Jesus
can be honoured as
King of their lives







GRADE TWO
Relate the story of
the Triumphant
Entry of Jesus into
Jerusalem
Explain the
significance of the
use of palm
branches and the
donkey
Describe how Palm
Sunday is
celebrated by
churches today






GRADE THREE
Relate the story of
Jesus’ arrest and trial
Describe the various
emotions Jesus may
have felt during His
arrest and trial
Suggest lessons that
could be learnt from
Jesus’ arrest and trial



GRADE FOUR
Identify various trials /
hardships individuals
may face in life






Examine Jesus’
response to trial and
persecution



Explore scriptural
passages related to
dealing with everyday
trials



Discover ways to
show compassion for
those who are
experiencing trials and
difficulties

XXVIII

GRADE FIVE
Explain the term
“sacrifice”
Compare and
contrast Jesus’
sacrifice to the
sacrifices made in
the Old Testament



Examine the
significance of
Jesus’ sacrifice



Give examples of
everyday sacrifices
people make



GRADE SIX
Examine the
significance of the
Lord’s Supper



Explain what the
symbols used during
the Lord’s Supper
represent



Discover ways in
which the Lord’s
Supper is observed in
various Christian
churches



Examine the
importance of
observing the Lord’s
Supper with the right
attitude

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

GRADE ONE
 Relate the story of
Jesus’ crucifixion




Explain why Jesus
was willing to die
on the cross
Portray the events
of Jesus’ arrest and
crucifixion

GRADE TWO
 Explore the theme
of obedience in the
Easter story

GRADE THREE
 Relate the main
events in the
crucifixion of Jesus

GRADE FOUR
 Relate the main
events in the
crucifixion of Jesus







Conclude that
Jesus’ death is a
wonderful example
of obedience




Explore ways to
demonstrate
obedience in their
daily lives


Compare and
contrast the two
thieves on the cross
Infer why Jesus
forgave the thief on
the cross and those
who crucified Him



Use prayer as a
means of asking for
and receiving
forgiveness

XXIX

Examine the
reaction of various
witnesses to the
death of Jesus
Examine the impact
that Jesus’ death
had on mankind

GRADE FIVE
 Explain how Jesus’
death demonstrated
God’s love for
humanity



GRADE SIX
Examine the path of
suffering Jesus took
from Gethsemane to
the cross



Examine the cruelty
of Jesus’ sufferings
and death



Explain why Jesus was
willing to suffer for
mankind



Examine the impact
of God’s love for
mankind



Justify suffering for
one’s faith



Demonstrate the
message of God’s
love

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter






GRADE ONE
Relate the story of
Jesus’ resurrection
Explain how Jesus’
resurrection brings
joy to individuals
Portray the joy
Jesus’ resurrection
brings






GRADE TWO
Relate the story of
Jesus’ resurrection
Explain how Jesus’
resurrection
demonstrated His
power
Explore ways to
celebrate Jesus’
resurrection

GRADE THREE
 Explain the
importance of
Jesus’ resurrection




Discover how
Jesus’ resurrection
brings new life
Participate in the
celebration of Jesus’
resurrection





GRADE FOUR
Summarize the
story of Jesus’
resurrection
Document evidence
of Jesus’
resurrection from
the scriptures










Examine the
reaction of key
persons to Jesus’
resurrection
Participate in the
celebration of Jesus’
resurrection

XXX



GRADE FIVE
Summarize the
story of Jesus’
resurrection



GRADE SIX
Explain why Easter
is an important
festival for
Christians

Explain how Jesus’
resurrection brings
hope to individuals



Highlight the main
events of the Easter
story

Examine scriptures
which deal with
hope



Document ways in
which Easter is
celebrated in
various Christian
denominations in
The Bahamas



Examine the
significance of the
symbols associated
with Easter

Suggest ways to
share the hope that
Jesus’ resurrection
brings

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Respect

GRADE ONE
 State the meaning of
the word ‘respect”



Examine the Golden
Rule

GRADE TWO
 Explain in their own
words what it means
to respect others

GRADE THREE
 Explain the terms
“opinions” and
“beliefs”





Demonstrate respect
for themselves and
others


Suggest reasons
why people
disrespect each
other
Explore scriptural
verses related to
respecting others



Use biblical examples
to examine the
consequences or
effects of considering
the opinions of others
Demonstrate respect
for people’s opinions
and beliefs

GRADE FOUR
 State the
importance of
respecting
property

GRADE FIVE
 Explain the terms
“prejudice” and
“discrimination”
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Explain the
significance of
keeping the eighth
and tenth
Commandments
Formulate
guidelines for
displaying respect
for property





Examine factors
that may cause
discrimination
Examine Jesus’
response to Jewish
customs that
promoted
discrimination
Explore ways to
foster good
relationships
between people of
different races or
religions

GRADE SIX
 Explain what it
means to have
respect for authority
or leadership


Study biblical
characters who
demonstrated
respect for
leadership /authority
figures



Demonstrate respect
for persons in
authority

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Friendship

GRADE ONE
 Identify the
qualities of a friend

GRADE TWO
 Identify the
qualities of a friend

GRADE THREE
 Explore the benefits
of true friendship



Use a biblical
example of
friendship





Discover ways to
show appreciation
for their friends





Explore ways to
build good
friendships
Use biblical and
contemporary
stories of friendship



Use a biblical
example to illustrate
the benefits of
friendship
Express appreciation
for their friends

GRADE FOUR
 Explore the
benefits of true
friendship

GRADE FIVE
 Identify values that
are important when
choosing a friend



Explain how Jesus
demonstrated
friendship



Explore the benefits
of having a friend




Discover ways to
make and keep
friends

Explore scriptural
passages related to
friendship




XXXII

Interpret
scriptures and
famous quotes
about friendship

Discover ways to
form friendships
with persons of
different races or
cultures



GRADE SIX
Examine the positive
and negative aspects
of friendship



Use biblical examples
to illustrate the
positive and negative
aspects of friendship



Form judgments about
potential dangers
friends should avoid



Recommend ways to
build healthy
friendships

RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHART
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Pentecost / Whitsun







GRADE ONE
Relate the story of the
coming of the Holy
Spirit

GRADE TWO
 Relate the story
of the coming of
the Holy Spirit

GRADE THREE
 Relate the story of
the coming of the
Holy Spirit

GRADE FOUR
 Communicate the
story of the coming
of the Holy Spirit

GRADE FIVE
 State the origin of
the Festival of
Pentecost/Whitsun

GRADE SIX
 Communicate the
story of the coming
of the Holy Spirit

Explain why Jesus
promised to send the
Holy Spirit to His
disciples









Relate the story of
the coming of the
Holy Spirit





Identify
characteristics that
the Holy Spirit
produces in
individuals

Investigate ways in
which Pentecost is
celebrated by
churches in The
Bahamas



Describe the role of
the Holy Spirit in
people’s lives



Use various
symbols to describe
the Holy Spirit

Describe the changes
that the disciples
experienced after the
Holy Spirit came



Explain why
Pentecost is
celebrated by
churches today
Explain how the
Holy Spirit helps
individuals





Explain why the
Jewish festival of
Pentecost was
celebrated
Explain why
Pentecost is
celebrated by
churches today
Discover ways in
which the Holy
Spirit helps
individuals

Describe how the
early church was
impacted by the
coming of the Holy
Spirit



Study biblical
characters whose
lives were changed
by the Holy Spirit



Conclude that the
Holy Spirit gives
individuals courage
and power
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Demonstrate ways
in which the fruit of
the Spirit is revealed
in mankind

PRIMARY RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
GRADE FOUR

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teaching of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Describe God as being
omnipotent

Discover how God
used/uses His power to
help mankind

CONTENT
God is omnipotent or all powerful.
He reigns over the earth He created.
He provides for the animals and
mankind. God has miraculous power
to heal individuals and to forgive
sins. He even has power over death,
as He raised Jesus from the dead.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Brainstorm the word “omnipotent”
using a web.
Locate, read and discuss the
following verses from the Good
News Bible: Psalm 147:5 &
Jeremiah 17:14

In small groups, perform dramatic
reading of the poem, “God has the
Power.”
In the Bible, God used His power to View and discuss:
 pictures of the creation story
deliver the Jews, His chosen people
 scenes from the Story of Moses
from slavery. In the wilderness, He
and Miracles of Jesus DVD
provided food, water and other basic

pictures showing God’s power
needs for them. He even helped
from various stories in the
them fight many battles against their
Children’s Bible
enemies. God also used His power
to help and heal many people. God Use a chart to compare how God
still uses His power to help and heal helped individuals in the Bible days
individuals today.
to how He helps individuals today.

1

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
Psalm 147:15
Jeremiah 17:14

Group presentation of poetry
using the poems and songs
rubric

Study Jesus’ Teachings, Unit 11,
“God has the Power” (p. 267)

Participation in class
discussion using the group
discussion rubric

Creation felts and bulletin board
pictures
felt board
DVDs – Story of Moses, Miracles
of Jesus
DVD player & television

Comparison chart
Comparison chart

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teaching of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

OBJECTIVES
Discover how God’s
power could be accessed
through faith and
obedience to the
scriptures

CONTENT
When individuals have strong faith
in God and obey His Word, He gives
them power to live for Him. He also
gives them power to fight and win
their everyday battles.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss what faith is and how it is
developed. Use the following
scriptures:
Hebrews 11:1, Matthew 21:21 &
Philippians 4:13

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Use Hebrews Chapter 11 – The Faith
Chapter. Record the names of
biblical characters mentioned and the
things they accomplished because of
their faith.

Lists of names &
accomplishments

Repeat an action prayer using Praisen-Raise banners.
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RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
Hebrews, 11:1, Matthew 21:21,
Philippians 4:13
Study Jesus’ Teachings, Unit 11,
“Action prayer” (p. 287)
Praise-n-Raise banners
File paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teaching of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain how Jesus’
divine nature was
revealed through
miracles

Produce evidence from
the Bible to show how
miracles impacted the
lives of the disciples and
others

CONTENT
Jesus is the Son of God who came to
earth to save mankind. While on
earth, Jesus performed many
miracles. He healed the sick, gave
sight to the blind, caused the lame to
walk, cast out evil spirits and even
raised the dead. He was able to
perform such miracles through the
power of God.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss definition of the word
“miracle.”

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Use the following scriptures to verify
Jesus’ divine nature: John 1:1-18 &
Luke 10:21.
View & discuss scenes from the
DVD - Miracles of Jesus or use felt
cut-outs – The Miracles of Jesus
Read stories of Jesus’ miracles from
the Children’s Bible. Discuss Jesus’
miracles and their impact on various
groups of people. Use chart below:

The miracles Jesus performed
impacted the lives of His disciples
and others who witnessed them. The
Bible tells us that many people
believed in God because of the
miracles Jesus performed. Many of
Miracles How people
the religious leaders, however, did
reacted
not believe that God gave Jesus the
power to perform miracles. They
were jealous of Jesus and spread the
lie that He got His power from Satan. Group work – News report on one of
(Mark 3)
Jesus’ miracles.
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RESOURCES
DVD – Miracles of Jesus
DVD player & television
Story Time Felts – Miracles of
Jesus & felt board
Good News Bible for Children:
John 1:1-18, Luke 10:21

Information on chart

2-column chart

News report scripts using report The Children’s Bible in 365
rubric.
Stories:
“Four Friends Find a Way” (pp.
Presentation of news reports of 303-304)
“Who can Forgive Sins?” (p. 305)
Jesus’ miracles (group work).
Use rubric for speeches.
“Not on the Sabbath!” (p. 306)
“He’s Mad!” (p. 307)
Guidelines for writing news
report

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teaching of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify miracles that
occur every day

CONTENT
Miracles still happen even today.
Many people in modern times have
experienced events they cannot fully
explain. People have been healed of
diseases, the blind have received
their sight and people have been
forgiven of their sins.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
View and discuss scenes from a
healing service e.g. Benny Hinn
Crusade (TBN).
Students share stories of miracles
that happened to them or to people
they know.
Sing the song, “Is Any Sick Among
You?”
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ASSESSMENT
Discussion, using the group
discussion rubric

RESOURCES
Video of a healing service
Foundations of Faith Handbook,
“Is Any Sick Among You?”(p.
79) – song & CD
CD player

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDEIS
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teaching of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Describe the New
Testament as a record of
Jesus’ life and teachings

State what a gospel is
and identify the four
gospels

CONTENT
The Bible is divided into two main
parts – the Old Testament and the
New Testament.
The New
Testament is a record of Jesus’ life
and teachings. It is a collection of
twenty-seven books written by a
number of authors.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
Use the chart, Books of the Bible to
Time lines – correct order of
identify books in the New Testament. events

The first four books of the New
Testament (Matthew, Mark, Luke
and John) are called the Gospels.
The word ‘gospel’ means “good
news.”
The gospel writers were so excited
about their “good news” that they
wanted to share it with others. They
wanted people to know that Jesus
was the Messiah. They also wanted
to preserve the message of Jesus for
future generations.

Examine Good News Bibles, locate
the Four Gospels. Discuss possible
reasons why the gospels were
written.

RESOURCES
Chart – Books of the Bible
Time-line

In groups, produce a time line of
Jesus’ life. Record the main events.

Information in 2-column notes
worksheet

2-column notes worksheet

Oral responses

Good News Bible for Children

Record important teachings from
various books of the New Testament
e.g. Hebrews teaches about faith,
Philippians teaches about joy and
peace etc. Use a 2-column notes
worksheet.

Group work – Students write a song
or poem entitled, “Good News.”
Share song or poem with the class.
Complete the activity – Good News
Shoes. Design the shoe shape and
write a message about Jesus on it.
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File paper
Written songs or poems, using
rubric for poems and songs.
Study Jesus’ Teachings, “Good
News Shoes” (p. 187)
Shoe templates

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teaching of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Discover teachings that
are common to all four
gospels

Explore ways to share
the good news about
Jesus

CONTENT
The four gospels teach about the life,
death and resurrection of Jesus. The
divine nature of Jesus is revealed in
the gospels (Christ, Son of God,
Lord, Saviour etc.). The gospels
teach that God has power to perform
miracles and to forgive sins.
Lessons on how to live are included
in all of the gospels.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Examine and discuss a comparison
chart of the Four Gospels. Discuss
common teachings.

Christians have been given the
responsibility to spread the good
news about Jesus to others (Matt.
28:19).
Individuals can spread the good
news by showing love and helping
others. The good news can be also
spread through the print media,
television and the internet.

Sing the song, “Go Ye Therefore and
Teach All Nations.”

Messages about Jesus on index
cards (Special delivery)

Song, “Go Ye Therefore and
Teach All Nations.”

Paper craft – Special delivery
activity.

Printed e-mails

Fold-n-Hold Object Talks,
“Special Delivery,” (pp. 14-15)

Send an e-mail about Jesus to a
friend or relative

Scripture memorization

Coloured copy paper, scissors,
envelope pattern, index card, seals

Memorize John 3:16 and share the
message of God’s love with a friend
during lunch time.

Teacher-made test using a
variety of questions (See
Appendix)

Internet

Record a list of teachings that can be
found in the gospels

ASSESSMENT
Discussion, using the group
discussion rubric
Lists of teachings from the
gospels

RESOURCES
http://catholicresources.org/Bible/Four_Gospel_
Chart.htm
(Comparison chart – four
gospels)
Note books
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Teacher-made test

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Honouring God

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore Jesus’ teachings
about prayer

CONTENT
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
While on earth, Jesus taught His Read and discuss story, “Lord Teach
followers many lessons about prayer. us to Pray.” Use the popcorn reading
Key teachings about prayer include: strategy.
•
•
•
•
•

•

Explain how God is
honoured when we pray

Prayers done in secret will be
rewarded openly
Write Jesus’ main teachings about
Individuals should use honest prayer in note form. Use Matthew
and simple words
6:5-13 & Luke 11:1-12.
God should be honoured before
we make requests for food,
forgiveness and protection
God will give good gifts to His
children.
Individuals must ask and seek
God for what they want.

Jesus taught His disciples a famous
prayer called the “Lord’s Prayer.”
He said that the first thing we must
do when we pray is to honour God as
“Our Father.” We honour God in
prayer by reverently addressing Him
as Father, Saviour, Creator, Provider
and other precious names. We also
honour Him by telling Him how
much we love him and by giving
thanks for all He provides.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Lord Teach us to Pray!”
(p. 300)

Notes – Jesus’ teaching on
prayer

Good News Bible for Children:
Matthew 6:5-13, Luke 11:1-12

Listen to and sing the song, “The
Lord’s Prayer”
Talk about ways to honour God in
prayer – what we say and how we
present ourselves.
Write a list of special names for God
from the Bible.
Write a paragraph entitled, “Ways to
Honour God When We Pray.”
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http://www.youtube.com
Song, “The Lord’s Prayer”
Oral responses.

Good News Bible for Children –
Names for God

Recorded lists of names for
God

File paper

Paragraphs with at least five
ways to honour God in prayer.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Honouring God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Analyze the Lord’s
Prayer

Use the Lord’s Prayer as
a model for personal
prayers

CONTENT
The Lord’s Prayer (Matthew 6:9-13),
can be analyzed in sections. The
first two verses address God as
Father and offer praise to Him. In
verses 11-13 special requests are
made for food, forgiveness and
protection. The prayer ends with the
closing, “in Jesus’ name.”

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and analyze the Lord’s Prayer
in sections. Discuss how God is
honoured when we pray.
Compare the Lord’s prayer to a letter
and its parts. (Greeting, body and
closing)

Complete glove activity from
“Prayer Fingers.”
Individuals should use the Lord’s Write personal prayers using the
Prayer as a model for personal Lord’s Prayer as a guide. Share
prayers. Our prayers should begin in prayers with a partner.
praise to God for who He is. We can
then ask Him to supply our daily Spend quiet time in prayer and
needs and to forgive our sins. We reflection.
should follow Jesus’ example when
we pray.
Complete Bible puzzle, “Talking to
God.”
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ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
Matthew 6:9-13

Comparison using parts of a
letter

Bible Messages Make-N-Takes,
“Prayer Fingers” (pp. 78-79) –
glove activity & letter comparison

Correct labeling of prayer
fingers

Chart with the Lord’s Prayer
Chart - Parts of a letter

Written prayers

File paper
Bible Puzzles for Kids Ages 6-8,
“Talking to God” (p. 89)

Completed puzzles

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Discovering my Identity

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify their personal
interests and abilities

Examine the connection
between a person’s
abilities and his/her
future career

CONTENT
Christians believe that God created
everyone uniquely. A child's abilities
and interests may fluctuate as he/she
grows and develops. It is important
that children participate in many
different activities so they can
determine which ones they are really
good at and what they enjoy doing.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
The students will take a personal
interest inventory to identify their
personal interests and abilities.

God has given us many talents and
interests that can support our life’s
purpose. An individual’s abilities can
help him/her choose a future career.
For example, a person who can draw
well may become an artist or
architect.

Students compile a list of special
abilities and careers they may be
connected to, in a 2-column chart.

Charts with skills/abilities and
related careers

2-column chart

Students will dress up to represent
occupations they are interested in.
They will share the skills that are
needed for that career.

Costumes and presentations

Costumes

Show and tell – Students bring items
from home and talk about their
interests e.g. sports magazines,
computer games etc.
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ASSESSMENT
Completed interest inventories

RESOURCES
What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “A Snapshot of Me” (pp.1011)

Presentations, using rubric for
speeches

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Discovering my Identity

•

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
Explore biblical
Gideon and Moses are two biblical
examples of persons who examples of person who doubted
doubted their abilities
their abilities. Gideon doubted his
ability to defeat the Midianites; he
told the Lord he was the weakest in
his father’s house. Moses said that
he was not a good speaker and would
not be able to speak before King
Pharaoh. In spite of their doubts,
God used both of these men to
accomplish special tasks.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the stories of
Gideon and Moses.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
Judges 6: 1-27, Exodus 4:10-17

Write lessons that both Gideon and
Moses learnt from their experiences.
e.g. God uses people who are weak
and makes them strong.

Information recorded –lessons
learnt

File paper

Interpret scriptural
verses that encourage
positive thinking

Locate, read and discuss the meaning
of the following scriptures:
Philippians 4:13, Psalm 54:4, Psalm
20:7 & Jeremiah 29:11. (Display
scriptures on transparencies.)

Interpretation of scripture

Good News Bible for Children:
Philippians 4:13, Psalm 54:4,
Psalm 20:7, Jeremiah 29:11

God’s word contains many scriptures
that encourage individuals to be
strong, courageous and positive
about their lives and future.
Philippians 4:13 states, “I have the
strength to face all conditions by the
power that Christ gives me.”
According to this scripture,
individuals have the power to
accomplish their goals through faith
in Jesus Christ.

In groups, use the words from the
scriptures above to create a song or
chant that encourages classmates to
be strong and think positively.
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Songs, using rubric for poems
and songs

Transparencies and overhead
projector
File paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Serving Others

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain what it means to
serve others

Study Jesus’ example of
service to others

CONTENT
Christians believe that a part of their
purpose in life is to serve others. To
serve means “to give assistance or
help; to answer a purpose.” Service
must be rendered with the right
attitude.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Brainstorm the definitions of the
words “purpose” and “service.” Use
dictionaries for further clarification.

Most of Jesus’ earthly ministry was
spent in service to others.
He
willingly helped those who were
sick, physically challenged or
possessed with demons. He wanted
people to know that God loved and
cared for them.

Review and discuss examples of
Jesus’ acts of service. Use the
stories: “Jesus Makes People Well”
& “Looking after Others.”

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Webster’s Dictionary – meanings
of the words “purpose” and
“service”

Oral responses

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories:
“Jesus Makes People Well” (p.
295)
“Looking After Others” (p. 368)

Dramatize an example of good and
bad service. Students provide
feedback based on the demonstration.

Draw cartoon scripts depicting some
of Jesus’ acts of service.

Just before Jesus ate the last
Passover Meal with His disciples, He
taught them an important lesson
about serving others.
He then
instructed them to follow His
example of unselfish service.
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Cartoon scripts - accurate
content depicted. Use rubric
for drawing.

Paper for cartoon scripts

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Serving Others

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore ways to serve
others

CONTENT
There are many ways in which
individuals can render service to
others.
Acts of service include
sharing one’s resources, taking care
of sick family members etc.
Individuals must sometimes consider
the needs of others above their own.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
In groups write a speech – Topic:
“Serving others - a joy or pain.”
Reporter shares speech.

ASSESSMENT
Ideas presented during speech
presentations.
Use rubric for speeches.

Students decide on an act of service
and carry it out.

Participation in special act of
service

Journal writing – Response to my act
of service.

Journal writing, using journal
response rubric
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RESOURCES
Journal Writing books

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Overcoming Obstacles

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify reasons why
persons do not fulfill
their purpose in life

Investigate the lives of
biblical characters who
were influenced
negatively

CONTENT
Christians believe that everyone has
a special purpose to fulfill on the
earth. However there are many
persons who do not fulfill their life’s
purpose because of the following
reasons:

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss reasons why persons do not
fulfill their purpose in life. Record
reasons on chalkboard.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Students’ attitudes &
Create an obstacle course and label
expressions
various obstacles along the course
• Laziness or lack of strength
(fear, laziness etc.). Complete the
• Fear
obstacle course moving over the
• Listening to negative advice
labeled obstacles confidently. Chant,
• Following bad examples
“I have victory over…. (fear, laziness
These reasons could be referred to as etc.)
obstacles.
The Bible tells the story of two men, Teacher prepares a list of questions
Group reports
Ahab and Judas who were influenced for students to find answers for. In
negatively. Ahab was influenced by groups students read the life stories
his wife Jezebel and Judas was of Ahab and Judas and record
influenced by the Religious Leaders answers to questions. E.g. How were
and his own greed. Individuals must Ahab and Judas negatively
be careful about who they allow to influenced? How were their lives
advise them.
affected by the choices they made?
Reporters will share answers with the
class.
Write a list of lessons that can be
learnt from the stories of Ahab and
Judas in note books.
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Lists of lessons learnt

RESOURCES
Chalkboard

Materials for obstacles course,
such as: cardboard boxes, ropes,
chairs etc.
Cards for labels

The Children’s Bible in 356
Stories: “Ahab’s Kitchen
Garden” (pp. 192-193)
“The Enemy Inside” (P. 366)
“Judas’ Story” (p.374)

Note books

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Overcoming Obstacles

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore scriptural
passages related to
following the advice of
others

CONTENT
The Bible contains a number of
scriptures that relate to following the
advice of others.
Proverbs 4:1
encourages children to listen to the
teachings of their fathers. In II
Timothy 3:54, Paul encourages
Timothy to remember what he was
taught from the Holy Scriptures.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use Bibles to locate and discuss the
following scriptures: Proverbs 4: 1-5
& II Timothy 3:10-16.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
Proverbs 4: 1-5 & II Timothy
3:10-16

In groups, create a banner displaying
the message interpreted from one of
the scriptures above.

Banners, using artwork rubric

Materials for banner: paper,
markers, glue etc.

Choose to avoid negative To avoid negative influences,
influences in life
individuals can:• Submit themselves in prayer
asking for God’s help and
guidance.
• Study the Bible and learn
from the lives of people who
pleased and displeased God.
• Connect with persons who
will encourage and support
them.

The students will compile a list, with
a buddy, of all the negative
influences or challenges they face
daily. The students will share and
discuss through role play, solutions
to overcome these obstacles.

Role-play

File paper

Students will pray silently for God’s
guidance as they go through life.

Oral responses

Listen to the song, “I Look to You,”
by Whitney Houston. Briefly discuss
– Who should you look to for
help/advice?
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http://www.youtube.com
Song, “I Look to You,” by
Whitney Houston

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Thanksgiving

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Communicate the story of
the first Thanksgiving

Compare and contrast
Thanksgiving
celebrations in The
Bahamas and the United
States

CONTENT
The story of the first Thanksgiving is
historically connected to the Pilgrims
who came from England to America in
search of religious freedom. The
Pilgrims arrived at Plymouth Rock on
December 11, 1620. Their first winter
was devastating. However, the harvest
of 1621 was a bountiful one, and the
colonists decided to celebrate with a
feast. They invited the Indians who had
helped them survive their first year. It is
believed that the Pilgrims would not
have made it through the year without
the help of the natives.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Complete a K.W.L. chart of the
Thanksgiving story

ASSESSMENT
Completed K.W.L. chart

Draw and paint pictures of the
Pilgrims and Indians eating together.
Write a Thanksgiving message.

Drawings of the Pilgrims
and Indians eating together,
using the drawing rubric

In the United States, Thanksgiving Day
is a holiday which is celebrated on the
fourth Thursday in November. The
festivities include family dinners with a
traditional turkey as the main course. In
The Bahamas, festivities are similar to
those in the United States, and include
the traditional turkey dinner.

Research information about how
Thanksgiving is celebrated in the
United States using the internet.

Research

K.W.L. chart

Use the internet to view the
Thanksgiving story
Write a paragraph about the story of
Thanksgiving

RESOURCES
http://www.apples4theteacher.com
(Thanksgiving story)

Short paragraphs, using
essay rubric

File paper
Paper for artwork, crayons,
coloured pencils etc.

http://www.apples4theteacher.com
(Thanksgiving story)
Computers

Complete a chart comparing
Thanksgiving in The Bahamas and
the United States.
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Comparison chart

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Thanksgiving

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain what various
Thanksgiving symbols
represent

CONTENT
The symbols of Thanksgiving
include the following:
turkey,
cornucopia,
cranberry,
corn,
pumpkin etc. The turkey is the main
symbol of Thanksgiving.
The
cornucopia is also called the “horn of
plenty.”

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
View pictures of Thanksgiving
symbols and discuss the meanings of
the various symbols.
Draw and colour Thanksgiving
symbols such as a turkey, cornucopia
and corn. Mount a classroom display.
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ASSESSMENT
Display of Thanksgiving
symbols with correct
information

RESOURCES
http://www.thanksgiving-day.org/
(symbols)
Drawing paper, crayons, markers,
scissors, display boards / chart
paper.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
Describe the main events The Bible records vivid details about
surrounding the birth of
the birth of Jesus Christ. The main
Jesus
events include the following:
• The visitation of the angel to
Mary and Joseph
• The journey to Bethlehem for
the census
• The birth of Jesus in a stable
• The shepherds visit Baby
Jesus

Infer why Jesus was
born in a stable

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Define words: census, trough,
humble etc.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Greatest Heroes and Legends of
the Bible DVD – The Nativity
Television/ DVD Player

Watch a movie depicting the events
surrounding the birth of Jesus. While
watching students will be required to
make notes of specific details.
Students will discuss their findings
after the movie.

Use felt cut-outs to sequence the
story of Jesus’ birth.
Jesus was born in a stable and not in Use a chart to compare a stable to a
a palace.
Some Bible scholars palace.
believe that because Jesus was born
in such a lowly place, He can Discuss possible reasons why Jesus
identify with the poorest and weakest was born in a stable.
among us. Jesus is the King of Kings
and could have been born in a
palace. Instead, He chose the path of
humility, lowliness and simplicity.
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RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Jesus is Born” (p. 279)

Birth of Jesus felts
Felt board
Correct order of felt cut-outs
Comparison chart

Oral responses

2-column chart

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

OBJECTIVES
Conclude that humble
beginnings can lead to
greatness

CONTENT
Jesus was born in a lowly and
humble place yet He became the
Saviour of the whole world. Many
other Biblical characters have
journeyed
from
obscurity
to
greatness.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
List the names of Bible characters
who achieved greatness. Identify
their winning characteristics e.g.
Joseph was faithful and forgiving.

Research – Write about the lives of
Bahamians who achieved greatness.
Today, there are many examples of E.g. Sir Lynden Pindling, Sir Milo
individuals who came from humble Butler etc.
backgrounds yet they became great
because of hard work and
determination.
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ASSESSMENT
Lists of characters and their
winning characteristics

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories
Drawing paper, crayons etc.

Research

Internet -Information about
famous Bahamians

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Summarize the story of
the birth of Jesus

Study paintings or
pictures of the manger
scene

CONTENT
The birth of Jesus was a very
significant event in history. Mary
and Joseph were chosen as Jesus’
earthly parents. Jesus was born in
Bethlehem in a stable. The news of
Jesus’ birth was heralded by the
angels to the shepherds. They found
Jesus in the stable and worshipped
Him. Later, the wise men found
Jesus in a house and presented
special gifts to Him. Jesus’ birth
brought love, joy and peace to all
mankind.
Over the years many artists have
painted their interpretation of the
nativity scene. The main characters
depicted in the nativity/manger
scene are the infant Jesus, Mary and
Joseph. Some scenes include the
shepherds, the wise men, angels and
sheep. The figures are usually
displayed in a stable.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read the story of the birth of Jesus
from The Children’s Bible.

ASSESSMENT

In groups write a summary of the
story, allowing each group member
to contribute a sentence.

Summaries, using essay rubric

Write an acrostic using the word
Christmas. Each letter should be
used to describe an event from the
Christmas story.

Acrostics

View paintings or pictures of the
manger scene. Describe the scene
and expressions of the characters
depicted.

Oral responses

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365 Stories,
“God’s Promise Comes True” (pp.
279-284)
File paper
http://www.jesuscentral.com
(The story of Christmas)

Paintings or pictures of the manger
scene from books, real paintings or
from the internet.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nativityscene

Make a mural of the manger scene.
Organize students into groups that
would be responsible for drawing
different aspects of the manger
scene. E.g. The shepherds, Baby
Jesus etc. Students evaluate the final
product.
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Presentation of mural, using
the artwork rubric

(nativity scenes)
Paper for drawings, crayons,
colouring pencils, scissors etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

OBJECTIVES
Demonstrate the
message of Christmas

CONTENT
The message of Christmas is
revealed in the manger. Jesus Christ
the Son of God came down from
heaven and was born in a lowly
stable.
This act of obedience
demonstrated His love for mankind.
Individuals should demonstrate love,
peace and joy everyday.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
Discuss the message of the Christmas Oral responses
story. Concentrate on love, joy and
peace as key themes. Role play
expressions of love, joy and peace.
Create a manger scene using various
materials and dramatize the
Christmas story.
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RESOURCES
Foundations of Faith Handbook,
“Christmas Play” (p. 27-28)
Props: scroll, mats for beds,
manger, donkey and presents for
the wise men

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Choices

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain the importance
of setting goals

Use biblical examples of
persons who achieved
their goals

CONTENT
Children that start ahead, stay ahead.
Goal setting is by far the best way to
start ahead and secure one’s future.
Effective goal setting is one of the
most important habits one can
develop. It is an essential skill for
achieving success in all areas of life.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Teacher role plays a character that is
experiencing frustration because
he/she is not accomplishing his/her
goals. Discussion develops from role
play.

Two biblical examples of persons
who achieved their goals are Noah
and Nehemiah. Noah took a long
time but he completed the ark God
instructed him to build. Nehemiah
supervised the rebuilding of the
walls of Jerusalem. Both of these
men experienced challenges and
opposition. However, they did not
give up.

The teacher will share a power point
presentation about Noah and
Nehemiah. Discuss how they
persevered in the face of difficulties.

ASSESSMENT
Discussion, using the group
discussion rubric.

RESOURCES

1. What is a goal?
2. Why is goal setting important?
3. How do I use goals?

Students will write a story about
never giving up using Noah or
Nehemiah as an example.

Oral responses

Stories written by students
using essay rubric.

The Children’s Bible in 356
Stories: “The Story of Noah” (pp.
17-19)
“Rebuilding the Walls” (p. 253)
http://www.bibleforchildren.org
Teacher-made power point
presentation on the stories of
Noah and Nehemiah
Laptop Computer
LCD Projector
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Choices

•

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
Formulate personal goals Students can formulate personal
goals based on the main areas of
their lives. These areas are spiritual,
academic, physical and social. A
spiritual goal may be to spend quiet
time with God each day.
An
academic goal may be to achieve a
B+ in Mathematics. A physical goal
may be to exercise or spend time
outside each day. A social goal may
be to make a new friend.
Outline steps to achieve After goals have been formulated,
personal goals
individuals must outline steps needed
to achieve goals. An action plan
must be developed. Individuals must
do the following:
• List
the strategies for
achieving goal
• List the resources needed
• Consider possible blocks and
ways of dealing with
challenges
• Set deadlines

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Students write a list of 2-3 goals based
on the four areas discussed.

ASSESSMENT
Lists of goals written by
students. Peer & teacher
assessment.

Share goals with a classmate.
Classmate will evaluate goals and give
recommendations.
Journal Writing - I would really be
proud of myself if I …

Complete a graphic organizer for goal
setting.
To achieve good grades

Behaviour

Attitudes

Study for
tests

Be positive
and focused
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RESOURCES
File paper

Journals
Journal writing, using journal
response rubric

Completed graphic organizer
outlining steps to achieve
personal goals.

http://www.edhelper.com
(Graphic organizers)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to every day living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain what courage is
in their own words

Study biblical and
contemporary characters
who were courageous

CONTENT
Courage is having mental or moral
strength to complete a task, stand
against danger, fear or difficulty.
Courage enables individuals to
perform tasks that seem difficult or
sometimes even impossible to do.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Brainstorm the word, “courage”
using a web.

In the Bible, the story of the Three
Hebrew Boys is an excellent
example of courage in the face of
danger. These three young men
were thrown in a fiery furnace
because they refused to worship an
idol set up by King Nebuchadnezzar.
God delivered them because of their
courage and faith.

Read and discuss the story of the
Three Hebrew boys. Use the
dramatic reading strategy. (Narrator
& assigned characters read story.)

Dramatic reading

Read the following contemporary
stories: “Trust the Pilot” & “The
Rope.” Use discussion questions
after each story.

Discussion

Complete a quick quiz worksheet
about boldness and participate in a
discussion about courage.
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ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Quick Quiz Talk Starters, “Told
with Boldness” (pp. 82 – 85)

Completed quick quiz
worksheets

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Four Men in the Fire”
(pp. 237, 238)
Foundations of Faith (Student
Book): “Trust the Pilot” (pp. 6-7)
“The Rope” (pp. 12-13)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to every day living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore ways to
overcome fear

Interpret the meaning of
famous quotes about
courage

CONTENT
When individuals are feeling afraid
they could read the Bible, pray, say a
special quote or do physical
exercises to help overcome their
fears. Each individual must find
ways to face his/her fears.

There are many famous quotes about
courage. These quotes are designed
to encourage individuals to preserve
and achieve their goals. Such quotes
can be applied to our daily lives.
Examples of quotes:
“There would be nothing to frighten you if
you refused to be afraid.” (Ghandi)

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
The students will memorize the
following Bible verses to help them
face their fears: Hebrews 13:6 & II
Timothy 1:7

ASSESSMENT
Memorization of related
scriptures

The teacher will organize students
into cooperative groups and give
them a situation where persons may
be fearful. Brainstorm solutions to
overcome/ fight that fear. Share
written findings.

Written information about
overcoming fear

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
Hebrews 13: 6
II Timothy 1:7
File paper

Listen to and sing the song, “Fear
Thou Not.”
Research famous quotes about
courage using online sources and the
library. Discuss the meanings of the
quotes.
Students record 2 quotes and explain
what each one means.

Write a message to a friend on index
“One man with courage makes a majority.” cards, encouraging him/her to be
courageous. Use one of the quotes
(Andrew Jackson)
discussed and state what it means.
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Quotes and meanings

Messages with quote and
meaning.

Foundations of Faith Handbook,
“Fear Thou Not” (p. 65) & CD

http://www.famousquotesand
authors.com/topics/courage
(quotes about courage)
Computers
Index cards

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to every day living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain why peace is an
important value

Apply scriptures about
peace to every day life

CONTENT
Peace is an important character trait.
It is the ability to be calm when there
is conflict or chaos all around. It
reduces stress or anxiety and allows
one to be free from worry. Peace is a
fruit of the Spirit.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Complete Quick Quiz #21 and the
activities in “Quiet-n- calm.”

ASSESSMENT
Information from quick quiz

The teacher will engage students in a Discussion, using the group
discussion that will be guided by the discussion rubric
question, “Why is peace an important
value?”

Quick Quiz Talk Starters, “Quietn-Calm” (pp.86 – 89)

The Bible contains many scriptures
on the theme, “peace.”
Such
scriptures encourage individuals to
stay calm in the midst of trouble and
to live in peace with others. If we
continuously submit ourselves to
God we will become more peaceful.
The Bible tells us in Isaiah 26:3,
“You, Lord, give perfect peace to
those who keep their purpose firm
and put their trust in you.”

Locate, read and discuss the
following verses in the Good News
Bible: Psalm 34:14, Romans 12:18,
Colossians 3:15 & Isaiah 26:3

Good News Bible for Children:
Psalm 34:14
Romans 12:18
Colossians 3:15
Isaiah 26:3

Oral responses

Recommendations from groups
Form peace circles in the classroom.
Each group will be given a card
describing a situation that needs a
peaceful solution. Group must give
recommendations based on scriptures
discussed.
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RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
Galatians 5:11

Index cards

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to every day living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
Predict what a peaceful
world would be like

CONTENT
Peace is also necessary for
harmonizing the world. A peaceful
world would be free from hate,
prejudice and violence. We would be
more tolerant and accepting of
persons who are different.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Write a letter to the Prime Minister
entitled, “My Wish for Peace in The
Bahamas.”
Write an acrostic poem about peace.
Students will sing the song, “We
Need Peace” by Landlord featuring
Luciano.
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ASSESSMENT
Letters, using the essay rubric

RESOURCES
Writing materials

Acrostic poems

http://www.youtube.com
Song, “We Need Peace,” by
Landlord.

SCOPE
SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to every day living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Give simple definitions
of the word “trust”

Compare personal
experiences involving
issues of trust

CONTENT
The word, “trust” means reliance on
the integrity or ability of a person or
thing. When you trust someone, you
have confidence in his/her ability
and character. There are many
persons we can trust in everyday life
namely our parents and teachers.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Brainstorm the meaning of the word
“trust,” using a web.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Webster’s Dictionary

Compile a list of persons who they trust
and who trust them.

Completed lists

File paper or note books

Experiences with regards to trust
vary from individual to individual.
Some persons in life have trusted
others to care and provide for them
and have not been deceived or let
down. Others have trusted
individuals who in return have hurt,
mislead or disappointed them. These
persons are sometimes fearful and
lack trust in others.

Discuss personal experiences involving
issues of trust. Students share feelings and
concerns.

Oral responses

Journals

Persons I trust
My parents
My teacher
Police officers
My pastor/priest

Persons that trust me
My parents
My sisters and brothers
My best friend

Journal Writing -Write about a time when
you were glad you trusted someone.
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Journal writing, using
journal response rubric

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to every day living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Use biblical examples of
persons who trusted God

Conclude that
individuals can trust the
promises of God

CONTENT
Two biblical examples of persons
who trusted God are Abraham and
Daniel. Abraham left his home, and
traveled to a country God promised
to direct him to. Daniel trusted God
and did not stop praying even when
his life was threatened. Both men
were guided and protected by God.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the stories, “The
Story of Abraham” & “Daniel Keeps
Praying.”

ASSESSMENT

God fulfilled the promises He made
to Abraham and other persons in the
Bible. Christians can be confident
that God will also bless and protect
them. God wants all Christians to
trust the promises He made to them
in the Bible. Some of them are:
 He will never forsake us
(Deut. 4:31)
 He promised us eternal life
(John 3:16)

Discuss the characteristics of God
that make Him trustworthy. E.g.
God is holy, faithful, omnipotent etc.

Oral responses

Students will make banners with a
scripture about trust written on them.

Presentation of banners, using
artwork rubric

Listen to and sing the songs, “God
Keeps His Promises” and “No Matter
What the Cost.” (Songs about
Abraham and Daniel)
Discuss the message or main idea of
each song.

Sing the song, “Trust and Obey”
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RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories: “The Story of Abraham”
(pp.23-25)
“Daniel Keeps Praying” (p.243244)
20 Bible Stories Every Child
Should Know: “God Keeps His
Promises” (p. 21)
“No Matter What the Cost” (p.45)

Good News Bible for Children:
Proverbs 3:5
Deuteronomy 4:31
Hebrews 9: 15
John 3:16
Strips of medium weight paper for
banners, markers etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to every day living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Define the word
“endurance”

Interpret scriptures
related to enduring
hardships

CONTENT
The ability to withstand difficulties
and hardship is called endurance.
Life is often filled with many
challenges.
Individuals
are
challenged by fear, sickness,
poverty, academic difficulties and
even abuse. They however, must
endure
such
difficulties
and
persevere.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Brainstorm the word, “endurance”
using a web.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Song, “Praise the Mighty Name
of the Lord,” by Apostle J.
Rodney Roberts

There are many scriptures that
encourage individuals to persevere in
the face of difficulties.
Paul
encouraged Timothy to “take part in
suffering like a loyal soldier of
Christ Jesus” (II Timothy 2:3). I
Corinthians 13:7 tells us that “love
endures all things.”

Assign a scripture on endurance to
each group. Groups will discuss
meaning of scripture and share with
the entire class.

Oral responses – meanings of
scriptures

With a buddy, students will think
about persons in the Bible who
endured difficult times. Research
information and write related
scriptures.
Examples: Hannah endured teasing
and shame, I Samuel Chapter 1.
Jesus endured the cross, Hebrews
12:2.

Lists of biblical examples and
scripture references

Good News Bible for Children:
I Samuel 1
II Timothy 2:1-7
I Corinthians 13:7
Matthew 10:22
Hebrews 12:2

Listen to the song, “Praise the
Mighty Name of the Lord.” Discuss
the message or main idea of the song.
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to every day living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Use contemporary
stories of persons who
endured great difficulties

Explore ways to cope
during difficult times

CONTENT
There are many every day examples
of persons who overcame great
challenges. Some of them are Sir
Lynden Pindling, Dame Doris
Johnson and Sir Sidney Poitier.
They
all
endured
poverty,
discrimination and other challenges
to become successful in life.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the biographies of
Sir Lynden, Sir Sydney Poitier &
Dame Doris Johnson. Discuss their
challenges and triumphs.

Christians can be confident that God
will help them to endure and
overcome any difficulty. He rewards
those who never give up. Ways to
cope during difficult times include:
• Pray often
• Read the Bible and memorize
scriptures about coping
• Talk to a special friend,
teacher or guidance counselor
• Participate in activities that
bring enjoyment
• Keep a positive attitude.

Discuss ways to cope during difficult
times. Record suggestions in
notebooks.

ASSESSMENT
Discussion, using the group
discussion rubric

RESOURCES
Biographies of Sir Lynden
Pindling, Dame Doris Johnson &
Sir Sidney Poitier

Poems, using rubric for poems
and songs

In groups write a poem about these
heroes and others who endured
difficulties. Share with the class.

The teacher will ask students to
anonymously write down a struggle
they are facing and place it into a
special prayer box. Students will
make a prayer circle and pray for
strength to face difficult times.
Use the chart, “How to Pray for
Kids,” as a guide.
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Written and oral responses

Notebooks
How to Pray for Kids Chart
Pieces of paper
Prayer box

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Caring for God’s Creation

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain the importance
of caring for persons in
the community

Use biblical examples of
persons who cared for
others

CONTENT
Caring is about how we treat each
other. It is very important to care for
individuals in the community who
may need help or are less fortunate.
This fosters a genuine spirit of
community and concern for the
welfare of others. God wants
individuals to care for persons in the
community who may need help or
are less fortunate. When you show
you care you feel good inside and
you help to uplift others.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
The teacher will lead students into a
discussion about the importance of
caring for persons in the community.

ASSESSMENT
Discussion, using the class
discussion rubric.

RESOURCES
What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “Caring” (pp. 19-20)

Jesus was the perfect example of
someone who cared for others. He
healed the sick, fed the hungry,
blessed the children and even
brought a widow’s son back to life.

In groups list the many ways Jesus
showed He cared for others.
Reporter shares with the class.

Lists produced by the groups

File paper

Read and discuss the story of
Tabitha.

Discussion

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Tears for Tabitha” (pp.
392-393)

Letters, using essay rubric

Good News Bible for Children:
Acts 9

TV commercials
In groups, write a TV commercial
about the importance of caring for
persons in the community.

In the book of Acts, Tabitha was one
of Jesus’ disciples who showed Write a letter to Peter telling him
concern for others. She used her about Tabitha’s work.
talents to sew clothing for all who
were poor or ill.
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File paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Caring for God’s Creation

•

OBJECTIVES
Investigate the lives of
local and international
persons who care/cared
for others

CONTENT
History records many wonderful
examples of persons who have
dedicated their lives to caring for
others. They include Mother Teresa,
Florence Nightingale and Nurse
Rosa Mae Bain.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
The students will watch videos and
Written reports, using the
read articles about Mother Teresa,
report rubric.
Florence Nightingale and Nurse Rosa
Mae Bain. They will examine their
contributions as humanitarians.
Complete a written project on one of
the following: Mother Teresa,
Florence Nightingale and Nurse Rosa
Mae Bain.

•

Propose a plan of action
to assist persons who are
neglected in the
community

There are many ways to show care
for persons who are neglected in the
community. Four important ways
are through your words, actions,
thoughts and gifts. Individuals
should always be thinking of ways to
assist persons who are in need.

Discuss a plan of action to assist
persons who are neglected in the
community: Ideas include:
• Read them stories
• Cook a meal for them
• Prepare a care basket filled
with goodies and necessities
(toiletries, clothing, food,
books)
Carry out plan.
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RESOURCES
http://www.youtube.com
(Mother Teresa, Florence
Nightingale)
http://www.thenassauguardian.com
(Information on Nurse Rosa Mae
Bain)
LCD projector, Laptop
Newspaper articles

Action plan & act of service

Writing materials
What Do You Stand For? For Kids,
“Caring” (pp. 21-25)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Rights / Responsibilities

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain the importance
of following the Ten
Commandments

CONTENT
God wanted the world to be a
peaceful place so He gave mankind
laws to follow. The Ten
Commandments was a set of laws
given by God to Moses. They teach
us love for God and love for others.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the Ten
Commandments.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Discuss how these laws govern the
way we live today.

Discussion

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365 Stories,
“The Ten Commandments – Loving
God” (p. 77)
Chart – Ten Commandment for Kids

Memorize the Ten Commandments.
Society has laws that individuals
must obey. Many of these laws are
based on the Ten Commandments.
When we break these laws we
dishonour God and sometimes hurt
others.
•

Suggest reasons why
There are many reasons why persons
persons break rules or
break rules or commit crimes in
commit crimes in society society. Some of these reasons
include anger, poverty, greed,
jealousy and self-defense. Most
crimes are committed because
individuals lack self-discipline and
self-control.

The teacher will share with students
newspaper articles, tape recordings
and videos of persons convicted of
various crimes. Discuss reasons why
these persons may have committed
crimes.
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Oral responses

http://www.thenassauguardian.com
(articles about crime)
LCD projector, Laptop
Newspaper articles

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Rights / Responsibilities

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify penalties for
various crimes in society

Examine the
consequences of sin and
crime on the wider
community

CONTENT
When individuals are arrested for
breaking laws or committing crimes,
they are tried in a court of law and
punished for their behaviour.
Penalties for crime vary from the
paying of fines to spending time in
jail. Some persons are even
executed.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
The teacher and students will create,
through role play, a courtroom scene
and have cases tried. While in the
courtroom, students will learn about
the penalties for various crimes in
society.

ASSESSMENT
Participation in creative role
play, using the dramatic skits
rubric

Crime causes persons in the
community to be fearful and even
angry. People try to protect
themselves by securing their homes,
churches and other buildings. People
are often less trusting of their
neighbours and persons who visit the
community.

The teacher will invite an expert
guest speaker to share their expertise
on the consequences of sin and crime
on the wider community.

Formulation of interview
questions

The students will formulate interview
questions for a Clergyman, Police
Officer or Prison Officer about crime
and its effect on society.
Reflect on interview experience in
journals.
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RESOURCES
Props – clothing, hats, wig, robe
etc.
Information about laws and
penalties for crimes

Guest speaker
File paper

Journal writing, using journal
response rubric

Journals

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Love and/or Forgiveness

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the importance
of receiving and offering
forgiveness

CONTENT
All individuals, at some point in their
lives, have been hurt by the actions
or words of another. They should
not spend time thinking about how
they will take vengeance, but rather
choose to forgive.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Brainstorm the concept of
“forgiveness.”

ASSESSMENT
Group participation

Use a Y Chart to respond to the
concept of “forgiveness.” Chart is
divided into three sections: sounds
like, looks like & feels like.

Completed Y Chart

RESOURCES
Y Chart
What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “Forgiveness – What does it
mean?” (pp. 66-68)

Robert Muller said, ‘To forgive is
the highest, most beautiful form of Read and discuss the passage,
love. In return, you will receive “Forgiveness - What does it mean?”
untold peace and happiness.’
•

Explore scriptural
passages related to
forgiving others

The Bible contains many scriptures
that encourage us to have a forgiving
heart. In Matthew 6 verse 12, Jesus
said that we must ask God to forgive
the wrongs we have done as we
forgive the wrongs that others have
done to us. Jesus also said that we
must forgive each other as often as
necessary
–
“seventy
times
seven.”(Matthew 18:21)

The teacher will use the Jesus puppet
to share scriptural passages related to
forgiving others (Matt. 6: 12, Matt
18:21, 22 & Col. 3:12) The children
will read the verses and discuss the
meanings.
Use safety pins to attach words from
Bible verses to the backs of students.
Ask students to arrange themselves
in order based on the words that are
on their backs. Memorize selected
verses.
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Interpretation of Bible verses.

Good News Bible for Children:
Matt. 6: 12
Matt 18:21, 22
Col. 3:12
Jesus Puppet
Safety pins
Partial Bible verses on paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Love and/or Forgiveness

•

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
Examine situations when There will be situations in life when
forgiveness is difficult
it will be difficult to forgive someone
for the wrong they have done.
Persons who have been hurt or
abused are sometimes very angry
and find it hard to forgive.
Sometimes individuals have to seek
help from a parent, teacher,
counselor or pastor before they can
forgive others. Becoming a
forgiving person takes courage.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read the passage, “How can you be
forgiving?” Discuss ways to deal
with hurts and anger.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “How can you be
forgiving?” (pp. 68-71)

Journal Writing -Tell about a time
when you were reluctant to forgive
someone who wronged you.

Journal writing, using journal
response rubric

Journals

Express a willingness to
forgive others

In groups, write a pledge of
forgiveness. Pledge to forgive often
and easily. Write pledge on index
cards and decorate. Read pledge
every day to a friend.

Written pledges

What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “Find words of forgiveness”
(p. 75)

Individuals must be willing to
forgive if healing is to take place.
The human heart must be opened and
prepared to forgive others. This will
allow individuals to forgive easily
and quickly.

Think of words they could use to
express forgiveness in different
situations. Role-play scenes where
words could be used.
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Index cards
Role-play, using rubric for
dramatic skits

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify various
trials/hardships
individuals may face in
life

Examine Jesus’ response
to trial and persecution

CONTENT
All human beings will face trials or
hardships throughout the stages of life.
These trials may include the death of a
loved one, sickness, loss of a job and
other difficulties. Children also face
hardships such as sickness, poverty,
bullying and abuse. Even though such
trials seem unfair, individuals should
use life’s trials to help them grow and
develop.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Brainstorm everyday trials that
adults and children have to face in
life. Share lessons that can be
learnt from life’s trials.

The Easter Story relates the trials and
hardships Jesus faced on the way to the
cross. Throughout Jesus’ trial and
persecution He did not react negatively.
He did not argue with His accusers,
neither did He fight back.
Jesus
showed concern for those around Him.
He entrusted the care of His mother
Mary to His disciple John. He took
time to talk to the thief on the cross and
promised him a place in Paradise. He
asked His Father to forgive all who had
harmed him.

Watch the DVD of “The Easter
Story” and read about Jesus’ trial.
Discuss Jesus’ response to trial
and persecution.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
www.youtube.com
Song, “Through It All”

Oral responses

The Easter Story – DVD

Listen to and discuss the words of
the song, “Through It All” by
Andrae Crouch.

Drawn a cartoon strip showing
Jesus’ response to trial and
persecution.

Television,
DVD Player
Cartoon strips, using rubric for
artwork

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Jesus Stands Trial” (pp.
374, 375)
Drawing paper, pencils, coloured
pencils
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore scriptural
passages related to
dealing with everyday
trials

CONTENT
There are many scriptures which
encourage individuals to have faith
in God and to trust Him in difficult
times. I Peter 5 verse 7 instructs
individuals to cast their cares or
concerns on Jesus. In Psalm 91
verse 15, God promises to be with
individuals when they are in trouble.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use Bibles to research and discuss
the meaning s of the following
verses: I Peter 5:7, Psalms 91:15-16
& I Peter 1:7.

ASSESSMENT
Interpretation of scriptures

Recording of scriptures

Record scripture verses and their
meanings on CD. Add music to the
recording.

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
I Peter 5:7
Psalm 91:15,16
I Peter 1:7.
CD & recorder

Share scripture recording with a
fellow student who may be
experiencing difficulties.

•

Discover ways to show
compassion for those
who are experiencing
trials and difficulties

As Christians, we should empathize
with those who are experiencing
difficulties in life. This display of
compassion may be revealed through
words, actions and gifts. Persons
who are experiencing difficulties
often rely on the presence and
prayers of those who they love and
trust.

The class will create a current events
corner with articles of persons
around the world who are facing
difficulties. Say special prayers for
these individuals on a daily basis.

Completed current events
corner

Design a card for someone who may
be facing a trial. Write an
encouraging scripture verse in the
card.

Cards, using artwork rubric
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Newspapers, magazines and online articles

Materials for card: construction
paper, coloured pencils etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
Relate the main events in The story of Jesus’ crucifixion is
the crucifixion of Jesus
recorded in the Four Gospels –
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John.

Examine the reaction of
various witnesses to the
death of Jesus

After Jesus’ trial, He was publicly
beaten with whips. He was mocked
and spat on. A crown of thorns was
placed on His head and He was
stripped naked. He was then led to
Golgotha where He would be crucified.
Stake-like nails were driven through his
wrists and ankles, fastening Him to the
cross where He was crucified between
two convicted criminals.
There was mixed reaction to the death
of Jesus.
The army officer who
witnessed Jesus’ death said, “Truly this
man was the Son of God” (Mk. 15:39;
Mt. 27:54)
According to Luke, the crowd was
deeply sorry for what they had done
(Luke. 23:48).
Some of the women who followed
Jesus looked on from a distance (Mark
15:40).

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
View & discuss the main events in
the crucifixion of Jesus using the
Easter Timeline bulletin board set.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Use crucifixion felts to retell the
story of Jesus’ crucifixion.

Sequence of events displayed

The students will read the story of
Jesus’ crucifixion, examining the
reactions of key witnesses.

Oral responses

Draw a cartoon strip showing the
words & reaction of the various
witnesses.

Cartoon strips, using rubric for
artwork
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RESOURCES
Easter Timeline Bulletin Board
Set
Crucifixion felts
Felt board

Good News Bible for Children:
Matthew 27: 32-56
Mark 15:21-41
John 19:17-37
Luke 23:26-49
Materials for cartoon strip: paper,
pencils etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the impact that
Jesus’ death had on
mankind

CONTENT
Jesus’ death symbolizes the greatest
sacrifice that was made for mankind.
Christians believe that through the
death of Jesus they are redeemed
from sin and can have true
fellowship with God. This new life
that Christians experience helps them
to transform the world in which they
live.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
In groups, students will write poems
that depict how Jesus’ death has
changed the world.
Sing the song, “The Old Rugged
Cross.” Discuss the message of the
song.
Make love notes and hidden cross
shapes about Jesus’ love. (Love
from the Cross)
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ASSESSMENT
Written poems, using the
poems and songs discussion
rubric

Oral responses

RESOURCES
File paper
Song, “The Old Rugged Cross”
Fold-n-Hold Object Talks, “Love
from the Cross” (pp 16-17)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Summarize the story of
Jesus’ resurrection

Document evidence of
Jesus’ resurrection from
the scriptures

CONTENT
The resurrection of Jesus from the dead
demonstrated His power over death and
brought great victory. Jesus arose from
the dead three days after He was
crucified, on Easter Sunday. The
scriptures record that Mary Magdalene
and several other women were among
the first to discover that Jesus was
alive. Later, Jesus appeared to the
disciples and many other witnesses.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Talk about happy endings in movies
and stories. Connect this idea to the
story of Jesus’ resurrection.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Read and discuss the story of Jesus’
Resurrection. Use the popcorn
reading strategy.

Reading and discussion

Share oral summaries about Jesus’
resurrection

Oral summaries

The Bible records that after Jesus
resurrection, He appeared to the women
near the tomb, two of His followers on
the road to Emmaus and to the eleven
disciples.
Thomas, one of Jesus’
disciples was able to examine Jesus
nailed pierced hands and side.

Students will pretend to be reporters
investigating the story of, ‘The
Mysterious disappearance of Jesus’
body.’ They will use clues (list of
scriptures) to search for evidence of
Jesus’ resurrection. From the
evidence they will report their
findings and close the case.
The Apostle Paul repeatedly points out Each group will report findings.
the centrality of Jesus’ resurrection in
his epistles I Corinthians 15:21-22 and
Romans 6:9. Another example is his
preaching in Athens about Jesus’
resurrection (Acts 17:18).
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Group Reports
Case File: “The Mysterious
disappearance
of
Jesus’
body”

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Jesus Resurrection” (pp.
37-379)

Good News Bible for Children:
I Corinthians 15:21-22
Romans 6:9
Acts 17:18
John 20:24-29
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Jesus Resurrection” (pp.
378-382)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the reaction of
key persons to Jesus’
resurrection

Participate in the
celebration of Jesus’
resurrection

CONTENT
There was mixed reaction to the
resurrection of Jesus. Both Mary
Magdalene and Peter were shocked
when they saw the empty tomb but
later rejoiced when they discovered
that Jesus was alive.
Thomas
doubted when he heard the news but
believed when he saw Jesus’ nailpierced hands and side.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Students list words to describe how
they would have reacted to Jesus’
resurrection e.g. shocked, surprised
etc.

Resurrection Sunday is celebrated in
churches all over the world.
Christians participate in grand
worship services. These services
include Bible readings, singing, and
preaching about the resurrection of
Jesus Christ. These celebrations are
designed to reaffirm the teachings of
the church and to encourage
believers to have hope.

Students will sing the song, “He
Lives” and participate in a praise
celebration with banners.

Role-play in groups the reaction of
key persons to Jesus’ resurrection.
Use props for drama.

Dramatize the story of Jesus’
Resurrection – The Easter Play

ASSESSMENT
Lists of words

Participation in creative role
play, using the dramatic skits
rubric

RESOURCES
Index cards

Props: robes, head scarves, belts
etc.

Oral responses

http://www.youtube.com
Song, “He Lives”

Dramatization

Foundations of Faith Handbook,
“Easter Play” (pp.47-48)
Props: Tomb, tables, chairs, plate
for food etc.
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Respect

OBJECTIVES
State the importance of
respecting property

•

•

Explain the
significance of keeping
the eighth and tenth
commandments

CONTENT
Respect is an important character
trait we should all possess. When
you respect property you show
thoughtfulness and concern for
things that belong to you and other
people. You take care of buildings
and other resources. You do not
litter or misuse precious resources.
We can live more harmoniously
within our communities when we
show respect for property.
The eighth commandment states,
“Do not steal.” No one has the right
to take anything that belongs to
someone else without permission; no
matter how small or insignificant it
may be.
The tenth commandment states, “Do
not covet.” To covet means to want
something that belongs to someone
else so badly that jealously results.
Keeping these commandments will
help us to have respect for people’s
property.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss the meaning of the word
respect.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “Respect-What Does It
Mean?” (pp. 109-110)

Oral responses

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “The Ten
Commandments – Loving Others”
(p. 78)

Read and discuss the passage,
“Respect – What Does It Mean?”

Display the eighth and tenth
commandments on poster and
discuss the meaning of each
commandment.
Conduct a puppet show highlighting
an incident of stealing in the
classroom.
Complete the puzzle, “Laws Set in
Stone.”
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Participation in creative role
play, using the dramatic skits
rubric

Bible Puzzles for Kids Ages 6-8,
“Laws Set in Stone” (p. 25)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Respect

•

OBJECTIVES
Formulate guidelines
for displaying respect
for property

CONTENT
Clear guidelines must be set with
regards to displaying respect for
property. Such guidelines include
the following: Do not write or draw
on walls; Do not touch people’s
belonging without permission etc.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
In groups, students will write a list of
five was to show respect for
property.
Design a poster with the list of ways
to show respect for property.
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ASSESSMENT
Lists of ideas

RESOURCES
File paper

Posters, using rubric for posters

Items for poster: construction
paper, crayons, pencils etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Friendship

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore the benefits of
true friendship

Explain how Jesus
demonstrated friendship

CONTENT
Friendship is a close relationship
between persons based on mutual
respect and love. There are many
benefits of true friendship. A good
friend is someone with whom you
can share secrets, spend quality time
and share your dreams and goals. A
true friend will even correct you
when you are wrong.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Students will sing songs about
friendship such as “That’s What
Friends are For” and “Count on Me.”

Jesus was the perfect example of a
true friend. He selected twelve
special men to be his
disciples/friends. He spent quality
time teaching them. He showed
them how to be of service to others.
Jesus helped His friends when they
were in a terrible storm. He also
provided food for them and even
helped them find money to pay their
taxes. Jesus was a true friend.

ASSESSMENT

RESOURCES
http://www.youtube.com
Songs: “That’s What Friends are
For” and “Count on Me”

Read and discuss the passage, “Have
Fun with Your Friends”

Oral responses

Write an acrostic using the word,
friend.

Acrostics

Watch a slide show entitled, “Jesus
and His friends.” Discuss pictures.

Discussion

Teacher-made slide show entitled,
“Jesus and His Friends.”

Write a list of four ways in which
Jesus showed He was a good friend.

Ideas presented in lists

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories – Stories about Jesus and
His friends

File paper

Sing the song, “There’s a Friend for
Little Children”
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Song, “There’s a Friend for Little
Children”

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Friendship

OBJECTIVES
Discover ways to make
and keep friends

•

•

Interpret scriptures and
famous quotes about
friendship

CONTENT
An individual will have friends
throughout his/her life time. Some
people have lots of friends, others
have only a few. It is not always
easy to make and keep friends. Tips
for making and keeping friends
include the following: Be a good
listener; be accepting; and be honest.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Think-Pair-Share ways to make
friends.

There are many scriptures and
famous quotes about friendship.

In groups, students will research and
discuss a famous quote or scripture
about friendship. They will share
their interpretation of scripture or
quote with the entire class.

Discussion and interpretation of Items for booklet: construction
quote or scripture
paper, paper, file paper, yarn etc.

Students will design a small booklet
with famous quotes and scriptures
about friendship.

Decorated booklets with
scriptures and quotes

Scriptures include: Proverbs 17:17,
Proverbs 18:24; Proverbs and 22:24.
Proverbs 18:24 states that some
friends are more loyal than brothers.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “Six Tips for Making and
Keeping Friends” (p. 99)

Ideas listed

File paper

Read and discuss, “Six Tips for
Making and Keeping Friends.”
Write a list of fun things you and
your friend/s might enjoy

A famous quote about friendship is,
“A friend in need is a friend indeed.”
This quote suggests that a true friend
will help you when you are
experiencing difficulties.
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Pentecost / Whitsun

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Communicate the story
of the coming of the
Holy Spirit

Describe how the early
church was impacted by
the coming of the Holy
Spirit

CONTENT
Pentecost is a feast on the Christian
calendar which commemorates the
coming of the Holy Spirit. The feast
is also called Whitsun. When Jesus
left earth, He promised His disciples
that He would send the Holy Spirit to
them. This promise was fulfilled on
the day of Pentecost. The Holy
Spirit descended from heaven as a
great rushing wind and filled the
room where the disciples were.
Separate little tongues of flame
settled on each person who was
present.
The early church was greatly
impacted by the coming of the Holy
Spirit. After the Holy Spirit came
the disciples were filled with joy and
were able to speak in other
languages. The young church
increased daily as many individuals
were converted. The disciples met
regularly to eat meals together, pray
and learn more about what it meant
to be followers of Jesus.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the story of the
coming of the Holy Spirit.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Draw a comic strip showing what
happened when God’s Spirit came.

Comic strips, using rubric for
artwork

Listen to and sing the song, “Old
Time Power.”

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “God’s Spirit Comes” (p.
384)
Items for comic strip: paper,
colouring pencils etc.
Song, “Old Time Power”
http://bibleforchildren.org (power
point presentation – The Birth of
the Church

Guided discussion about how the
early church was impacted by the
Holy Spirit.

Ideas presented during
discussion

Draw a picture of a church and write
ideas shared during the discussion in
small circles around the picture.
(Title – The Early Church)

Pictures and ideas presented
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Paper for drawing

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FOUR
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Pentecost / Whitsun

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Study biblical characters
whose lives were
changed by the Holy
Spirit

Conclude that the Holy
Spirit gives individuals
courage and power

CONTENT
Two biblical characters whose lives were
changed by the Holy Spirit were Peter
and Stephen. Peter became very bold
and on the day of Pentecost thousands of
people believed the message he preached
about Jesus. The Spirit gave him power
to heal the sick and even to discern truth
from lies. Stephen became powerful and
courageous. He bravely went to the
synagogues and challenged the religious
leaders to believe in Jesus. He was later
stoned to death because of his belief in
Jesus.
Biblical characters such as Peter and
Stephen became courageous after they
received the Holy Spirit. Peter and John
were able to heal the lame man because
of the power of the Holy Spirit. Many
individuals today are able to preach
boldly, sing with special anointing and
even heal those who are sick because of
the Holy Spirit. People who ask the Holy
Spirit to live in them and guide them,
gain courage and power to live
successfully.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use The Children’s Bible to record
notes about a selected character
(Peter or Stephen). Use information
to write a character sketch.

ASSESSMENT
Notes & character sketch

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “The Young Church” (pp.
386-389)
Sample character sketch

Select a character (Peter/Stephen)
and write a monologue about how
his life was changed by the Holy
Spirit. Share orally

Written monologues & oral
presentations

File paper

Use The Children’s Bible to record
evidence to support the following
conclusion: The Holy Spirit gives
individuals courage and power.

Written evidence

File paper

Write a short poem about the Holy
Spirit and how He helps individuals.
Make origami doves representing
the Holy Spirit.
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Poems, using rubric for
poems and songs

Bible Message Make-n-Takes,
“Who is the Holy Spirit?” (pp. 6061) - doves

PRIMARY RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
GRADE FIVE

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Describe the supreme
nature of God

Verify through evidence
in the scriptures that God
is supreme

CONTENT
God is a supreme being. The word
supreme means highest in rank or
authority. God is exalted high above all
spiritual and natural beings. There is no
authority or power higher than that of
God. God is supreme in knowledge and
wisdom.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use the web strategy to brainstorm the
meaning of the word “supreme.”

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Dictionaries

Draw a visual image to show God as a
supreme being. E.g. A ladder/high
building with God’s name at the top, a
scene with God’s name in the clouds etc.

Drawings and concept of
supremacy. Use rubric for
artwork.

Items for drawing: Paper,
crayons, markers etc.

The supremacy of God is revealed in the
Holy scriptures. I Chronicles 29:11 &
12 describe God as being the Head
above all things. Proverbs 21:30 states
that God’s wisdom cannot be compared
to any other god or human being. II
Chronicles states that He rules over the
kingdoms of the nations (II Chronicles
20:6).

Use the Good News Bible to locate and
discuss the following scriptures:
I Chronicles 29: 11 & 12
Proverbs 21:30, II Chronicles 20:6 &
Proverbs 16:9

Oral responses.

Good News Bible for
Children:
I Chronicles 29: 11 & 12
Proverbs 21: 30
Proverbs 16: 9
II Chronicles 20:6

Read and discuss the story, “Elijah
Challenges Baal.”

Drama, using rubric for
dramatic skits

Perform skit entitled, “Showdown on
In a contest on Mount Carmel, God used Carmel Mountain.”
the Prophet Elijah to demonstrate to
King Ahab and the prophets of Baal that
He was indeed the only true God. (I
Kings 18).
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Interpretation of scripture.

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Elijah Challenges
Baal” (pp. 187-189)
30 Old Testament Quick Skits
for Kids, “Showdown on
Carmel Mountain” (pp. 7477)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

OBJECTIVES
Discover how God’s
supremacy should be
reverenced

CONTENT
God’s supremacy should be
acknowledged and reverenced by
mankind. Human beings should
reverence God through prayer, worship
and praise. Individuals should always
acknowledge their total dependency on
God.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Group discussion – Suggest 5 ways in
which we can reverence God’s
supremacy.

ASSESSMENT
RESOURCES
Written lists of ways to Words of songs on teacherreverence God’s supremacy made transparencies

Poems written by the group,
Sing songs of praises – “Our God is an using the rubric for poems
Awesome God” & “My God is so Big.” and songs
In groups, write a poem about God’s
supremacy.
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Overhead projector
File paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Depict the main events in
the life of Jesus

Discover patterns in the
life of Jesus

CONTENT
Jesus is God’s Son who came to earth as
a baby. He was born of the Virgin
Mary. The main events in the life of
Jesus include His birth, journey to
Jerusalem at age 12, baptism and
official start of His earthly ministry at
age thirty, miracles and teachings,
arrest, trial, crucifixion, resurrection and
ascension.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
View bulletin boards about Jesus’ life
and ministry. Talk about the main events
in Jesus’ life.

Many patterns could be discovered in
the life of Jesus. He demonstrated
obedience to His heavenly Father. He
studied the Word of God and grew in
wisdom. He attended the synagogue.
He spent time in prayer away from
crowds. He spent quality time with His
friends. He helped those who were in
need.

Discuss how patterns are developed and
displayed by individuals.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

View excerpts of the DVD: The Miracles
of Jesus.
Draw a comic strip that shows various
events of Jesus’ life.

Comic strips, using
artwork rubric

RESOURCES
Bulletin Boards – The Birth
and Early Years of Jesus &
Lessons from the Earthly
Ministry of Jesus
Materials: paper, colouring
pencils etc.
DVD: The Miracles of
Jesus
Television and DVD player

Oral responses

Note books

Make a list of activities Jesus engaged in
throughout His life time.

Lists of ideas

Construction paper for
chain, pencils

Create a paper chain. List patterns in
Jesus’ life.

Paper chains & ideas
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine how Jesus’
human and divine
natures were revealed
to mankind

Decide on a plan that
could help them
become more like
Jesus

CONTENT
Jesus was God’s Son who was truly
divine or heavenly in nature.
However, because He was in a
physical body, His human nature was
also revealed. Jesus proved that He
was divine when He performed
miracles, cast out demons and even
walked on water. His human nature
was revealed when He was hungry
and tired after fasting for forty days,
when He fell asleep on the boat, and
when He wept at Lazarus’ tomb.
The goal of every disciple should be
to become more like Jesus. Disciples
of Jesus should follow His example
and teachings. Each day’s activities
should be guided by the life and
teachings of Jesus.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
As a class, complete chart comparing
Jesus’ divine and human natures:
Jesus’ divine
nature

ASSESSMENT
Ideas on comparison chart

RESOURCES
Comparison chart
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories

Jesus’ human
nature

Use The Children’s Bible for
information.

Use the “Think, Pair, Share” strategy to
brainstorm ways to be like Jesus.
Record ideas on paper.

Ideas recorded

File paper

In journals, students write a
personalized plan to become more like
Jesus. Use plan to guide their daily
activities.

Journal writing - Plan

Journals
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify the books of the
prophets in the Bible

Explain how God
revealed Himself through
the prophets

CONTENT
Prophets were men who foretold the future
as God told it to them. God used these men
to warn His people and to bring them hope.
There were major and minor prophets
whose books were named after them, from
Isaiah to Malachi. The Prophet Jeremiah
wrote two books, Lamentations and
Jeremiah.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Say the names of the Books of the Bible
while using The Good News Bible /
Books of the Bible Chart. (Place special
emphasis on the books of the prophets)

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Chart with the Books of
the Bible
Good News Bible for
Children

Discuss the role of a prophet.

Use a teacher-made Bible Trivia game
(Who Am I?) to discover more about the
prophets.
In the books of the prophets, God is
Read and discuss the stories, “Please
revealed as a God of love and judgement.
Come Back,” “Isaiah’s Vision” &
In the book of Hosea, God revealed His “Don’t Send Me.”
love for Israel even though the nation had
turned away from Him. In the book of Make a scroll with the message of
Isaiah God is revealed as a God of Hosea, Isaiah or Jeremiah written on it.
judgement, mercy and salvation. In the Share message with the class.
book of Jeremiah, the nation of Judah was
warned of God’s final judgement. Discuss - Why does God punish
Jeremiah records the destruction of Judah individuals if He is a God of love?
and Jerusalem by King Nebuchadnezzar.
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Teacher-made Bible
Trivia game – The
Prophets
Oral responses

Scrolls with message

Discussion

The Children’s Bible in
365 Stories: “Please
Come Back” (p. 214)
“Isaiah’s Vision (pp. 215216)
“Don’t Send Me!” (pp.
223-224)
Items for scroll: paper
rolls, copy paper,
coloured pencils etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teachings of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore ways in which
they could serve as
prophets in today’s world

CONTENT
In today’s world individuals
could serve as prophets in many
ways. They can share the
message of God’s love and
forgiveness and encourage
persons to turn from their sins. A
person’s lifestyle should reflect a
message of love and forgiveness.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use a web to brainstorm ways in
which they could serve as
prophets in today’s world.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Use the newspaper to find an
issue of national concern, e.g.
child abuse. Write a message
encouraging persons to change
their attitudes and behaviour.
Display message on a banner and
decorate it. Exhibit banners
around the school campus.

Banners and messages using
artwork rubric.
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RESOURCES
Local newspapers
Items for banner: paper, coloured
pencils etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Honouring God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify places and things
that are considered
holy/sacred

Explain how respect for
holy places and things is a
way to honour God

CONTENT
In the Old Testament many things were
identify as holy or sacred. The
Tabernacle/Tent God instructed Moses to
make was holy and contained holy things.
(Exodus Chapters 25, 26, 27 & 28).
In the Christian faith, the church is
considered a holy place. There are also
objects that are considered holy or sacred.
These include the Holy Bible (God’s
Word) and the cross which symbolizes
Jesus’ death.
When we show respect for holy places and
things, we honour God. In the New
Testament, Jesus taught us that God’s
house should be respected as a “house of
prayer.” (Matthew 21:12-13; Mark
11:15-19). Places and things that have
been dedicated to God should be
respected.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Scan Exodus Chapters 25, 26, 27
& 28 and write a list of things
that were considered holy.
Visit a church to see how holy
items are displayed and treated.
Draw a picture of the inside of a
church identifying holy/sacred
items.

Discuss – Why do we treat holy
places and things with respect?
Read and discuss the story,
“Jesus in the Temple.”
Q. Why was Jesus angry at the
merchants who were selling in
the temple?
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ASSESSMENT
Lists of things considered holy

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for
Children: Exodus Chapters
25, 26, 27 & 28.

Pictures of the inside of a
church with holy items labeled. Drawing paper
Use artwork rubric.
A church in the community
Pastor / facilitator of tour

Discussion

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories: “Jesus in the
Temple” (p. 362)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Honouring God

•

OBJECTIVES
Recommend ways to
honour God in places of
worship

CONTENT
We can honour God in places of
worship in the following ways:
• Be silent and reverent
• Hold the Bible with respect
• Pray to God
• Worship and adore Him
• Avoid touching items only
ministers are allowed to touch
• Do not play in church
• Avoid eating and chewing gum
in church etc.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
In small groups, list ways to
honour God in places of worship
Children of other faiths can share
about how they treat holy and
sacred items in their places of
worship.
Listen to the song, “This is Your
House.” Discuss the message of
the song.

In some churches the Bible is kept on
an elevation and congregants are
required to bow when they see the
cross.
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ASSESSMENT
Lists of ways to honour
God in places of worship

Oral responses

RESOURCES
www.youtube.com
Song & video - “This is Your
House,” by the Brooklyn
Tabernacle Choir

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Discovering my Identity

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine their roles
and responsibilities in
the family

Compare and contrast
their roles to those of
other family members

CONTENT
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
All individuals are born into families.
In pairs, students talk about their
Through family relationships they are able roles and responsibilities in the
to discover their roles and responsibilities. family. Using the Eye to Eye,
Knee to Knee strategy (E.E.K.K.),
Children are placed under the authority of
their parents or guardian. They are
In groups, write a list of their roles
trained based on the laws of God and the
and responsibilities.
society. They are expected to follow the
rules of the home and to complete
assigned chores. They also bring joy and
excitement to the home.
Read story, “God Makes People”
The roles of individuals in the family are
and talk about the roles of family
generally different. According to the
Bible, the father was created to be the
members.
provider and priest of the home. The
mother was created to nurture the children Interview classmates to find out
more about the roles their family
and assist the father. Children were
members play. Present findings in
created to help their parents in the home.
All family members are required to walk
written form.
in obedience to God.
Read, “I Hate You”; a short story
about parental roles.
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ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
File paper

Lists of roles and
responsibilities

Oral responses

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “God Makes People”
(p.12)

Written information from
interviews

Great Stories for Kids: Book 1, “I
Hate You” (pp. 143-147)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Discovering my Identity

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain what happens
when individuals do not
fulfill their roles in the
family

CONTENT
When individuals do not fulfill their roles,
the family and society suffer. When
fathers are absent the family loses its
authority figure, income and fatherly care.
When mothers do not fulfill their roles, the
home is not as organized and children are
neglected. When children do not fulfill
their roles parents have to work much
harder. Sometimes, the extended family
has to fulfill the roles of the father, mother
and even the children.

There are several scriptures which address
Explore scriptural
the role of children in families.
passages related to the
role of children in families Jesus our greatest example, submitted to
the authority of His earthly parents (Luke
2:51-52).
Children must respect and obey their
parents. (Leviticus 19:3 & Ephesians 6:14). They must also listen to their parents
instruction/teachings (Proverbs 6:24).

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss what happens when
individuals in the family do not fulfill
their roles.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Use the newspaper to find stories of
families in crises.

RESOURCES
Daily newspaper – stories
about families in crises

Puppets (mother, father, son
& daughter)

Dramatize family members fulfilling
and not fulfilling their responsibilities.
Use puppets for drama.

Role-play, using the
rubric for dramatic skits

Use the Good News Bible for
Children to research and discuss the
following scriptures: Ephesians 6:1-4;
Proverbs 22:6; Leviticus 19:3 &
Proverbs 6:24

Interpretation of scripture Good News Bible for
Children: Ephesians 6:1-4;
Proverbs 22:6; Leviticus
19:3 & Proverbs 6:24

In groups, create a scripture poster
using one of the scriptures above.
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Scripture posters, using
poster rubric

Materials for poster:
construction paper, markers,
pictures of children etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Serving Others

•

OBJECTIVES
Investigate the lives of
persons who serve
others without
compensation / pay

CONTENT
There are many persons in the world who
dedicate their lives to serving others.
They volunteer their time and talents to
help those who are sick or less fortunate.
Many such persons work for organizations
like the Red Cross or the Salvation Army.
Some work for churches and other
organizations.
Mother Teresa is an excellent example of
someone who dedicated her life to serving
others.

•

Examine the attitudes of
persons who serve
without compensation

Persons who volunteer their services
simply want to make the world a better
place. They cannot sit back and watch
people suffer. They render service
because they love giving back to others.
These people are often described as being
willing, unselfish, humble and caring.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Record definitions of the words:
purpose, service, compensation,
volunteer, missionary etc.
View a power point presentation on
various service organizations. Discuss
the importance of these organizations.
Use the internet to read about the life
of Mother Teresa.
Write a one page report about someone
in the community who serves others
without pay.
Invite community volunteers to speak
to the class. Students ask interview
questions concerning their lives and
work.
Students will write about their
interview experiences in their journals.
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ASSESSMENT

RESOURCES
http://www.caribbeanredcross.
org/societies/bahamas
(information about the Red
Cross)

Oral responses
http://www.salvationarmybaha
mas.org
Information about the
Salvation Army
One page summaries, using
the essay rubric

Interview questions

www.motherteresacause.info/
ABriefBiography.htm
Biography of Mother Teresa
Guest speaker
Journals

Journal writing, using rubric
for journal response.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE

Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Serving Others

•

OBJECTIVES
Deduce that serving
others gives individuals a
sense of purpose

CONTENT
When individuals serve others they
feel a sense of fulfillment. They feel
that they are fulfilling their purpose in
life when they serve others. Many
persons state that life is meaningless if
it is not dedicated to serving others.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Students share ideas by
completing the sentence, “When I
serve others I feel….”

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Bible Message Make-n-Takes,
“Hooray for Help” (pp. 48-49) –
Helpful Dodge Ball game

Write a prayer asking God to help
them fulfill their purpose through
service to others.

Written prayers

File paper

Play “Helpful Dodge Ball” game.
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Overcoming Obstacles

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain how failure could
be an obstacle in a
person’s life

CONTENT
The word “failure” is defined as an act or
instance of failing; non-performance of
something due or expected.
Failure could be an obstacle in a person’s
life because it may hinder an individual or
cause him/her to give up.

•

Use biblical examples of
persons who failed yet
achieved success

In the Bible there are several examples of
persons who failed yet eventually achieved
success. Samson was a strong champion
who failed because he was deceived by his
enemies. After going through a difficult test
he regained his strength and died
victoriously.
In the miracle of the “Draught of Fishes,”
the disciples had fished all night but had
caught nothing. After following Jesus’
instructions they experienced a miracle.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Brainstorm the meaning of the
word “failure,” using a web
Teacher sets up an obstacle
course with labels showing
examples of everyday failures,
e.g. failing a test. Students
complete the course and then
discuss the various examples
displayed.
Read and discuss the story of
Samson. In a 2-column notes
chart, list his failures and
successes.
Read the story of the “Draught
of Fishes.” Draw a comic strip
to illustrate the story. Label
the failure and the success.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Student behaviour and oral
responses

Notes

Comic strips, using rubric for
artwork

RESOURCES
Webster’s Dictionary –failure
Items for obstacle course and
cards with labels

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Samson the Strong”
(pp. 114-120)
Good News Bible for Children:
Luke 5:1-11
2-column notes chart
Paper, pencil & colouring
pencils
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Overcoming Obstacles

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Interpret scripture verses
about achieving success

Suggest lessons that can
be learnt form life’s
failures

CONTENT
There are many verses in the Bible that
are related to achieving success in
everyday life. The following are
excellent examples: Proverbs 3:5-6;
Deuteronomy 8:18; Deuteronomy
5:16; Joshua 1:8 and Matthew 6:33.
All of these verses encourage
individuals to trust in God for their
success.

There are many lessons one can learn
from life’s failures. When an
individual fails, he or she should not
give up. Failure usually leads to
success. Many persons have failed
countless times before succeeding.
Life’s failures can be viewed as
stepping stones to success.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Play the game, “Draw Swords”
and locate various verses about
success.

ASSESSMENT
Locating scriptures

Each group is given an index card
with a verse about success. They
will discuss the meaning of the
verse and record interpretation on
the back of the card. They will
then share meaning with the whole
class.
Read and discuss the poem,
“Persevere.”

Interpretation of scripture

Write a slogan about never giving
up. Make a banner with slogan.
Listen to the song, “Don’t Give
Up” by Yolanda Adams. Discuss
the message of the song.
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RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children
Index cards with Bible verses
about success

Oral responses

Poem, “Persevere” on chart,
transparency or slide

Banners with slogans

Paper for slogan
http://www.youtube.com
Song, “Don’t’ Give Up” by
Yolanda Adams

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Thanksgiving

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the benefits
of being thankful

Justify being grateful
even in difficult
circumstances

CONTENT
Being thankful is an attitude of the heart
that reaps many benefits. People who are
thankful usually experience feelings of
peace and contentment. They are usually
more relaxed and have a more balanced
perspective on life. A thankful heart is
usually free from worry and anxiety.
Research shows that being thankful may
help individuals live happier and healthier
lives.
It is very difficult for individuals to give
thanks when they are faced with difficult
circumstances such as sickness, the death of
a loved one, etc. Individuals usually feel
sad and sometimes very angry.
The Bible encourages individuals, however,
to give thanks in all circumstances (1
Thessalonians 5:18). Facing difficulties
helps to build our character and strengthen
our faith in God. Moreover, we should be
grateful that we are still alive.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Sing the song, “Give Thanks
with a Grateful Heart.”

ASSESSMENT

View a power point presentation Discussion
on the benefits of being thankful.
Discuss ideas presented.

RESOURCES
http://www.pri.org/stories/health/
health-benefits-beingthankful.htm
(The health benefits of being
thankful)

Students orally complete
statement, “When I am thankful
I feel…”
Use a 2-column chart to list
difficult experiences people face
and their reactions.

Oral responses

Teacher made power point
presentation

Oral responses

LCD projector and laptop
2-Column chart

Discuss reasons why individuals
should be grateful in difficult
times.

Discussion

Good News Bible for Children: I
Thessalonians 5:18 & Philippians
4:12-13.

Locate and discuss the following
scriptures: I Thessalonians 5:18
& Philippians 4:12-13.

Interpretation of scripture
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Thanksgiving

•

OBJECTIVES
Conclude that individuals
should be thankful for
everyday blessings

CONTENT
There are many everyday blessings
that most people take for granted.
These blessings include food, a place
to live, good health, clean water,
access to medical care and living in a
peaceful society. Millions of people in
the world do not have access to these
everyday blessings. Individuals
should be more grateful and learn how
to count their blessings.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
View video tapes from countries in Student responses and
the world that are poor and facing attitudes
difficulties e.g. Haiti, Ethiopia etc.
Orally respond to the plight of
others.

RESOURCES
http://www.youtube.com
video – The world’s poorest
nations

Compile a list of everyday
blessings they are thankful for.
Then write the concluding
statement – I have a lot to be
thankful for.

Materials for book: yarn, paper,
construction paper, colouring
pencils etc.

Make a book of every day
blessings.
Sing the song, “Count Your
Blessings”
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Lists of everyday blessings

file paper

Song, “Count Your Blessings”
Books produced using
artwork rubric

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

OBJECTIVES
Investigate the origin
of the Christmas
holiday

CONTENT
Christmas is a holiday that celebrates the birth
of Jesus Christ. Its origin, therefore, can be
traced back to the Holy Scriptures. The
Gospel writers, Matthew and Luke recorded
the story of Jesus’ birth.
According to other traditions, the date of
December 25th was associated with the
birthday of the Roman sun god, during the
winter solstice period. The festival was
characterized by gift-giving, feasting and
singing. Later Emperor Constantine
converted the pagan tradition into the
“Christian” holiday of Christmas.

•

Examine the attitudes
of persons during the
Christmas season

The attitudes of persons during the Christmas
season vary from that of thankfulness to
discontentment. Many persons are happy to
celebrate the birth of Jesus and to spend time
with family and friends. Others, because of
greed, are discontented when they do not
receive the gifts they want.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Brainstorm the word “Christmas”
using a web.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Use the internet to research
information about the origin of
Christmas. Write a two paragraph
essay on the origin of Christmas.

Paragraphs, using the essay
rubric

File paper for essay
DVD - The Nativity

View and discuss a DVD about Jesus’
birth.

Television and DVD player

Write interview questions to
investigate the attitudes of persons
during the Christmas season.

Interview questions

Conduct interviews in their
neighbourhoods or at the mall.
Prepare a report on interview findings.

Reports
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RESOURCES
http://www.origin-ofchristmas.com
Origin of Christmas

File paper for questions and
report

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the true meaning
of Christmas

Suggest ways to make the
Christmas holiday more
meaningful

CONTENT
Christmas is a celebration of the birth
of Jesus Christ. The focus should
therefore be on Jesus and His love for
mankind. As it is often stated, “Jesus
is the reason for the season.” God
gave His best gift to the world, Jesus
Christ. Jesus’ birth brought salvation
to all mankind.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and reflect on the scripture,
St John 3:16.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Discuss the famous statement,
“Jesus is the reason for the
season.”

Discussion

There are many ways to make the
Christmas holiday more meaningful.
They include the following:
• Celebrate the birth of Jesus by
attending special church
services and concerts
• Spend time with family and
friends
• Give gifts to those who are less
fortunate

In groups, discuss and list ways to
make the Christmas holiday more
meaningful.

Discussion and ideas listed

Make Christmas cards for family
members and friends.

Artwork, using rubric

Visit a home for the elderly and
share the Christmas message.
Write about this experience in
journals.

Field experience and
journal response

RESOURCES
http://www.youtube.com
Video, “Christmas with a capital
C”

View the music video, “Christmas
with a Capital C,” and sing along.
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File paper
Items for cards: construction
paper, glue, scissors etc.
Field trip

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore Bahamian
Christmas traditions

Compare and contrast
Christmas celebrations
today to those of
yesteryear

CONTENT
Christmas is an exciting time in The
Bahamas. Most Bahamians celebrate by
going to church services. They also celebrate
by cleaning and decorating their homes,
having family dinners and giving gifts.
Junkanoo is a popular festival that all
Bahamians enjoy at Christmas.

Christmas celebrations have evolved over the
years. In the past, churches would have
Christmas programmes during which
individuals would dramatize the Christmas
story. This tradition has continued in the
form of Christmas productions and cantatas.
Also in the past, persons gave small,
inexpensive gifts to their loved ones. Today,
gifts are more extravagant and the sincerity of
the giver seems to be missing.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
View and discuss a Power point
presentation about Christmas in
The Bahamas. Have children
share their experiences.

ASSESSMENT
Discussion

RESOURCES
www.christmascarnivals.com/ar
ound theworld/bahamas.html
Information about Christmas in
The Bahamas

In groups write a poem entitled,
“Christmas in The Bahamas”

Poems, using rubric for
poems and songs

Teacher-made Power point
presentation about Christmas in
The Bahamas

Design a paper plate showing
foods that are served at Christmas.

Paper plate designs,
using the artwork rubric

Invite a guest speaker to share
information about Christmas
traditions past and present.

Student interaction with
guest speaker (questions,
behaviour etc.)

Students complete a short quiz
based on information shared by
guest speaker.

Short quizzes

In groups, dramatize a Christmas
programme of yesteryear.

Drama, using rubric for
dramatic skits
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Guest speaker
Teacher-made quiz with a
variety of questions

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE

Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

OBJECTIVES
Propose new Christmas
traditions that could be
established in their
families and communities

CONTENT
Christmas is a wonderful opportunity
for families and the larger community
to come together. Old traditions could
continue and new ones could be
established. A new family tradition
that could be established is the making
of ornaments for the Christmas tree.
Communities can get together and
clean up for Christmas, decorate parks
or give coins (Coins for Christmas) for
the less fortunate.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Write about new Christmas
traditions that you would like your
family to establish.

ASSESSMENT
Lists of ideas

RESOURCES
File paper

Brainstorm ways to make
Christmas come alive in your
community. Write a letter to your
Member of Parliament or Family
Island Administrator sharing your
ideas.

Letters, using essay rubric

Items for ornaments: glue,
scissors, boxes, seeds, shells,
straw etc.

Make Christmas ornaments using
items found in nature.
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Choices

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify and use the
steps in the decision
making process

Use a biblical example
to illustrate decision
making

CONTENT
Decision-making is a process that
involves several steps:
• Identify problem
• Gather information
• Find alternatives/other
possibilities
• Evaluate alternatives
• Decide & implement
• Follow up

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss the steps in the decision
making process.

ASSESSMENT
Discussion

As a class, list some decisions
that need to be made daily,
monthly and in the future.

Oral responses

Write about a problem they may
be facing and steps to solve it.

Problem and steps used to
solve it.

The story of the Prodigal Son relates
an example of poor and good decision
making. The following poor decisions
were made by the son:
a) he left the comforts of home
b) he asked for his inheritance before
time
c) he spent his money foolishly.
In the end, the Prodigal Son decided to
return to his father and to beg for
forgiveness.

Read and role-play the story of
“The Lost Sons”.

Role-play, using rubric for
dramatic skits

Discuss – Why did the Prodigal
Son decide to return home?
(Talk about his thought process)

Discussion
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RESOURCES
http://www.answers.com/topic/de
cision-making
(steps in decision making)
File paper

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “The Lost Sons” (pp.
328-329)
Props for drama: robes, belts,
scarves etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Choices

•

OBJECTIVES
Critique their decisions
and the decisions of
various leaders

CONTENT
Individuals should evaluate decisions
they make on a daily basis. People
who make good decisions enjoy the
benefits while those who make bad
ones tend to regret them. It is very
important to think about the decisions
we make.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read a contemporary story about
making choices. Discuss the
decisions made by the characters.
Evaluate the consequences of the
decisions made.
Talk about choices they have made
and whether they were good or
bad choices.
In groups, discuss decisions made
by various leaders (Prime
Minister, principal, parents etc).
State whether or not they were
good decisions.
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ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “Making Choices” (pp.
125-127) – contemporary story

Newspaper articles about various
leaders’
Letters from the principal of your
school

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
State the definition of the
word “compassion”

Explain how Jesus
showed compassion for
others

CONTENT
Compassion is defined as a feeling of
deep sympathy and sorrow for
someone struck by misfortune,
accompanied by a desire to alleviate
the suffering; mercy, kindness.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Brainstorm the word
“compassion” using a web

Jesus often took pity on the crowds
that followed Him. Mark 6:34 states
that Jesus “was moved with
compassion for them because they
were like sheep not having a
shepherd.” He went on to alleviate
their hunger by providing food for all.
He also showed compassion by
healing their diseases on many
occasions.

Read and discuss, “The Enormous
Picnic”. Complete a summary of
the story by filling in the missing
words.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Complete the compassion quiz and
talk about the expression, “Walk a
mile in someone’s shoes.”

Perform a skit about the feeding of
5,000 called, “Wonder Bread”
Display felt cut-outs of the
miracles of Jesus. Say how Jesus
showed compassion in each
situation.
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RESOURCES
Quick Quiz Talk Starters, “Dare
to Care” (pp. 122-125)
Dictionaries

Accuracy of written
summaries/ paragraphs

Drama, using rubric for
dramatic skits
Oral responses

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “The Enormous Picnic”
(p. 321)
Teacher-made worksheet –
Summary
30 New Testament Quick Skits for
Kids, “Wonder Bread” (pp. 4346)
Story Time Felts – Miracles of
Jesus
Felt board

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
Justify the necessity of
being compassionate

CONTENT
Since Christians strive to follow
Christ’s example, compassion for
others must be nurtured and
developed. I Peter 3:8 states that we
must have compassion for one another.
Compassion is desperately needed in a
world where sickness, poverty, disease
and other ills are so widespread.

•

Discover ways to show
compassion for others

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss some of the problems that
exist in the world and why
compassion is necessary.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Teacher-made scripture cards
/ chart (Use the King James
Bible)

Read and explain the following
scriptures about compassion: I Peter
3:8 & I John 3:17.

Interpretation of scripture

Construction paper

Discussion
Discuss – Can we truly love God
without showing compassion?
In groups write a list of 5 (five) ways
to show compassion for others.

Matthew 25:35-40 gives practical
examples of how compassion can be
shown. They include: feeding the
hungry, welcoming strangers, clothing Keep a class log of daily acts of
the naked, visiting the sick and visiting compassion.
those in prison.
Make “Hooray for Help” wristbands
Children can show compassion in
to emphasize the importance of being
simple ways such as being kind to
kind and compassionate.
others, sharing their lunch and
welcoming new students.
Make “A Cup of Kindness”.
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Ideas listed
Class log - evidence of
daily demonstration of
compassion.
Completion of craft
projects. Grade the finished
product as well as attitudes
observed during the
activity.

Bible Message Make-n-Takes,
“Hooray for Help” (pp. 48-49)
Fold-n-Hold Object Talks for
Kids, “A Cup of Kindness”
(pp. 34-35)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain what it means
to be fair/just

Suggest reasons why
people are sometimes
treated unfairly

CONTENT
The word “fair” means free from bias
(prejudice), dishonesty or injustice.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
Talk about the expression, “That is not Oral responses
fair,” or “Life isn’t always fair.”

“Fairness means treating other people
the way you want to be treated. It
means trying to give everyone rights
and chances like those you have.”
(What Do You Stand For? For Kids)

Brainstorm synonyms for the word
fair. Write a definition based on the
words given.

Definition

Read and discuss the passage –
“Fairness – What Does It Mean?”

Discussion

There are many reasons why people
are sometimes treated unfairly.
People are sometimes treated unfairly
because of their race, religion or
nationality. People are generally
unfair because they lack respect for
others.

In small groups, discuss reasons why
people are treated unfairly.

Oral responses

What Do You Stand For? For Kids,
“Fairness – What Does It Mean?”
(p. 57)

Discussion

Internet sites on wars, treatment of
children and women etc.

Talk about circumstances in the world
that make life unfair – wars, famine,
disease & cultural practices (treatment
of women and children).
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RESOURCES
Webster’s Dictionary – Definition
of the word “fair”
What Do You Stand For? For Kids,
“Fairness – What Does It Mean?”
(pp. 56-57)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore ways to treat
people fairly

Apply the Golden
Rule to everyday
situations

CONTENT
There are many ways individuals can
endeavour to treat people fairly. They
include the following:
• Share and take turns
• Decide not to be jealous
• Respect all people

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the passage, “How
Can You Be Fair.”

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Write an acrostic for the word, “fair.”

Acrostics

Start a Fairness Jar. (Record unfair
things that happen and talk about ways
to make things better.)

Clean jar, label, maker, paper and
scissors

The Golden Rule states,” Do unto
others as your would have them do
unto you.” It is based on the scripture,
Luke 6:31. This rule suggests that we
must treat others as we want to be
treated.

Scenarios, using rubric
Given various scenarios students will
act out ways to show fairness based on for skits
the Golden Rule.

What Do You Stand For? For Kids,
“What If?” (pp. 60-61) – scenarios

Discuss the message of the “Golden
Ruler”. Make rulers and attach
message 10.

Bible Message Make-n-Takes, “The
Golden Ruler” (pp. 24-25)
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Artwork (rulers), using
rubric

RESOURCES
What Do You Stand For? For Kids:
“How Can You Be Fair” (pp. 5759)
“Start A Fairness Jar” (p. 62)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain why honesty
is an important virtue

Evaluate the actions of
various Bible
characters

CONTENT
Honesty is one of the best values
individuals can nurture in their lives.
When individuals are honest, people
trust and respect them more. They also
demonstrate to God that they value
His truth.
Deuteronomy 5:20 commands, “You
shall not bear false witness against
your neighbour.”
Dishonesty was displayed by a
number of biblical characters. Ananias
and Sapphira lied to the Holy Spirit
(Acts 5) and both were struck down
dead.
David lied to Achish, the Philistine
ruler, by pretending to be loyal to him.
(1 Samuel 27-29). God rescued him
although he didn’t deserve it.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the passage,
“Honesty – What Does It Mean?”

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

“Six Good Reasons to Tell the
Truth” – Assign a reason to each
group for discussion. Group
reporter will share ideas discussed.

Group reports

Read about Ananias & Sapphira and
David. Discuss the consequences of
their actions.

Discussion

Perform a skit about Ananias &
Sapphira.

Drama, using rubric for
dramatic skits

RESOURCES
What Do You Stand For? For Kids:
“Honesty – What Does It Mean?”
(pp. 79-80)
“Six Good Reasons to Tell the
Truth” (p. 81)
Good News Bible for Children:
Deuteronomy 5:20

The Children’s Bible in 365 Stories:
“David Joins the Enemy” (p. 152)
“The Couple who Told Lies to
God”
( p. 387)
30 New Testament Quick Skits for
Kids, “Liar, Liar…Die-er, Die-er”
(pp. 81-84)
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Evaluate the
consequences of
dishonest behaviour

Demonstrate honest
behaviour in various
situations

CONTENT
Being honest requires a choice: to tell
truth or lies. With choices come
positive or negative reactions.
Dishonesty can result in people being
hurt, individuals being expelled from
school and people being sent to jail.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss stories about
cheating/ lying in “Great Stories for
Kids.”

ASSESSMENT
Discussion

Honest behaviour must be
demonstrated in our daily lives.
Individuals can demonstrate honesty
by being truthful, genuine (the real
you) and trustworthy.

Read and discuss the passage, “How
Can You Be Honest.”

Oral responses

In small groups, role-play “what if”
situations from both honest and
dishonest perspectives
E.g. The cashier gives you too much
change.
Write a short paragraph to explain
what was learnt from the role play.

Assess role-play using the
rubric for dramatic skits

Complete Quick Quiz #3 and any/all
activities in, “Honest to Goodness.”

Quick-Quiz #3

Talk about “Living a Lie.”
(Question - What would happen to
your body and mind if you tried to live
a lie?)
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RESOURCES
Great Stories for Kids 2:
“Hannah’s Tests,” “Cheater!”
“A Friend’s Business”
(pp. 141-161)
What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “Talk about “Living a
Lie” (p. 86)

Short paragraphs to explain
what was learned from the
role play

What Do You Stand For? For
Kids:
“How Can You Be Honest” (pp.
81-84)
“What If?” (p. 85) – scenarios
Quick Quiz Talk Starters,
“Honest to Goodness” (pp. 1417)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain what it means
to be reliable

Use biblical examples
of persons who were
reliable

CONTENT
To be reliable is to be consistently
dependable in character, judgement,
result or performance. People who are
reliable can de trusted to complete
assignments on time, show up to
events and perform consistently.

Two biblical characters who
exemplified reliability are the disciple
John and Ruth. John was the disciple
who remained close to Jesus. When
Jesus was on the cross, He entrusted
the care of His mother to John. Jesus
knew he could rely on John. Ruth
demonstrated that she was reliable
when she refused to leave her motherin-law Naomi.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use dictionaries to find the meaning
of the word reliable. Record
synonyms for the word reliable. Give
everyday examples of reliable
behaviour.

ASSESSMENT
Lists of synonyms and
examples

Pose the question, “What is the
connection between honesty and
reliability?” Read and discuss the
story of “The Boy Who Cried Wolf!”
(People could not rely on his word
because he kept telling lies).

Discussion

Read the story, “Jesus on the Cross.”
Discuss the relationship between Jesus
and John. Suggest reasons why John
was selected to care for Mary.

Oral responses

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories:
“Jesus on the Cross,” (p. 377)
“Unhappy Times,” (p. 122)

Using the Children’s Bible, write a
character sketch of Ruth.

Character sketches

Character sketch template
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RESOURCES
Fable: “The Boy Who Cried
Wolf”
Dictionaries

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE

Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the
implications of being
reliable

CONTENT
Reliability fosters security, trust and
faith. In families and communities this
creates stability, justice and peace.
Schools will not function well if the
staff and students are not reliable.
Businesses will not function well and
make money if employees are not
reliable.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss the benefits of being reliable
as it relates to specific groups, namely
the family, the school, businesses etc.
Make up a rap or cinquain poem about
reliability
or
Write a description of a world in
which everyone is reliable. (one
paragraph)
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ASSESSMENT
Raps/cinquain poems or
descriptive paragraphs

RESOURCES
File paper
Examples of cinquain poetry

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Caring for God’s Creation

•

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
God gave the Leviticus laws to help
Study the Leviticus
laws related to the care people live peacefully with each another.
of people and animals The laws gave special attention to the
poor, to orphans, to foreigners, and to
those who were unable to earn a living.
The laws stressed God’s desire that all
people be cared for and treated with
compassion, no matter what their status in
society. These laws extended to animals.

Evaluate the
appropriateness of the
Leviticus laws for
today’s society

Many of the Leviticus laws are not
relevant to society today. One of the laws
states that if someone deliberately kills
someone else he should be put to death.
Today, it is not easy to execute someone,
even if he/she has committed murder.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss page 80: “God
Cares.”

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “God Cares” (p. 80)

Record laws related to people and
laws related to animals in a 2column chart (on the chalk/white
board).

Completed chart

Good News Bible for Children:
Exodus 21-23
2-column chart

Choose specific laws mentioned in
the passage, “God Cares.” Say
whether the laws can be enforced
in today’s society. Use the chart
below.
Law

Relevant

We can however, apply the laws which
limit vengeance and which encourage
protection of foreigners, orphans and
animals.
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Not
Relevant

Completed chart

Teacher-made worksheet with
chart

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE

Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Caring for God’s Creation

•

OBJECTIVES
Promote the need to care
for animals and people

CONTENT
It is important to promote the need
to care for people and animals in
society. This is usually done by
agencies and special groups in
society. In The Bahamas, the
Department of Social Services
supervises the protection of special
groups in society, especially
children and the elderly. The
Humane Society promotes the rights
of animals.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Create posters/ comic strips/ flyers
that promote the need to care for
people and animals. Display posters
around the school.

ASSESSMENT
Artwork, using rubric

RESOURCES
Great Stories for Kids:5,
“Shadow’s Secret”
(pp. 62-74)

Read and discuss stories about being
kind to animals and people. E.g.
“Shadow’s Secret.”
Read stories to students in other grade
levels during read aloud sessions.

Oral responses

Be Humane Manual from the
Bahamas Humane Society

Complete selected activities from the
We can all do our part to encourage Be Humane manual and activity book.
the protection and care of people and
animals in society.

Activity sheets
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http://www.bahamas.gov.bs
Ministry of Labour and Social
Development

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Rights / Responsibilities

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify the basic
human rights

CONTENT
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
states that all human beings are born free and
equal. They are entitled to basic rights and
freedoms:
a) Speech and movement
b) Religion
c) Peaceful assembly
d) Free primary education
e) Work and employment

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Display list of Human Rights using
power point or overhead projector.
Discuss.
Research Human Rights violations
around the world. Use newspapers,
magazines, television, internet etc to
prepare a mini project.

ASSESSMENT
Discussion

RESOURCES
http://www.un.org
Human rights
Overhead projector / LCD
projector

Research projects, using
report rubric

Power Point presentation
Computer / laptop

However, they are to be protected from:
a) Torture and slavery
b) Degradation
c) Arbitrary arrest and exile
•

Explore scriptural
passages related to
these rights

The Bible contains several passages that
relate to the basic rights of humans.
Colossians 3:11 and Galatians 3:28 tell us that
we should not discriminate. Proverbs 14:31
gives warnings against oppressing the poor.
Leviticus 19:10 states that we must provide
for the poor. Ephesians 4:28 encourages
everyone to earn an honest living.

Research, read and discuss
scriptures related to basic human
rights

Oral responses

Write a short speech about the rights
of human beings using Bible verses
to support your ideas. (One
paragraph)

Written and oral
presentations, using
rubrics
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Good News Bible for
Children:
Colossians 3: 11
Galatians 3: 28
Proverbs 14:31
Leviticus 19:10
Ephesians 4:28

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Rights / Responsibilities

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the connection
between rights and
responsibility

CONTENT
As previously stated, all human beings
have rights. With these rights come the
responsibility to act within the confines
of the law and to respect the rights and
opinions of others.
Galatians 5:13 states that even though
we are free, we must be controlled by
love.

•

Express gratitude for the
rights individuals enjoy

Because the rights of individuals are not
protected in all countries around the
world, individuals should be grateful for
the rights they enjoy in The Bahamas.
This gratitude can be expressed
verbally. More importantly it should be
demonstrated in our daily attitudes and
conduct.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Role-play conflicts that can arise
when people abuse their rights,
e.g. spreading rumours.

ASSESSMENT
Role-play using dramatic
skits rubric

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
Galatians 5:13-15.

Complete the Quick Quiz #10 and
activities relating to speech in
“Cuts Both Ways.”

Quick Quiz #10

Quick Quiz Talk Starters, “Cuts
Both Ways” (pp.42-45)

Read and discuss Galatians 5: 13 15.
Students write short paragraphs
expressing thanks for the rights
they enjoy.

Discussion

Sing the song, “God Bless Our
Sunny Clime.” Discuss message
of the song.

Oral responses
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Short paragraphs, using
essay rubric

File paper

Song, “God Bless Our Sunny
Clime”

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Love and/or Forgiveness

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the
importance of
demonstrating love
and forgiveness within
the family

Analyze the effects of
unforgiveness on
family relationships

CONTENT
Love and forgiveness go hand in hand; when
you love someone, you also have to forgive
their trespasses.
It is very important to demonstrate love and
forgiveness within the family structure.
Families become stronger and more united
when love is expressed and forgiveness is
freely demonstrated.
Unforgiveness results in bitterness and this
can affect individuals both mentally and
physically. It can cause stress, conflict and
even severed relationships. It may be
difficult to forgive a family member, but
once you forgive them you eventually feel
better.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss the connection between love
and forgiveness.

ASSESSMENT
Discussion

Reflect on the verse: “…Forgive others,
and God will forgive you.” Luke 6:37

Construction paper and tape
for chain

Make a paper chain with the following
words on each link: family, love,
forgiveness, unity etc.

Words written on paper
chain

Use a web to brainstorm the effects of
unforgiveness on family relationships.

Oral responses

Students talk about times when they
were hurt by family members and how
they felt. Use puppets to act out
feelings.
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RESOURCES
Good News Bible for
Children: Luke 6:37

Web
Puppets (mother, father,
sister, brother & policeman)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Love and/or Forgiveness

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Use a biblical example
to illustrate forgiveness
within the family
structure

Solve family problems
in a loving and forgiving
manner

CONTENT
The story of Joseph is an excellent example
of how forgiveness can bring about
reconciliation within the family. Joseph was
betrayed by his brothers and sold into slavery.
In the end, he was able to forgive his
brothers. He realized that all he had
experienced was a part of God’s plan to save
a generation of people. This power to forgive
caused his family to be reunited and allowed
his father, Jacob, to die in peace.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the story of Joseph
and how he was able to forgive his
brothers.

ASSESSMENT
Discussion

Problems that arise in the family should be
solved in a loving manner. If family
members hurt one another they should
identify the problem, deal with it calmly and
forgive one another. The suggestions in the
section, “Seven Ways to be Forgiving,” could
easily be applied when solving problems.

Role-play problems that may arise
within the family and steps to solve the
problems. Use the suggestions in “7
Ways to be Forgiving.”

Role-play, using
dramatic skits rubric

Write a letter to a family member to ask
for or offer forgiveness.

Letters, using essay
rubric

Listen to and sing a song about Joseph’s
experience entitled, “God’s Ways are
the Best.” Chant the words: “God’s
ways are always the best.”

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Joseph the Ruler”
(pp 53-56)
20 Bible Stories Every Child
Should Know, ‘God’s Ways
are the Best” (p. 25)
CD with song

Complete activity under, “Family
Forgiveness.” (Study Jesus’ Teachings)
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What Do You Stand For?
For Kids, “7 Ways to be
Forgiving” (p. 71)
Study Jesus’ Teachings,
“Forgive Others as God
Forgives Us” (p. 153)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain the term
“sacrifice”

Compare and contrast
Jesus’ sacrifice to the
sacrifices made in the
Old Testament

CONTENT
According to Webster’s Dictionary, the word
“sacrifice” means the offering of something to
a deity, as in propitiation; something so
offered; to surrender for the sake of something
else.
The word propitiation comes from the word
propitiate which means to appease or
conciliate. A sacrifice is therefore intended to
appease a deity.
In the Old Testament, lambs and other animals
were used as sacrifices when persons
committed sin. The priest usually offered
sacrifices on behalf of the people. Sacrifices
were offered year after year for sin.
The New Testament records the death of Jesus
on the cross. Jesus was referred to as the
“Lamb of God who takes away the sins of the
world.” (John 1:29) After Jesus’ death animal
sacrifices were no longer needed.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use the dictionary to research and
discuss the meaning of the word,
“sacrifice.”

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Webster’s Dictionary –
definition of sacrifice

Write a list of synonyms for the word,
“sacrifice,” on index cards.

Lists of synonyms

Index cards

Read and discuss the following scripture Interpretation of
verses: Leviticus Chapter 1, John, 1:29, scriptures
Hebrews 9:23-28 & Hebrews 10:1-18
Use a 2-column chart to compare Jesus’
sacrifice to sacrifices made in the Old
Testament.
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Information in chart

2-Column chart
Good News Bible for Children:
Leviticus Chapter 1, John 1:29,
Hebrews 9:23-28 & Hebrews
10:1-18

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the
significance of Jesus’
sacrifice

Give examples of
everyday sacrifices
people make

CONTENT
Jesus sacrificed His life so that mankind every
where could have eternal life. Because of Jesus
death, anyone who believes in Him “shall not
perish but have everlasting life.” (John 3:16)
This sacrifice appeased God fully. Individuals
now have the freedom to approach God
because of the death of Jesus (Hebrews 10:22).
Through Jesus’ death the lives of individuals
can be transformed.
Jesus sacrificed His life to save mankind.
Individuals are required to sacrifice their time,
money, talents and even their lives to help
others.
Romans Chapter 12 verse 1 states that we must
offer our bodies as living sacrifices to God.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss the significance of Jesus’
death using the scriptures John 3:16
& Hebrews 10:22.

ASSESSMENT
Discussion

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
John 3:16 & Hebrews 10:22.

Discussion

Drawing paper

Listen to the words of the song, “The
Old Rugged Cross.’ Discuss the
message of the song.

Discuss Romans Chapter 12:1.
Question – How could individuals
offer themselves as living sacrifices?
Talk about individuals who sacrifice
their lives for others e.g. soldiers in
the war.
Draw and label pictures of various
sacrifices that individuals make
today.
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Pictures, using rubric for
artwork

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain how Jesus’
death demonstrated
God’s love for humanity

CONTENT
Although the world was filled with sin, God
loved it so much that He sent His only Son to
die for mankind. This was the ultimate
sacrifice and showed the extent of God’s
love.
In John 15:13 Jesus states, “The greatest love
you can have for your friends is to give your
life for them.”

•

Examine the cruelty of
Jesus’ sufferings and
death

Because of Jesus’ love for mankind He
endured much pain and suffering. Jesus was
whipped, mocked and teased cruelly. A
crown of thorns was pressed on His head. He
had to carry a heavy cross on the way to
Golgotha. He was nailed to the cross with
large nails where He endured the brutal death
of crucifixion.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss John 3:16 & John
15:13.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
John 3:16 & John 15:13.

Complete a table that compares how
God shows His love, to how we
show love to each other.

Completed chart

2-Column chart
http://www.youtube.com
Video and song – “If That Isn’t
Love” by Dave Lennard.

View the video and listen to the
song, “If That Isn’t Love”
View portions of the DVD, “The
Passion of the Christ.” Orally
describe how Jesus was treated.

Oral responses

Read the story of Jesus’ Crucifixion.
Write evidence to support the cruelty
of His death.

Ideas listed
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DVD – The Passion of the
Christ
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Jesus’ Crucifixion”
(pp. 376-377)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the impact of
God’s love for mankind

Demonstrate the
message of God’s love

CONTENT
God’s love and ultimate sacrifice for
mankind through the death of His Son,
Jesus, has impacted the whole world.
Individuals in every part of the world have
experienced salvation from sin. This
transformation of the hearts of individuals
has resulted in the love of Jesus being
spread throughout the world. God’s love
helps, teaches and heals us.
The message of God’s love should be
demonstrated by Christians every day.
They should show this love in the way
they treat others. The Bible states, “My
children, our love should not be just
words and talk; it must be true love, which
shows itself in action.” (I John 3:18)
If we love God, we cannot hate others. (I
John 4:20-21)

UGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the passage, “Why
is God’s Love So Important?”
(Study Jesus’ Teachings)

ASSESSMENT
Discussion

RESOURCES
Study Jesus’ Teachings, “Jesus
Teaches Us That God Loves
Us” (pp. 39-47)

Write a poem about God’s love

Poems, using rubric for
poems and songs

File paper

Solve Math problems to decode the
meaning of God’s love. (Through
the Bible Puzzles)

Through the Bible Puzzles for
Kids 8-12, “Amazing Love”
(p. 149)

Read and discuss scriptures about
demonstrating God’s love.

Discussion

Good New Bible for Children:
I John 3:18 & I John 4:20-21

In groups, role-play ways to
demonstrate God’s love

Role-play, using rubric for
dramatic skits

Fold-n-Hold Object Talks,
“Love from the Cross” (pp.1617)

Complete fold-n-hold message,
“Love from the Cross.” Share
message of love with family and
friends.

Artwork
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Summarize the story of
Jesus’ resurrection

CONTENT
Jesus’ resurrection is an event of great
triumph. Jesus died on Good Friday and
was resurrected three days later. Many
individuals were witnesses to the
resurrection of Jesus, namely Mary
Magdalene and the disciples. Through
Jesus’ resurrection He triumphed over death
and sin. (I Corinthians 15:56-57)

The resurrection gives hope to all believers
Explain how Jesus’
resurrection brings hope to that one day they will also rise from the
dead. (Corinthians 15:21-24)
individuals
It also reminds them that God is able to
forgive sins and bring hope to a world that
seems hopeless. Hope gives life meaning
and makes it worth living.
During times of sickness, struggle, conflict
or hardship, people may feel hopeless.
However, because of Jesus’ resurrection
there is hope for the future.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read the story of Jesus’
resurrection. Write a one
paragraph summary about the
resurrection.

ASSESSMENT
Paragraph using essay
rubric

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365,
“Jesus’ Resurrection” (pp. 378
– 379)

Puzzles
Decode numbers to solve Easter
puzzles.

Read and discuss I Corinthians
15:21-24. Question – How does
Jesus’ resurrection bring hope to
believers?
Discuss times of hope and
hopelessness.
In groups, write a poem or song
about hope.
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Through The Bible Puzzles for
Kids 8-12, “Jesus Is Risen”
(p.153)
Oral responses

Good News Bible for Children:
I Corinthians 15:21-24

Discussion

File paper

Group poems or songs, using
the poems and songs rubric

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine scriptures
which deal with hope

Suggest ways to share
the hope that Jesus’
resurrection brings

CONTENT
There are many scriptures which relate to
living a life of hope because of Jesus’
resurrection. I Thessalonians 4:13 states
that even when someone dies we should
not be “sad as those who have no hope.”
1 Peter 1:3 states that Jesus’ resurrection
gives believers a ‘living hope.”
Romans 12: 12 states, “Let your hope
keep you joyful, be patient in your
troubles, and pray at all times.”

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
Locate and interpret the following
Interpretation of scriptures
scriptures about hope: I Thessalonians
4:13; 1 Pet.1: 3-4 & Romans 12:12
Design a banner of hope with words
inspired by the scriptures read.

Banner, using artwork
rubric.

This message of hope should be shared
with people every where. It should be
shared with the sick, those who are lost in
sin and those who have lost loved ones. It
could be shared through drama, singing,
and the electronic and print media.

Dramatize the Easter story. Share the
message of hope.

Drama, using rubric for
dramatic skits

Sing the song, “He Lives”
Find and display pictures from nature
that portray the hope of Easter. Write
a message about Easter and the hope it
brings.
Send an e-mail with a message of
hope to a friend who may be sick or
feeling down.
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Pictures and messages
about Easter. Use artwork
rubric.

Messages on printed email

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
1 Peter 1: 3-4
I Thessalonians 4:13
Romans 12:12
Materials for banner: paper,
markers

Poster paper & crayons

Foundations of Faith
Handbook:
“Easter Play” (pp. 47-48)
Song, “He Lives” (p. 45) with
CD
Internet

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Respect

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain the terms
“prejudice” and
“discrimination”

CONTENT
Prejudice is a favourable or
unfavourable feeling or opinion formed
beforehand without knowledge, thought
or reason.
“Discrimination is the systematic denial
of certain peoples’ or groups’ full rights
because of who they are or what they
believe.” (Amnesty International)

•

Examine factors
which cause
discrimination

Discrimination is caused by factors such
as race, colour, religion, gender,
nationality, age, health status or a
combination of factors.
Discrimination is perpetuated because of
people’s fear, lack of knowledge and
lack of respect. People usually respond
negatively to things/people they do not
understand or know little about.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use the dictionary to research the term
“prejudice.” Say the meaning in their
words.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

http://www.amnesty.org/en/discri
mination
Discrimination

Use the Amnesty International
website, to research definition about
discrimination.
Allow students to share personal
experiences to further explain the
meanings of terms indicated above.
Display a variety of pictures of people
of all races, religions, ages etc and
encourage children to talk about their
feelings and reasons for them.
Discuss reasons why people
discriminate and how they express
this.
View and discuss the video, “Let’s
Get Real – the respect for all project.”
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RESOURCES
Webster’s Dictionary – definition
of prejudice

Oral responses

Discussion

Pictures (National Geographic is a
good source)
http://www.amnesty.org/en/discri
mination
Factors that cause discrimination
http://www.youtube.com
video, “Let’s Get Real – Animated
Titles”

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Respect

•

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
Examine Jesus’ response The foundation of Jesus teachings was
love. Therefore, He demonstrated love
to Jewish customs that
promoted discrimination and told stories about loving others.
In the story, “The Good Friend,” Jesus
addressed the hatred that existed between
the Jews and the Samaritans. In the story,
“The Woman who came for Water,” Jesus
showed that He did not discriminate
against the Samaritans or women. On one
occasion, Jesus welcomed children who
were being pushed aside.
Fostering good relationships with people
Explore ways to foster
is very important. The best ways to do
good relationships
this is to show respect for people, their
between people of
beliefs and customs. Disrespectful and
different races or
unkind words should not be uttered.
religions
Knowledge, exposure and interaction are
keys to overcome prejudice.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read about the following groups
who were discriminated against in
the Bible:
• women (John 4)
• children (Mark 10)
• Samaritans (Luke 10)
Discuss Jesus’ response to them

ASSESSMENT

Sing the song, “Jesus Loves the
Little Children.”
Read stories about prejudice in,
“Great Stories for Kids.” Write a
journal response to one story.
Make a group collage of different
faces with a positive slogan or
message.
Read and discuss, “7 Ways to Show
Respect.”
Visit the Cultural Festival in
October.
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Journal writing, using rubric

Assess the finished collages,
using the rubric for artwork

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories:
“The Woman who Came for
Water” (p.325)
“The Good Friend” (pp. 343344)
“Jesus Welcomes Everyone”
(pp. 346-347)
Song, “Jesus Love the Little
Children”
Great Stories for Kids:
Book 2, “He Had a Dream”
(pp. 107-113)
Book 5, “ Those Kinds of
People”(pp.75-81)
“Under the Skin” (pp. 82-88)
What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “7 Ways to Show
Respect” (p.114)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Friendship

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify values that are
important when
choosing a friend

Explore the benefits of
having a friend

CONTENT
When choosing a friend the following
values should be considered: honesty,
fairness, trustworthiness and loyalty.
Friends should be chosen wisely.

The benefits of having a friend are not
limited to the following. They:
a. Listen to you and are confidential
b. Do not hurt your feelings
c. Help you solve problems
d. Give genuine compliments
Having a good friend gives you strength
and support to face life’s challenges.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use sharing circles to discuss values
friends should possess. Record list of
values.

ASSESSMENT
Lists of values

RESOURCES
http://www.goodcharacter.com
(friendship)
Paper and pencil

Write an acrostic for the word friend,
identifying values and other
characteristics for each letter.
e.g. F- fair R-responsible etc.
Use peer to peer interviews to find out
about the benefits of friendships.
Complete a” Quick Quiz” on
friendship
Sing the song, “That’s What Friends
Are For.”
Write a friend Want Ad for the
newspaper.
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Acrostics

Information from
interviews

Quick Quiz – Talk Starters,
“Fine Friends” (pp. 78-81)

Want Ads

Words to the song, “That’s
What Friends Are For”
File paper for Want Ad

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Friendship

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore scriptural
passages related to
friendship

CONTENT
There are many scriptures related to
friendship. Scriptures include:
Proverbs 17:17, Proverbs 18:24;
Proverbs and 22:24.
Proverbs 17:17 states that friends
always show their love. Proverbs 18:24
states that some friends are more loyal
than brothers. Proverbs 22:24 warns
against making friends with people who
have violent tempers.

•

Discover ways to form
friendships with persons
of different races or
cultures

To become friends with those of another
culture or nationality, approach that
person as you would someone of your
culture or nationality. Be honest, be
respectful and be yourself.
It would be beneficial to spend time
with the person in order to learn more
about his/her culture.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Locate, read and interpret scriptures
about friendship.

ASSESSMENT
Interpretation of scriptures

Design banners with a positive
message about friendship based on the
scriptures discussed.

Completed banners with
message

Find someone in your school who is
Journal writing
not your friend (from another race or
nationality) and attempt to befriend
them. Write about your experiences in
your journal.

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
Proverbs 17:17, Proverbs
18:24; Proverbs & 22:24.
Materials for banners – paper,
crayons, pencils etc.

What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “6 Tips for Making and
Keeping Friends” (p. 99)

Internet
Read and apply, “6 Tips for Making
and Keeping Friends”
Research information on the internet
about children from other cultures,
especially cultures in their
environment.
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Research

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Pentecost/Whitsun

•

•

OBJECTIVES
State the origin of the
Festival of Pentecost
/Whitsun

Relate the story of the
coming of the Holy
Spirit

CONTENT
The Festival or Feast of Pentecost is also
known as Whitsun. Pentecost took place
fifty days after the Jewish Passover
Festival. This joyous festival marked the
end of the grain harvest. It also
commemorated the giving of the Law/Ten
Commandments to Moses.
For Christians, Pentecost celebrates the
outpouring of the Holy Spirit and the birth
of the Church.
Fifty days after Jesus’ resurrection and ten
days after His ascension, the disciples
were gathered in Jerusalem as instructed
by Jesus. The Holy Spirit descended from
heaven as a great rushing wind and
tongues of fire settled on the disciples.
They were able to speak in other
languages.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use the internet to research the
origin of the Feast of Pentecost.
Record notes in books.

ASSESSMENT
Notes

Talk about how Pentecost is
celebrated in the churches they
attend

Oral responses

Read and dramatize the story of the
coming of the Holy Spirit.

Drama, using the dramatic
skits rubric

View and discuss a video about
Pentecost.
Discuss – How were the disciples
changed by the coming of the Holy
Spirit?
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RESOURCES
http://www.churchyear.net/pente
cost.html
Information about Pentecost

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “God’s Spirit Comes”
(p. 384)
http://www.youtube.com
Video about Pentecost

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE FIVE
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Pentecost/Whitsun

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify the
characteristics that the
Holy Spirit produces in
individuals

Demonstrate ways in
which the fruit of the
Spirit is revealed in
mankind

CONTENT
The Holy Spirit produces wonderful
characteristics in a person’s life. The
fruit of the Spirit is outlined in Galatians
5:22-23: love, joy, peace, patience,
kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
humility and self-control.

The fruit of the Spirit is revealed in a
person’s everyday lifestyle but is
particularly evident in his/her response
to difficulties. If, for example, a person
has to wait in line for a long period, the
spirit of patience should prevail.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Display the Fruit of the Spirit Bulletin
board. Use Galatians 5:22-23 to identify
and discuss each part of the fruit of the
Spirit.
Describe the fruit of the Spirit in poetry
form. Illustrate.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Poems, using poems and
songs rubric

Decode a puzzle about the fruit of the
Spirit.

Puzzles

Groups of students will develop
contrasting skits that depict the fruit of the
Spirit being ignored and then displayed.
Scenario - standing in a long line

Role-play, using rubric for
dramatic skits

Serve fruit salad and compare the fruit
salad to the fruit of the Spirit.
Write and then orally present prayers that
ask for guidance from the Holy Spirit.
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Written and oral
presentation of prayers

RESOURCES
Fruit of the Spirit bulletin
board
Good News Bible for
Children: Galatians 5:22-23
Through the Bible Puzzles
for Kids 8-12, “Mixed Fruit”
(p. 177)

Fruit of the Spirit bulletin
board – Activity Guide
• Skit (p.3)
• Snack – Fruit Salad
(p.3)

PRIMARY RELIGIOUS STUDIES CURRICULUM
GRADE SIX

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teaching of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Describe the spiritual
nature of God.

CONTENT
The Bible tells us that God is a
Spirit; a living being that does not
possess a physical body. The word
spirit is commonly associated with
the words “breath” and “wind.” Like
the wind, God can be heard but not
seen. He is not confined to space or
time and His origin is not known.

Research scriptures that In the book of John Chapter 4 verse
describe God as a Spirit 24, Jesus in a conversation with the
Woman of Samaria, stated that God
is a Spirit. In the book of Luke
Chapter 24 verse 39 Jesus said that
“a spirit has not flesh and bones.” II
Corinthians 3:17 also states that God
is a Spirit. The Bible confirms that
God is invisible (I Timothy 1:17) and
cannot physically be seen by humans
(I John 4:12).

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
During a nature walk students will
observe and talk about the movement
of the wind. Students recite & do
hand movements to the poem, “Who
Has Seen The Wind,” by Georgina
Rossetti.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Rubric for oral presentation and
poems

Presentation of poem

www.poemhunter.com/poem/who
-has-seen-th-wind/
Poem – “Who Has Seen The
Wind”

Use a web and discuss reasons why
God is a Spirit. Connect to nature
walk experience.

Ideas shared in web

Divide class in groups. Each group
Explanation of scriptures
will research a scripture that
describes God as a Spirit. Discuss
and share ideas with the whole class.
Scriptures: John 4:24, Luke 24:39, II
Corinthians 3:17, I Timothy 1:17 &
I John 4:12
Use ideas from the scriptures
researched to write a poem about the
spiritual nature of God.
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Poems, using rubric for poems
and songs

Good News Bible for Children:
John 4:24, Luke 24:39, II
Corinthians 3:17, I Timothy 1:17
& I John 4:12

File paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teaching of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain how human
beings communicate
with God

CONTENT
Because God is a Spirit, human
beings can only communicate with
Him through the power of the
Holy Spirit. God’s Spirit lives in
us and helps us to communicate
with Him (Romans 8:26). Human
beings communicate with God
through prayers, songs, worship
and even through silence. (John
4:24 & Jude 20).

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
In small groups, brainstorm ways
to communicate with God.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Worship CD – Worship songs for
Kids

Participate in a short worship
session, using songs and
expressions of praise.

Participation in worship

http://www.youtube.com
selected worship songs

Write a prayer to God. Thank
Him for being an awesome and
powerful God.

Written prayers, using essay rubric

File paper

Communicating with God means
speaking and listening to Him.

Practice sitting in silence and
reflecting on the greatness of God.
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SCOPE OF WORK
WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teaching of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

OBJECTIVES
•

•

Examine Jesus’
teachings in relation to
God and people

Evaluate the impact of
Jesus’ teaching on the
world

CONTENT
Jesus was God’s only Son sent to earth
to redeem man back to Him. While on
earth, Jesus taught many lessons
through parables and miracles. Jesus
taught us that God is a loving and
forgiving Father who wants us to love
and serve Him. He also taught us to
“love our neighbours as ourselves.”
(Mark 12:30-31)

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Create small buzz groups. Give the Information shared by groups
students assigned stories about
Jesus in order for them to examine
His basic teachings in relation to
God and other people e.g. The
Lost Sheep. Each group will share
findings.

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365:
“Stories about God’s Love” (p.
326-329)
“Stories about Loving Others”
(p. 342-345)

Note books

Record Jesus’ main teachings in
note books
Discuss – How has Jesus’
The teachings of Jesus have had a
great impact on the world. Today there teachings changed the world?
are approximately 2 billion Christians
who believe in and follow the
Use the internet to research
teachings of Jesus Christ. Christianity information about Christianity
today. Record information in
is the largest religion in the world in
notebooks.
terms of number of followers.
Christians everywhere spread the
message of Jesus by helping to make
the world a better place.

ASSESSMENT

Sing the song, “We Are One in the
Spirit.”
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Notes
Discussion

Information about Christianity
from the internet
http://christianity.about.com

Research
Words of song, “We Are One in
the Spirit.”

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teaching of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Investigate the lives of
leaders who have been
influenced by the
teachings of Jesus

Explain how a
Christian’s everyday
life should reflect the
teachings of Jesus

CONTENT
Many leaders around the world
have been influenced by the
teachings of Jesus. Famous persons
such as Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
Billy Graham and Mother Teresa
followed Jesus’ teachings.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use the internet to research and share
information about world leaders who
have been influenced by Jesus’
teachings, examples Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., Billy Graham and Mother
Teresa.

ASSESSMENT
Research

In The Bahamas many leaders
follow the teachings of Jesus. Three
famous examples are Dr. Myles
Munroe, Reverend Bishop Laish
Boyd and the Honourable Cynthia
“Mother” Pratt.

Write a report on a leader from their
community whose life has been
influenced by Jesus.

Written reports

Write a testimony to show how Jesus’
teachings have impacted their lives.

Written testimonies

A Christian’s everyday life should
reflect the teachings of Jesus.
Christians should:
• Live according to the
Beatitudes (Matt. 5:3-11)
• Be like salt and light. (Matt.
5:13-16)
• Help the poor (Matt. 6: 1-4)

Use the book of Matthew to record
some of Jesus’ teachings. Talk about
how Christians should live based on
these teachings. Record information
in note books.

Notes

Sing the song, “I am a C-H-R-I-S-T-IA-N.”
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RESOURCES
Persons in the community
Profiles on Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr., Billy Graham and Mother Teresa
from the internet.
www.famouspeople.co.uk
/leaders/index.html
http://gardenofpraise.com/leaders.htm
Biographies of leaders
Local newspapers and other sources
for information about Bahamian
leaders
Notebooks
Song, “I am a C-H-R-I-S-T-I-A-N.”

SCOPE OF WORK
WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teaching of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Identify the Bible as a
collection of various
types of writing

Distinguish between
proverbs, psalms
and parables in the
Bible

CONTENT
The Bible is a collection of sixty-six
books, filled with many kinds of
language. Bible genres include:
Law, History, Wisdom, Poetry,
Gospel, Parables, Epistles and
Prophecy.

A proverb is a well-known saying
that states a truth or a profound
saying, maxim or oracular utterance
requiring interpretation. A psalm is
a religious song, hymn or prayer.
A parable is an earthly story with a
heavenly meaning. It is also a story
that uses typical, everyday situations
in order to teach important truths.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
Use the Books of the Bible chart to Identification of genres
identify books of law, history etc.
Focus on the following: Wisdom,
Poetry and Parables.
Record notes on the genres found in
the Old Testament and the New
Testament (internet source)

RESOURCES
Books of the Bible chart
http://catholicresources.org/Bible/Gebres.htm
Genres of the Bible

Notes

Note books

Read “The Hymnbook of Israel” and
“Proverbs.” Discuss information.

Oral responses

Record their favourite psalm on a
poster and decorate it.

Posters with psalms, using
artwork rubric

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories:
“The Hymnbook of Israel” (pp.
263-264)
“Proverbs” (p 265)

Use the Good News Bible and record
a list of five parables and five
proverbs.

Lists of proverbs and parables Good News Bible for Children
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 1: Examine the basic beliefs and teaching of Christianity
Theme: The Nature of God

•

OBJECTIVES
Discover information
about the nature of God in
selected psalms, proverbs
and parables

CONTENT
David and others used psalms to
describe and praise the wonderful
attributes of God. (e.g. Psalm 27)
In Proverbs 16:1-11, we learn the
following things about God: He
judges our motives, directs our
actions, hates those who are
proud and requires honesty and
fairness.
Jesus told parables to teach about
God’s love for mankind and his
power to forgive.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
List attributes of God presented
in Psalms 23 & 27.

ASSESSMENT
Created lists

Read Proverbs Chapter 16:1-11
Ideas recorded
and write down information about
the nature of God.
Share the meaning of selected
parables for example, “The
Prodigal Son”.

Explanation of parables

Group activity - create a psalm,
proverb or modern day parable to
describe the nature of God.
Present to the class.

Parables presented on scrolls.
Psalms presented on harp shapes.
Proverbs presented on lip shapes.
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RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
Psalms 23 & 27

Construction paper with shapes
Paper and tissue rolls for scrolls

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Honouring God

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain the term
“sacrificial giving”

Discover ways to use
their time, talents and
money to honour God

CONTENT
Sacrificial giving is one way to
honour God. Everything we have
is a gift from God. Therefore, in
thanksgiving to God, we give a
portion of these gifts to advance
His kingdom. These gifts include
our time, talents and money.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
In groups, compile a list of the
many gifts that God has given us.

Individuals can use their time,
talents and money to honour God.
Time can be spent helping those
who are sick and less fortunate.
Monies can be donated to the less
fortunate. Talents can also be used
to help others.

Using a 3-column chart students
will list ways to honour God with
their time, talent and money

ASSESSMENT
Lists of gifts

Read about and discuss the term
“sacrificial giving.” (Use the
internet site referenced)

File paper

Completed chart

Select a special charity and collect
food items and other gifts for this
organization.
Dramatize ways in which they can
use their time, talents and money
to honour God.
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RESOURCES
http://www.stann.org/extrafiles/stewardship_Sac
rificial_Giving_Bulletin.pdf
What is sacrificial giving?

Drama, using rubric

3-column chart

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Honouring God

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the importance
of having the right attitude
when giving to God and
others

CONTENT
Christians need to have the right
attitude when they give to God
and others. Jesus told a story
about a poor widow to emphasize
this point. The wealthy came to
the temple and gave large sums of
money so that everyone could see
them giving. A poor widow gave
two gold coins, all that she had.
Jesus said that she gave more
than all the wealthy people. She
had the right attitude towards
giving.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
In small groups, discuss the
importance of having the right
attitude when giving to God and
others.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Reads and discuss the story of the
widow who honoured God with
her money. (Use the puppet of
Jesus to share story)

Discussion

Write a newspaper article to
relate how the widow honoured
God with her money.

Poems, using rubric

Write a short poem to relate the
message about giving with the
right attitude.

Puzzles

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories,” The Biggest Gift of All”
(p. 332-333)
Puppet of Jesus

Complete the puzzle “The
Widow’s Offering”
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Through the Bible Puzzles for
Kids 8-12, “The Widow’s
Offering” (p. 123)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Discovering my Identity

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
Genesis Ch. 1:27 states, “So God
Explain what it
means to be created in created man in His own image, in
the image of God created He him;”
the image of God
Man is similar to God in the
following ways:





•

Compare man’s
ability to that of other
animals

Man has intelligence; the
ability to reason, create and
communicate
Man has a will and the power
to choose
Man has emotions (joy, anger
etc.)
Man has a spirit nature

God created man with unique
characteristics that the other
animals do not possess. These
special characteristics include the
ability to dominate, speak, reason,
create, love, and make choices.
While animals can communicate,
they can not speak. They use their
instincts and other physical
features to survive.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Display creation felts and review the
story of the creation of man
Discuss the scripture, “God created
man in His image.”
Write a paragraph to relate ways in
which their image is similar to that of
God’s.

ASSESSMENT

Discussion

http://www.gospelway.com/topics/
man/man-image-god.php
“Man in the Image of God”

Paragraphs, using essay
rubric

Song: ‘I Was Born to Serve the
Lord’

Sing the song “I was Born to Serve the
Lord” and discuss the meaning of the
song.

Ideas suggested

Use a Venn diagram to compare man to
other animals

Ideas presented in Venn
diagram

In groups, design a poster showing man
as a higher being i.e. above all creation.
Use pictures from magazines.

Posters, using rubric
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RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
Genesis 1:26-27

http://www.answersingenesis.org
/articles/cm/v4/n1/man-image-ofgod
“Man the Image of God”
Magazines with animals

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX

Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Discovering my Identity

•

OBJECTIVES
Discover ways in which
they can reflect the image
of God

CONTENT
In the Bible, God is described as
being good, loving, caring,
forgiving, righteous and kind.
Human beings can reflect the
image of God by displaying these
same characteristics.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Group discussion: How can we
reflect the image of God in our
daily lives? Reporter shares.

ASSESSMENT
Ideas presented by the group
(Reflecting the image of God).
Use rubric for speeches.

RESOURCES
Newspapers, magazines, poster
paper, markers, etc.
Journals

Group Work- newspaper and
magazine search for pictures that
portray human beings in positive
ways e.g. showing love. Produce
poster entitled, “Everyday
glimpses of God.”
Journal writing – “I want the
world to see God in me.”
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Group posters – “Everyday
glimpses of God.” Use poster
rubric.
Expressions in journals, using
journal responses rubric.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Serving Others

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the
characteristics of a servant
leader

CONTENT
In St. Mark Chapter 9 verse 35
Jesus stated, “Whosoever wants to
be first must … be the servant of
all.” A good leader should therefore
seek to serve others. A servant
leader is one who exhibits humility,
cares for others and leads by
example.
In St. John 13:3-5, Jesus exhibited
servant leadership by washing His
disciples’ feet.

•

Investigate the lives of
Old Testament leaders
who served with
excellence

There are many Old testament
leaders who served with excellence.
Three such leaders were Moses,
Joshua and Deborah. Moses was
known for his humility, Joshua for
his courage and Deborah for her
wisdom. They were successful
leaders who found favour with God.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Create a web using the word,
“leader”. Children brainstorm to find
the characteristics of a good leader.
Write an acrostic for the word
“leader.” Use words that describe a
servant leader e.g. loving etc.
Design book markers that state:
“Good Leaders also SERVE!

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
http://www.allaboutgod.com/ser
vant-leadership.htm
“Servant Leadership

Acrostics

File paper

Book markers

Materials for book markers:
construction paper, colouring
pencils, glitter etc.

Read stories about Moses, Joshua and
Deborah as leaders and discuss how
they showed servitude.

Oral reports

Write a character sketch on one of the
leaders identified above.

Character sketches

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories:
“The Call of Moses” (p. 62)
“The New Leader” (p. 91)
“Deborah and Barak” (p. 103)
Character sketch format
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Serving Others

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore ways in which
they could serve as good
leaders

CONTENT
Children can serve as good leaders
by exhibiting characteristics such
as respect, dependability,
courtesy, reliability and honesty.
They should be examples for their
peers. They should also be willing
to share their skills and resources
with others.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Discuss in small groups ways in
which they can serve as good
leaders. Use the ideas generated to
create a servant wheel. Perform
acts of service throughout the
week.

ASSESSMENT
Servant wheels and acts of
service

RESOURCES
Study Jesus’ Teachings:
“Servant Wheel” (p. 191)
“Follow the Servant” (pp. 207210)
“Heart of a Servant” (p. 211)
Song, “Make Me a Servant.”

Use Bibles to locate the following
scriptures: Galatians 5:13, John
13:14, Ephesians 6:7, 2 Timothy
1:3, Matthew 20:26 and
Colossians 3:17. Read a verse each
day and colour in a heart as the
verse is read. (Activity sheet)
Sing the song, “Make Me a
Servant.”
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Overcoming Obstacles

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the purpose of
suffering in a person’s life

Use biblical examples of
persons who endure
suffering

CONTENT
Suffering is a part of life’s
experiences. Most people view
suffering as something negative.
Suffering can however, produce
positive characteristics in a
person’s life. Suffering helps to
make individuals stronger and more
resilient. They also gain wisdom
and develop empathy.
Suffering can be an obstacle in a
person’s life if it causes an
individual to lose hope and give up.
Two biblical examples of persons
who suffered are Job and Joseph.
Job was a righteous man. God
allowed Satan to test Job by taking
away his children and wealth. Job
also endured sickness. Joseph
endured great hardship after he was
sold into slavery and imprisoned.
Both of these individuals were
rewarded for their patience and
fortitude.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
In groups, brainstorm reasons why
people must suffer. Write ideas
down and discuss as a class.
Read I Peter 5:9-10. List the
benefits of suffering as indicated
in verse 10.

ASSESSMENT
Discussion

Lists of benefits

Read the stories of Job and Joseph
in the Children’s Bible. In pairs
talk about how these characters
responded to suffering. Write a
paragraph about Job or Joseph.

Paragraphs, using essay rubric

Read Job 38:1-11 and complete
the puzzle, “Why Me?”

Puzzles

RESOURCES
http://www.christianthinktank.com/vincent1.html
Implications from Suffering
Good News Bible for Children: I
Peter 5:9-10

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories:
“The Story of Job” (pp. 260-262)
“Into the Pit” (pp.44-45)
Joseph the Slave” (pp.47-52)
“The New Prime Minister” (p.
52)
Through the Bible Puzzles for
Kids 8-12, “Why Me?” (p. 75)
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 2: Discover a sense of identity and purpose
Theme: Overcoming Obstacles

OBJECTIVES
• Explore ways to cope
through difficult times in
life

CONTENT
Suffering is a difficult experience
but individuals must find ways to
cope during such times. Here are
several ways to cope during
difficult times:
• Pray to God; ask the Holy
Spirit to strengthen and
guide you
• Talk to your parents,
Pastor or counselor
• Read the Bible
• Listen to songs and poems
that bring comfort
• Encourage others who
may be going through a
similar experience

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Brainstorm ways to cope during
difficult times. Children share
experiences about how they
coped with death, sickness etc.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Create cards or write a poem to
encourage others to be strong
during a difficult moment in their
life.

Cards or poem

Sing the song, “Be Still and
Know That I am God.”
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RESOURCES
Materials for craft project:
crayons, paper, glue etc.

Song, “Be Still and Know That I
am God”

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian Faith
Theme: Celebrating Thanksgiving

•

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
The
history
of
Thanksgiving dates back
Examine the purpose of
to the Pilgrims who came to the United
Thanksgiving
States from England. After experiencing
a difficult winter in 1620, they celebrated
a bountiful harvest the following year.
They celebrated along with the Indians
who helped them to survive.

Examine signs of
ingratitude among
persons in our
community

Today, Thanksgiving is celebrated as a
holiday in the United States. Bahamians
also share in this tradition by celebrating
Thanksgiving. It is a time to give thanks
to God for all his blessings.
Even though Bahamians enjoy the
blessings of God, many of them are very
ungrateful. Signs of ingratitude include:
• Some neighbourhoods are
unclean.
• Food is often wasted.
• Some persons do not share even
though they have plenty.
• Individuals grumble and
complain.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Research the purpose of
Thanksgiving and discuss
information in small groups. Each
group will give an oral report.

ASSESSMENT
Oral reports

Read and discuss the message of the
poem “Thanksgiving” by Ella
Wheeler Wilcox. List reasons why
individuals should give thanks as
suggested in the poem (blessing and
troubles).

RESOURCES
http://homeschooling.about.com/c
s/unitssubjhol/a/thanksday.htm
Celebrate Thanksgiving Day

www.apples4teacher.com/holidays
/thanksgiving/poems-rhymes/
Thanksgiving poems

In groups, discuss signs that indicate
that Bahamians are ungrateful.

Oral responses

Materials for chart project:
crayons, paper, glue etc.

Take a short walk in the community
to see how the area is kept. Take
pictures to display in the class. Talk
about this experience.

Picture display with
message

Bulletin board, paper, pictures etc.

Bring in newspaper articles about
how Bahamians keep their
communities. Read and discuss
articles.
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Local newspapers

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian Faith
Theme: Celebrating Thanksgiving

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Document reasons why
Bahamians should be
thankful

Propose a plan of action
to encourage Bahamians
to be more thankful

CONTENT
Bahamians should be thankful
because God has blessed this
beautiful country called The
Bahamas. Bahamians should be
grateful for the following:
• A democratic government
• A rich Christian heritage
• A generally strong economy
• A vibrant Tourism Industry
• Wonderful natural resources
• Close-knit communities

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Sing the song, “O Island in the Sun”
and list at least 10 reasons why
Bahamians should be grateful.

ASSESSMENT
Lists of ideas

RESOURCES
Song, “O Island in the Sun”

Conduct a survey (using persons
from school, home and church), to
find out why Bahamians should be
thankful. Create a graph using the
data gained from the survey.

Graphs

It is important that steps are taken to
encourage Bahamians to be more
grateful. Students can play a vital
role in this process by using their
creativity and powers of persuasion.
Initiatives can begin in the schools
and extend to the wider community.

Brainstorm ways to spark a
“gratitude revolution.”

Oral responses

File paper

Write an ad for the local newspapers
encouraging Bahamians to be more
thankful.

Advertisements

Materials for chart project:
crayons, paper, glue etc.

Design posters to encourage persons
to ‘stamp out’ ingratitude.
Distribute posters in the community
(home, family and close friends).

Posters, using artwork rubric.

Questions for the survey
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore Christmas
celebrations around the
world

CONTENT
Christmas In Bethlehem
The little town where Jesus is
said to have been born is the site
of the Church of the Nativity,
which is ablaze with flags and
decorations every Christmas. On
Christmas Eve natives and
visitors alike crowd the church's
doorways and stand on the roof to
watch for the dramatic annual
procession.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use the Internet to investigate
Christmas celebrations around the
world.

ASSESSMENT

In groups, download pictures
from various countries and mount
a display entitled, “Christmas
around the world.”

Displays, using a rubric

View a DVD about Christmas
celebrations in various countries.
Discuss information viewed.

Discussion

Christmas in Brazil
In Brazil, Christmas is one of the In groups, write a short skit to
most important festive days, or
portray Christmas celebrations in
"dia de fiestas". It is celebrated on three countries around the world.
25th December. The festivities in
the country are influenced by
ethnic ways. Caroling is quite a
popular custom here. Various
Christmas carols are sung during
Christmas to commemorate the
birth of Christ.
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RESOURCES
http://www.theholidayspot.com/
christmas/worldxmas/
Information about Christmas

http://www.santas.net/aroundthe
world.htm

Skits, using rubric for dramatic
skits

Items for display: Chart paper,
glue, markers etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

OBJECTIVES

•

Compare and contrast
Christmas celebrations
around the world

CONTENT
Christmas in Australia
With all the glitter, tinsel and
razzmatazz, Australians consider
Christmas a time for remembering
the true meaning of Christmas....a
time for remembering the birth of
Jesus and the spiritual meaning of
Christmas. For many, Christmas
will begin with families attending a
mid-night mass.
Christmas celebrations vary from
place to place because of cultural
differences. However, there are
many common aspects to the
celebrations. Caroling, feasting, and
gift giving along with prayers and
best wishes are a part of Christmas
celebrations everywhere.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

ASSESSMENT

Use a 3-column chart to
Information in chart
compare and contrast Christmas
celebrations in three countries.

RESOURCES

3-column chart

File paper
Write a poem highlighting the
common aspects of Christmas.
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Poems, using rubric for songs and
poems

SCOPE OFWORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore the message of
Christmas

CONTENT
The message of Christmas is
wrapped up in Jesus Christ. The
Bible states that because God
loved the world He gave His only
Son, Jesus to redeem mankind
back to Him. (John 3:16)
When the angels delivered the
message of Jesus’ birth to the
shepherds they brought “good
tidings of great joy.” (Luke 2:10)

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Watch the DVD, the Nativity and
talk about the message of
Christmas.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
John 3:16; Luke 2:10
DVD – The Nativity

Design a card and write a
Christmas message inside.

Cards

Listen to a variety of Christmas
carols and write the message of
each one.
E.g. “Joy to the World”

Lists of songs and messages

Many Christmas carols share a
message of peace, love and joy.
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Materials for card project:
crayons, paper, glue etc.
Christmas carols

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

OBJECTIVES
Describe the festivals
of Christmas and
Hanukkah

CONTENT
Christmas is a celebration of the birth of
Jesus Christ, who is the Son of God, and
the Saviour of all people. With the birth
of Christ, Christianity essentially began;
thus, Christmas also celebrates the
beginning of Christianity.
Hanukkah is a Jewish holiday celebrated
for eight days and nights. It starts on the
25th of the Jewish month of Kislev,
which coincides with late November-late
December on the secular calendar.

•

Compare and contrast
Christmas and
Hanukkah

Hanukkah is an eight-day Jewish
festival, which commemorates the
rededication of the Temple of Jerusalem
in 165 BC. Christmas celebrates the
birth of Jesus Christ. Hanukkah is called
the “Festival of lights,” and Jesus is
referred to as the Light of the World.
Hanukkah is an eight day celebration
while Christmas is a twelve day feast.
Both celebrations take place around the
same time and gift giving is a part of
both.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Research the festivals of
Christmas and Hanukkah via the
internet. Write a paragraph to
describe each festival.

ASSESSMENT
Paragraphs, using essay
rubric

View the DVD, “Happy
Hanukkah” on You tube. Record
information about the festival on
note paper. Share information
with the class.

Notes and oral responses

In groups, use a Venn diagram to
compare and contrast Christmas
and Hanukkah.

Information in charts
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christmas.htm
http://www.judaism.about.com/od
/holidays/a/hanukkah.htm
http://www.youtube.com
DVD – Happy Hanukkah

Pretend to be a Jewish or
Oral presentations
Christian child. Write and present
a monologue on your special
festival.
Create Christmas and Hanukkah
cards.

RESOURCES
http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-

Cards, using artwork rubric

http://blogs.scholastic.com/whats_
new/2008/12/compareholiday.html
Information about Christmas and
Hanukkah.
Venn diagram
Materials for card: construction
paper, glitter, markers etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Christmas

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore ways to create a
spirit of unity at
Christmas

CONTENT
Christmas is an excellent season
for people of all cultures to come
together as one. Communities
can be transformed if individuals
work together.
A spirit of unity can be created at
Christmas in many ways. Some
ways are through caroling in the
community, giving gifts to the
less unfortunate, feeding the poor
and so on.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
In groups, create a television
show to share ways to create a
spirit of unity at Christmas.
Create posters using the ideas
from the television show to
encourage their families,
churches and the neighbourhood
to be one at Christmas and all
year long.
Watch the DVD and listen to the
song, “A Christmas Song.”
Discuss the message of the song unity.
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ASSESSMENT
Presentation of shows and ideas
shared.

RESOURCES
Props for television show
Microphone

Posters, using rubric.

Chart paper and materials for
posters

http://www.youtube.com
Song, “A Christmas Song,” by
Clay Guthrie
Discussion

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Choices

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore the concept of
peer pressure

.

CONTENT
“Peer pressure is the influence of
a social group on an individual”
(Internet source). This pressure
causes individuals to change their
attitudes, values or behaviour to
conform to the group.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Define and discuss the concept of
peer pressure.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Watch and discuss videos about
peer pressure on the internet.

Discussion

RESOURCES
http://www.answers.com/topic/peerpressure
What is peer pressure?

In small groups, children identify
some of the pressures that they face Lists of ideas
everyday. Share them with the class.
•

Differentiate between
positive and negative
influences

Influences can be positive and
negative. Positive influence is
when an individual is inspired to
do something worthwhile such as
play a team sport. Negative
influence is when an individual is
persuaded to try something
detrimental such as drugs.
Children and teens often face
negative peer pressure which may
cause them to have sex, take
drugs, drink alcohol and do other
detrimental things.

Role-play
Students will role-play given
scenarios. Their classmates will say
whether positive or negative
examples of peer pressure are being
depicted.
Design a cartoon strip which shows
an example of positive peer
pressure.
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Cartoon strips, using a rubric

Teen Health, “Decisions for
Healthy Living” (pp.74-76)

Materials for cartoon strip: paper,
coloured pencils etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Choices

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore Bible stories
which relate to following
the advice of others

.

•

Decide to handle peer
pressure positively

CONTENT
In the Bible both David and Job
received advice from their
friends. Jonathan gave David
good advice that helped to save
his life. Job’s friends gave him
advice he didn’t follow because
he knew he had done nothing
wrong.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read the stories of David and
Jonathan and Job, in relation to
their friendships. Discuss the
advice given in both cases by
their friends.

Individuals, especially children
and teens need to learn how to
respond to peer pressure.
Children and teens should learn
how to evaluate situations and
make good decision. The advice
of friends should be followed if it
is positive and beneficial.

Students will repeat an “I will
Follow” pledge, promising to
follow only the positive advice
given by their peers.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Puzzles

Through the Bible Puzzles for
Kids 8-12, “Friends Forever” (p.
58)

Complete the puzzle, “Friends
Forever.”

Create an accordion brochure
called ‘Peer Issues’ to encourage
children and teens to choose the
positive aspects of peer pressure.
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RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories:
“Friends for Life” (p. 143)
“Cheering Job Up?” (p. 261)

Attitude of students

Pledge written by the teacher

Accordion brochures entitled
‘Peer Issues’

Materials for brochure: crayons,
paper, glue etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain why loyalty is an
important value.

Study biblical characters
who demonstrated loyalty

CONTENT
Loyalty is faithfulness or devotion to a
person or cause. Loyalty is an
important virtue especially with
regards to relationships. Friends and
family members should be loyal to
each other. This fosters trust and
dependability. In the business world,
companies depend on customers who
are loyal.
Elisha, Daniel and his friends are
biblical characters who demonstrated
loyalty. Elisha remained loyal to
Elijah, until Elijah was taken up into
heaven in a chariot. When Daniel and
his friends were taken as captives into
Babylon, they refused to conform to
the Babylonian way of life. They
maintained a healthy lifestyle and
remained loyal to God.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Present a scenario and allow
children to deduce the meaning of
loyalty from it.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Dictionaries

Discussion

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories:
“Elijah’s last Journey” (p. 194)
“Daniel and his Friends (p. 232)

Pair children and have them
brainstorm why loyalty is an
important value.

Read the stories, “”Elijah’s Last
Journey” and “Daniel and his
friends.” Discuss how the
characters showed loyalty.
Complete the puzzle “What’s on
the Menu?”
Draw a map of Elijah’s last
journey. Title of the map –
“Journey of a Loyal Servant”

Puzzles

Maps

http://www.mssscrafts.com/oldtest
ament/daniel3friends.htm
Stories of Daniel and his friends
and Elisha
Materials for map: paper & pencils
Through the Bible Puzzles for
Kids 8-12, “What’s on the Menu”
(p. 87)
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore the benefits of
loyalty

Suggest ways to show
loyalty to God and others

CONTENT
Being loyal often creates its own
rewards, with increases in blessings,
security, and respect from others.
Friendships become stronger when
individuals are loyal. Organizations
become stronger when members are
loyal. Businesses usually reward
customers who are loyal. Clubs,
sports teams and other organizations
usually honour loyal members or
workers.
We can show loyalty to God by
worshipping Him, reading His Word,
treating others with respect and
praying every day.
We can show loyalty by being
faithful to friends and neighbours.
We can show loyalty to our school,
clubs and sports teams by being
committed and obeying rules.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Interview teachers and support staff
members on the school campus
about the benefits of loyalty and
record their responses.

ASSESSMENT
Information from interview
questions.

Draw a large tree and list the
benefits of loyalty on the leaves.

Ideas listed

In groups of threes, students will
discuss ways in which they can
show loyalty to God and others.
One person from each group will
report.

Ideas shared

Students will keep a dairy for one
week to record acts of loyalty they
performed.

Loyalty cards, using artwork
rubric.

Create a Popping Up with Loyalty
card.
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RESOURCES
Interview questions

Materials for the tree:
construction paper, glue, markers
etc.

Fold-N-Hold Objects Talks for
Kids, Ages 6-11, “Popping Up
with…” (pp 44-45)

Diary entries
Materials for card project:
crayons, paper, glue etc.

Diaries made by the students

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain the significance
of being humble

.

•

Describe the
characteristics of a
humble person

CONTENT
Humility is an important virtue or
characteristic. The Bible tells us that
many benefits are awarded to the
humble. God raises the humble (Job
5:11). God gives grace to the
humble (James 4:10). God gives the
humble joy (Isaiah 29:19). God
forgives and heals the humble (II
Chronicles 7:14). The humble shall
inherit the earth (Matt. 5:5).
Humility keeps us near to God and
reminds us that He is in control.
Humble means not being proud or
haughty; arrogant nor assertive; not
pretentious.
A humble person is unassuming but
not weak. A humble person is
gracious and grateful. He/she gives
glory to God and appreciates the
help of others.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use the Bible to find scriptures
about humility. Discuss the
meaning of each scripture.

ASSESSMENT
Interpretation of scripture

Write scriptures on bumble-bee
shapes and display in the class.
Read a verse each day and praise
God for the blessings of humility.

Display

Role-play situations where persons Role-play
display humility. Examples:
praising and worshiping God,
serving others and complimenting Quick quizzes
others.
Students will take a quick quiz to
see how humble they are. (QuickQuiz #7)
Create a Want Ad entitled
“Looking For The Humble!”
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RESOURCES
Bumble-bee cut-outs
Good News Bible for Children:
Job 5:11; James 4:10; Isaiah
29:19; II Chronicles 7:14; Matt.
5:5.

http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/humble
definition of humble
Quick Quiz Starters, “HumbleBe’s (pp. 30-33

Want Ads
Materials for Ad: Paper, pencils
etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain how Jesus
demonstrated humility

.

•

Discover ways in
which persons can
display humility

CONTENT
Jesus was a perfect example of a
humble person. He sought no high
position and assumed no titles. He did
not strive for worldly greatness, and
was content even in the lowest
position. Jesus did not contend for
His rights. He weeded all vanity from
His life. Jesus mingled with the lowly.
His manners were gentle and
unassuming. He remained true to His
humility.
Individuals can display humility in the
following ways:
• Giving praise and honour to
God
• Being patient with others
• Working with others
• Acknowledging their
accomplishments without
bragging
• Giving others credit

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use the Children’s’ Bible and list
at least six occasions on which
Jesus displayed humility e.g. at
His baptism.

ASSESSMENT
Research

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories

Poems or raps, using rubric
File paper

Write a poem or rap about Jesus
describing His humility.

In groups, brainstorm ways to
show humility. Design a chart
listing at least five ways to show
humility.

Charts and ideas listed.

Char paper, colouring pencils etc.

Results from “credit card”
activity

Quick Quiz Starters, “Credit
Card” (p. 33)

Complete the “credit card” activity
over a two-week period.
Attitudes of students
Allow students to bow on their
knees and to thank God for all He
provides.
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
State the definition of the
word “integrity”

.

•

Use biblical examples of
persons who displayed
integrity

CONTENT
Integrity means firm adherence to
a code of moral values; the
quality or state of being complete
or undivided; an unimpaired
condition.
Synonyms: character, decency,
goodness, honesty, righteous and
virtuous.
The virtue of integrity was
displayed by biblical characters
Joseph and Job. Joseph
demonstrated integrity by being
faithful to God and his master
(Genesis 39). Job was honest and
upright in all his deeds (Job 1).
Both characters were rewarded
for their integrity.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Role-play two situations in order to
draw out the definition of integrity.

ASSESSMENT
Drama

Draw a word web and list synonyms
for the word integrity

Lists of words

Character Attack – After reading the
story, compare and contrast Joseph’s
character to that of Potiphar’s wife.

Character attack charts &
sketches

CHARACTER ATTACK
Joseph
Potiphar’s Wife

RESOURCES
http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/integrity
definition of integrity

The Children’s Bible In 365
Stories:
“Thrown into Prison” (pp. 4849)
“Troubles for Job” (pp. 260-261)
Character sketch outline

Write a character sketch on the life
of Job. Write about how he showed
integrity.
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
Demonstrate integrity in
various situations

CONTENT
We can display integrity in our
lives in the following ways:
• Be truthful and honest
• Be reliable at all times
• Display fairness
• Keep your word
• Do your best even when
no one is aware
• Adhere to rules

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Role-play various scenarios
showing how integrity was
displayed

ASSESSMENT
Role-play

RESOURCES
Materials for markers: paper,
coloured pencils etc.
File paper

Make “Integrity Markers” to give
to students or adults who display
acts of integrity throughout the
week.

Integrity markers
http://70030.netministry.com/apps/a
rticles/default.asp?article...
Search - Character of integrity
Personalized pledges

Use David’s psalm (Psalm 101) as
an example and write a
personalized integrity pledge.
(e.g. Mike’s Promise)
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain why excellence
is an important value

CONTENT
The word excellence means high
quality; an excellent virtue.

.
Excellence is an important virtue
because it motivates individuals to
go beyond a limit or standard. The
quest for excellence drives
individuals to perform at their best
and achieve greatness.
•

Study biblical characters
who exhibited excellence

Two biblical characters who
exhibited the spirit of excellence are
Daniel and King Solomon.
In Daniel Chapter 6 verse 3 we
discover that Daniel performed
better than his supervisors because
his work was outstanding.
King Solomon was a king of
excellence. His wisdom surpassed
all and his palace was magnificent.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use a web to brainstorm the word
“excellence.” Students tell what this
word means to them and why it is an
important virtue.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Research and write famous quotes
about excellence e.g. “Excellence is
the gradual result of always striving
to do better.” (Pat Riley)

Quotes

View DVD’s about Daniel and King
Solomon on You Tube. Discuss how
they showed excellence.

Oral responses

RESOURCES
http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/excellence
definition of excellence
Computers

Write a paragraph about Daniel or
King Solomon explaining how they
showed excellence.

Internet

Good News Bible for Children:
Daniel 6:1-3

The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Solomon’s Glory” (pp.
Paragraphs, using essay rubric 172-173)
File paper

Complete the puzzle, “The Wise
King.”
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Puzzles
Through the Bible Puzzles for
Kids 8-12, “The Wise King (p. 60)

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 3: Apply biblical values and principles to everyday living
Theme: Growing with Values

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
Students can demonstrate
Explore ways to
demonstrate excellence in excellence in the following ways:
their daily lives
• Attend school every day
and be prompt
• Do your best on all your
assignments
• Treat others with respect
• Practice until your skills
improve
• Be neat in appearance

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Write a poem about displaying an
excellent spirit.
In groups, design a poster showing
people of excellence and their
achievements.
Sing the song, “Reach” by Gloria
Estefan and discuss the message of
the song.

Excellence must be practiced
daily.
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ASSESSMENT
Poems, using rubric

RESOURCES
File paper
Items for poster: chart paper,
markers, pictures etc.

Posters, using rubric
www.youtube.com
Song, “Reach” by Gloria Estefan
Ideas shared

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Caring for God’s Creation

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain the importance
of caring for the
environment

.

CONTENT
The world we live in is a beautiful
place. It is also a fragile place
because its resources can be
depleted or destroyed. If human
beings do not care for the
environment in which they live, the
earth will not be able to sustain
itself for future generations.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
Use the creation mural to spark a
Discussion
discussion about the beauty of the earth.

RESOURCES
Creation mural / bulletin board
File paper or index cards

In groups, students will list five reasons
why they think it is important to take
care of the environment. Class
discussion will follow.

Reasons listed
Song, “All Things Bright and
Beautiful”

Sing the song “All Things Bright and
Beautiful.”
•

Examine the effects of
pollution on the
environment

Pollution is a major problem all
over the world. It makes people,
other animals and plants sick or
even kills them. Pollution is
contamination by a chemical or
other agent that harms the
environment. The three main types
are air, water and land pollution.

Take a nature walk around the school.
Record examples of pollutants
observed. Use the table below.
Pollution around my school
Land
Air
Water

Research information on the internet
about pollution.
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Completed tables

Table

http://tiki.oneworld.net/pollution/
pollution_home.html/
Information about pollution

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Caring for God’s Creation

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore scriptural
verses about protecting
the earth

Explore ways to
preserve our natural
resources

CONTENT
God has placed the care of planet
earth in man’s hand. When he
created the world He told Adam to
cultivate it and guard it (Genesis
2:15). Mankind is responsible for
keeping the earth under control
(Genesis 1:28). The earth should
have seasons of farming and then rest
(Leviticus 25:4).
The Bible also states that God cares
for the earth (Psalm 65:9-13).
Human beings are responsible for the
preservation of our natural resources.
We can preserve our resources by:
• Recycling bottles, cans,
paper etc.
• Putting garbage in bins
• Keeping the ocean clean
• Conserving energy
• Protecting the trees and
wetlands

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Use the Bible to find scriptures
about caring for the earth.
Discuss verses.

ASSESSMENT
Interpretation of scripture

RESOURCES
http://www.earthcareonline.org/bible
verses.html
Bible verses on creation care

Design a bulletin board showing
God’s creation and display
scripture verses about caring for
creation on it.

Bulletin board display

Good News Bible for Children:
Genesis 2:15
Genesis 1:28
Leviticus 25:4
Psalm 65:9-13

Read and discuss information
from the “Tiki the Penguin”
website – What can you do?

Ideas discussed

http://tiki.oneworld.net/pollution/poll
ution_home.html/
What can you do?

Slogans
Create slogans encouraging care
of the environment.

Paper or index cards for slogans
Teacher-made pledge

Recite a pledge accepting
responsibility for the care of the
environment.
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Rights/Responsibilities

•

OBJECTIVES
Define the terms work,
leisure and wealth

.

•

Explore scriptural
passages related to work,
leisure and wealth

CONTENT
Work is defined as activity in which
one exerts strength or faculties to do
or perform something.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Define the words work, leisure and
wealth using prior knowledge and
then the dictionary.

Leisure is freedom provided by
cessation of activities, especially
time free from work or duties.

Give volunteers a card with
instructions related to the terms
above, on them. Individuals perform
the actions. Children use the clues to
guess what is being portrayed.

Wealth is defined as abundance of
valuable possessions or resources.
The Bible gives good advice on
how to balance work and leisure.
God set the pattern for us when He
rested from his labour on the 7th day
(Genesis 2:2). Jesus made it clear in
Mark 7:27 when He said that “the
Sabbath was made for man, not man
for the Sabbath.” The Sabbath was a
day set aside for human beings to
worship God and to rest from their
labour.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary
definitions – work, leisure &
wealth

Choose a scripture about work, leisure Slogans
or wealth and write a slogan based on
the scripture.

http://www.openbible.info/topics/

Using the illustrated sample provided,
create Bible verse pictures about
work, leisure and wealth.

Scriptures on Work
Genesis 2:15
Exodus 2312
Deuteronomy 5:13
Proverbs 10:4
Proverbs 12:11, 12:24, 22:29
Timothy 5:8
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Bible verse pictures

Good News Bible for Children

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Rights/Responsibilities

OBJECTIVES

CONTENT
With regards to wealth, the Bible
states that God “gives us the
power to get wealth”
(Deuteronomy 8:18).

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Bible verse picture

I Timothy 6:10 states, “For the
love of money is a source of all
kinds of evil.”

ASSESSMENT

RESOURCES
Scriptures on Leisure
Genesis 2:2
Mark 6:31
Mark 6:32
Mark 7:27
Hebrews 4:9-11
Scriptures on Wealth
Deuteronomy 8:18
Samuel 2:7
Chronicles 29:12
Proverbs 3:9
Proverbs 10:4
1 Timothy 6:10
Hebrews 13:5
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Rights/Responsibilities

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain why work is
important to individuals
and the wider society

Identify values people
who work should possess

CONTENT
Work is very important to
individuals and the society. When
you work, you contribute to the
community making the economy and
your community stronger. Having an
income affords individuals the
opportunity to pay their bills and live
comfortably. When you have a job
or a career, you have self-respect,
dignity, and self-worth.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Listen to and discuss the message
of the song, “Work” by
Barrington Levy.

People who work should exhibit
high moral standards. They should
be honest, dependable and loyal.
They should be willing to go above
and beyond the call of duty.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Materials for charts: pictures,
crayons, paper, glue etc.
Index cards

Discuss – Why is work important
to individuals and the society?

Discussion

In groups, produce posters
showing the importance of work
to individuals and society. Use a
variety of pictures.

Posters, using a rubric

Write a poem, which informs the
reader of values a worker should
possess.

Poems, using rubric

File paper

Artwork and values listed

Materials for artwork: paper,
coloured pencils etc.

Draw a picture of a worker and
write values he/she should
possess on his/her work tools.
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www.youtube.com
Song, “Work” by Barrington
Levy
Pictures from magazines

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Love and/or Forgiveness

•

OBJECTIVES
Explore parables of
love and forgiveness
told by Jesus

CONTENT
In Luke Chapter 15, Jesus told three
parables about God’s love and
forgiveness. In the parable of the
Lost Sheep, the shepherd left the
other sheep and searched until he
found the one sheep that was
missing. There was a celebration
with friends and others.
The parable of the Lost Coin also
teaches about love. A woman lost a
coin. She searched carefully until it
was found. She celebrated its
discovery with family and friends.
In the parable of the Lost Son, we
learn about love and forgiveness.
The son wasted his inheritance but
found forgiveness when he returned
home.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Display flash cards with the words:
LOVE and

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

FORGIVENESS .

Invite the children to tell what these
words mean to them.
Read the parables of the Lost Sheep,
Coin and Sons from The Children’s
Bible. Talk about what these parables
mean.
Write a parable of their own to teach
either love or forgiveness or both.
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RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories:
“The Lost Sheep” (p. 326)
“The Lost Coin: (p. 327)
“The Lost Sons” (pp. 328-329)
File paper

Meanings of parables

Modern day parables, using
essay rubric

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Love and/or Forgiveness

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the loving and
forgiving nature of God

CONTENT
From the three parables identified in
Luke 15, the following conclusions
can be drawn about God’s love and
forgiveness:
• God’s love and forgiveness
extend to all who are lost
• God is seeking those who are
lost
• God forgives those who ask
for forgiveness
• God rejoices when someone
repents.
The following scriptures also support
these ideas: Luke 19:10; Psalm 86:5
and I John 1:9.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
In groups, discuss the nature of God
using the parables identified and
other scriptures. Talk about God’s
love and forgiveness.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
Luke 19:10
Psalm 86:5
I John 1:9

Children cut out a huge cross from
the construction paper. On one side
they will list five things God’s
forgiveness does for them and on
the next side, list five things their
forgiveness can do for others.

Forgiveness cross

Construction paper

Make lost and found paper lambs
with a message about God’s love
(Luke 19:10).

Paper lambs with
messages
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Fold-N-Hold Object Talks for
Kids, “Lost & Found Lamb” (pp.
6-7)
Materials for craft: paper,
markers, wiggly eyes, glue etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Love and/or Forgiveness

•

OBJECTIVES
Apply Jesus’ teaching on
love and forgiveness to
their lives

CONTENT
Jesus’ lessons about love and
forgiveness should be applied to our
daily lives. Jesus is love and if He
lives in us we should love others. We
should also forgive those who have
wronged us.
In the Lord’s Prayer, Jesus taught us
to say, “Forgive us our debts as we
forgive our debtors.” (Matthew 6:12)

•

Use prayer as a means of
seeking God’s
forgiveness

According to Matthew 18:21-22, we
should forgive persons every time
they trespass against us.
Prayer is a powerful medium through
which we can ask God for
forgiveness. God hears us and
forgives us, but we must come to Him
with a penitent heart.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Complete the “How Forgiving
Are You? Quiz. (score
interpretation found on page 29)

ASSESSMENT
Quizzes

Write a diary entry telling about a Diary entries
time when they hurt someone or
someone hurt them and
forgiveness was demonstrated.

RESOURCES
Study Jesus’ Teachings, Ages 812 “How Forgiving Are You? (p.
12)
What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “7 Ways to Be Forgiving”
(p. 71)
Diaries / journals

Read and discuss “7 Ways to Be
Forgiving”

Write a prayer asking God to
forgive them for something that
they did wrong. Write it on
praying hands, which will be
displayed on a bulletin board.
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Prayers

File paper
Praying hands cut-outs

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the significance
of the Lord’s Supper

CONTENT
Just before Jesus’ death, He ate the
Passover Meal, referred to as the Last
Supper, with His disciples. He
changed the Jewish Passover into a
supper with special meaning.
Today, Christians continue to
commemorate the Lord’s Supper in
remembrance of Jesus’ death and in
anticipation of His coming (I
Corinthians 11: 23-26). It is referred
to as Holy Communion or the
Eucharist in some churches.

•

Explain what the
symbols used during the
Lord’s Supper represent

The main symbols used during the
Lords’ Supper are the bread and the
wine. Jesus said that the bread is His
body. The wine represents His blood
which is poured out for the forgiveness
of sin and seals God’s covenant.
(Matthew 26: 26-29; Mark 14:22-26)

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the story, “The
Passover Meal.” (Key Q. Why did
Jesus institute the Last Supper?”)

ASSESSMENT
Discussion

Research and discuss New Testament
scriptures about the Lord’s Supper.
(Acts 20:7; I Corinthians 10:16-21; I
Corinthians 11: 17-33)

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “The Passover Meal” (p.
369)
Good News Bible for Children:
Acts 20:7; I Corinthians 10:1621; I Corinthians 11: 17-33
30 New Testament Quick Skits
For Kids, “Toejam Man” (pp. 2224)

Sing the song, ‘Break Thou the Bread
of Life.”
Perform the short skit, ‘Toejam Man.’
Discuss what the skit was all about.

Drama & discussion

Song: “Break Thou the Bread of
Life”

Use a 2-column chart to write notes
about the meaning of the bread and
the wine.

Notes recorded in charts

2-column chart

Draw a picture of the Lord’s
Pictures/models
Supper using the pattern in Easter Fun
or make models of items used in the
Lord’s Supper.

Materials for models
http://www.thelordssupper.org
(Information about the Lord’s
Supper)
Easter Fun!, “Last Supper
Pattern” (p. 28)
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Discover ways in which
the Lord’s Supper is
observed in various
Christian churches

Examine the importance
of observing the Lord’s
Supper with the right
attitude

CONTENT
The Lords’ Supper is observed by
Christian churches all around the
world. Some churches observe the
Lord’s Supper every time they meet
for worship while others observe it
once a week or once a month. In
some churches, “feet washing” is
practiced after the Supper is
completed.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
View and discuss communion
videos from You Tube.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
Videos on the Lord’s Supper or
communion from You Tube.

Invite students from the various
Christian denominations in the
class to share how they observe
the Lord’s Supper.

Oral responses

Easter Fun!, “Remembering
Jesus” (p. 7)

Complete the puzzle,
“Remembering Jesus.”
Read I Corinthians 11:27-34.
It is very important to observe the
Lord’s Supper with the right attitude. Write words to describe the heart
It is a time to sincerely reflect on the of a person who qualifies to take
death and suffering of Jesus and to
the Lord’s Supper.
prepare our hearts for His coming. It
Write a poem to serve as a
is also a time for self-examination
reminder of the importance of
and fellowship. Apostle Paul
warned the church at Corinth about
observing the Lord’s Supper with
dishonouring the Lord’s body and
the right attitude.
blood. (I Corinthians 27-34)
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Puzzles
Lists of words

Good News Bible for Children: I
Corinthians 11:27-34
File paper

Poems, using rubric

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the path of
suffering Jesus took from
Gethsemane to the cross

CONTENT
The path Jesus took to the cross
was one of great suffering. In the
Garden of Gethsemane Jesus
suffered distress and grief. He
experienced betrayal. On the road
to Golgotha He was mocked,
whipped and tortured. His body
endured great suffering on the
cross. Jesus endured to the very
end.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Create stations using pictures from
the Easter Timeline bulletin board at
various points in the classroom.
Walk around the room and talk about
how Jesus suffered on His journey to
the cross.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

Complete the activity sheet, “The
Path Jesus Took.”

Activity sheets

RESOURCES
Easter Timeline bulletin board set
Easter Fun!, “The Path Jesus
Took,” (p. 6)
Video – Via Dolorosa – Passion
of the Christ (You Tube)

View and discuss the video, “Via
Dolorosa – Passion of the Christ.”
•

Explain why Jesus was
willing to suffer for
mankind

Jesus knew that His journey to the
cross would involve great suffering
(Luke 9:22). However, He was
willing to die for the sins of
mankind because He loved us. He
also knew that He had to be
obedient to His Father – “…Yet not
what I want, but what You want”
(Matthew 26:39). Jesus knew that
His suffering would lead to great
victory for all believers.

Pretend to be Scripture Detectives.
Read the following scriptures to
discovery why Jesus was willing to
suffer: Luke 9:22; Matthew 26:39

Oral responses

Write a letter from Jesus (in the first
person), stating why He was willing
to suffer for mankind. Share letter
with the class.

Letters, using rubric

Good News Bible for Children:
Luke 9:22; Matthew 26:39

File paper
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX

Sub-Goal 5: Explore the celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•
.

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
Jesus
suffered
because He had a
Justify suffering for one’s
special mission to accomplish.
faith
Christians today must also suffer for
their faith. Jesus said that if we follow
Him we must “take up our cross every
day” (Luke 9:23-24). When Christians
suffer, they take part in the sufferings
of Jesus Christ (I Peter 4:12-13).
Suffering produces faith, patience and
endurance in a person’s life (James
1:3).

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the following
scriptures about suffering in the
life of a Christian: Luke 9:23-24;
I Peter 4:12-13; James 1:3)

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses and
discussion

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “Stephen the Fearless”
(p. 388)
Journals

Read and discuss the story of
Stephen, the first Christian
Martyr.
Write a journal entry on the topic, Journal entries
“The Cross I Must Carry.”
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore the celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Explain why Easter is an
important festival for
Christians

Highlight the main events
of the Easter story

CONTENT
Easter is the most important festival
in the Christian year. During this
season, Christians remember all that
Jesus Christ has suffered for them.
It is a time to reflect on the reason
why Jesus died and the significance
of His death and resurrection.

The main events in the Easter story
are Palm Sunday, The Last Supper,
Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane,
Jesus’ Arrest and Trial, His
Crucifixion and His Resurrection.
All of these events took place
during Passion Week or Holy
Week.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
View and discuss a Power Point
presentation entitled, “Why Is Easter
Important For Christians?”

ASSESSMENT
Discussion

Dioramas with written
Create a diorama to portray any part of
the Easter festival. Write a short report to reports
accompany the diorama.

View the DVD of the Easter Story.
Discuss the main events and draw a
timeline.

Timelines

Divide the class into three groups. Have
each group perform one of the following
short skits: “The Garden of
Gethsemane”, “The Death of Jesus” and
“He Is Alive.”

Skits
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Lap top computer
LCD projector
Materials for diorama

DVD – Easter Story
30 New Testament Quick Skits
For Kids, (pp. 25-32)

Details in the e-mails
Write an e-mail to a friend describing
what happened when the angel came to
remove the stone from the tomb’s
entrance.

RESOURCES
http://www.topmarks.co.uk/east
er/Easter.aspx
Easter Facts

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goals 5: Explore the celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

OBJECTIVES
Document ways in which
Easter is celebrated in
various Christian
denominations in The
Bahamas

CONTENT
In The Bahamas, all Christian
denominations celebrate Easter in
some significant way. Catholics
and Anglicans begin celebrations
by having an Ash Wednesday
service.
On Palm Sunday, many churches
celebrate Jesus’ Triumphant entry
into Jerusalem. Churches are
usually decorated with palm
branches. Some churches like St.
Matthews Anglican Church have
Palm Sunday parades.
On Good Friday, services are
held in most churches. These
services are usually solemn and
reflective.
On Easter Sunday, services are
festive as Christians celebrate
Jesus’ resurrection.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Teacher shows videos of services
held in various churches during
the Easter season. Students
record common practices viewed.
Write notes in books.

ASSESSMENT
Notes

ZNS archives – church services

Interview persons from various
Information from interviews
denominations in The Bahamas to
find out how they celebrate
Easter.
Students produce a booklet
entitled, “Easter Celebrations in
My Church.” Include a variety of
pictures, clip art or drawings.
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RESOURCES
DVDs of services from various
churches

Booklets, using a rubric

Pictures of activities held in
churches
Materials for booklet

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore the celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the significance
of the symbols associated
with Easter

CONTENT
Easter symbols have been around for
centuries. They have been passed
down from generation to generation.
Easter Lilies: white blossoms
symbolize the purity of Jesus. Lilies,
emerging from the earth in the
spring, also symbolize new life and
the resurrection of Christ.
Easter eggs & baby chicks:
symbolize new life. Eggs have been
a symbol of spring since ancient
times. An egg also is a symbol of the
rock tomb out of which Christ
emerged when he arose again. The
chick, hatching out of the egg,
symbolizes new life or re-birth.
The crucifix symbolizes the
sacrifice Jesus made by allowing
himself to be killed. An empty cross
reminds Christians of Jesus’

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Using a Power Point presentation,
display the following symbols:
wreath, star, fish, chalice, cross, hot
cross bun, lilies, chicks, manger and
so forth.
Tell what they are and which
celebrations they are associated with.
E.g. wreath - Christmas

ASSESSMENT
Discussion

Research via the Internet and other
means. Complete a group project on
the significance of the symbols and
their association with Easter. Give
oral reports from the group research.

Oral reports from research

Create five (5) Easter symbols using
materials found in nature. Write a
paragraph about each symbol and
display on a cardboard bulletin
board.
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RESOURCES
http://www.annieshomepage.com
/symbols.html
http://www.theholidayspot.com
/easter/easter_symbols.htm
Teacher-made Power Point
presentation
Lap top computer
LCD projector
Materials found in nature
Cardboard bulletin boards

Artwork – displays of
symbols and information

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore the celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

OBJECTIVES

CONTENT
victory over death and the new life
and hope this victory brings to
believers.
The hot cross buns were first baked
in England and served on Good
Friday. It has a cross on it to
symbolize the body of Jesus broken
on the cross.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Produce a short Easter television
show with a script to perform in
front of an audience at lunch
time, in a grassy area on the
school grounds. Display the
symbols of Easter during the
performance. This is called an
Open Theatre. (Class production)

The cup symbolizes the new
covenant, which is God’s agreement
to save people through their belief in
the death of Jesus as the means of
salvation. The wine symbolizes the
blood of Jesus, which was shared for
the forgiveness of sins.
The candle represents Jesus as the
light of the world. On Good Friday,
the light is put out to signify His death
and on Easter Sunday it symbolizes
life returned to Jesus.
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ASSESSMENT
Easter production and script

RESOURCES
File paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Easter

OBJECTIVES

CONTENT
Palm branches- represent when
Jesus arrived in Jerusalem on the
first Palm Sunday and people
waved palm branches to welcome
Him.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Pretzels - A food eaten during
Lent. The twisted shaped
symbolizes arms crossed in
prayer.
The Butterfly - one of the
significant symbols of Easter. Its
whole life cycle is meant to
symbolize the life of Jesus Christ.
The first stage is the caterpillar,
which stands for His life on
Earth. The second phase is the
cocoon stage, portraying the
crucifixion and burial of Jesus.
The third and final stage is the
butterfly, representing His rising
from the dead in a glorified body.
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ASSESSMENT

RESOURCES

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Respect

•
.

OBJECTIVES
Explain what it means to
have respect for authority
or leadership

CONTENT
The word, “respect” means a high
or special regard; a relation or
reference to a particular thing or
situation.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Play the song: RESPECT by
Aretha Franklin. Discuss what it
means to have respect for
authority or leadership.

To have respect for authority is to
honour or to submit to those in
leadership positions. Such
persons include your parents,
principals, teachers, elders, law
enforcement agents, prefects etc.

Using the letters in the word
‘RESPECT’, write seven (7)
ways they can show respect for
those in authority.
Have students use the local
newspapers to find stories
showing incidences of respect
and disrespect for authority. Talk
about stories.
In groups, role play every day
examples of respect and
disrespect for authority at school
and in the home.
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ASSESSMENT
Discussion

Ideas in acrostics

Discussion

RESOURCES
http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/respect
Meaning of respect
What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “7 Ways to Show Respect”
(p. 117)
(Sample acrostic)
CD
CD Player
Song, “Respect”
Local newspapers

Role play

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Respect

•

OBJECTIVES
Study biblical characters
who demonstrated
respect for leadership /
authority figures

CONTENT
Many biblical characters demonstrated
respect for authority. They include
David and Paul. David respected King
Saul as his leader even though King Saul
wanted to kill him. Even when God
rejected Saul as king, David still
respected him.
In the New Testament, Paul sent
Onesimus, a runaway slave, back to his
owner, Philemon. Paul respected the
authority of Philemon.

•

Demonstrate respect for
persons in authority

Individuals should demonstrate respect
for persons in authority. Children
should demonstrate respect by obeying
rules at home and in school. Adults
should demonstrate respect by obeying
laws in the work place and in the
community. All persons should use
good manners to demonstrate respect.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read the story ‘Hide and Seek’
about David and King Saul.
Discuss how David displayed
respect for King Saul.

ASSESSMENT
Discussion

Read the story, “The Runaway
Oral responses
Slave.” Discuss – Why did Paul
send Onesimus back to
Philemon?

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories:
“Hide and Seek” (p. 148)
“Runaway Slave” (pp. 408-409)

File paper

Select one of the characters
Paragraphs, using a rubric
discussed (David /Paul) and
explain in one paragraph how he
showed respect for authority.
Make a respect mobile. Draw
pictures showing ways to
respect authority and display on
mobile.

Mobiles

In groups, write a respect
pledge. Recite pledge using
music and other instruments.

Pledges & attitude of
students

Materials for mobile: paper
plates, yarn, markers etc.
File paper
What Do You Stand For? For
Kids, “Make a Respect Mobile”
(pp. 117-118)
Musical instruments
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SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Friendship

•

OBJECTIVES
Examine the positive and
negative aspects of
friendship

CONTENT
A friend is someone you care
about and like to do things with.
Friends can influence each other
positively and negatively.
Positive Friendship - A friend
accepts you for who you are,
listens, encourages, gives advice,
helps with chores, lends money,
shares secrets, and simply "is
there.” Children who have friends
are likely to be more selfconfident than those without
friends.
Negative Friendship If children have difficulty making
friends they could feel great
distress. This may affect their
performance in school. Friends
may pressure each other to join
gangs, steal, smoke, take drugs,
drink alcohol, kill, fight, hurt
others etc.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
Divide class in groups. Give each Discussion
group a picture of friends who are
displaying positive or negative
actions. Discuss the pictures and
share with the class.
Create cards with positive
messages to encourage close
friendships.
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Cards, using artwork rubric

RESOURCES
Pictures
Materials for cards: construction
paper, markers, glitter, pencils
etc.

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Friendship

•

OBJECTIVES
Use biblical examples to
illustrate the positive and
negative aspects of
friendship

CONTENT
Shadrach, Meshach and Obednego were
three young men who displayed the
positive aspects of friendship. They
were loyal to God and each other. They
stood together for what they believed
was right. They also supported each
other in a difficult time.
In the story of Job, Job’s friends did not
stand by him when he was in trouble.
They refused to believe he was telling
the truth and offered no comfort to him.

•

Form judgments about
potential dangers friends
should avoid

Friends should be aware of potential
dangers they may encounter. They
should exercise wisdom and avoid
situations that may lead into trouble.
They should avoid the following:
• Friends that get into trouble often
• Staying out late at night
• Lying to parents about where they
•

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read stories, “Four Men in the
Fire” and “Cheering Job Up?”
Discuss how the friends help
or hindered each other in the
stories.

ASSESSMENT
Discussion

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories:
“Four Men in the Fire” (pp. 237238)
“Cheering Job Up?” (pp.261)

Write a paragraph about
friendship using the biblical
illustrations discussed.

Paragraphs, using essay
rubric

File paper

Teacher shares a number of
scenarios involving
friendships. Children display
warning signs if they sense
danger.

Oral responses

Warning signs (teacher-made)

Create commercials advising
friends to avoid the potential
dangers of friendship.

Commercials

are going
Drugs and alcohol
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File paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 4: Develop an appreciation for living in a community
Theme: Friendship

•

OBJECTIVES
Recommend ways to
build healthy friendships

CONTENT
Friendship is an important
relationship that should be
nurtured. Ways to build healthy
friendships include:
• Spend time together
• Be honest, caring,
cooperative and
respectful
• Listen and share feelings
• Solve problems
respectfully

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the following
passages:
“How Can You Build Strong
Relationships?”
“Have Fun with Your Friends”
“7 Building Blocks for Strong
Friendships”

ASSESSMENT
Discussion

Write a list of ten things you and your
friends might enjoy.

Lists of suggestions

In groups, think about problems
friends might have. Act out ways to
solve those problems in a respectful
manner.

Role play
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RESOURCES
What Do You Stand For? For
Kids:
“How Can You Build Strong
Relationships?” (pp. 93-94)
“Have Fun with Your Friends”
(p. 98)
“7 Building Blocks for Strong
Relationships” (p. 101)
File paper

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Pentecost/Whitsun

•

OBJECTIVES
Communicate the story of
the coming of the Holy
Spirit

CONTENT
Jesus returned to heaven after His death
with the promise that He would send a
Comforter to His disciples. Fifty days
after Jesus’ Resurrection, on the Jewish
Feast of Pentecost, the Holy Spirit came.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Create a semantic web using the word
Holy Spirit.

The Feast of Pentecost or the Feast of
Harvest was celebrated fifty days after
Passover. On this special day the
disciples were all gathered in Jerusalem,
which was crowded with Jews from
everywhere.

Write a news report to describe the
Written news reports
coming of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost.

Read and discuss the story of the
coming of the Holy Spirit.

Create a comic strip showing the story
of the coming of the Holy Spirit at
Pentecost.

The Holy Spirit came as a great rushing
wind from heaven, which filled the
room where they were. The disciples
were filled with the Holy Spirit and
spoke with other tongues or languages.
Visitors to Jerusalem understood what
the disciples were saying.
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ASSESSMENT
Web

RESOURCES
The Children’s Bible in 365
Stories, “The Coming of the
Holy Spirit” (p. 384)

Discussion
File paper

Comic strips

Paper for comic strips

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Pentecost/Whitsun

•

OBJECTIVES
CONTENT
Investigate ways in which Christian churches celebrate the
Pentecost is celebrated by coming of the Holy Spirit on
churches in The Bahamas Pentecost Sunday each year. These
services are festive and filled with
glorious singing. Songs about the
Holy Spirit are sung in some
churches. The sermon is usually
about the Holy Spirit and the role
He plays in the life of a Christian.
Pentecost is also referred to as
Whitsun. This is why we observe
Whit Monday as a holiday.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
View DVDs of Pentecost Sunday
services. Record notes on similarities
and differences between services
viewed. Share orally.

ASSESSMENT
Oral responses

RESOURCES
DVDs of services from ZNS
archives or from various
churches.
File paper

Students will share their personal
experiences about Pentecost Sunday.
Research and discuss reasons why
Whit Monday is observed as a holiday
in The Bahamas.
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Research

SCOPE OF WORK
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
GRADE SIX
Sub-Goal 5: Explore celebrations and ceremonies of the Christian faith
Theme: Celebrating Pentecost/Whitsun

•

•

OBJECTIVES
Describe the role of the
Holy Spirit in people’s
lives

Use various symbols to
describe the Holy Spirit

CONTENT
The Holy Spirit impacts people’s
lives everyday. The Holy Spirit
plays the following roles:
• Special Comforter/Helper
(John 14:16; 15:26))
• Revealer of Truth (John
14:17; 15:26
• Teacher (14:26)

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Read and discuss the following
scriptures about the Holy Spirit:
John 14:16-17; John 14:26; John
15:26. Write notes and supporting
scriptures in books.
Using cut-outs of doves, create a
puzzle or word search incorporating
words that describe the role of the
Holy Spirit in people’s lives.

Puzzles or word searches

Dove cut-outs

In the Bible, various symbols
have been used to describe the
Holy Spirit. They are dove (Mark
1:10), fire (Acts 2:3), wind (Acts
2:2), living water or streams
(John 7:38-39).

Form four groups. Each group will
be given a description of the Holy
Spirit to act out or pantomime.

Pantomime

Good News Bible for Children:
Mark 1:10; Acts 2:2-3; John
7:38-39

Draw symbols that represent the
Holy Spirit. Hang from the ceiling
of the classroom.

ASSESSMENT
Notes

RESOURCES
Good News Bible for Children:
John 14:16-17; John 14:26; John
15:26
Notebooks

Symbols

Bible Message Make-N-Takes,
“Who is the Holy Spirit?” (pp.
60-61)
Materials for symbols:
construction paper, scissors, glue,
string, tapes etc.
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APPENDIX

RUBRICS

Listening and Sharing Rubric
Group Discussion

Category
Respects Others

Participates Willingly

Positive Attitude

4

3

2

1
Student interrupts often by
whispering, making comments or
noises that distracts others OR
moves around in ways that
distract others
Student does not willingly
participate.

Student listens quietly, does not
interrupt, and stays in assigned
place without distracting
/fidgeting.

Student listens quietly and does
not interrupt. Moves a couple of
times, but does not distract
others.

Student interrupts once or twice,
but comments are relevant. Stays
in assigned place without
distracting movements.

Student routinely volunteers
answers to questions and
willingly tries to answer
questions s/he is asked.

Student volunteers once or twice
and willingly tries to answer
questions s/he is asked.

Student does not volunteer
answers, but willingly tries to
answer questions s/he is asked.

Student is helpful to those who do Student is helpful to those who do
not understand and tries to
not understand and keeps a
maintain a positive attitude
positive attitude most of the time.
throughout the discussion.

http://www.studyzone.org
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Student does not provide help for
those who do not understand and
may/may not maintain positive
attitude.

Student does not provide help for
those who do not understand and
has a negative attitude during the
discussion.

Essay Rubric
6 + 1 Trait Writing Model
Student Name:

_______________________________________

Category
Focus on topic
(content)
Accuracy of facts
(content)
Introduction
(Organization)

Sequencing
(Organization)
Flow & Rhythm
(sentence fluency)

4

3

2

1

There is one clear, well-focused
topic. Main idea stands out and
is supported by detailed
information.
All supportive facts are reported
accurately.

Main idea is clear, but the
supporting information is
general.

Main idea is somewhat clear, but there
is a need for more supporting
information.

The main idea is not clear. There is a
seemingly random collection of
information.

Almost all supportive facts are
reported accurately.

Most supportive facts are reported
accurately.

No facts are reported or most are
inaccurately reported.

The introduction is inviting,
states the main topic, and
previews the structure of the
paper.

The introduction clearly states
the main topic and previews the
structure of the paper, but it is
not particularly inviting to the
reader.
Details are placed in a logical
order, but the way they are
presented sometimes makes the
writing less interesting.
Almost all sentences sound
natural and are easy-on-the-ear
when read aloud, but 1 or 2 are
awkward or difficult to
understand.
Writer uses vivid words and
phrases that linger or draw
pictures in the reader’s mind, but
occasionally the words are used
inaccurately or seem overdone.

The introduction states the main topic,
but does not adequately preview the
structure of the paper nor is it
particularly inviting to the reader.

There is no clear introduction of the main
topic or structure of the paper.

Some details are not in a logical or
expected order, and this distracts the
reader.

Many details are not in a logical or
expected order. There is little sense that
the writing is organized.

Most sentences sound natural and are
easy-on-the-ear when read aloud, but
several are awkward or difficult to
understand.

The sentences are difficult to read along
because they sound awkward, are
distractingly repetitive, or difficult to
understand.

Writer uses words that communicate
clearly, but the writing lacks variety,
punch, or flair.

Writer uses a limited vocabulary, which
does not communicate strongly or capture
the reader’s interest. Jargon or clichés
may be present and detract from the
meaning.

Details are placed in a logical
order and the way they are
presented effectively keeps the
interest of the reader.
All sentences sound natural and
are easy-on-the-ear when read
aloud. Each sentence is clear and
has an obvious emphasis.

Writer uses vivid words and
phrases that linger or draw
Word choice
pictures in the reader’s mind,
and the choice and placement of
the words seems accurate,
natural, and not forced.
Copyright 2004 IRA/NCTE. All rights reserved.
Read Write Think materials may be reproduced for educational purposes.
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Report Rubric

Beginning
1

Developing
2

Accomplished
3

Exemplary
4

Totally unrelated

Remotely related

Somewhat relevant

Directly relevant

Topic

Organization

Not organized, events make no
sense

Quality of Information

Unable to find specific details

Grammar & Spelling

Very frequent grammar and/or
spelling errors

Interest Level

Needs descriptive words

Neatness

Illegible writing, loose pages

Timeliness

Report handed in more than one
week late

Some organization, events
jump around, start and end
are unclear
Details are somewhat
sketchy

Organized, events are somewhat
jumpy
Some details are non-supporting
to the subject

More than two errors

Only one or two errors

Vocabulary is constant,
details lack "color"
Legible writing, some illformed letters, print too
small or too large, papers
stapled together

Vocabulary is varied,
supporting details need work
Legible writing, well-formed
characters, clean and neatly
bound in a report cover,
illustrations provided
Up to two days late

Up to one week late

Good organization, events are
logically ordered, sharp sense of
beginning and end
Supporting details specific to
subject
All grammar and spelling are
correct
Vocabulary varied, supporting
details vivid
Word processed or typed, clean
and neatly bound in a report
cover, illustrations provided
Report handed in on time
Total

http://www.sdcoe.k12.ca.us/score/actbank/reportrub.html
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Score

Journal Response and Comprehension Rubric
Use this rubric to assess students’ abilities to complete the journal activities assigned for this lesson. Share this assignment with students prior to completing the journal-writing
lesson so they will understand how they will be assessed. You can also use the rubric as a basis for discussion and feedback with each student.

Student name: __________________________________________

Date: ____________________________

1. The student writes journal responses in complete sentences.

________________

2. The student writes three or more sentences to answer questions.

________________

3. The student responds to questions by self-questioning, retelling, predicting, or assuming the role of a character.

________________

4. The student’s experiences and opinions are clear.

________________

5. The student works with a peer to share journal responses and to develop a combined response when requested.

________________

Scale:
Excellent
4

Very Good
3

Fair
2

Poor
1

The student completes the task with no
major errors.

The student completes the task with only a
few major errors and some minor errors.

The student completes the task with some
major errors and many minor errors.

The student fails to complete the task.

The student demonstrates a full
understanding of the concepts

The student demonstrates a strong
understanding of the concepts

The student has difficulty understanding
the concepts

Include anecdotal notes in the space below:

Copyright 2004 IRA/NCTE. All rights reserved.
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The student does not understand the
concepts.

Poems and Songs
Rubric 26
DIRECTIONS: This form is designed to help you evaluate student-created poems and songs. Read the statements below. Then indicate the number from the following scale that reflects your assessment of the student’s work.
1 = Weak 2 = Moderately Weak

3 = Average 4 = Moderately Strong 5 = Strong

1.

The content of the poem or song fulfills all the requirements of the assignment.
1 2 3 4 5

2

The organization of the poem or song is clear and easy to follow.
1 2 3 4 5

3

The poem or song is descriptive, expressive, and creative.
1 2 3 4 5

4

The contents of the poem or song demonstrate an understanding of the appropriate events, concepts, or topics.
1 2 3 4 5

5

The poem or song is well written.
1 2 3 4 5

6

For songs: the lyrics and tune go together well.
1 2 3 4 5

7

The spelling, punctuation, and grammar in the poem or song are accurate.
1 2 3 4 5

8

The poem or song is neatly typed or handwritten.
1 2 3 4 5

9

The student did a good job in presenting the poem or song to the class.
1 2 3 4 5

10.

Overall, the work represents the student’s full potential.
1 2 3 4 5

Additional Comments:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Total Points/Grade: __________
Copyright © by Holt, Rinehart and Winston. All rights reserved.
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Rubric for Speeches
Student Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Speech Topic: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Audience

4
You knew your audience and
how to address them.

3
There were a few people to which
your speech did not apply.

2
You knew little about your
audience.

1
You did not know your audience
at all.

You maintained good eye contact
most of the time.

Little eye contact and your
posture needs improvement.

No eye contact and poor posture.

Posture and Eye Contact

Excellent posture and you kept
eye contact with your audience.
Your word choice was excellent
and appropriate for the audience.
You avoided “ums, “ers” and
“likes.”
Your content was always
accurate.

Some of the words you chose
could be replaced, but for the
most part, you speech was good.

Your audience seemed confused
at times.

Poor word choice.

Your content was essentially
accurate.

Your content was mostly unclear.

Not enough information was
presented or was not relevant.

Maintained time frame

You mostly stayed within the
time frame.

You exceeded the time frame, but
that’s okay.

Your message was too sort or too
long.

Your confidence was contagious!

Your confidence was good, no
wonder everyone likes you.

Your confidence was okay.

You lacked confidence.

You disclosed 3 sources.

You disclosed 2 sources.

You disclosed 1 source.

You did not disclose any sources.

Word Choice

Content
Use of Time
Confidence
Sources

http://www.scholastic.com
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Generic Poster Rubric
Category
Use of Class Time

Graphics – Originality

Required Elements

Content – Accuracy
Grammar

Labels

4

3

2

1

Used time well during each class
period. Focused on getting the
project done. Never distracted
others.

Used time well during each class
period. Usually focused on
getting the project done and never
distracted others.

Did not use class time to focus on
the project OR often distracted
others.

Several of the graphics used on
the poster reflect an exceptional
degree of student creativity in
their creation and/or display.
The poster includes all required
elements as well as additional
information.
At least 7 accurate facts are
displayed on the poster.
There are no grammatical
mistakes on the poster.

One or two of the graphics used
on the poster reflect student
creativity in their creation and/or
display.
All required elements are
included on the poster.

Used some of the time well
during each class period. There
was some focus on getting the
project done but occasionally
distracted others.
The graphics are made by the
student, but are based on the
designs or ideas of others.
All but 1 of the required elements
is included on the poster.

Several required elements were
missing.

5-6 accurate facts are displayed
on the poster.
There is 1 grammatical mistake
on the poster.

3-4 accurate facts are displayed
on the poster.
There are 2 grammatical mistakes
on the poster.

All items of importance on the
poster are clearly labeled with
labels that can be read from at
least 3 ft. away.

Almost all items of importance
on the poster are clearly labeled
with labels that can be read from
at least 3 ft away.

Several items of importance on
the poster are clearly labeled with
labels that can be read from at
least 3 ft. away.

Less than 3 accurate facts are
displayed on the poster.
There are more than 2
grammatical mistakes on the
poster.
Labels are too small to view OR
no important items were labeled.
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No graphics made by the student
are included.

Assessment Rubric for Drawing
Performance
Indicator
Creativity and
Originality

Effort and
Perseverance

Concept
Understanding

1

2

3

4

Piece is finished but provides no
evidence of creativity or
originality

Piece includes an idea, but lacks
originality and may have imitated
someone else’s plan

Piece includes some unique ideas
and several materials were used

Piece includes many unique ideas
and creative use of materials

Piece is incomplete

Piece is completed with minimal
effort, work is somewhat careless

Piece is completed with good
effort, meeting all requirements

Piece is completed with
substantial evidence of effort,
beyond what was required

Piece was created but does not
show understanding of the main
concept at all

Piece was created but with
limited understanding of the main
concept

Piece was created to display
understanding of the main
concept

Piece was obviously planned and
created to display understanding
of the main concept
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Rubric for “Live Puppet Shows” or Dramatic Skits
Name: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Title: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
1 = Very Poor; 2 = Poor; 3 = Good; 4 = Above Average; 5 = Outstanding

1

2

3

4

5

Stage and/or Props
(effectively designed to
enhance performance
Costumes
(appropriately developed the
characters)
Script
(clear plot; effective
characters; action held
audience’s attention)
Performance
(effective pace, volume,
expression, gestures, action)
Age-Appropriateness
(diction; plot; topic; theme)
Theme
(positive message delivered;
informative; inspirational;
motivational)
Comments: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Category
Information
Rebuttal
Organization
Understanding of
Topic
Respect for other
Team

Excellent

Class Debate Rubric
Good

Satisfactory

Needs Improvement

All information was accurate and
clear

Most information was accurate and
clear

Most information was accurate and
clear, but not usually thorough

All counter-arguments were
accurate, relevant, and strong

Most counter-arguments were
accurate, relevant, and strong

Most counter-arguments were accurate
and relevant, but several were weak

Information had several
inaccuracies or was usually
unclear.
Counter-arguments were not
accurate or relevant

All arguments were logical and
clearly followed a premise

Most arguments were logical and
clearly followed a premise

Arguments were logical, but did not
always follow a premise

Arguments were illogical and did
not follow a premise

The team clearly understand the
topic fully and presented
convincingly
Showed high respect for other team
in language, responses, and body
language

The team clearly understood the topic
and presented with ease

The team understood the main points of
the topic and presented those well

Showed good respect for other team in
language, responses, and body
language

Showed moderate respect for other team
in language, responses, and body
language

The team did not exhibit an
adequate understanding of the
topic
Language, responses, and body
language were consistently
disrespectful

File:////andromeda/Desktop%20Folder/favourites/Education/...tro_project/content/html/information/debate_rubic.html
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Artwork Rubric
Directions: This form is designed to help you evaluate student-created artwork. Read the statements below. Then indicate the number from the following scale that reflects your assessment of the student’s or group’s artwork.
1 = Weak 2 = Moderately Weak 3 = Average 4 = Moderately Strong 5=Strong
1. The artwork contains all the required items or information.
1 2 3 4 5
2. The artwork is clean and neat.
1 2 3 4 5
3. The artwork is colourful and creative.
1 2 3 4 5
4. The information in the artwork is well organized.
1 2 3 4 5
5. The spelling, punctuation, and grammar of text that accompanies the artwork are accurate.
1 2 3 4 5
6. The artwork shows an understanding of the concepts or topics being depicted.
1 2 3 4 5
7. The information in the artwork is appropriate to the topic.
1 2 3 4 5
8. If a group project, every member of the group appears to have participated in developing the artwork.
1 2 3 4 5
9. The student or group did a good job presenting the artwork to the class.
1 2 3 4 5
10. Overall, the final result represents the student’s or group’s full potential.
1 2 3 4 5
Additional Comments:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Total Points/Grade: ____________________
Copyright by Holt, Rinehart and Winston. All rights reserved.
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CONCEPTS, SKILLS AND ATTITUDES IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Religious Education should focus on the teaching of the relevant concepts, skills and attitudes that students will need to understand, acquire and develop in order to gain a rounded and fuller
experience of what will be learnt about and from religions.
1.

CONCEPTS IN RELIGION AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
The following concepts are integral to a study of religion:
God
Forgiveness
Sacrifice
Responsibility
Religion
Belief
Symbol

2.

Ultimate Questions
Deity
Values
Worship
Faith
Awe and Wonder
Lifestyle

SKILLS IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
a)

Investigation – this includes:
• asking relevant questions;
• knowing how to use different types of sources as a way of gathering information;
• knowing what may constitute evidence for understanding religion (s).

b)

Interpretation – this includes
• the ability to draw meaning from artifacts, works of art, poetry and symbolism;
• the ability to interpret religious language
• the ability to suggest meaning of religious texts.

c)

Reflection – this includes:
• the ability to reflect on feelings, relationships, experiences, ultimate questions, beliefs and practices.

d)

Empathy – this includes:
• the ability to consider the thoughts, feelings, experiences, attitudes, beliefs and values of others;
• developing the power of imagination to identify feelings such as love, wonder, forgiveness and sorrow;
• the ability to see the world through the eyes of others, and to see issues from their point of view.
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3.

e)

Evaluation – this includes:
• the ability to debate issues of Religious significance with reference to evidence and argument;
• weighing the respective claims of self-interest, consideration for others, religious teaching and individual conscience.

f)

Analysis – this includes:
• distinguishing between opinion, belief and fact;
• distinguishing between the features of different religions.

g)

Synthesis – this includes:
• linking significant features of religion together in a coherent pattern;
• connecting different aspects of life into a meaningful whole.

h)

Application – this includes:
• making the association between religions, and individual, community, national and international life;
• identifying key religious values and their interplay with secular ones.

i)

Expression – this includes:
• the ability to explain concepts, rituals and practices;
• the ability to identify and articulate matters of deep conviction and concern, and to respond to religious issues through a variety of media.

ATTITUDES IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Attitudes such as respect, care and concern should be promoted through all areas of school life. There are some attitudes that are fundamental to Religious Education in that they
are prerequisites for entering fully into the study of Religions, and learning from that experience. The following should be included:
a) Commitment – this includes:
• understanding the importance of commitment to a set of values by which to live one’s life;
• willingness to develop a positive approach to life;
• ability to learn, while living with certainty.
b) Fairness – this includes:
• careful consideration of other views;
• willingness to consider evidence and argument;
• readiness to look beyond surface impressions.
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c) Respect – this includes;
• respecting those who have different beliefs and customs to one’s own;
• recognizing the rights of others to hold their own views;
• avoidance of ridicule;
• discerning between what is worthy of respect and what is not;
• appreciating that people’s religious convictions are often deeply felt;
• recognizing the needs and concerns of others.
d) Self-understanding – this includes:
• developing a mature sense of self-worth and value;
• developing a capacity to discern the personal relevance of religious questions.
e) Enquiry – this includes:
• curiosity and a desire to seek after the truth;
• developing a personal interest in metaphysical questions;
• an ability to live with ambiguities and paradox;
• the desire to search for the meaning of life;
• being prepared to reconsider existing views;
• being prepared to acknowledge bias and prejudice to oneself;
• willingness to value insight and imagination as ways of perceiving reality.

Taken from the Agreed Syllabus for Religious Education, Sutton, UK.
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James Fowler’s “Stages of Faith”
Stage 1
Intuitive / Projective Faith
Children aged approximately 4 - 8 years

Stage 2
Mythic / Literal Faith
Children aged approximately 8 – 12 years

Stage 3
Synthetic / Conventional Faith
People from approximately 12 years to early adulthood – if not forever.

Stage 4
Individuating /Reflexive Faith
Usually people from 17 – 18 onward.

Stage 5
Conjunctive Faith
Adults
Stage 6
Universalizing Faith
Think Mother Teresa and Mahatma Gandhi!
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James Fowler’s “Stages of Faith”
Please note that these “Stages of Faith are not prescriptive. They are useful descriptors of the usual stages in which people’s faith develops. Each has it’s own structural whole, but they are related to each other
sequentially and hierarchically.

Stage 1: Intuitive/Projective Faith (The “warm fuzzy stage”)











This is the foundation of all the other stages
It involves children of 4 to 8 years.
If it is not well established by about the age of 8, the person may spend the rest of his or her life searching for it.
It is imitative faith – where meaning is made and trust is established intuitively, and by imitation and projection of the visible faith of parents and significant others.
Affectively dominates: knowing and feelings are fused.
The child discovers a reality beyond everyday life.
The child begins to discover the limitations of life.
As it is a time of unrestrained fantasy and imagination, lasting images and feelings (both positive and negative) are formed.
Symbols are taken literally, and God is thought of in anthropomorphic forms (as a policeman in the sky, or a king on a throne, for example).
Beginnings of memory, self consciousness, and empathy.

Implications for teaching Religious Education:









Children must see the visible faith of their teachers (and significant others) and be able to participate in class prayers and class/school liturgies.
Vital for teachers (and parents) to convey that they can be trusted and relied upon – to allow formation of a positive image of God.
God must be presented as loving, good, sustaining, and protecting. Children should be encouraged to talk to God in their own words as dialogue to any relationship.
Bible stories should be used sparingly and carefully – stories that stress God’s love, faithfulness and care for us.
Encourage children to think of Jesus as their brother; as a child of their own age; and as God made visible in a baby-in a child
At the end of this stage (6-8 years) encourage the children to think in terms of “why” something is right or wrong.
Begin to lay the basis of a threefold relationship (self/others/God) in which their relationship with God and others are two sides of the one coin. They love God by loving
others. When they hurt others, they need to tell both God and others that they’re sorry.
Encourage them to think beyond the confines of their own family, by presenting the church as the broader family of God’s people to which they belong. The first
Eucharist is therefore an excellent transition to Stage 2.
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James Fowler’s “Stages of Faith” continued

Stage 2: Mythic/Literal








This is a joining faith involving children from approximately 8 – 12 years. Joining the group is more self-conscious, more international.
The child begins to take on and own the stories, beliefs and practices that symbolize belonging to the faith community.
The stories and myths are taken literally.
Reasoning and thought now possible, beyond intuition, but only in concrete sensory terms. Abstraction is impossible.
The child begins to differentiate between natural and supernatural, but God is still thought of in anthropomorphic terms.
The authority of significant others still dominates over that of peers.
Ability to empathize increases, but only for “those like us”.
Implications for teaching Religious Education












This is an excellent time to learn the stories, practices and legends of the faith community, but be careful how they are told. Tell them in a way that won’t
have to be denied later - explain that there are deeper meanings to the stories that they will learn as they grow older. Both the heroes and the scoundrels
should be presented!
Make the children feel like real members of the church-members of an old and great people, with a great sense of tradition.
Encourage the children to love and care for people who do not belong to “our” group. God loves all people.
Excellent time to begin reflecting on their own practice of the faith, as long as the object of reflection is concrete to their own experience.
Regarding the developing of their conscience, they are now more able to enter into the place of others. So, encourage them to consider “How would I feel
If…”, and “why” something is right or wrong.
Provide opportunities for service for others.
It is important for the teachers to witness to his or her faith.
Build in the awareness that “knowing” our faith is a lifelong process.
Emphasize that God is the source of all truth, and thus there is no contradiction between the truths of science and religion.

Stage 3: Synthetic/Conventional





This faith is one that interprets, relates to, and makes meaning out of life according to what “they say”. It is a conventional faith, determined by others with
whom the person is in a close face to face relationship. It involves people of approximately 12 years to early adulthood…if not forever.
Because there are numerous “theys”, these groups come into conflict. Equilibrium is found either by subordinating the “authorities” under what the person
perceives to be the highest authority, or by compartmentalizing them, thereby making meaning according to the group they are with at the time.
On religious questions there is a strong reliance on institutional authority.
Increased awareness of the faith perspectives of others, leading either to prejudice or over-assimilation (“They are like us really.”)
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James Fowler’s “Stages of Faith” continued

Implications for teaching Religious Education










Now capable of thinking theologically, so this is an ideal time for more informed and in depth presentation of the faith tradition.
Encourage reflection on their own decision making process.
Encourage them to confront their own “conformism”, and to begin thinking, and making decisions for themselves.
Make them aware of the incongruence of their different behavior with different groups.
Challenge their prejudices by providing direct contact with groups who make meaning in different ways “from us”.
This is perhaps the most idealistic stage of life, so appeal to their idealism - encourage it. Give them models from the faith tradition.
Service projects should be an integral part of the course.
Capable of making a major step forward in the development of their own spirituality, namely a personal relationship with God. So provide in-depth Christian experiences,
liturgies, retreats.
The Christian environment of the school is of vital importance.

Stage 4: Individual/Reflexive Faith







This is a more self chosen and independent faith that comes from within. It usually involves people from 17 – 18 onward, However, many people never
make the crucial transition from Stage 3 to Stage 4.
It develops when they recognize, and can no longer tolerate, themselves being different people with different groups.
Also when they realize they cannot hand over their meaning making to even the highest authority.
A more self chosen faith emerges - so do values, life style and meaning.
New awareness of the paradoxes and polarities of life (e.g. individual vs. community). To attain equilibrium, the person tends to take an “either/or” approach.
Not unusual for a person at this stage to join an ideologically grounded community that offers ready-made answers to the paradoxes and ambiguities of life.

Implications for teaching Religious Education





Affirm

the students in their attempts to think for themselves, but confront them with the fact that they can’t do this in isolation, so they need to remain in
dialogue with a faith community.
Make them aware that ‘either” solutions are too simplistic. Raise up “shades of grey”.
If they are rejecting their tradition out-of-hand, pose for them the possibility of reclaiming it but without being blind to or uncritical of its limitations – i.e. a “critical”
faith.
Encourage them to discover truth in other traditions as well.
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James Fowler’s “Stages of Faith” continued

Stage 5: Conjunctive Faith






Life is no longer seen in terms of “either/or”. The paradoxes and polarities are embraced and held in creative tension with each other.
Ambiguity in meaning making is accepted, allowing autonomous commitment to their own tradition while respecting and being genuinely open to the truth in other
positions.
There is often a reappropriation of past patterns of commitment and ways of making meaning, drawing strength from the truth of the tradition and community even while
recognizing their limitations.
While Stage 3 is dependent and Stage 4 is independent, Stage 5 is interdependent – capable of depending on others without losing one’s own independence.
Now there is empathy and active concern for all peoples.
Implications for teaching:




Offer a process of in depth critical reflection of their own and other traditions, dialogue and decision making.
The teacher becomes more of a facilitator and fellow learner.

Stage 6: Universalizing Faith






Think Mother Theresa or Mahatma Ghandi! Very few people get to this stage.
A sense of immediacy of participation in the Ultimate; self is no longer the centering point of reference, the Ultimate is.
They make the encounter with the Ultimate available to others, and dwell in the world as transforming presence.
They see the human family as universally inclusive.
Teach them? No! Observe and learn from them!

∆ Fowler, J Stages of Faith: The Psychology of Human Development and the Quest for Meaning (NY: Harper & Row, 1981)
(Adapted from notes, from a lecture by T.H. Groome, Boston College, USA)
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How to write test items using Bloom’s Taxonomy
Teachers can follow these guidelines for creating items or tasks that require the type of thinking which defines each level of Bloom’s Taxonomy.

Cognitive Level
REMEMBERING

Test Item Example

Description & Questions

Describe the crowd’s reaction when Jesus rode
into Jerusalem on a donkey.

Exhibit memory of previously learned material by recalling facts, terms, basic concepts, and answers.
Questions
What is …?
Where is …?

State in your own words the meaning of the
Golden Rule.

Demonstrate understanding of facts and ideas by organizing, comparing, translating, interpreting, giving
descriptions, and stating main ideas.
Questions
Can you explain what is happening…?
How would you summarize…?

Write two questions you would ask in an
interview with someone whose family member has
just died.

Solve problems to new situations by applying acquired knowledge, facts, techniques and rules in a different
way.
Questions
What examples can you find to …?
What questions would you ask in an interview with…?

ANALYZING

What is the function of the Holy Spirit in the life
of a Christian?

Examine and break information into parts by identifying motives or causes. Make inferences and find evidence
to support generalizations.
Questions
What conclusions can you draw…?
What ideas justify…?

EVALUATING

What judgment would you make about the way
Joseph treated his brothers when they came to
Egypt?

Present and defend opinions by making judgments about information, validity of ideas, or quality of work
based on a set of criteria.
Questions
Do you agree with the actions…?
What data was used to make the conclusion…?

Write a new ending to the story of Judas, the
disciple who betrayed Jesus.

Compile information together in a different way by combining elements in a new pattern or proposing
alternative solutions.
Questions
Can you propose an alternative…?
What changes would you make to solve…?

UNDERSTANDING

APPLYING

CREATING
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